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The San Joaquin River Conservancy is an agency of the State of California created by the
State Legislature in 1992 to create the San Joaquin River Parkway by: acquiring 5,900 acres
for the Parkway from willing sellers; enhancing and restoring riparian, floodplain, and aquatic
habitat, and conserving natural and cultural resources on its lands; and developing and
managing its lands for public recreational and educational use compatible with resource
protection. The Conservancy also assists other entities in conserving and improving their
lands for the Parkway. The Conservancy is working to facilitate the development of the
Parkway, cultivate public support, and secure its future.
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1.
1.1

Introduction
PURPOSE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

This document includes written responses to written comments received on the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (Draft EIR) prepared for the proposed San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update
(proposed Project or proposed Plan), and presents revisions to the Draft EIR, including Mitigation
Measures and the proposed Plan made after circulation of the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR identified
significant adverse environmental impacts of the proposed Plan, examined alternatives, and
recommended feasible mitigation measures that can avoid or reduce the identified adverse impacts.
This document, together with the Draft EIR, constitute the Final EIR that the San Joaquin River
Conservancy (Conservancy) Board will consider certifying under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) before considering approval of the proposed Plan.

1.2

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

CEQA requires lead agencies to consult with public agencies having jurisdiction over resources that may
be affected by a proposed project and to provide the general public with an opportunity to comment on a
Draft EIR. This Final EIR has been prepared to provide written response to comments received on the
Draft EIR prepared for the proposed Plan and made available for public review for 60 days from May 1,
2017 through June 29, 2017. The Draft EIR was distributed to local, regional, and State agencies and the
general public was advised of the availability of the Draft EIR. Copies of the Draft EIR were made available
for review to interested parties at:
 San Joaquin River Conservancy, 5469 E. Olive Avenue, Fresno, CA 93727
 Woodward Park Regional Library, 944 E. Perrin Avenue, Fresno, CA 93720
 Online: http://sjrc.ca.gov
Complete copies of all written comments received on the Draft EIR are included in Appendix H of this
document. A reproduction of the comments extracted from the comment letters and written responses to
those comments are included in Chapter 5, Comments and Responses, of this Final EIR.
The Final EIR will be presented to the Conservancy Board for review and certification as part of their
consideration of the proposed Plan. All persons who commented on the Draft EIR will be notified of the
availability of the Final EIR and the date of the public Board hearing. Public input is encouraged at all
public hearings before the Board.
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Public agencies that submitted comments on the Draft EIR will be provided with written responses to their
comments at least 10 days before the Conservancy considers certifying the Final EIR. As part of its
consideration of the proposed Plan, CEQA requires the Conservancy to make findings regarding the extent
and nature of the impacts as presented in the Final EIR.

1.3

FINAL EIR REPORT ORGANIZATION

This document is organized into the following chapters:



Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter discusses the use and organization of this document.



Chapter 2: Executive Summary. This chapter provides a summary of: the proposed project;
environmental review procedures; alternatives examined; significant impacts and mitigation measures
identified in the Draft EIR; and other conclusions from the Draft EIR.



Chapter 3: Revisions to the Draft EIR. This chapter presents revisions and corrections to the text and
graphics of the Draft EIR and the Master Plan Update. Underline text represents language that has
been added, and text with strikethrough represents language that has been deleted.



Chapter 4: List of Commenters. This chapter provides a list of agencies and individuals who
commented on the Draft EIR.



Chapter 5: Comments and Responses. This chapter lists the comments received from agencies and the
public on the Draft EIR, and provides responses to those comments.



Appendices. The appendices for this document contain the following supporting documents:
 Appendix H: Comment Letters including any attachments
 Appendix I: City of Fresno 2035 General Plan Update Consistency Analysis
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2. Executive Summary
This chapter presents an overview of the proposed San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update, herein
referred to as “Project.” This executive summary also provides a summary of the alternatives to the
Project, identifies issues to be resolved, areas of controversy, and conclusions of the analysis contained in
Chapters 4.1 through 4.16, of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR). For a complete
description of the Project, please see Chapter 3, Project Description, of the Draft EIR. For a complete
discussion of Project Alternatives, please see Chapter 6 of the Draft EIR, Alternatives to the Project.
The Draft EIR addresses the environmental effects associated with the implementation of the Project. The
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that government agencies, prior to taking action on
projects over which they have discretionary approval authority, consider the environmental consequences
of such projects. An EIR is a public document designed to provide the public, and local and State
governmental agency decision-makers with an analysis of potential environmental consequences to
support informed decision-making.
The Draft EIR and this Final EIR have been prepared pursuant to the requirements of CEQA 1 and the State
CEQA Guidelines 2 to determine if approval of the identified discretionary actions and related subsequent
development could have a significant impact on the environment. The San Joaquin River Conservancy, as
the Lead Agency, has reviewed and revised as necessary submitted drafts, technical studies, and reports
to reflect its own independent judgment, including reliance on applicable Conservancy technical
personnel and review of all technical consultant reports. Information for the Draft EIR was obtained from:
on-site field observations; discussions with affected agencies; analysis of adopted plans and policies;
review of available studies, reports, data, and similar literature in the public domain; and specialized
environmental assessments (e.g., air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, noise, geotechnical and
transportation and traffic).

2.1

ENVIRONMENTAL PROCEDURES

The Draft EIR was prepared to assess the environmental effects associated with implementation of the
Project, as well as anticipated future discretionary actions and approvals. The six main objectives of the
Draft EIR as established by CEQA are:



To disclose to decision-makers and the public the significant environmental effects of proposed
activities.
1
2

California Public Resources Code, Division 13, Section 2100, et seq.
Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations, Division 6, Chapter 3, Section 15000, et seq.
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To identify ways to avoid or reduce environmental damage.



To prevent environmental damage by requiring implementation of feasible alternatives or mitigation
measures.



To disclose to the public reasons for agency approval of projects with significant environmental
effects.



To foster interagency coordination in the review of projects.



To enhance public participation in the planning process.

An EIR is the most comprehensive form of environmental documentation identified in the CEQA statute
and in the CEQA Guidelines. It provides the information needed to assess the environmental
consequences of a proposed project, to the extent feasible. EIRs are intended to provide an objective,
factually supported, full-disclosure analysis of the environmental consequences associated with a
proposed project that has the potential to result in significant, adverse environmental impacts. An EIR is
also one of various decision-making tools used by a lead agency to consider the merits and disadvantages
of a project that is subject to its discretionary authority. Prior to approving a proposed project, the lead
agency must consider the information contained in the EIR, determine whether the EIR was properly
prepared in accordance with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, determine that it reflects the independent
judgment of the lead agency, adopt findings concerning the project’s significant environmental impacts
and alternatives, and adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations if the proposed project would result
in significant impacts that cannot be avoided.

2.1.1

DRAFT EIR ORGANIZATION

The Draft EIR is organized into the following chapters:



Chapter 1: Executive Summary. Summarizes Project location, overview, and environmental
consequences that would result from implementation of the Project, describes recommended
mitigation measures, and indicates level of significance of environmental impacts with and without
mitigation.



Chapter 2: Introduction. Provides an overview of the Draft EIR document.



Chapter 3: Project Description. Describes the Project in detail, including the Project site location and
characteristics, Project objectives, and the structural and technical elements of the proposed action.



Chapter 4: Environmental Analysis. This chapter is divided into 16 subchapters. Each subchapter
corresponds to the environmental resource categories identified in CEQA Guidelines Appendix F,
Energy Conservation, and Appendix G, Environmental Checklist, as amended per Assembly Bill 52
(Tribal Cultural Resources) and the California Supreme Court in a December 2015 opinion [California
Building Industry Association (CBIA) v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), 62 Cal.
4th 369 (No. S 213478)]. This chapter provides a description of the physical environmental conditions
within the Parkway Plan Area, as they existed at the time the Notice of Preparation was published,
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from both a local and regional perspective, as well as an analysis of the potential environmental
impacts of the proposed Project, and recommended mitigation measures, if required, to reduce their
significance. The environmental setting included in each subchapter provides baseline physical
conditions from which the Conservancy, acting as the lead agency, will determine the significance of
environmental impacts resulting from the proposed Project. Each subchapter also includes a
description of the thresholds used to determine if a significant impact would occur; the methodology
to identify and evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed Project; and the potential cumulative
impacts associated with the proposed Project.



Chapter 5: Significant and Unavoidable Adverse Impacts. Describes the significant unavoidable adverse
impacts of the Project.



Chapter 6: Alternatives to the Project. Considers two alternatives to the Project, including the CEQArequired “No Project Alternative.”



Chapter 7: CEQA Mandated Sections. Discusses growth inducement, unavoidable significant effects,
and significant irreversible changes of the Project.



Chapter 8: Organizations and Persons Consulted. Identifies the preparers of the Draft EIR.



Appendices. The appendices for the Draft EIR contain the following supporting documents:
 Appendix A:
NOP & Initial Study
 Appendix B:
Scoping Comments
 Appendix C:
San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update
 Appendix D:
Air Quality & Greenhouse Gas Assumptions
 Appendix E:
Biological Resources
 Appendix F:
Cultural Resources Existing Conditions Report
 Appendix G:
Transportation & Traffic

2.1.2

FINAL EIR ORGANIZATION

The Draft EIR combined with this document comprise the Final EIR for the proposed Project. This
document is organized into the following chapters:



Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter discusses the use and organization of this document.



Chapter 2: Executive Summary. This chapter provides an overview summary of: the proposed project;
environmental review procedures; alternatives examined; significant impacts and mitigation measures
identified in the Draft EIR; and other conclusions from the Draft EIR.



Chapter 3: Revisions to the Draft EIR. This chapter presents revisions and corrections to the text and
graphics of the Draft EIR and the Master Plan Update. Underline text represents language that has
been added, and text with strikethrough represents language that has been deleted.



Chapter 4: List of Commenters. This chapter provides a list of agencies and individuals who
commented on the Draft EIR.

PLACEWORKS
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Chapter 5: Comments and Responses. This chapter lists the comments received from agencies and the
public on the Draft EIR, and provides responses to those comments.



Appendices. The appendices for this document contain the following supporting documents:
 Appendix H: Comment Letters including any attachments
 Appendix I: City of Fresno 2035 General Plan Update Consistency Analysis

2.2

TYPE AND PURPOSE OF THIS EIR

According to Section 15121(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, the purpose of an EIR is to:
Inform public agency decision makers and the public generally of the significant environmental effects
of a project, identify possible ways to minimize the significant effects, and describe reasonable
alternatives to the project.
Because of the long-term planning horizon of the proposed Project, and the acquisition, permitting,
planning, and development actions that are related both geographically and as logical parts in the chain of
contemplated actions for implementation, the Draft EIR was prepared as a program EIR for the proposed
project, pursuant to Section 15168 of the CEQA Guidelines.
Once a program EIR has been certified, subsequent activities within the program must be evaluated to
determine whether additional CEQA review is required. If the program EIR addresses the program’s effects
as specifically and comprehensively as possible, subsequent activities could be found to be within the
program EIR scope, and additional environmental review may not be required (CEQA Guidelines Section
15168[c]). When a program EIR is relied on for a subsequent activity, the lead agency must incorporate
feasible mitigation measures and alternatives developed in the program EIR into the subsequent activities
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15168[c][3]). If a subsequent activity would have effects that are not within the
scope of a program EIR, the lead agency must prepare a new Initial Study leading to a Negative
Declaration, a Mitigated Negative Declaration, or an EIR. For these subsequent environmental review
documents, this program EIR will serve as the first-tier environmental analysis.

2.3

PROJECT SUMMARY

The Conservancy is proposing to update the existing San Joaquin River Parkway Interim Master Plan,
which was adopted in December 1997 by the Conservancy. The proposed Plan will serve as the document
that will guide future improvements to the Parkway incrementally and in phases over many years. As such,
the proposed Plan includes goals, policies, and conceptual improvement projects and opportunities under
which Parkway development would be pursued and implemented. Future projects under the plan will be
reviewed under California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requirements, as needed, to determine
potential impacts and mitigation measures on a site-specific basis.
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The Draft EIR analyzed alternatives to the proposed Project that may feasibly attain some of the Project
objectives. A total of two were analyzed in detail. They are listed below, and each is described and
analyzed in Chapter 6 of the Draft EIR.

2.4

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROJECT

2.4.1

NO-PROJECT ALTERNATIVE

Consistent with Section 15126.6(e)(2) of the CEQA Guidelines, under the No Project Alternative, the
existing San Joaquin River Master Plan, adopted in December 1997, would remain in effect. This
alternative would continue to implement the existing 1997 Parkway Master Plan and would generally
meet the project objectives, with the exception of the objective of cohesively generating environmental
benefits and mitigating the impacts of Parkway development, rather than relying to a much greater extent
on project-specific, incremental mitigation. This alternative would not comprehensively implement the
updated policies of the Master Plan Update, nor would it implement the mitigation requirements
identified in the Draft EIR.

2.4.2

INCREASED NATURAL RESERVES ALTERNATIVE

Under the Increased Natural Reserves alternative, the proposed Project would continue to be
implemented; however, the focus would shift to increasing natural reserves through land acquisitions, and
not enhance or increase the existing network of multi-use trails or other public access and recreation
improvements. Under this alternative, the overall land area of natural reserves would be increased and
the public access facilities would remain similar to existing conditions; therefore, trail connections and
other public access improvements would be minimal. As such, fewer recreation and education facilities
and trail enhancements would occur, thereby, reducing visitation and further opportunities for low-impact
recreation compared to the proposed Project. Under this alternative the same goals and policies as
included in the proposed Project would be applicable. This alternative would not meet the project
objectives, the statutory mission of the San Joaquin Conservancy, the mandate of the San Joaquin River
Conservancy Act, nor achieve the purposes of the San Joaquin River Parkway, as it would not provide for
low impact public recreation.

2.5

ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED

Section 15123(b)(3) of CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR identify issues to be resolved, including the
choice among alternatives and whether or how to mitigate significant impacts. With regard to the
proposed Plan, the major issues identified in the Draft EIR to be resolved include decisions by the San
Joaquin River Conservancy, as the lead agency, related to:



Whether the Draft EIR adequately describes the environmental impact of the Plan.

PLACEWORKS
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Whether the proposed land use changes are compatible with the character of the existing area.



Whether the identified mitigation measures should be adopted or modified.



Whether there are other mitigation measures that should be applied to the Plan in addition to or
instead of the mitigation measures identified in the Draft EIR.



Whether there are any alternatives to the Plan that would substantially lessen any of the significant
impacts of the proposed Plan and achieve most of the basic objectives.

2.6

AREAS OF CONTROVERSY

The San Joaquin River Conservancy issued a Notice of Preparation and Initial Study for the EIR on June 17,
2013 and held a scoping meeting on July 9, 2013 to receive scoping comments. The scoping period ran
from June 17, 2013 through July 17, 2013, during which time responsible agencies and interested
members of the public were invited to submit comments as to the scope and content of the Draft EIR. The
comments received focused primarily on the issues listed below. The NOP and Initial Study are included in
Appendix A of the Draft EIR, and comments received during the scoping period are included in Appendix B
of the Draft EIR.
 Location and alignment of the San Joaquin River Parkway multi-use trail.
 Public safety and law enforcement.
 Economics of implementing the proposed Plan, including in particular operations and maintenance
costs.
 Habitat protection and restoration.
 Noise and light pollution.
 Parking and vehicular access to the Parkway.
 Public transit access.
 Safe access for boats, kayaks, and canoes.
 Impacts to properties adjacent to the Parkway.
 Traffic and circulation (bike and vehicle).

2.7

SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Under CEQA, a significant impact on the environment is defined as a substantial, or potentially substantial,
adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the Project, including land,
air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic and aesthetic significance.
The proposed Project has the potential to generate significant environmental impacts in a number of
areas. Table 2-1 summarizes the conclusions of the environmental analysis contained in the Draft EIR and
presents a summary of impacts and mitigation measures identified. It is organized to correspond with the
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environmental issues discussed in Chapters 4.0 through 4.16 of the Draft EIR. The table is arranged in four
columns: 1) environmental impacts, 2) significance before mitigation, 3) mitigation measures, and 4)
significance after mitigation. The abbreviations used in Table 2-1 are as follows:



LTS: Less than Significant. Indicates the impact was determined to be less than significant, and no
mitigation measures are required under CEQA.



No Impact. Indicates that an impact would be neither less-than-significant, nor significant.



N/A: Not Applicable. Indicates that mitigation measures are not required under CEQA because the
level of significance is less than significant or no impact.



S: Significant. Indicates that the level of significance of an impact would be significant and, therefore,
consideration of feasible mitigation measures is required under CEQA.



SU: Significant and Unavoidable. Indicates that an impact was determined to be significant, and after
inclusion of feasible mitigation measures, the impact would remain significant and therefore
unavoidable. A finding of significant and unavoidable impacts requires the Conservancy Board to
include a statement of overriding considerations in its findings when approving the project.

For a complete description of potential environmental impacts, please refer to the specific discussions in
Chapters 4.0 through 4.16 of the Draft EIR.

2.8

TERMINOLOGY

Commonly referred to terminology throughout the Draft EIR is as follows:



San Joaquin River Conservancy (Conservancy): The State of California agency created by the State
Legislature to develop and manage the San Joaquin River Parkway.



San Joaquin River Parkway (Parkway): Public lands that are acquired, developed, and managed to
provide a harmonious combination of low-impact recreation, natural and cultural resources
conservation, and educational uses. It is envisioned that the Parkway will eventually be linked from
Friant Dam to Highway 99 by a 22-mile-long multiple use trail and contiguous wildlife habitat corridor.



San Joaquin River Parkway Interim Master Plan and EIR 1997 (existing, or 1997 Parkway Master Plan):
The San Joaquin River Parkway Interim Master Plan and Environmental Impact Report approved by
the Conservancy in 1997. The Plan and EIR’s goals, policies, and mitigation measures guide the
development of the Parkway.



San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update (the Proposed Project, or Proposed Plan): This Final EIR
presents the proposed updated Parkway Master Plan, the proposed Project reviewed in the EIR.



San Joaquin River Parkway Planning Area (Parkway Plan Area): The area eligible for Parkway planning
and development by the Conservancy, comprised of lands on both sides of the river from Friant Dam
to Highway 99. Floodplain lands below the river’s bluffs are the focus of Parkway planning; however,

PLACEWORKS
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adjoining lands for appurtenant facilities are also eligible for acquisition, improvement, and
incorporation into the Parkway.



2-8

Low-Impact Recreation and Public Access: The public access and recreational improvements to be
considered, developed, operated and maintained as a part of the proposed Project, which are
required by statute to be low-intensity, largely passive recreational uses compatible with conservation
of the natural resources of the Parkway Plan Area (see San Joaquin River Conservancy Act, and Access
and Habitat policies of the proposed Plan).
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TABLE 2-1

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Summary of Impact

Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Significance
With
Mitigation

AESTHETICS
AES-1: The proposed Project would not substantially degrade
the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings.
AES-2: The proposed Project would not have a substantial
adverse effect on a scenic vista.
AES-3: The proposed Project would not substantially degrade
the view from a scenic highway, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings.
AES-4: The proposed Project would not expose people on- or
off-site to substantial light or glare which would adversely affect
day or nighttime views in the area.
AES-5: The proposed Project, in combination with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in less than
significant cumulative impacts with respect to aesthetics.

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

No Impact

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

AG-1: No mitigation measures are feasible to reduce the potential impact
to less than significant levels. The intent of the Plan is to enhance
recreational opportunities and create habitat conservation areas within the
Parkway Plan Area. The farmland in the Parkway Plan Area may remain in
agriculture, or may be offered for sale to the Conservancy, evaluated for
acquisition, and may be acquired. Avoiding the acquisition of offered
agricultural lands could interfere with achievement of Parkway goals and
objectives.

SU

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY RESOURCES
AG-1: The proposed Project would convert Prime Farmland,
Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use.

S

As part of the process for each individual site-specific development project
under the Parkway Master Plan Update, an appropriate or applicable
agricultural in-lieu mitigation fee for each acre of prime farmland to be
developed shall be paid by the Conservancy at the time that agricultural
land is to be developed or converted to non-agricultural uses, to an entity
or agency holding or facilitating agricultural conservation easements within
the region.

PLACEWORKS
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TABLE 2-1

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Summary of Impact

Significance
Before
Mitigation

AG-2: The proposed Project would conflict with existing zoning
for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract.

S

AG-3: The proposed Project would involve other changes in the
existing environment which, due to their location or nature,
would result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use.

S

AG-4: Implementation of the Project, in combination with past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in
significant cumulative impacts with respect to agricultural
resources.

S

2-10

Mitigation Measures
Notwithstanding the above commitment, in order to implement the Plan,
conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses would not be reduced to a
less-than-significant level, and the Project’s impacts in this regard would be
significant and unavoidable.
AG-2: No mitigation measures are feasible to reduce the potential impact.
The intent of the Plan is to enhance recreational opportunities and create
habitat conservation areas within the Parkway Plan Area. The farmland in
the Parkway Plan Area may remain in agriculture, or may be offered for
sale to the Conservancy, evaluated for acquisition, and may be acquired.
Avoiding the acquisition of offered agricultural lands could interfere with
achievement of Parkway goals and objectives. Implementation of the Plan
would conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use or Williamson Act
contract and cannot be reduced to a less-than-significant level, and the
Project’s impacts in this regard would be significant and unavoidable.
AG-3: No mitigation measures are feasible to reduce the potential impact
to less than significant levels. The intent of the Plan is to enhance
recreational opportunities and create habitat conservation areas within the
Parkway Plan Area. The farmland in the Parkway Plan Area may remain in
agriculture, or may be offered for sale to the Conservancy, evaluated for
acquisition, and may be acquired. Avoiding the acquisition of offered
agricultural lands could interfere with achievement of Parkway goals and
objectives. Even with the incorporation of Mitigation Measure AG-1, in
order to implement the Plan, conversion of farmland to non-agricultural
uses cannot be reduced to a less-than-significant level, and the Project’s
impacts in this regard would be significant and unavoidable.
AG-4: The intent of the Plan is to enhance recreational opportunities and
create habitat conservation areas within the Parkway Plan Area. In order to
implement the Plan, impacts to agricultural resources, in combination with
the potential conversion of agricultural land resulting from others’
unrelated actions, cannot be reduced to a less than significant level, and
the Project’s cumulative impact in this regard would be significant and
unavoidable.

Significance
With
Mitigation

SU

SU

SU
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TABLE 2-1

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Summary of Impact

Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Significance
With
Mitigation

AIR QUALITY
AQ-1: Subsequent environmental review of future projects
within the San Joaquin River Parkway may identify that
individual projects could exceed the applicable SJVAPCD
thresholds and therefore is inconsistent with SJVAPCD’s air
quality management plans.
AQ-2: Subsequent environmental review of future projects
within the San Joaquin River Parkway may identify that
individual projects could exceed the applicable SJVAPCD
thresholds and therefore the Project could violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially to an existing or projected
air quality violation.
AQ-3: Subsequent environmental review of future projects
under the proposed Project may identify that construction and
operational phase emissions would exceed SJVAPCD’s projectlevel regional significance thresholds and the Project would
cumulatively contribute to the nonattainment designations in
the SJVAB.

S

AQ-1: Mitigation measures identified for Impact AQ-3 would lessen impacts
associated with inconsistency with SJVAPCD’s air quality management
plans.

SU

S

AQ-2: Mitigation measures identified for Impact AQ-3 would lessen impacts
associated with inconsistency with SJVAPCD’s air quality management
plans.

SU

S

AQ-3a: Prior to initiation of construction activities, construction contractors
shall prepare and submit to the Conservancy a technical assessment
evaluating potential project construction-related air quality impacts. The
evaluation shall be prepared in conformance with San Joaquin Valley Air
Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) methodology in assessing air quality
impacts. The following identified measures shall be incorporated into all
appropriate construction documents (e.g., construction management
plans) and submitted to the Conservancy. Mitigation measures to reduce
construction-related emissions include, but are not limited to:
 Using construction equipment rated by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency as having Tier 3 (model year 2006 or newer) or Tier 4
(model year 2008 or newer) emission limits, applicable for engines
between 50 and 750 horsepower. A list of construction equipment by
type and model year shall be maintained by the construction contractor
on-site, which shall be available for Conservancy review upon request.

SU

 Ensuring construction equipment is properly serviced and maintained to
the manufacturer’s standards.
 Use of alternative-fueled or catalyst-equipped diesel construction
equipment, if available and feasible.
 Clearly posted signs that require operators of trucks and construction
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Summary of Impact

Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures
equipment to minimize idling time (e.g., 5-minute maximum).
 Preparation and implementation of a fugitive dust control plan that may
include the following measures:
 Disturbed areas (including storage piles) that are not being actively
utilized for construction purposes shall be effectively stabilized using
water, chemical stabilizer/suppressant, or covered with a tarp or
other suitable cover (e.g., revegetated).
 On-site unpaved roads and off-site unpaved access roads shall be
effectively stabilized using water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant.
 Land clearing, grubbing, scraping, excavation, land leveling, grading,
cut and fill, and demolition activities shall be effectively controlled
utilizing application of water or by presoaking.
 Material shall be covered, or effectively wetted to limit visible dust
emissions, and at least six inches of freeboard space from the top of
the container shall be maintained when materials are transported
off-site.
 Operations shall limit or expeditiously remove the accumulation of
mud or dirt from adjacent public streets at the end of each workday.
(The use of dry rotary brushes is expressly prohibited except where
preceded or accompanied by sufficient wetting to limit the visible
dust emissions.) (Use of blower devices is expressly forbidden.)
 Following the addition of materials to or the removal of materials
from the surface of outdoor storage piles, said piles shall be
effectively stabilized of fugitive dust emissions utilizing sufficient
water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant.
 Within urban areas, trackout shall be immediately removed when it
extends 50 or more feet from the site and at the end of each
workday.
 Any site with 150 or more vehicle trips per day shall prevent carryout
and trackout.
 Limit traffic speeds on unpaved roads to 15 mph.

Significance
With
Mitigation

 Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt
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runoff to public roadways from sites with a slope greater than
1 percent.

Significance
With
Mitigation

 Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks or wash off all trucks and
equipment leaving the project area.
 Adhere to Regulation VIII’s 20 percent opacity limitation, as
applicable.
AQ-3b: Prior to initiation of construction activities, construction contractors
shall prepare and submit to the Conservancy a technical assessment
evaluating potential project operation phase-related air quality impacts.
The evaluation shall be prepared in conformance with San Joaquin Valley
Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) methodology in assessing air quality
impacts. If operational-related criteria air pollutants are determined to
have the potential to exceed the SJVAPCD adopted thresholds of
significance, as identified in the Guidance for Assessing and Mitigating Air
Quality Impacts (GAMAQI), the Conservancy shall require the construction
contractor to incorporate mitigation measures to reduce air pollutant
emissions during operational activities. The identified measures shall be
included as part of the Standard Conditions of Approval. Mitigation
measures to reduce long-term emissions can include, but are not limited
to:
 Site-specific development shall demonstrate an adequate number of
electrical vehicle Level 2 charging stations are provided on-site. The
location of the electrical outlets shall be specified on building plans,
included in subsequent environmental review, and proper installation
shall be verified by the Conservancy prior to operation.
 Appliances shall be Energy Star appliances (dishwashers, refrigerators,
clothes washers, and dryers). Installation of Energy Star appliances shall
be verified by the Conservancy prior to operation.
AQ-3c: The use of outdoor fire pits shall be prohibited.
AQ-4: Emissions generated by the project could exceed the
California or National AAQS.

PLACEWORKS

S

AQ-4: Mitigation Measures identified for Impact AQ-3 would lessen
impacts associated with Project-related emissions contributing to SJVAB
ambient air quality standards.

SU
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Summary of Impact
AQ-5: Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number
of people.
AQ-6: Subsequent environmental review of future projects
associated with the proposed Project may identify that
construction phase emissions would exceed SJVAPCD’s projectlevel localized significance thresholds for ambient air quality
standards.

Significance
Before
Mitigation
LTS

Mitigation Measures
N/A

Significance
With
Mitigation
N/A

S

AQ-6: Implement Mitigation Measure AQ-3.

SU

S

BIO-1A: Preserve populations of CRPR species:
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site to
determine, avoid, and minimize potential adverse impacts to special status
plants in accordance with BMP BIO-4. On a case-by-case basis,
minimization measures may include transplanting perennial species, seed
collection and dispersal for annual species, and other conservation
strategies that will protect the viability of the local population. Monitoring
plant populations will be conducted annually for five years; the
performance standard will be no net reduction in the size or viability of the
local population.
Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. Where special-status plants
are present and adverse impacts cannot be avoided or minimized:
 To compensate for potentially significant adverse impacts, habitat
occupied by the affected species outside the impact area will be
preserved and managed in perpetuity at a minimum 1:1 mitigation ratio
(at least one plant preserved for each plant affected, and also at least
one occupied acre preserved for each occupied acre affected), up to the
significance threshold (e.g., for a CRPR 1B species where 15 percent of
the known population within 5 miles of the future impact area will be
affected, mitigation must be provided at a 1:1 equivalent of 15 percent
of that regional population), or in accordance with current guidance
issued by or as required by regulatory agencies.
 Conservancy will develop a Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring Plan

LTS

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
BIO-1A: Future development under the proposed Project could
result in the loss of individual special-status plants.
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Mitigation Measures
(HMMP) describing the measures that will be taken to enhance and
manage the mitigation lands and to monitor the effects of management
on the focal special-status plant species. That plan will include, at a
minimum, the following:
 A summary of impacts on special-status plant populations, and the
proposed mitigation;
 A description of the location and boundaries of the mitigation site
and description of existing site conditions;

Significance
With
Mitigation

 A description of measures to be undertaken if necessary to enhance
(e.g., through focused management) the mitigation site for specialstatus species;
 A description of measures to transplant individual plants or seeds
from the impact area to the mitigation site, if determined by a
qualified botanist to be appropriate and to have a high likelihood of
success;
 Proposed management activities to maintain high-quality habitat
conditions for the focal species;
 A description of species monitoring measures on the mitigation site,
including specific, objective goals, objectives, policies, design
guidelines, and BMPs (including enhancement of populations of focal
special-status species on the mitigation site), performance indicators
and success criteria (including increasing the abundance of the focal
species by at least as many individuals as were impacted), monitoring
methods (including sampling for the focal species), data analysis,
reporting requirements, and monitoring schedule. Determining
specific performance/success criteria requires information regarding
the specific mitigation site, its conditions, the biological resources
present on the site, the specific plant species for which mitigation is
being provided, and the specific enhancement and management
measures tailored to the mitigation site and its conditions. As a
result, those specific criteria will be defined in the HMMP rather than
in this EIR. Nevertheless, the performance/success criteria described
in the HMMP will guide the mitigation to manage and protect high-

PLACEWORKS
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BIO-1B: Complete avoidance of elderberry shrubs may not be
feasible and the proposed Project could result in the loss of
individual valley elderberry longhorn beetle and/or habitat.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

S

Mitigation Measures
quality habitat for, and populations of, the impacted species. The
HMMP will include monitoring for non-native plant species and
remediation measures in the event that such species are detected on
the site;
 A description of the management plan’s adaptive component,
including potential contingency measures for mitigation elements
that do not meet performance criteria; and
 A description of the funding mechanism for the long-term
maintenance and monitoring of the mitigation lands.
BIO-1B: Protect critical valley elderberry longhorn beetle habitat.
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site to
determine, avoid, and minimize potential adverse impacts to valley
elderberry longhorn beetle in accordance with BMP BIO-4.

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

 All elderberry shrubs with one or more stems measuring 1.0 inch or
greater in diameter at ground level that occur on or adjacent to any
proposed project site in the Parkway Plan Area will be tallied by
diameter size class and thoroughly searched for beetle exit holes. The
absence of exit holes will require compensatory mitigation, consistent
with the Conservation Guidelines for Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle
(see Table 4.4-6).
 Complete avoidance (i.e., no adverse impact) may be assumed when a
100-foot (or wider) buffer is established and maintained around
elderberry plants containing stems measuring 1.0 inch or greater in
diameter at ground level. Measures to protect buffer areas will be
instituted prior to construction and will include fencing, signs, and
worker education programs
 Any damage done to buffer areas during construction will be restored to
pre-project conditions (e.g., revegetation of buffer area with
appropriate native plants). The project sponsor will retain a qualified
biologist to prepare a written description of how the buffer areas are to
be restored, protected, and maintained after construction is completed.
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Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures
Typical measures include fencing, signs, weeding, and trash removal.

Significance
With
Mitigation

Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. Where elderberry shrubs
are present and potentially significant adverse impacts to valley elderberry
longhorn beetle cannot be avoided, the Conservancy will implement
standard USFWS mitigation protocol (or current standard protocol):
 Elderberry plants that cannot be avoided by project construction
activities (i.e., disturbance will occur within 20 feet of the shrub) will be
transplanted to a USFWS-approved conservation area prior to
construction under the supervision of a qualified biologist. Each
elderberry stem measuring 1.0 inch or greater in diameter at ground
level that is adversely affected (i.e., transplanted or destroyed) will also
be replaced, in the conservation area, with elderberry seedlings or
cuttings. The Conservancy will consult with USFWS to determine
appropriate compensation ratios. Compensatory mitigation will be
consistent with the Conservation Guidelines for Valley Elderberry
Longhorn Beetle (see Table 4.4-6), or in accordance with current
guidance. The conservation area will be protected in perpetuity as
habitat for the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, and the Conservancy
will provide a written monitoring plan to the USFWS. At a minimum the
monitoring plan will include the following information:
 Species monitoring measures on the conservation site, including
specific goals, objectives, policies, design guidelines, and BMPs and
objectives, performance indicators, success criteria, monitoring
methods, data analysis, and a monitoring schedule. At a minimum,
success criteria will meet current guidance and requirements, such as
the following:
- A minimum survival rate of at least 60 percent of the elderberry
plants and 60 percent of the associated native plants must be
maintained throughout the monitoring period;
- The monitoring plan’s adaptive component, including potential
contingency measures for mitigation elements that do not meet
performance criteria; and

PLACEWORKS
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BIO-1C: Implementation of the proposed Project could result in
the loss of suitable habitat for the California tiger salamander.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

S

Mitigation Measures
- The funding mechanism in place to ensure long-term
maintenance and monitoring of the conservation lands.
BIO-1C: Protect California tiger salamander.
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. All projects to install or construct trails, kiosks,
restrooms, restore habitat, and other improvements contemplated in the
proposed Project will be subject to project- and site-specific environmental
review pursuant to CEQA. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site to
determine, avoid, and minimize potentially significant impacts to California
tiger salamanders in accordance with BMP BIO-5.

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

Where California tiger salamanders are found on-site through protocol
surveys (or assumed in the absence of surveys), avoidance and
minimization measures will also include:
 When feasible, a 50-foot no-disturbance buffer will be established
around burrows that provide suitable upland habitat for California tiger
salamander. Burrows considered suitable for California tiger salamander
will be determined by a qualified biologist, approved by USFWS.
 All suitable burrows directly impacted by construction will be hand
excavated under the supervision of a qualified wildlife biologist. If
California tiger salamander are found, the biologist will relocate the
organism to the nearest burrow that is outside of the construction
impact area.
 All ground-disturbing work will occur during daylight hours in
coordination with USFWS, and depending on the level of rainfall and site
conditions. The National Weather Service (NWS) 72-hour forecast for
the work area will be monitored. If a 70 percent or greater chance of
rainfall is predicted within 72 hours of project activity, all activities in
areas within 1.3 miles of potential or known California tiger salamander
breeding sites will cease until no further rain is forecast. If work must
continue when rain is forecast, a qualified biologist will survey the
project site before construction begins each day rain is forecast. If rain
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Mitigation









PLACEWORKS

Mitigation Measures
exceeds 0.25-inch during a 24-hour period, work will cease until no
further rain is forecast. This restriction is not applicable for areas located
greater than 1.3 miles from potential or known California tiger
salamander breeding sites once they have been encircled with California
tiger salamander exclusion fencing. However, even after exclusion
fencing is installed, this condition would still apply to construction
related traffic moving though areas within 1.3 miles of potential or
known California tiger salamander breeding sites but outside of the
salamander exclusion fencing (e.g., on roads).
For work conducted during the California tiger salamander migration
season (November 1 to May 31), exclusionary fencing will be erected
around the construction site during ground-disturbing activities after
hand excavation of burrows has been completed. A qualified biologist
will visit the site weekly to ensure that the fencing is in good working
condition. Fencing material and design will be subject to the approval of
the USFWS. If exclusionary fencing is not used, a qualified biological
monitor will be on-site during all ground disturbance activities. Exclusion
fencing will also be placed around all spoils and stockpiles.
For work conducted during the California tiger salamander migration
season (November 1 to May 31), a qualified biologist will survey the
active work areas (including access roads) in mornings following
measurable precipitation events. Construction may commence once the
biologist has confirmed that no California tiger salamander are in the
work area.
Prior to beginning work each day, underneath equipment and stored
pipes greater than 1.2 inches (3 centimeters) in diameter will be
inspected for California tiger salamander. If any are found they will be
allowed to move out of the construction area under their own accord.
Trenches and holes will be covered and inspected daily for stranded
animals. Trenches and holes deeper than 1 foot will contain escape
ramps (maximum slope of 2:1) to allow trapped animals to escape
uncovered holes or trenches. Holes and trenches will be inspected prior
to filling.

Significance
With
Mitigation
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Significance
With
Mitigation

 All food and food-related trash will be enclosed in sealed trash
containers at the end of each workday and removed completely from
the construction site once every three days to avoid attracting wildlife.
 A speed limit of 15 miles per hour will be maintained on dirt roads.
Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. Where California tiger
salamanders are present and potentially significant adverse impacts cannot
be avoided and minimized through the above measures, the Conservancy
will implement standard USFWS compensatory mitigation (or current
standards).Compensation for unavoidable impacts will be provided via the
protection, enhancement, and management of habitat that currently
supports, or can support, this species at a 3:1 (mitigation: impact) ratio, on
an acreage basis, or in accordance with current guidance issued by or as
required by regulatory agencies. Compensatory mitigation may be carried
out through one or more of the following methods, in order of preference:
 The preservation, management, and enhancement (e.g., through longterm management targeted toward this species) of high-quality habitat
that is already occupied by California tiger salamanders.
 Purchase of mitigation credits at approved mitigation banks whose
service area includes the Parkway Plan Area.
 The restoration or enhancement of degraded habitat or habitat that is
unsuitable for use by California tiger salamanders, but that (a) is in close
proximity to areas of known occurrence and (b) can be made more
suitable for use via construction of one or more breeding ponds or
management to improve the quality and availability of burrows in
upland habitat.
Because most, if not all, impacts on California tiger salamander habitat
resulting from implementing the proposed Project would consist of
modification of upland refugial/dispersal habitat (rather than aquatic
breeding habitat), mitigation lands will also consist of upland habitat for
this species, as appropriate. All mitigation lands for this species will be
located within Fresno or Madera counties.
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With
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For any compensatory mitigation described above, the Conservancy will
develop an HMMP describing the measures that will be taken to manage
the mitigation property and to monitor the effects of management on the
California tiger salamander. That plan will include, at a minimum, the
following:
 A summary of impacts on California tiger salamander habitat and
populations, and the proposed mitigation;
 A description of the location and boundaries of the mitigation site and
description of existing site conditions;
 A description of measures to be undertaken if necessary to enhance
(e.g., through focused management) the mitigation site for California
tiger salamanders;
 Proposed management activities, such as managed grazing,
management of invasive plants, measures targeted at sustaining
populations of burrowing mammals, or other measures to maintain
high-quality habitat for California tiger salamanders;
 A description of species monitoring measures on the mitigation site,
including specific, objective goals, objectives, policies, design guidelines,
and BMPs (such as maintaining or increasing abundance of California
tiger salamanders or maintaining or improving habitat suitability),
performance indicators and success criteria (such as presence or
abundance of upland refugia or hydroperiod of breeding habitat),
monitoring methods (such as sampling of upland refugia or monitoring
of the hydroperiod of breeding habitat), data analysis, reporting
requirements, and monitoring schedule. Determining specific
performance/success criteria requires information regarding the specific
mitigation site, its conditions, and the specific enhancement and
management measures tailored to the mitigation site and its conditions.
For example, performance criteria for a mitigation site providing only
upland habitat for California tiger salamanders would include the
maintenance of grassland habitat of a suitable height and density for
burrowing mammals, and maintenance of suitable burrowing mammal
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populations, whereas a mitigation site providing salamander breeding
habitat would also include criteria related to adequate depth and
hydroperiod of breeding habitat. As a result, those specific criteria will
be defined in the HMMP rather than in this EIR. Nevertheless, the
performance/success criteria described in the HMMP will guide the
mitigation to manage and protect high-quality habitat for the California
tiger salamander, adequate to compensate for impacts.
 A description of the management plan’s adaptive component, including
potential contingency measures for mitigation elements that do not
meet performance criteria; and
 A description of the funding mechanism for the long-term maintenance
and monitoring of the mitigation lands.

Significance
With
Mitigation

If Conservancy lands can be enhanced (e.g., via the construction of
breeding ponds) in such a way as to substantially improve their value to
California tiger salamanders, then the Conservancy may use those lands as
mitigation for the California tiger salamander.

BIO-1D: Indirect impacts on habitat may result due to a loss of
riparian vegetation that support the Kern Brook lamprey and
San Joaquin roach.
BIO-1E: Implementation of the proposed Project could result in
the loss of suitable habitat for the western pond turtle.
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The proposed project-specific mitigation and HMMP will be provided to the
USFWS and CDFW for review because this species is both state and
federally listed. It is possible that this mitigation measure may be refined in
coordination with USFWS during the Section 7 consultation process (e.g., in
the Biological Opinion covering project effects on the California tiger
salamander) or the Section 2081 consultation process with the CDFW (e.g.,
in an Incidental Take Permit), in which case the refinements required by
these agencies would be implemented.
BIO-1D: Implement Mitigation Measure BIO-3.

BIO-1E: Protect western pond turtle.
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site to
determine, avoid, and minimize potentially significant impacts to western
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pond turtles in accordance with BMP BIO-5. Where suitable habitat exists
(e.g., along riparian areas and freshwater emergent wetlands) for western
pond turtles on-site, avoidance and minimization measures will also
include:
 Pre-construction surveys for western pond turtle will be conducted by a
qualified biologist 14 days before and 24 hours before the start of
ground-disturbing activities.
 If western pond turtles or their nests are observed during preconstruction surveys, a qualified biologist shall be on-site to monitor
construction in suitable turtle habitat. Western pond turtle found within
the construction area will be allowed to leave of its own volition or it will
be captured by a qualified biologist and relocated out of harm’s way to
the nearest suitable habitat immediately upstream or downstream from
the project site.
 If western pond turtle nests are identified in the work area during preconstruction surveys, a 300-foot no-disturbance buffer shall be
established between the nest and any areas of potential disturbance.
Buffers shall be clearly marked with temporary fencing. Construction
will not be allowed to commence in the exclusion area until hatchlings
have emerged from the nest, or the nest is deemed inactive by a
qualified biologist.

Significance
With
Mitigation

Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. If occupied breeding
(aquatic) habitat for western pond turtles is detected and would be
permanently affected, compensatory mitigation will be provided at a 1:1
ratio (preserved habitat: affected aquatic habitat), or in accordance with
current guidance issued by or as required by regulatory agencies. If a
qualified biologist determines that the compensatory mitigation acreage
provides suitable mitigation for other species, such as the California tiger
salamander, western spadefoot, or other species, the acreage may be used
to provide mitigation for multiple species.
 An HMMP will be developed describing the measures that will be taken
to manage the property and to monitor the effects of management on
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BIO-1F: Future development could result in the loss of western
spadefoot aquatic habitat.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

S

Mitigation Measures
western pond turtles. That plan will include, at a minimum, the
information described in Mitigation Measure BIO-1C.
BIO-1F: Protect western spadefoot toad.
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site to
determine, avoid, and minimize potentially significant impacts to western
spadefoot in accordance with BMP BIO-5. Where suitable habitat exists for
western spadefoot on-site, avoidance and minimization measures will also
include:
 For work conducted during the western spadefoot toad migration and
breeding season (November 1 to May 31), a qualified biologist will
survey the active work areas (including access roads) in mornings
following measurable precipitation events. Construction may commence
once the biologist has confirmed that no spadefoot toads are in the
work area.
 When feasible, there will be a 50-foot no-disturbance buffer around
burrows that provide suitable upland habitat for western spadefoot
toad. Burrows considered suitable for spadefoot will be identified by a
qualified CDFW biologist. The biologist will delineate and mark the nodisturbance buffer.
 If western spadefoot toad is found within the construction footprint, it
will be allowed to move out of harm’s way of its own volition or a
qualified biologist will relocate the organism to the nearest burrow that
is outside of the construction impact area.

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

 Prior to beginning work each day, a qualified biologist will inspect
underneath equipment and stored pipes greater than 1.2 inches (3
centimeters) in diameter for western spadefoot toad. If any are found
they will be allowed to move out of the construction area under their
own accord.
 Trenches and holes will be covered and inspected daily for stranded
animals. Trenches and holes deeper than 1 foot deep will contain
escape ramps (maximum slope of 2:1) to allow trapped animals to
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escape uncovered holes or trenches. Holes and trenches will be
inspected prior to filling.

Significance
With
Mitigation

Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. If occupied breeding
(aquatic) habitat for the western spadefoot is detected and would be
permanently affected, compensatory mitigation will be implemented as
follows:
 Permanently affected occupied breeding habitat will be replaced at a
2:1 ratio (mitigation area: affected area), or in accordance with current
guidance issued by or as required by regulatory agencies. To the extent
that there is an overlap in habitat value and occupied habitat,
preservation lands may be the same as those provided for other species,
such as the California tiger salamander.
 Any occupied breeding pond that would be permanently affected and
cannot be preserved for western spadefoots will not be disturbed or
affected until compensatory breeding habitat has been created. Once
the compensatory habitat is created, all western spadefoot adults,
tadpoles, and egg masses detected in the impact area during surveys,
will be moved to the created pool habitat. If construction impacts on
occupied breeding ponds would occur during the dry season, the
replacement habitat will be in place prior to the beginning of the next
wet season. Surveys near the affected pond will take place during the
wet season, and all western spadefoot toads detected will be moved to
the replacement habitat.

BIO-1G: Future development could result in the loss of occupied
breeding habitat and may result in a substantial impact on
regional burrowing owl populations.

PLACEWORKS
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 The Conservancy will develop an HMMP describing the measures that
will be taken to manage the property and to monitor the effects of
management on western spadefoot. That plan will include, at a
minimum, the information described in Mitigation Measure BIO-1D.
BIO-1G: Protect burrowing owls.
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site to
determine, avoid, and minimize potentially significant adverse impacts to
burrowing owls in accordance with BMP BIO-7. During the non-breeding

LTS
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season, and after owls have been relocated or evicted in accordance with
BMP BIO-7, the work area will be monitored daily for one week prior initial
ground-disturbing activities to confirm owls have nor remained in or
returned to burrows. Where possible, burrows will be excavated using
hand tools and refilled to prevent reoccupation (flexible pipe will be
inserted during excavation to maintain an escape route).

Significance
With
Mitigation

If the habitat surrounding the burrow from which the owl is evicted
remains suitable for use by burrowing owls following completion of the
project activity (based on an assessment by a qualified biologist), the
Conservancy will have the option of either providing habitat mitigation offsite, as described below, or monitoring the work site to determine whether
it is re-occupied by burrowing owls. If the Conservancy documents nesting
by burrowing owls within two years of completion of project activity in the
vicinity of the impact site indicating that the activity did not have a longterm impact on the owls’ use of the site, no further mitigation would be
required.
Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. For each future project to
implement the proposed Plan, where burrowing owls are present and
potentially significant adverse impacts cannot be avoided compensatory
habitat mitigation will be provided as follows:
 If an occupied burrow cannot be avoided during the non-breeding
season, burrows will be enhanced or created in adjacent habitat at a 1:1
ratio of burrow destroyed to be created at least one week prior to
implementation of passive relocation techniques. If burrowing owl
habitat enhancement or creation takes place, a monitoring and
management plan will be developed and implemented to assess the
effectiveness of the mitigation. If monitoring indicates that the actions
have not adequately mitigated for the Project’s impacts, remedial
actions (e.g., enhancing or creating additional burrows) will be
implemented that compensate for these impacts.
 If the project activity will degrade habitat quality to the extent that
maintaining owl use of the site is not feasible or ecologically preferable,
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Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures
in the opinion of a qualified biologist, then off-site mitigation will be
provided to compensate for the loss of occupied burrowing owl nesting
habitat. Mitigation acreage will be provided in accordance with the
California burrowing owl mitigation guidelines (9.75 to 19.5 acres of
habitat be preserved and managed per occupied burrowing owl nest
burrow, whether by a pair or singly), or in accordance with current
guidance or requirements of the regulatory agencies. The amount of
mitigation habitat provided will depend on whether the mitigation
habitat is occupied by burrowing owls (9.75 acres), adjacent to occupied
habitat (13.0 acres), or suitable but unoccupied (19.5 acres). The
mitigation site will be located in Fresno or Madera counties so that the
mitigation supports the maintenance of regional burrowing owl
populations.
 This mitigation may be provided via the management of suitable habitat
on Conservancy lands (either existing lands or lands that are acquired),
purchase of credits in a mitigation bank (if one is available), or
contribution of funds toward the management of the required amount
of suitable habitat owned by another entity. If the Conservancy provides
habitat mitigation on existing Conservancy lands or on lands that are
acquired for mitigation purposes, an HMMP will be prepared detailing
the areas to be preserved for owls; the methods for managing on-site
habitat for owls and their prey (such as vegetation management to
maintain low-statured herbaceous vegetation); methods for enhancing
burrow availability within the mitigation site (potentially including the
provision of artificial burrows, although long-term management for
ground squirrels will be important as well); measures to minimize
adverse effects of development on owls on-site; and a monitoring
program and adaptive management program. Determining specific
performance/success criteria requires information regarding the specific
mitigation site, its conditions, and the specific enhancement and
management measures tailored to the mitigation site and its conditions.
For example, performance criteria for a site where burrowing owls are
known to occur (which may include maintenance of a certain number of

Significance
With
Mitigation
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BIO-1H: Future development of the proposed Plan could result
in the disturbance of habitat for special-status species, including
the Townsend’s western big-eared bat and pallid bat, by
permanently impacting roosting sites or causing long-term roost
abandonment.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

S

Mitigation Measures
pairs of owls) may differ from those for an unoccupied site adjacent to
occupied burrowing owl habitat (which may include attracting owls to
breed on the mitigation site). As a result, those specific criteria will be
defined in the HMMP rather than in this EIR. Nevertheless, the
performance/success criteria described in the HMMP will guide the
mitigation to manage and protect high-quality habitat for burrowing
owls, adequate to compensate for impacts.
 The HMMP will be submitted to the CDFW for review.
 If a mitigation bank providing credits for burrowing owls is established
within the aforementioned mitigation area (i.e., in Fresno or Madera
County), then mitigation may take the form of the purchase of credits
equivalent to the number of acres of mitigation required.
BIO-lH: Protect special-status bats.
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site to
determine, avoid, and minimize potentially significant adverse impacts to
Townsend’s western big-eared bats and pallid bats in accordance with BMP
BIO-8.

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. For each future project to
implement the proposed Plan, where special status bats are present and
potentially significant adverse impacts cannot be avoided, compensatory
habitat mitigation will be provided as follows:
 If roosts must be removed, the bats will be excluded from the roosting
site before it is removed.
 If a tree or structure containing a Townsend’s western big-eared bat or
pallid bat maternity roost is to be removed, a qualified biologist will
design, and determine an appropriate location for, an alternative roost
structure. If a tree containing a maternity roost of either species is not
removed, but project-related disturbance causes the abandonment of
the roost site (even during the non-breeding season), then the
Conservancy may either monitor the roost site to determine whether
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BIO-2A: Implementation of the proposed Project could result in
short-term degradation of riparian habitat and temporary and
permanent loss of riparian vegetation.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

S

Mitigation Measures
the affected species returns to the roost, or construct an alternative
roost. If the Conservancy elects to monitor the roost and bats do not
return within 1 year, then an alternative roost will be constructed.
 A qualified biologist will determine the appropriate location for the
alternative roost structure, based on the location of the original roost
and habitat conditions in the vicinity. The roost structure will be built to
specifications as determined by a qualified biologist, or it may be
purchased from an appropriate vendor. The structure will be placed as
close to the impacted roost site as feasible. The Conservancy will
monitor the roost for up to three years (or until occupancy is
determined, whichever occurs first) to determine use by bats. If by Year
3, the bat species for which the structure was designed are not using
the structure, a qualified bat biologist, in consultation with the CDFW,
will identify alternative roost designs or locations for placement of the
roost, and monitoring of the new roost will occur for an additional three
years (or until occupancy has been verified).
BIO-2A: Protect riparian habitat.
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site to
determine, avoid, and minimize potentially significant adverse impacts to
riparian habitat, including implementation of the proposed Plan’s setback
and buffer policies and BMP BIO-4. Each future project shall be preceded
by a pre-construction survey during which a qualified botanist will identify
sensitive natural vegetation communities, including riparian areas, within
the project footprint and clearly map them as needed to avoid and/or
minimize disturbance.

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. For each future project to
implement the proposed Plan, where sensitive habitats are present and
potentially significant adverse impacts cannot be avoided and would not be
offset by habitat enhancement and creation benefits of the project,
compensatory habitat mitigation will be provided in accordance with
proposed Plan policies and BMP BIO-13, and as follows:

PLACEWORKS
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Mitigation Measures
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With
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 Secure, implement, and comply with measures to protect habitat in a
streambed alteration agreement with CDFW in accordance with
California Fish and Game Code Section 1600.
 Develop a project-specific habitat restoration and revegetation plan for
review and approval of CDFW. Replace on-site any native trees and
shrubs, and any non-native plant species greater than four inches
diameter breast height, removed to construct the project, on no less
than a 3:1 ratio (replaced:removed), or in accordance with guidance or
as required by regulatory agencies. Achieve successful establishment of
70 percent of the new plants within five years, or in accordance with
guidance or as required by regulatory agencies.
 Follow invasive species removal protocols approved by CDFW. After
invasive species removal, revegetate disturbed soils with appropriate
fast-colonizing understory grasses and forbs within one growing season
as described in BMP-13.
 For all projects other than invasive species removal projects that that do
not include a habitat restoration component, if permanent impacts on
more than one acre of contiguous riparian habitat are unavoidable,
habitat will be restored or created to compensate for permanent
impacts in a manner that achieves no net loss in acreage or function.
Mitigation for riparian habitat dominated by native species and
supporting tree canopy will be provided at a ratio of 3:1 (3 acres of
mitigation for every 1 acre of disturbed) via creation or restoration of
riparian habitat, or in accordance with guidance or as required by the
regulatory agencies.
 Mitigation will be achieved through one or more options, potentially
including (but not limited to):
 Restoration or creation within the project site.
 Restoration or creation of riparian habitat within the Parkway Plan
Area.
 Restoration/creation in close proximity to but outside of the Parkway
Plan Area.
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Before
Mitigation

BIO-2B: Implementation of the proposed Plan could result in
impacts on Essential Fish Habitat.

S

BIO-3: Implementation of the proposed Plan could result in the
temporal loss of ecologically valuable habitat, and the
permanent loss of both vegetated wetlands and unvegetated
aquatic habitats, including jurisdictional wetlands and other
waters, is considered significant.

S

Mitigation Measures
 Purchase of mitigation credits at approved mitigation banks whose
service area includes the project site.
BIO-2B: Protect Essential Fish Habitat. Each project to install or construct
trails, kiosks, restrooms, and other improvements contemplated in the
proposed Project shall be preceded by a pre-construction survey during
which a qualified botanist will identify sensitive natural vegetation
communities, including wetlands and other waters, within the project
footprint and clearly map or delineate them as needed to avoid and/or
minimize disturbance. For each future project to implement the proposed
Plan, where EFH is present and potentially significant adverse permanent
impacts cannot be avoided and would not be offset by habitat
enhancement and creation benefits of the project, Mitigation Measure
BIO-3 (see below) will be implemented to reduce impacts on EFH to a lessthan-significant level.
BIO-3: Protect wetlands and other waters.
Avoid and Minimize Impacts. For each future project to implement the
proposed Plan, when the project is defined to a level that impacts can be
evaluated, prior to taking action the Conservancy will assess the site in
accordance with BMP BIO-2, to determine, avoid, and minimize potentially
significant adverse impacts to wetland habitat and waters, including
implementation of the proposed Plan’s setback and buffer policies and
BMP BIO-4.

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

LTS

Compensate for Potentially Significant Impacts. For each future project to
implement the proposed Plan, where sensitive habitats are present and
potentially significant adverse impacts cannot be avoided and would not be
offset by habitat enhancement and creation benefits of the project,
compensatory habitat mitigation will be provided in accordance with
proposed Plan policies and BMP BIO-13. Permanent impacts on, wetlands
and other waters will be compensated by ensuring there is no net loss of
acreage, functions, or values as follows:
 In coordination with USACE, the acreage of effects on waters of the U.S.
and waters of the State that will result from implementation of the
proposed Project will be determined.

PLACEWORKS
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 Section 404 and Section 401 permits will be secured and the permittee
will implement and comply with all permit terms. The acreage, location,
and methods for compensation will be determined during the Section
401 and Section 404 permitting processes.
 The performance standard will be “no net loss” on the basis of the
acreage of wetlands and other waters of the U.S. and waters of the
State that will be removed and/or degraded. Wetland habitat will be
restored, enhanced, and/or replaced at an acreage and location and by
methods agreeable to USACE, and/or the Central Valley RWQCB, as
appropriate, depending on agency jurisdiction. The replacement of
waters or wetlands will be equivalent to the nature of the habitat lost,
and will be provided at a suitable ratio to ensure that, at a minimum,
there is no net loss of habitat acreage or value. The replacement habitat
will be set aside in perpetuity for habitat use.
 Mitigation will be achieved through one or more options, potentially
including (but not limited to):
 Restoration or creation within the project site.

BIO-4: Future development under the proposed Plan would not
interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident
or migratory fish or wildlife species, or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites.
BIO-5: The proposed Plan, and future development under the
proposed Plan, would not conflict with any HCPs / City or County
specific plans, policies, or regulations.
BIO-6: Future development under the proposed Plan, in
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 Restoration or creation of wetlands/other waters within the Parkway
Plan Area.
 Restoration/creation in close proximity to but outside of the Parkway
Plan Area.
 Purchase of mitigation credits at approved mitigation banks whose
service area includes the project site.
N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A
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combination with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
growth, would result in less than significant cumulative impacts
with respect biological resources.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Significance
With
Mitigation

CULTURAL RESOURCES
CULT-1: The proposed Project would not cause a significant
substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource.
CULT-2: The proposed Project would not cause a significant
substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource.
CULT-3: The proposed Project would not cause significant
impacts that would directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site, or unique geologic feature.
CULT-4: The proposed Project would not result in significant
impacts that would disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries.
CULT-5: The proposed Project, in combination with past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects, would not result
in significant impacts with respect to cultural resources.

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND SEISMICITY
GEO-1: The proposed Plan would not expose people or
structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the
risk of loss, injury, or death involving surface rupture along a
known active fault; strong seismic ground shaking; seismicrelated ground failure, including liquefaction; and landslides.
GEO-2: Future development under the proposed Plan would not
result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.
GEO-3: Future development under the proposed Plan would not
be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that
would become unstable as a result of the Project, and
potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse.
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GEO-4: Future development under the proposed Plan would not
be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-b of the
Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property.
GEO-5: Future development under the proposed Plan would not
have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic
tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems where sewers
are not available for the disposal of wastewater.
GEO-6: The proposed Plan, in combination with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in less than
significant cumulative impacts with respect to geology, soil, and
seismicity.

Significance
Before
Mitigation
LTS

N/A

Significance
With
Mitigation
N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

GHG-1: New structures shall be constructed with photovoltaic solar panels
to offset building energy use, unless it can be demonstrated that such
systems are not technologically feasible based on the location of
structures, shading, or other site constraints.
N/A

SU

N/A

GHG-3: Implement Mitigation Measure GHG-1.

SU

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

Mitigation Measures

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
GHG-1: The Project would result in a substantial increase in GHG
emissions and would not achieve a 29 percent reduction from
BAU.

S

GHG-2: Conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the GHG emissions.
GHG-3: The Project would result in a substantial increase in
cumulatively considerable GHG emissions and would not
achieve a 29 percent reduction from BAU. Mitigation Measures
identified for Impact AQ-3 would also lessen impacts associated
with an increase in GHG emissions. The additional measures
identified in Mitigation Measure GHG-1 would reduce Projectrelated GHG emissions.

LTS
S

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
HAZ-1: Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of
hazardous materials.
HAZ-2: Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and
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accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment.
HAZ-3: Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials, substances, or waste within ¼-mile of an
existing or proposed school.
HAZ-4: Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment.
HAZ-5: Be located within an airport land use plan or, where such
a plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport
or public use airport.
HAZ-6: Be within the vicinity of a private airstrip and result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in The Parkway
Area.
HAZ-7: Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an
adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation
plan.
HAZ-8: Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving wildland fires, including where
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences
are intermixed with wildlands.
HAZ-9: Future development under the proposed Plan, in
combination with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
growth, would result in less than significant cumulative impacts
with respect hazards and hazardous materials.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
HYDRO-1: The proposed Plan would not violate any water
quality standards or waste discharge requirements.
HYDRO-2: The proposed Plan would not substantially deplete
groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in
aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater table
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Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures
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With
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level.
HYDRO-3: The proposed Plan would not substantially alter the
existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner
which would result in substantial erosion, siltation, or flooding
on- or off-site.
HYDRO-4: The proposed Plan would not create or contribute
runoff water, which would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial
additional sources of polluted runoff.
HYDRO-5: The proposed Plan would not otherwise substantially
degrade water quality.
HYDRO-6: The proposed Plan would result in a less-thansignificant impact with respect to the placement of housing or
structures, which would impede or redirect flood flows within a
100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a Federal Flood
Hazard Boundary Map, or Flood Insurance Rate Map, or other
flood hazard delineation map.
HYDRO-7: The proposed Plan would expose people or structures
to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam.
HYDRO-8: The proposed Plan would result in less than significant
adverse effects related to inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow.
HYDRO-9: The proposed Plan, in combination with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable development, would result in less
than significant cumulative impacts with respect to hydrology
and water quality.

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

SU

LTS

HYDRO-7: The proposed Project would result in significant and unavoidable
risk of exposing structures to significant risk of loss involving flooding as a
result of the failure of Friant Dam.
N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

None

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

S

LAND USE AND PLANNING
LAND-1: The proposed Plan would not physically divide an
established community.
LAND-2: The proposed Plan would not conflict with applicable
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land use plans, policies, or regulations.
LAND-3: The proposed Plan would not conflict with applicable
Habitat Conservation Plan or Natural Community Conservation
Plan.
LAND-4: The proposed Plan, in combination with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable projects, would not result in
significant cumulative impacts with respect to land use and
planning.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

MINERAL RESOURCES
MR-1: The proposed Plan would not result in the loss of
availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value
to the region and the residents of the State.
MR-2: The proposed Plan would not result in the loss of
availability of a locally important mineral resource site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan, or other land
use plan.
MR-3: The Project, in combination with past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable projects would not have a significant
cumulative impact with respect to mineral resources.
NOISE
NOISE-1: The proposed Plan would not expose people to or
generate noise levels in excess of standards established in the
General Plan or the Municipal Code, and/or the applicable
standards of other agencies.
NOISE-2: The proposed Plan would not expose people to or
result in generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels.
NOISE-3: The proposed Plan would not cause a substantial
permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the Project
vicinity above levels existing without the Project.
NOISE-4: The proposed Plan would not cause a substantial
temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the
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Project vicinity above levels existing without the Project.
NOISE-5: The proposed Plan would not cause exposure of
people residing or working in the vicinity of the plan area to
excessive aircraft noise levels, for a project located within an
airport land use plan, or where such a plan has not been
adopted, within 2 miles of a public airport or public use airport.
NOISE-6: The proposed Plan would not cause the exposure of
people residing or working in the Project area to excessive noise
levels, for a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip.
NOISE-7: Implementation of the proposed Master Plan, in
combination with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
projects, would not result in additional cumulatively
considerable noise, or ground-borne noise and vibration
impacts.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

POPULATION AND HOUSING
POP-1: The proposed Project would not induce substantial
unexpected population growth, or growth for which inadequate
planning has occurred, either directly or indirectly.
POP-2: The proposed Project would not displace substantial
numbers of existing housing units, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere.
POP-3: The proposed Project would not displace substantial
numbers of people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.
POP-4: The proposed Project, in combination with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in less than
significant impacts with respect to population and housing.
PUBLIC SERVICES AND RECREATION
PS-1: The proposed Project would not result in the provision of
or need for new or physically altered fire protection facilities,
the construction or operation of which could cause significant
environmental impacts.
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PS-2: The proposed Project, in combination with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in less than
significant cumulative impacts with respect to fire protection
service.
PS-3: The proposed Project would not result in the provision of
or need for new or physically altered police facilities, the
construction or operation of which could cause significant
environmental impacts.
PS-4: The proposed Project, in combination with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in less than
significant cumulative impacts with respect to police protection
service.
PS-5: The proposed Project would not result in substantial
adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or
physically altered parks and recreational facilities in order to
maintain acceptable ratios of parkland per thousand residents.
PS-6: The proposed Project would not increase the use of
existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational
facilities, such that substantial physical deterioration of the
facility would occur, or be accelerated.
PS-7: The proposed Project would not include or require the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities which might
have an adverse physical effect on the environment.
PS-8: The proposed Project, in combination with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable growth, would result in less than
significant cumulative impacts with respect to parks and
recreational facilities.

Significance
Before
Mitigation
LTS

N/A

Significance
With
Mitigation
N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

None

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

TRAF-1: If a future project implemented under the proposed Plan is
estimated to generate daily or peak hour volumes of traffic that trigger
requirements of a state or local agency to prepare a site access, circulation,
and traffic study, the Conservancy shall consult with the respective agency.
The Conservancy shall assist in the evaluation and address as necessary any

LTS

Mitigation Measures

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
TRAF-1: Development of additional trailheads and activity
centers within the San Joaquin River Parkway could create
unsafe and unacceptable LOS conditions.

PLACEWORKS
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TABLE 2-1

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Summary of Impact

TRAF-2: The proposed Project would not conflict with an
applicable congestion management plan.
TRAF-3: The proposed Project would not result in a change in air
traffic patterns that results in substantial safety risks.
TRAF-4: The proposed Project would not substantially increase
hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment).
TRAF-5: The proposed Project would not result in inadequate
emergency access.
TRAF-6: The proposed Project would not conflict with adopted
policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or
safety of such facilities.
TRAF-7: The proposed Project, in combination with past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects would result in
less than significant cumulative impacts with respect to
transportation and traffic.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

LTS

Mitigation Measures
unsafe traffic conditions potentially created by the proposed project.
Project engineering plans shall incorporate designs and features necessary
to ensure safe and acceptable traffic operations associated with the
project, in accordance with applicable LOS policies of the respective
agencies.
N/A

Significance
With
Mitigation

N/A

None

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
UTIL-1: The Project would result in a less than significant impact
on water supplies available to serve the Plan Area from existing
entitlements and resources. No new or expanded entitlements
would be needed.
UTIL-2: The Project would not require or result in the
construction of new water facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which would cause significant
environmental effects.
UTIL-3: The Project, in combination with past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in less than
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TABLE 2-1

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Summary of Impact
significant cumulative impacts with respect to water service.
UTIL-4: The Project would not exceed wastewater treatment
requirements of the Central Valley Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB).
UTIL-5: The Project would not require or result in the
construction of new wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which would
cause significant environmental effects.
UTIL-6: The Project would not result in the determination by the
wastewater treatment provider(s) which serves or may serve
the Parkway Plan Area that it does not have adequate capacity
to serve the Plan’s projected demand in addition to the
provider’s existing commitments.
UTIL-7: The Project, in combination with past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in less than
significant cumulative impacts with respect to sewer service.
UTIL-8: The Project would be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the Plan’s solid waste
disposal needs.
UTIL-9: The Project would not be out of compliance with federal,
State, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste.
UTIL-10: The Project, in combination with past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable projects, would result in less than
significant cumulative impacts with respect to solid waste.
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Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Significance
With
Mitigation

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A

LTS

N/A

N/A
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3.

Revisions to the Draft EIR

This chapter presents text revisions to the Draft EIR and the Master Plan Update (Appendix C to the Draft
EIR) that were made in response to public and agency comments and also staff-directed changes. These
revisions include typographical corrections, insignificant modifications, amplifications, and clarifications.
Below, the revised page and location on the page is presented, followed by the textual, tabular, or
graphical revision. Underline text represents language that has been added and text with strikethrough
indicates language that has been deleted.
These revisions do not constitute significant new information as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5 and no recirculation of the EIR is required.
Page 1-9, Table 1-1, Executive Summary, and page 4.2-11, Mitigation Measure AG-1, is revised as shown
below:
Mitigation Measure AG-1: No mitigation measures are feasible to reduce the potential impact to less than
significant levels. The intent of the Plan is to enhance recreational opportunities and create habitat
conservation areas within the Parkway Plan Area. The farmland in the Parkway Plan Area may remain in
agriculture, or may be offered for sale to the Conservancy, evaluated for acquisition, and may be acquired.
Avoiding the acquisition of offered agricultural lands could interfere with achievement of Parkway goals
and objectives.
As part of the process for each individual site-specific development project under the Parkway Master
Plan Update, an applicable agricultural in-lieu mitigation fee for each acre of prime farmland to be
developed shall be paid by the Conservancy at the time that agricultural land is to be developed or
converted to non-agricultural uses, to an entity or agency holding or facilitating agricultural conservation
easements within the region.
Notwithstanding the above commitment, in order to implement the Plan, conversion of farmland to nonagricultural uses would not be reduced to a less-than-significant level, and the Project’s impacts in this
regard would be significant and unavoidable.
Page 1-10, Table 1-1, Executive Summary, and page 4.2-13, Mitigation Measure AG-3, is revised as shown
below:
Mitigation Measure AG-3: No mitigation measures are feasible to reduce the potential impact to less than
significant levels. The intent of the Plan is to enhance recreational opportunities and create habitat
conservation areas within the Parkway Plan Area. The farmland in the Parkway Plan Area may remain in
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agriculture, or may be offered for sale to the Conservancy, evaluated for acquisition, and may be acquired.
Avoiding the acquisition of offered agricultural lands could interfere with achievement of Parkway goals
and objectives. Even with the incorporation of Mitigation Measure AG-1, iIn order to implement the Plan,
conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses cannot be reduced to a less-than-significant level, and the
Project’s impacts in this regard would be significant and unavoidable.
Pages 4.4-39 and 4.4-42, Table 4.4-5, are amended as follows:
Bald eagle
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

SE
(nesting
and
wintering)

Requires large bodies of water,
or free-flowing rivers with
abundant fish and adjacent
snags and large trees for
perching and nesting.

Swainson’s hawk
(Buteo swainsoni)

ST

Burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia)

CSSC

Breeds in stands with few trees
in juniper-sage flats, riparian
areas, and oak savannah;
forages in adjacent livestock
pasture, grassland, or grain
fields.
Grasslands and ruderal
habitats.

Sanford’s arrowhead
(Sagittaria sanfordii)

CRPR 1B.2

Standing or slow-moving
freshwater ponds, marshes,
and ditches; generally in
marshes and swamps.

Present: Brood observed on Rank Island
(2017). Absent as Breeder. Bald eagles winter
throughout the Parkway Plan Area. They are
most common where waterfowl, especially
American coots, congregate on open water
such as the larger gravel ponds.
Present: Brood observed at Ball Ranch
(2016).Absent as Breeder. Swainson’s hawks
have been observed in the Parkway Plan Area
during migration. The nearest confirmed nest
is located approximately 5miles to the
northeast along Highway 41 near Road 208.
Present: Observed at Lost Lake and Jensen
Parks (2012 and 2016, respectively). May be
Present. Grasslands in the Parkway Plan Area
provide suitable nesting, wintering, and
foraging habitat.
May be Present. Observed in pond upriver
from Highway 41, downriver from Lost Lake
Park. Wetlands in the Parkway Plan Area
provide suitable habitat for the species.

Note: The observations recorded above are personal observations recorded by the Fresno Audubon Society, Comment Letter B2, and Ms. Clary Creager,
Comment Letter B5.

Page 4.5-4, Cultural Resources, the following paragraph is added to the State Laws and Regulations:
Public Resources Code Section 6313, Title to Resources
The title to all abandoned shipwrecks, archaeological sites, and historic or cultural resources on or in the submerged
lands of California are vested in the state and under the jurisdiction of the California State Lands Commission (Pub.
Resources Code, Section 6313). The final disposition of archaeological, historical, and paleontological resources
recovered on state lands under the jurisdiction of the Commission must be approved by the Commission.

Page 4.5-14, Figure 4.5-1, is deleted from the Draft EIR at the request of the Dumna Wo Wah Tribal
Government.
Page 4.8-13, first full paragraph, is revised as follows:
Valley Oak Elementary School in the Clovis Unified School District is within ¼ mile of the Parkway Plan
Area. Other schools within ½- to ¾-mile of the Parkway Plan Area include the Rio Vista and, Norman
Liddell Schools in the Central Unified School District, Forkner, and Nelson Elementary Schools within the
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Fresno Unified School District, and Pinedale and Nelson Elementary Schools in the Clovis Unified School
District. Adoption and implementation ….
Page 4.9-10, paragraph 2, is revised as follows:
The San Joaquin River receives runoff from the lands below the bluff and above the bluff. The Fresno
Metropolitan Flood Control District has eight nine permitted discharges and two planned discharges to
the river that convey urban runoff to the river. These discharges are not part of the proposed Plan and
would not be utilized under the Plan. Lands below the bluff drain to the river through natural drainage
patterns.
Page 4.10-7 through 4.10-11 Table 4.10-3, is revised as explained below:
Table 4.10-3, Policy Consistency City of Fresno General Plan Goals and Policies, of the Draft EIR is
superseded and replaced by Table I-1 in Appendix I to this Final EIR. Table I-1 provides a list of goals,
policies, and objectives from the City of Fresno 2035 General Plan which was adopted in 2014 that are
relevant to the Parkway Master Plan.
Appendix C, San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update is revised as follows:
Page 1-1, Executive Summary, paragraph 3, has been revised as follows:
The Parkway today includes public lands and improvements owned by the State of California [San Joaquin
River Conservancy (Conservancy), City of Fresno, County of Fresno, State Lands Commission, and
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW)], /Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB), and City of
Fresno, County of Fresno, and Fresno County Office of Education, and those owned by the nonprofit San
Joaquin River Parkway and Conservation Trust (River Parkway Trust).
Page 2-11, Section 2.8 has been revised as add the following definition:
Public Trust Lands are defined as the area of the San Joaquin River waterward of the ordinary high-water
mark, as represented on the San Joaquin River Friant Dam to Gravelly Ford Administrative Maps. This
includes the Public Trust easement that is reserved to the people of California, between the ordinary
high-water mark and the ordinary low-water mark.
Page 5-11, Figure 5-7, is revised as shown on page 3-5 to show the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail
Extension Project as approved by the Conservancy on December 13, 2017. The revised figure shows a
“planned project” (gray icons) rather than “opportunities” (white icons). The conceptual plan for the
project shown in Figure 5-19 is replaced with the approved project plan shown in this Response to
Comments document, Final EIR, Chapter 5, Master Response 1.
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Page 5-28 is revised as follows:



EIR pending approved for multi-use trail extension, hiking trails, fishing and nature observation,
parking area(s), and restrooms (plan in development 2013 project approved December 13, 2017– see
Figure 5-19 see Final EIR Master Response 1).

In Chapter 6, the goals under each resource topic are assigned in alphabetic sequence, and policies have
been added or revised as suggested by commenters as follows:
Page 6-4, San Joaquin River Restoration Program (SJR Restoration Program).
Goals:
SJRRP.A

Coordinate and cooperate with the SJR Restoration Program to ensure efficiency and
develop projects that meet mutual objectives.

SJRRP.B

Support, promote, and educate Parkway visitors about river history, restoration ecology,
water supply, and the SJR Restoration Program.

Page 6-5, Habitat Conservation and Management
Goals:
HABITAT.A

Conserve, enhance, restore, and provide for public enjoyment of the aquatic, plant, and
wildlife resources of the San Joaquin River Parkway. (NRG1)

HABITAT.B

Conserve, enhance, restore and maintain contiguous and continuous native riparian,
wetland and upland habitat on public lands and conservation easements for wildlife
movement and refuge. (NRG2)

HABITAT.C

Encourage conservation of habitat on private lands in the floodplain. (NRG2)

Page 6-8, Floodplain and Water Resource Management
Goals:
WATER.A

Develop the Parkway in a manner that will not interfere with the river’s floodwater
conveyance capacity. (FP1)

WATER.B

Protect the river’s water quality through appropriate management of stormwater runoff in
the Parkway.
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WATER.C

Conserve, improve, and manage lands and natural resources in the Parkway to facilitate
more reliable water supplies; restore important species and habitat; and contribute to a
more resilient, sustainably managed water resources system.

Page 6-10, Mineral Resource
Goals:
MINERAL.A

Work with gravel mining companies to acquire high priority properties after they have been
mined. Promote reclamation plans that enhance and complement Parkway goals and are
Parkway-ready to the extent practicable. (MR1)

MINERAL.B

Design, construct, and manage the Parkway in a manner that will not conflict with sand and
gravel mining operations. (MR2)

Page 6-10, Agricultural Resources
Goals:
AGRI.A

Design, construct, and manage the Parkway in a manner that is compatible with agricultural
uses (crops, livestock, orchards, and nurseries). (AO1)

AGRI.B

Encourage the preservation of agricultural uses in the Parkway planning area. (AO1)

Page 6-11, Air Resources, Climate Change Adaptation, and Sequestration
Goals:
AIR.A

In developing the Parkway, utilize opportunities to improve regional air quality and reduce
the potential for Parkway projects to contribute to air pollution. (RFP1)

AIR.B

Incorporate climate adaptation and sequestration strategies in Parkway projects.

Page 6-12, Cultural and Historic Resources
Goals:
CULTURE.A

Preserve and protect cultural and historic resources on Parkway public lands. (RA1)

CULTURE.B

Foster community pride, attract visitors and tourists to distinctive areas, provide
recreational opportunities, enhance educational opportunities, and augment the body of
scientific and historic knowledge through identification, appropriate recognition, and
promotion of historic and cultural resources
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CULTURE.C

Utilize Parkway cultural and historic resources to educate the public about the values of this
heritage (ROP10, RA1).

Page 6-14, Public Access and Recreation
Goals:
ACCESS.A

Provide river access and high quality recreation areas and facilities to meet recreational and
environmental educational needs while conserving natural and cultural resources. (RA1)

ACCESS.B

Ensure access to all segments of the population and to all residents of the region, in
metropolitan and outlying areas. (no#)

ACCESS.C

Manage recreational uses to minimize indiscriminate activities, trespass on private lands,
and human impacts to natural resources in the Parkway. (RA3)

ACCESS.D

Encourage trail corridors of sufficient width (varying with terrain, vegetation, and land) to
preserve a scenic environment for users and to minimize impacts of trail use on wildlife and
their habitat and on adjacent land uses. (no #)

ACCESS.E

Provide public information, proper maintenance, rules, and enforcement to provide for
public health and safety in the Parkway.

Page 6-19, Environmental Education, Interpretation, and Outreach
Goals:
INTERP.A

Provide within the Parkway a range of outdoor and environmental educational
opportunities and programs to serve all members of the community.

INTERP.B

Develop support for the Parkway through outreach and engagement.

INTERP.C

Assure that educational opportunities highlight and incorporate the Parkway’s natural
resources, wildlife, and habitat.

Page 6-20, the following policy is added:
INTERP.14

3-8

Provide signage at all boat put-in areas and adjoining parking lots that identify aquatic
invasive species and lists AIS clean, drain, and dry best management practices.
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Page 6-20, Buffer Zones and Adjacent Land Uses
Goals:
BUFFER.A

Where possible and to the extent feasible (see BUFFER.2), implement buffer zones which
protect, conserve, and enhance the Parkway’s natural resources, wildlife, and habitat. (no #)

BUFFER.B

Combine buffers, design, and management measures to adequately reduce and mitigate
potential impacts from Parkway recreational uses on habitat, riparian corridors, and
neighboring uses. Screen and separate recreational uses from adjacent private property, to
the extent feasible. (no #)

BUFFER.C

Encourage local land use agencies to protect habitat and natural resources of the river and
floodplain through set-backs and buffers. (no #)

Page 6-23, Operations, Management, and Implementation
Goals:
OPER.A

Acquire lands to implement the Parkway Master Plan Update, including establishing natural
reserves, recreation areas, a continuous wildlife movement corridor, and trail system. (LA1)
Acquire lands on a willing buyer/willing seller basis. (LA2)

OPER.B

Acquire lands according to established prioritization policies and criteria to ensure effective
use of limited funds.

OPER.C

Secure financial resources over the long-term to establish and continue the safe and
efficient operation and maintenance of Parkway facilities and visitor services.

OPER.D

Pursue a strategic yet flexible approach to a phased implementation of Parkway
development that is responsive to funding and partnership opportunities, operations and
maintenance resources, and public recreation/education needs.

OPER.E

Ensure efficient and effective implementation of Parkway operations, programs, and
facilities.

OPER.F

Develop measureable objectives for projects, programs, and services provided on public
Parkway lands.

Page 9-2, has been revised to add new members currently serving as primary representatives on the
Conservancy Board:
Brett Frazier, Madera County Board of Supervisors
Will Oliver, Madera City Council
Kacey Auston, Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control District
Julie Vance, California Department of Fish and Wildlife
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Julie Alvis, California Natural Resources Agency
Jennifer Lucchesi, California State Lands Commission
Conservancy Board staff involved in preparing the EIR are added as follows:
Heidi West, Wildlife Conservation Board
Rebecca Raus, San Joaquin River Conservancy
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List of Commenters

Comments on the Draft EIR were received from the following agencies and private individuals and
organizations. Each comment letter has been assigned a number, as indicated below.

AGENCIES AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AO1

Scott Morgan, Director, State Clearinghouse, Governor’s Office of Planning and Research

A02

Kristine Johnson, Senior Staff Analyst, Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control District

A03

Mark Will, Engineer III, Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control District

A04

Alex Belanger, Assistant Superintendent, Facilities Management and Planning, Fresno Unified
School District

A05

Brian Clements, Program Manager, San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District

A06

Cy R. Oggins, Chief Division of Environmental Planning and Management, California State Lands
Commission

A07

David Padilla, Associate Transportation Planner, Caltrans, District 6

A08

Supervisor Andreas Borgeas, County of Fresno, Board of Supervisors

A09

Chris Acree, Cultural Resources Analyst, Dumna Wo Wah Tribal Government

PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS
B01

San Joaquin River Parkway and Conservation Trust, Inc.

B02

Fresno Audubon Society

B03

John P. Kinsey, Wagner Jones Helsley PC

B04

Radley Reep

B05

Clary Creager

B06

Barry Bauer

B07

Phil Decker

B08

David Gjeston

B09

Barry Bauer and Rosemarie Bauer
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5. Comments and Responses
5.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter includes a reproduction of, and responses to, each significant environmental issue raised
during the public review period. Comments are presented in their original format, including any
attachments, in Appendix H, Comment Letters, of this Final EIR, along with annotations that identify each
comment number.
Responses to those individual comments are provided in Table 5-1 alongside the text of each
corresponding comment. Letters follow the same order as listed in Chapter 4, List of Commenters, of this
Final EIR and are categorized by:
 Agencies and Service Providers
 Private Individuals and Organizations
Letters are identified by category and each comment is labeled with the comment reference number in
the margin. Where the same comment has been made more than once, a response may direct the reader
to another numbered comment and response. Where a response required revisions to the Draft EIR or
the Parkway Master Plan, the revisions are explained and shown in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR document.
During review of the Draft EIR, several comments were submitted that related to the details of the
proposed Project, convey the commenter’s opinion of the proposed Project, or address the relative nonenvironmental consequences or benefits of the proposed Project (referred to here as “merits of the
proposed Project”), rather than the adequacy of the environmental analysis in the Draft EIR. It is
important for a Lead Agency in its decision-making process to consider both the adequacy of the EIR and
the merits of the proposed Project. However, a Lead Agency is required by CEQA to respond in its Final EIR
only to comments related to significant environmental issues raised.
Section 15204 of the CEQA Guidelines provides direction for parties reviewing and providing comment on
a Draft EIR, as follows: “In reviewing draft EIRs, persons and public agencies should focus on the
sufficiency of the document in identifying and analyzing the possible impacts on the environment and
ways in which the significant effects of the project might be avoided or mitigated.” CEQA Guidelines
Section 15204(a) states: “In reviewing draft EIRs, persons and public agencies should focus on the
sufficiency of the document in identifying and analyzing the possible impacts on the environment and
ways in which the significant effects of the project might be avoided or mitigated. Comments are most
helpful when they suggest additional specific alternatives or mitigation measures that would provide
better ways to avoid or mitigate the significant environmental effects. At the same time, reviewers should
be aware that the adequacy of an EIR is determined in terms of what is reasonably feasible, in light of
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factors such as the magnitude of the project at issue, the severity of its likely environmental impacts, and
the geographic scope of the project. CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every test or
perform all research, study, and experimentation recommended or demanded by commenters. When
responding to comments, lead agencies need only respond to significant environmental issues and do not
need to provide all information requested by reviewers, as long as a good faith effort at full disclosure is
made in the EIR.” Furthermore, Section 15204(c) of the State CEQA Guidelines states: “Reviewers should
explain the basis for their comments, and should submit data or references offering facts, reasonable
assumptions based on facts, or expert opinion supported by facts in support of the comments. Pursuant
to Section 15064, an effect shall not be considered significant in the absence of substantial evidence.” See
also CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), Evaluation of Response to Comments.
This Final EIR, Responses to Comments section, provides the Conservancy Board with all comment letters
to allow them to consider opinions and suggestions during their deliberations on the Final EIR and Master
Plan Update (the proposed Project). Although comments related to merits of the proposed Project do not
require responses in the Final EIR, they provide important input to the decision-making process and are
included in the Response to Comments section in order to make them readily available to the decisionmakers when considering whether to approve the proposed Project.

5.2

MASTER RESPONSES

Many comments submitted were on the San Joaquin River Conservancy River West Fresno, Eaton Trail
Extension Project EIR. The following “Master Response” consolidates information on the Eaton Trail
Project to ensure a more comprehensive response. Responses to individual comments will reference the
following master response.

Master Response 1 – Eaton Trail Project
On December 13, 2017, the San Joaquin River Conservancy Board certified the Final EIR for the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and approved Alternative 5b, subject to specific conditions identified
in the Board’s resolution. Alternative 5b "North Palm Access" includes the core project described as the
“proposed Project” in that Final EIR, plus a public access entrance at the existing Spano Park, an access
roadway and path descending a river bluff to the floodplain, and a parking lot for 40 vehicles, with access
to the western end of the multi-use trail extension. The core project will extend Eaton Trail from the
western terminus, pass through an underpass of State Route 41, located at the Perrin Avenue alignment,
and extend approximately 2.4 miles on State-owned lands (identified as the River West property, including
291 acres under jurisdiction of the Conservancy and approximately 167 acres under the jurisdiction of the
State Lands Commission.) The core project also includes a public vehicle entrance at the Perrin Avenue
alignment, and a parking area for 50 vehicles and three horse trailers, with a restroom and landscaping.
The parking area and shallow slope of the multi-use trail will meet Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
design standards. Pedestrian and bicycle access will be provided at four locations—Perrin Avenue, Spano
Park, and the West Riverview Drive and Churchill Avenue entrances to the existing Bluff trail. The Eaton
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Trail extension would meet the design standards in the current San Joaquin River Conservancy Master
Plan for the planned Parkway-wide multi-use trail. Secondary hiking trails to and along the riverbank are
also included. Figure 5-1 provides an overview of the Alternative 5b alignment. Additional information on
the Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR can be found at the following link: http://sjrc.ca.gov/Eaton-TrailExtension-EIR/.
The Parkway Master Plan Update is revised in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR document to reflect the approved
Alternative 5b project. The Final EIR for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project is incorporated
by reference herein.

PLACEWORKS
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*Note: There are also several alternatives plans.

Figure 5-1

River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Approved Project, with North Palm Access
PLACEWORKS
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Comment

Response

AGENCIES AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A1

Governor’s Office of Planning and Research

A1-1

The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named Draft EIR to
This letter acknowledges that the Conservancy complied with the State
selected state agencies for review. On the enclosed Document Details
Clearinghouse review requirements for draft environmental
Report please note that the Clearinghouse has listed the state agencies documents. No further response is required.
that reviewed your document. The review period closed on June 29,
2017, and the comments from the responding agency(ies) is (are)
enclosed. If this comment package is not in order, please notify the State
Clearinghouse immediately. Please refer to the project's ten-digit State
Clearinghouse number in future correspondence so that we may
respond promptly.
Please note that Section 21104( c) of the California Public Resources
Code states that:
"A responsible or other public agency shall only make substantive
comments regarding those activities involved in a project which are
within an area of expertise of the agency or which are required to be
carried out or approved by the agency. Those comments shall be
supported by specific documentation."
These comments are forwarded for use in preparing your final
environmental document. Should you need more information or
clarification of the enclosed comments, we recommend that you contact
the commenting agency directly.
This letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State
Clearinghouse review requirements for draft environmental documents,
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act. Please contact the
State Clearinghouse at (916) 445-0613 if you have any questions
regarding the environmental review process.

PLACEWORKS
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A2
A2-1

COMMENTS AND RESPONSE MATRIX
Comment

A3

Mark Will, Engineer III, Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control District

A3-1

Portions of the proposed project lie within the District's Boundary. The
Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control District (District) storm drainage
system will be able to accommodate the proposed San Joaquin River
Parkway Master Plan Update within the District sphere.
The District bears responsibility for storm water management within the
Fresno-Clovis metropolitan area, including portions of the San Joaquin
River Parkway Master Plan Update (Project) area. Within the
metropolitan area, storm runoff produced by land development is to be
controlled through a system of pipelines and storm drainage retention
basins.

A3-2

A3-3

A3-4

5-6

Response

Kristine Johnson, Senior Staff Analyst, Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control
District
On page 4.9-10, paragraph 2 of the San Joaquin River Parkway Master
As shown in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, Section 4.9, Hydrology and
Plan Update EIR, the document states FMFCD "has nine permitted
Water Quality, of the Draft EIR has been revised to reflect the correct
discharges to the river". There are currently eight existing permitted
information provided by commenter.
discharges to the river and two planned discharges to the river.

The District requires that the storm drainage patterns for the proposed
project conform to the District's Master Plan. The District will need to
review and approve all improvement plans for any proposed
construction of grading improvements or storm drainage facilities for
conformance to the Master Plan within the Project area. Specific
construction requirements will be addressed with the implementation of
Project improvement plans.
Permanent storm drainage service may or may not be available to the
Project area and it will be the responsibility of the County or City of
Fresno to verify that runoff can be safely conveyed to the Master Plan
facilities in the area of construction, if available.
Construction activity, including grading, clearing, grubbing, filling,
excavation, development or redevelopment of land that results in a
disturbance of one (1) acre or more of the total land area, or less if part
of a larger plan of development or sale, must secure a storm water

This comment is noted for future Conservancy projects that are within
an FMFCD Master Planned Drainage Area and would require
connection to the FMFCD storm drain system.
This comment is noted for future Conservancy projects that are within
an FMFCD Master Planned Drainage Area and would require
connection to the FMFCD storm drain system.

This comment is noted for future Conservancy projects that are within
an FMFCD Master Planned Drainage Area and would require
connection to the FMFCD storm drain system.
This comment is noted for future Parkway projects that would trigger
NPDES General Permit of Construction Activity requirements. The
requirement to secure such a permit is noted in Section 7.3.8,
Hydrology and Water Quality, on page 7-32 of the Parkway Master
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A4
A4-1

A4-2

A4-3

A4-4
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discharge permit in compliance with the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System regulations
(CFR Parts 122-124, Nov. 1990). The permit must be secured by filing a
Notice of Intent for the State General Permit for Construction Activity
with the State Water Resources Control Board. The notice must be filed
prior to the start of construction. Copies of the State General Permit and
Notice of Intent are available at the District.
Alex Belanger, Assistant Superintendent, Facilities Management and
Planning, Fresno Unified School District
Upon review of the San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update and
accompanying DEIR, the District anticipates a number of possibilities to
engage the Parkway in relation to field trips, educational, and
volunteering opportunities for District students

Plan Update, and in Subsection 4.9.3, Impact Discussion, on page
4.9.11 the Draft EIR.

The school nearest in proximity to the San Joaquin River Parkway is
Forkner Elementary School at 7120 N. Valentine Ave., approximately
one-half mile from the San Joaquin River. As the closest school to the
proposed project, Forkner would be subject to the greatest effects from
any potential impacts
In the 'Hazards and Hazardous Materials' section of the DEIR on page
4.8-13, it states "Other schools within ½- to ¾-mile of the Parkway Plan
Area include the Rio Vista, Norman Liddell, Forkner, and Nelson
Elementary Schools within the Fresno Unified School District and Pinedale
Elementary School in the Clovis Unified School District." Rio Vista Middle
and Liddell Elementary schools are in fact within Central Unified School
District, and Nelson Elementary is within the Clovis Unified School
District
Regarding 'Public Services and Recreation' section, page 4.14-25 and the
Fresno County goal to "encourage the development of parks near public
facilities such as schools" and to "encourage joint-use agreements
whenever possible." The District is in continued support of this goal, with
the safety and security of students an utmost priority, and should be met

The School District's interest in, and acknowledgement, of the
educational opportunities to be provided by implementation of the
Parkway Master Plan is appreciated. The comment does not state a
specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or
mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment
raise a new environmental issue. No further response is required.
The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding
the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
further response is required.
As shown in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, Section 4.8, Hazards and
Hazardous Materials, of the Draft EIR has been revised to reflect these
corrections.

The comment pertains to a goal within the Fresno County General
Plan, which is not under the Conservancy's authority or review, or
considered for revision through the Parkway Master Plan Update. The
comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the
sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
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A5
A5-1
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with appropriate park and police safety and security measures

Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
further response is required.

Brian Clements, Program Manager, San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution
Control District
The San Joaquin Valley Unified Air Pollution Control District (District) has
reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) for the San
Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update for the planned 22-mile
regional natural and recreation area (Project). The purpose of this
Project is to present updated goals, objectives, and policies, and to
envision potential future uses, improvements, features, facilities, and
management measures to be implemented. The District offers the
following comments:
1. The Project itself will not have an impact on air quality. However,
future development within the area will contribute to the overall decline
in air quality due to increased traffic and ongoing operational emissions.
New development may require further environmental review and
mitigation. The District makes the following recommendations regarding
future development:

The comment serves as an opening remark and does not state a
specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or
mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment
raise a new environmental issue. No further response is required.

The Parkway Master Plan Update is a programmatic plan. The EIR is
also at programmatic level of review. Each subsequent project
developed under the Master Plan will be subject to site-specific,
project-specific environmental review. This comment is noted for
future Parkway projects that may generate toxic air contaminants
(TACs). As identified in the Draft EIR on page 4.3-33 under AQ-4, the
proposed Project would not generate substantial new sources of TAC
A. Accurate Project related health impacts should be evaluated
that would warrant a health risk assessment to nearby sensitive
altogether to determine if emissions of toxic air contaminants (TAC) will receptors. Additionally, due to the natural setting of the San Joaquin
pose a significant health risk to nearby sensitive receptors. TACs are
River, proposed active use areas (e.g., camping, parking lots) within
defined as air pollutants that may cause or contribute to an increase in
the planned Parkway are not proximate to off-site sensitive receptors.
mortality or serious illness, or which may pose a hazard to human health. Therefore, a health impact assessment is not warranted for this
The most common source of TACs can be attributed to diesel exhaust
proposed Project and is not anticipated to be needed for future
fumes that are emitted from both stationary and mobile sources. Health projects under the Parkway Master Plan.
impacts may require a detailed health risk assessment (HRA). Prior to
conducting an HRA, an applicant may perform a prioritization on all
sources of emissions to determine if it is necessary to conduct an HRA. A
prioritization is a screening tool used to identify projects that may have
significant health impacts.
If the Project altogether has a prioritization score of 1.0 or more, the
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Project has the potential to exceed the District's significance threshold
for health impacts of 20 in a million and an HRA should be performed. If
an HRA is to be performed, it is recommended that the Project
proponent contact the District to review the proposed modeling
approach. The Project would be considered to have a significant health
risk if the HRA demonstrates that Project related health impacts
altogether would exceed the District's significance threshold of 20 in a
million.

A5-3

A5-4

PLACEWORKS

More information on TACs, prioritizations and HRAs can be obtained by:
• E-mailing inquiries to: hramodeler@valleyair.org; or
• Visiting the District's website at:
http://www.valleyair.org/busind/ptorrox
Resources/AirQualityMonitoring.htm
B. Construction Emissions - Although the Draft EIR concludes that the
Project's construction emissions will have a significant impact on air
quality, the District recommends incorporating feasible mitigation
measures to lessen the air quality impact associated with construction
activity. In order to reduce construction exhaust emissions to the extent
feasible, mitigation measures reducing construction exhaust emissions
must be fully enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or
other legally binding instruments (CEQA Guidelines §15126.4,
subd.(a)(2)). Feasible mitigation of construction exhaust emission
includes use of construction equipment powered by engines meeting, at
a minimum, Tier III emission standards, as set forth in §2423 of Title 13
of the California Code of Regulations, and Part 89 of Title 40 Code of
Federal Regulations. The District recommends incorporating, as a
condition of Project approval, a requirement that off-road construction
equipment used on site achieve fleet average emissions equal to or less
than the Tier Ill emissions standard of 4.8 NOx g/hp-hr. This can be
achieved through any combination of uncontrolled engines and engines
complying with Tier III and above engine standards.
C. If the Project equals or exceeds 20,000 square feet of recreational

Mitigation Measure AQ-3a from the Draft EIR requires for future
projects under the proposed Plan, use of construction equipment
rated by the United States EPA as having Tier 3 (model year 2006 or
newer) or Tier 4 (model year 2008 or newer) emission limits,
applicable for engines between 50 and 750 horsepower, which is
consistent with the SJVAPCD's request to meet a fleet average that is
equal or greater than 4.8 NOx g/hp-hr. These requirements will be
included as part of future site-specific, project-specific environmental
review and incorporated as conditions of approval as recommended
by the District.

As identified in Chapter 4.3, Air Quality, of the Draft EIR, future
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space, the Project would be subject to District Rule 9510 (Indirect Source projects under the Parkway Master Plan subject to SJVAPCD Rule 9510
Review).
would require an Air Impact Assessment (AIA). For projects under the
Parkway Master Plan subject Rule 9510, the Conservancy shall submit
District Rule 9510 is intended to mitigate a project's impact on air quality an AIA application no later than final discretionary approval.
through project design elements or by payment of applicable off-site
mitigation fees. Any applicant subject to District Rule 9510 is required to
submit an Air Impact Assessment (AIA) application to the District no later
than applying for final discretionary approval, and to pay any applicable
off-site mitigation fees before issuance of the first building permit. If
approval of the Project constitutes the last discretionary approval by
your agency, the District recommends that demonstration of compliance
with District Rule 9510, including payment of all applicable fees before
issuance of the first building permit, be made a condition of Project
approval.

A5-5

A5-6

A5-7

5-10

Information about how to comply with District Rule 9510 can be found
on line at: http://www.valleyair.org/lSR/ISRHome.htm.
D. The Project may also be subject to the following District rules:
Regulation VIII, (Fugitive PM10 Prohibitions), Rule 4102 (Nuisance), Rule
4601 (Architectural Coatings), and Rule 4641 (Cutback, Slow Cure, and
Emulsified Asphalt, Paving and Maintenance Operations). In the event an
existing building will be renovated, partially demolished or removed, the
Project may be subject to District Rule 4002 (National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants).

The Parkway Master Plan Update is a programmatic plan and the EIR is
also at programmatic level of review. Each subsequent project
developed under the Master Plan will be subject to site-specific,
project-specific environmental review. As identified in Chapter 4.3, Air
Quality, of the Draft EIR, future projects under the proposed Plan
would be subject to the SJVAPCD's existing rules and regulations,
which include Regulation VIII, Rule 4102, Rule 4601, and Rule 4641 (as
well as any then-current rules and regulations).
E. The above list of rules is neither exhaustive nor exclusive. To identify
See response to Comment A5-5. The Parkway Master Plan Update and
other District rules or regulations that apply to this Project or to obtain
future projects under the proposed Project would comply with all
information about District permit requirements, the applicant is strongly other SJVAPCD rules and regulations.
encouraged to contact the District's Small Business Assistance Office at
(559) 230-5888. Current District rules can be found on line at:
www.valleyair.org/rules/1 ruleslist.htm.
2. Table 4.3-6 of the Draft EIR recognizes the District's Toxic Air
Comment noted. Any future air quality and health risk studies required
Contaminants Incremental Risk Thresholds. The Maximum Exposed
for future projects under the Parkway Master Plan Update would
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incorporate current Toxic Air Contaminants Incremental Risk
Thresholds.

A5-8

Individual (MEI) Cancer Risk threshold is identified as greater-than or
equal-to 10 in one million per the District's 2015 Guidance for Assessing
and Mitigating Air Quality Impacts, however this threshold has since
been updated to greater-than or equal-to 20 in one million. In future
discussion and assessment, the District recommends updating the
threshold value to reflect the current MEI Cancer Risk. Current air quality
thresholds of significance for Toxic Air Contaminants can be found at:
http ://www.valleyair.org/transportation/ceqa idx.htm
3. As presented in the Draft EIR, after implementation of all feasible
mitigation, the Project would have a significant and unavoidable impact
on air quality. However, the environmental document does not discuss
the feasibility of implementing a voluntary emission reduction
agreement (VERA). As discussed below, the District believes that
mitigation through a VERA is feasible in many cases, and recommends
the environmental document be revised to include a discussion of the
feasibility of implementing a VERA to mitigate Project specific impacts to
less than significant levels.

As stated on page 4.3-32 of the Draft EIR, "no further measures to
reduce operation-phase criteria air pollutant emissions are available
beyond the applicable SJVAPCD rules and regulations" for the Parkway
Master Plan programmatic EIR. In compliance with applicable SJVAPCD
regulations, on a project-specific basis, the Conservancy will evaluate
the potential impacts of future development projects implemented
under the Master Plan to determine whether to opt to participate in
this voluntary agreement in order to reduce project-specific impacts.
The VERA program is intended for use by projects that cannot reduce
their impacts to below the thresholds of significance by other means.
A VERA is a mitigation measure by which the Project proponent provides Emission reductions achieved under a VERA can be applied towards
pound-for-pound mitigation of emissions increases through a process
satisfying ISR emission reduction requirements under Rule 9510 for
that develops, funds, and implements emission reduction projects, with individual projects subject to the Master Plan.
the District serving a role of administrator of the emissions reduction
projects and verifier of the successful mitigation effort. To implement a
VERA, the Project proponent and the District enter into a contractual
agreement in which the Project proponent agrees to mitigate Project
specific emissions by providing funds for the District's Strategies and
Incentives Department (SI). The funds are disbursed by SI in the form of
grants for projects that achieve emission reductions.
Thus, Project specific impacts on air quality can be fully mitigated. Types
of emission reduction projects that have been funded in the past include
electrification of stationary internal combustion engines (such as
agricultural irrigation pumps), replacing old heavy-duty trucks with new,
cleaner, more efficient heavy-duty trucks, and replacement of old farm
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tractors.
In implementing a VERA, the District verifies the actual emission
reductions that have been achieved as a result of completed grant
contracts, monitors the emission reduction projects, and ensures the
enforceability of achieved reductions. The initial agreement is generally
based on the projected maximum emissions increases as calculated by a
District approved air quality impact assessment, and contains the
corresponding maximum fiscal obligation. However, because the goal is
to mitigate actual emissions, the District has designed flexibility into the
VERA such that the final mitigation is based on actual emissions related
to the Project as determined by actual equipment used, hours of
operation, etc., and as calculated by the District. After the Project is
mitigated, the District certifies to the lead agency that the mitigation is
completed, providing the lead agency with an enforceable mitigation
measure demonstrating that Project specific emissions have been
mitigated to less than significant.

A6
A6-1

5-12

The District has been developing and implementing VERA contracts with
project developers to mitigate project specific emissions since 2005. It is
the District's experience that implementation of a VERA is a feasible
mitigation measure, and effectively achieves the emission reductions
required by a lead agency, by mitigating Project related impacts on air
quality to a net zero level by supplying real and contemporaneous
emissions reductions. To assist the Lead Agency and Project proponent
in ensuring that the environmental document is compliant with CEQA,
the District recommends the environmental document be amended to
include an assessment of the feasibility of implementing a VERA.
Cy R. Oggins, Chief Division of Environmental Planning and Management,
California State Lands Commission
The California State Lands Commission (Commission) staff has reviewed The comment serves as an opening remark and does not state a
the San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update (MPU) and Draft
specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or
Environmental Impact Report (EIR), which is being prepared by the San
mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment
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raise a new environmental issue. No further response is required.

A6-2

Joaquin River Conservancy (Conservancy). The Conservancy, as a public
agency proposing to carry out a project, is the lead agency under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub. Resources Code, §
21000 et seq.). The Commission is a trustee agency in its review of the
MPU, but may also be a responsible agency for future projects
considered under the MPU that could directly or indirectly affect
sovereign land and their accompanying Public Trust resources or uses.
The Commission has jurisdiction and management authority over all
ungranted tidelands, submerged lands, and the beds of navigable lakes
and waterways. The Commission also has certain residual and review
authority for tidelands and submerged lands legislatively granted in trust
to local jurisdictions (Pub. Resources Code, §§ 6009, subd. (c); 6009.1;
6301; 6306). All tidelands and submerged lands, granted or ungranted,
as well as navigable lakes and waterways, are subject to the protections
of the common law Public Trust.

This comment describes the role of the California State Lands
Commission (CSLC) regarding management authority over all
ungranted tidelands, submerged lands, and the beds of navigable lakes
and waterways that are subject to protections of the common-law
trust. The comment describes the specific areas of jurisdiction over
tidelands, tidal waterways, and navigable nontidal waterways.

The Conservancy recognizes the role of the CSLC as a trustee agency
responsible for management of ungranted tidelands, submerged
As general background, the State of California acquired sovereign
lands, and the beds of navigable lakes and waterways. The
ownership of all tidelands and submerged lands and beds of navigable
Conservancy and CSLC commonly coordinate, and the CSLC is
lakes and waterways upon its admission to the United States in 1850.
represented on the Conservancy board. The Conservancy possesses
The state holds these lands for the benefit of all people of the state for
copies of the CSLC administrative maps of the San Joaquin River and
statewide Public Trust purposes, which include but are not limited to
consults the CSLC to determine boundaries. Once a project under the
waterborne commerce, navigation, fisheries, water-related recreation,
Parkway Master Plan is approved, the Conservancy would complete an
habitat preservation, and open space. On navigable non-tidal waterways, application to the CSLC to obtain a lease as necessary to construct and
such as the San Joaquin River, the state holds fee ownership of the bed operate proposed project improvements within lands under the CSLC’s
of the waterway landward to the ordinary low-water mark and a Public
jurisdiction. The Conservancy shares the CSLC's mission to protect and
Trust easement landward to the ordinary high-water mark, except where facilitate public access to the San Joaquin River, as reflected in the
the boundary has been fixed by agreement or a court decision. Such
goals, objectives, policies, and plans of the proposed Parkway Master
boundaries may not be readily apparent from present day site
Plan.
inspections.
Commission staff has determined that portions of future MPU activities
may be located on State-owned sovereign land under the Commission's
jurisdiction. Please be advised that any future project improvements or
activities located waterward of the low-water mark of the San Joaquin
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River, as depicted on sheets 1 through 17 of the San Joaquin River Friant
Dam to Gravelly Ford Administrative Maps, will encroach on sovereign
land and will require a lease from the Commission. When future projects
are proposed, please submit a detailed project description with more
site-specific information to allow staff to determine the extent of the
Commission's interest and which components of the project, if any, will
require a lease prior to project implementation on sovereign land. Please
contact Randy Collins, Public Land Management Specialist (see contact
information below) for further information about the extent of the
Commission's sovereign ownership and leasing requirements.
Even if future project activities are not subject to a lease from the
Commission, the areas between the low- and high-water marks of the
San Joaquin River are subject to a Public Trust easement. This easement
provides the public with a property right that includes, but is not limited
to, access for navigation, fishing, water-related recreation, open space,
and ecological preservation uses. Future activities undertaken by the
Conservancy must take into consideration and balance these public
easement rights.

A6-3

5-14

These comments are made without prejudice to any future assertion of
state ownership or public rights, should circumstances change, or should
additional information become available, and are not intended, nor
should they be construed as a waiver or limitation of any right, title, or
interest of the State of California in any lands under its jurisdiction.
The San Joaquin River Parkway (Parkway) is a 22-mile-long regional,
natural recreation area, primarily in the river's floodplain extending from
Friant Dam to Highway 99. The Conservancy is proposing to update the
existing Interim Master Plan, which the Conservancy adopted in
December 1997. The 1997 Plan is being updated to reflect the following:
• Regulatory changes
• The San Joaquin River Restoration Program
• Practices, programs, directives, initiatives, and partnerships that have
been developed over the years

This comment accurately summarizes the description of the proposed
project found in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR. This
comment is not directed at the adequacy or completeness of the EIR
analysis; therefore, no further response is required.
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• Lands acquired by the Conservancy
• Site-specific adopted and conceptual plans
• Addition of new goals, policies, and mitigation measures to address
new changes, and to assist with the continued implementation of the
Parkway

A6-4

PLACEWORKS

The MPU will serve as the document to guide future improvements to
the Parkway, incrementally and in phases over many years. As such, the
MPU includes goals, policies, and conceptual improvement projects.
Future projects under the MPU will be subject to further CEQA review as
necessary on a site-specific basis. Some of the key components of the
MPU include, but are not limited to:
• Acquisition of a total of 5,900 acres of public open space and
conservation lands • Revegetation, restoration, and enhancement of
Parkway habitats
• Development, operation, and maintenance of a 23-mile paved
multiple-use Parkway trail
• Rehabilitation, maintenance, and new construction of permanent,
temporary, and seasonal bridges and crossings (including weirs, fords,
culverts, pedestrian decks on vehicle bridges, and other types of
crossings)
• Development, operation, and maintenance of a river trail and support
facilities for non-motorized boating
• Development, operation, and maintenance of ancillary infrastructure
to support public access and low impact recreational uses, including but
not limited to: gates, fences, entrances, access roads, trailheads, parking,
staging areas, restrooms, kiosks, equestrian trail riding, non-motorized
boating and paddling, bicycling, vista points, observation decks, fishing
piers and docks, Americans with Disabilities Act and universal access
accommodations
The Draft EIR analyzes the MPU as the proposed Project, including a No This comment summarizes the content of the Draft EIR, and provides
Project Alternative, and an Increased Natural Reserves Alternative.
and introduction to specific comments on the document.
Under the Increased Natural Reserves Alternative, the proposed Project
would continue to be implemented; however, the focus would shift to
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increasing natural reserves through land acquisitions, and not enhance
or increase the existing network of multi-use trails. As such, fewer
recreation and education facilities and trail enhancements would occur,
thereby reducing visitation and further opportunities for low-impact
recreation compared to the proposed Project. This alternative would not
meet many of the fundamental objectives for the San Joaquin River, nor
fulfill the statutory mission of the Conservancy.

A6-5

A6-6

5-16

Commission staff requests that the Conservancy consider the following
comments on the MPU and Draft EIR.
General Comments
1. In Section 2.8 of Chapter 2 of the MPU, please add the following
definition for Public Trust Lands:

This comment requests changes to the Parkway Master Plan to add a
definition of Public Trust lands, and is not directed at the adequacy or
completeness of the EIR analysis. Section 2.8 of Chapter 2 of the
Parkway Master Plan has been revised to add the requested definition.
The area of the San Joaquin River waterward of the ordinary high-water Chapter 9 of the Parkway Master Plan has been revised to add Ms.
mark, as represented on the San Joaquin River Friant Dam to Gravelly
Lucchesi as the current representative on the Conservancy Board, as
Ford Administrative Maps. This includes the Public Trust easement that is requested. See Chapter 3 of this Response to Comments, Final EIR.
reserved to the people of California, between the ordinary high-water
mark and the ordinary low-water mark.
2. In Chapter 9, Plan Preparation of the MPU, please replace Michael
McKown with Jennifer Lucchesi as the Commission's representative on
the Conservancy Board.
Biological Resources
3. Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS): The San Joaquin River is listed under
Clean Water Act section 303(d), as impaired for invasive species within
the Parkway. Under this impairment, the river cannot assimilate or
accommodate additional AIS, and any increase in such species would
contribute to the impairment (River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension
Project Draft EIR 2017). Given the MPU's future vision for enhanced
boating access (e.g., the MPU identifies existing boat launching facilities,
and promotes opportunities for future facilities to support boating
access throughout the Parkway), Commission staff encourages the

The Parkway Master Plan Update includes fundamental goal, FG.6, to
cooperate among agencies in implementation of the Parkway. The
proposed Plan was revised to include Policy INTERP.14: Provide
signage at all boat put-in areas and adjoining parking lots that identify
aquatic invasive species, and lists AIS clean, drain, and dry best
management practices. See Chapter 3 of this Final EIR document for
this revision to the plan.
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Conservancy to encourage participation with existing programs and
management techniques to control and prevent introductions of AIS
associated with motorized and non-motorized watercraft.
For example, within Chapter 6, Goals and Policies of the MPU,
Environmental Education, Interpretation, and Outreach, the Conservancy
could develop a policy that promotes public education on the spread and
introduction of AIS. The policy could supplement Policies 5 and 6 for
Habitat Conservation and Management, to control, remove, and prevent
introductions of AIS. Other measures could include introduction of AIS
clean, drain, and dry practices for watercraft, and signage at parking lot
and staging areas for boating facilities that identify existing non-native
AIS and promote practices to prevent the spread of such species.

A6-7

Commission staff encourages the EIR to analyze this potential impact for
AIS and include the above recommendations as mitigation measures.
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife's Invasive Species
Program could assist with this analysis, as well as with the development
of appropriate mitigation (information at www.dfg.ca.gov/invasives/).
Cultural Resources
4. Title to Resources: Within the Cultural Resources section of the Draft
EIR, under State Laws and Regulations, please insert the following
language:

This comment requests changes to the Parkway Master Plan, and is
not directed at the adequacy or completeness of the EIR analysis.
Section 4.5.1.1 of Chapter 4 of the Draft EIR has been revised to add
the requested definition. See Chapter 3 of this Final EIR document for
this revision to Draft EIR.

The title to all abandoned shipwrecks, archaeological sites, and historic
or cultural resources on or in the submerged lands of California are
vested in the state and under the jurisdiction of the Commission (Pub.
Resources Code, § 6313). The final disposition of archaeological,
historical, and paleontological resources recovered on state lands under
the jurisdiction of the Commission must be approved by the Commission.

PLACEWORKS
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A6-8

Land Use
5. Boundaries-of Public Trust Lands: Chapter 8 of the MPU, Subsection
8.2.1, Recreation Areas, discusses some areas of the river being adjacent
to private lands, and the siting of non-motorized boating facilities in
locations to avoid trespass on private lands. Chapter 8 also explains that
trespass onto private lands adjacent to the river and parkway is an
identified concern for private land owners. The MPU should include
public education measures regarding the public's rights and
responsibilities for accessing Public Trust lands in the Public Trust
easement. Such public outreach would inform the public on how the
boundaries of Public Trust lands are determined and identified, and what
rights the public has relating to these lands and accessing the river. The
MPU should also include reference to the San Joaquin River Friant Dam
to Gravelly Ford Administrative Maps as a resource for the public (see
Item 1 above for the requested Public Trust Lands definition, and the
Jurisdiction section for Commission jurisdiction over navigable, non-tidal
waterways and the Public Trust easement).
6. Land Use Planning, Operations, Maintenance, and Funding: Appendix
8 of the MPU, Operations and Maintenance Funding Toolbox, explores
the feasibility of various funding mechanisms to support Parkway
operations and maintenance.
Some proposed funding sources include:
• Establishment of local jurisdiction general fund appropriations to
provide Parkway services
• Establishment of County Service Areas within the Parkway
• Establishment of Community Service Districts within the Parkway
• Development and implementation of developer impact fees by local
jurisdiction planning agencies
• Special events, such as concerts, water oriented recreation events and
competitions, festivals, etc.

The CSLC has recently published and made available on-line a guide
relating to the public's rights and responsibilities for accessing Public
Trust Lands. The proposed Plan includes a fundamental goal, FG.6, to
cooperate among agencies in implementation of the Parkway. The
Conservancy will provide information about the guide's availability at
Parkway public access areas and provide a link to the guide on the
website, www.sjrc.ca.gov. This comment is not directed at the
adequacy or completeness of the EIR analysis and requires no further
response.

A6-9

As noted by the commenter, the Conservancy does not have the
authority to tax or levy assessments. Other revenue authorities are
available to the Conservancy and are described in the O&M Toolbox
Appendix to the Master Plan Update. The authorities available to local
agencies to generate revenues are also described, as well as the
processes required to secure approval. At the time lead agencies
contemplate discretionary actions, they must determine if those
actions are projects under CEQA. No such actions are required for the
Conservancy to adopt the Parkway Master Plan Update and
programmatic EIR. The possible resources for operations and
maintenance are pertinent to long-term planning, but are not part of
the evaluation of environmental impacts. Under Section 15131 of the
State CEQA Guidelines, economic and social impacts are not
considered as significant environmental effects.

Chapter 8 of the MPU, Implementation, explains that Appendix 8 was
prepared as part of the MPU process, to provide an analysis of options
for funding ongoing operations and maintenance. However, most of the
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above proposals would require discretionary approval by local
jurisdictions, and some would be subject to a public voting process.
Although Draft EIR Section 4.10, Land Use Planning, explains that many
of the existing Master Plan policies have been adopted in whole or in
part by the three local land use agencies: the County of Fresno, County
of Madera, and City of Fresno, this section does not appear to analyze
these funding proposals, or acknowledge that local jurisdictions would
need to take separate discretionary action to implement these
proposals, or include special events as part of the consistency analysis
with local jurisdiction zoning ordinances and general plan land use
designations. Chapter 8 and Appendix 8 of the MPU, and the Land Use
Planning section of the Draft EIR would benefit with more background
discussion on how the above funding proposals relate to the Draft EIR
analysis.
Recreation and Public Access
7. Public Access: The San Joaquin River Conservancy Act (SJRCA) set a
target of 5,900 acres of land to be acquired to develop the Parkway.
When the Conservancy was created, it was determined at that time that
1,250 acres were already in public ownership and protection. The
Conservancy has acquired over half of the remaining 4,650 acres to date,
leaving a little over 2,000 acres to be acquired. Acquiring lands to
complete the 5,900-acre Parkway is the highest program priority, driven
by development threats, real estate values, and the momentum of
concurrent negotiations. In accordance with the SJRCA, lands acquired
by the Conservancy shall remain closed to public access, and planned
public access projects will not be constructed until and unless adequate
operations and management resources are available (Pub. Resources
Code, § 32511). The SJRCA also mandates that development of the
Parkway shall first protect natural resources, including habitat, wildlife,
and flood conveyance, and that public access shall only be provided to
the extent it is compatible with protection of the resources. Currently,
there are limited opportunities for the public to access acquired lands for
recreation and education purposes and, as explained in Chapter 8 of the
MPU, Implementation, there is a need and demand for improved public

Response

This comment accurately reflects the content of the Parkway Master
Plan Update and is not directed at the adequacy or completeness of
the EIR analysis; therefore, no further response is required. Please see
response to Comment A6-15.
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access within the Parkway.
Chapter 8 of the MPU proposes more intensively developed hubs of
Parkway recreation facilities near and adjacent to existing recreation
facilities, located at Lost Lake Park, the Coke Hallowell River Center,
Woodward Park, the crossing at Highway 41, and near Highway 99.
Impacts of more intensive recreation will be reduced by improving and
expanding these existing facilities, rather than accommodating them at
new locations along the river. In the interest of developing public access
facilities at new locations along the river, Commission staff encourages
the Conservancy to proactively pursue opportunities to impose legal
mandates for providing public access; see Item 10 below.
A6-10 cont’d Given the limitations to public access as explained above, Commission
staff discourages new funding sources for operations and maintenance
identified in Appendix B of the MPU, that would reduce or eliminate
public access and recreation. The San Joaquin River Partnership may also
be a potential funding source for consideration with Appendix B, to assist
with development of riverside support facilities to implement the San
Joaquin River Water Trail within the Parkway; see Item 8 below.
A6-11
The Increased Natural Reserves Alternative also appears to prioritize
natural resource protection, with no objective to enhance public access
and recreation facilities. This alternative would also not seem to
implement local jurisdiction general plan policies for enhanced
recreation facilities and open space along the river, or be consistent with
other existing master plan goals and policies. Therefore, Commission
staff does not support this alternative.
A6-12
In summary, there appear to be numerous limitations for increasing
public access to Parkway lands. Although the Conservancy may be
required to close external public access for acquired Parkway lands that
do not have adequate operations and management resources available,
the riverbed is also public land, unencumbered by the public access
limitations of the SJRCA and MPU, and will continue to be open to public
use. The Public Trust easement also allows for lateral public access along
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New funding sources for Parkway operations and maintenance would
allow more Parkway access areas and new facilities to be developed,
to serve the public. The O&M Toolbox, Appendix B of the proposed
Master Plan notes that partnerships with nonprofit groups (such as the
San Joaquin River Partnership) could help meet some of the future
operational needs. This comment is not directed at the adequacy or
completeness of the EIR analysis; no further response is required.
The CSLC's comment that it does not support the Increased Natural
Resources Alternative is conveyed to the Conservancy Board through
this document. The comment supports the conclusions regarding this
alternative in the Draft EIR. This comment is not directed at the
adequacy or completeness of the EIR analysis; therefore, no further
response is required.
The CSLC's comment that the Conservancy should support the public
use of Public Trust areas is conveyed to the Conservancy Board
through this document. See also response to Comment A6-8. This
comment is not directed at the adequacy or completeness of the EIR
analysis; therefore, no further response is required.
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the river below the ordinary high-water mark. This leaves potential for
the river to serve as an internal entryway into Parkway lands, regardless
of whether external access to these lands is open or closed to the public.
As such, for acquired Parkway lands currently closed to external public
access, Commission staff encourages MPU policies to have some
allowance for development of basic riverside support facilities for nonmotorized boating (i.e., trash cans, restrooms, rest areas, etc.). Boating
use of the river should be managed equally and in balance with the goals
and policies of the MPU for natural resource conservation, and in
consideration of private property adjacent to the Parkway. This would
also help implement the goals and objectives of the San Joaquin River
Water Trail; see Item 8 below.
San Joaquin River Water Trail (SJRWT}: The San Joaquin River is the
second longest river in California, making it essential to the economic
well-being and quality of life for San Joaquin Valley residents. The SJRWT
is a component of the San Joaquin River Blueway (Blueway) Program,
sponsored by the San Joaquin River Partnership. The Blueway is a mosaic
of parks, wildlife refuges, and other publicly accessible places that
provide the public an opportunity to explore and enjoy the San Joaquin
River from its headwaters to the Delta. A major goal of the Blueway is to
work with agencies and other partners to facilitate implementation of
the Blueway through ongoing local, regional, and state planning efforts
and policy development, and through San Joaquin River Restoration
Program projects, as appropriate to improve access to the river in the
near term (www.sanjoaquinriverpartnership.org). The SJRWT is
envisioned to link existing and future sites that provide public access,
such as existing sites located near Fresno along the Parkway.

Response

The comment supports and recognizes that the planned Parkway nonmotorized boating trail, as described in the Parkway Master Plan
Update, is part of a larger effort by various parties to create a
continuous San Joaquin River water trail or blueway. This comment is
not directed at the adequacy or completeness of the EIR analysis;
therefore, no further response is required.

Chapter 5, Figure 5-11, of the MPU identifies future projects that may
occur within the Parkway, which includes development of a river boating
trail (a segment of the conceptual Blueway) for non-motorized
watercraft. The river trail would consist of interspersed boat launch and
takeout areas with boat trailer parking, hand-carried boat launch and
take-out areas, canoe docks, rest stops with picnic tables and restrooms,

PLACEWORKS
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and boating facilities on internal ponds. The Commission supports
inclusion of the boat trail as a planning effort contemplated with the
MPU. However, rather than labeling this effort as part of a proposed
boat trail, a stronger alliance could be made by directly identifying this
effort as implementation of the SJRWT. The River West Fresno, Eaton
Trail Extension Project is an important planning effort within the
Parkway, to further accommodate SJRWT goals; see Item 9 below.
9. River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project: Alternatives 1 and 5
of the Eaton Trail Extension Project propose many of the facilities that
are needed to support the SJRWT within the Parkway, including roadway
access and parking, restroom, and trash containers in close proximity to
the river, and other park facilities to support boating use of the river. As
explained in the Commission's April 17, 2017, comment letter on the
Eaton Trail Extension Project, the Commission staff supports Alternative
1 in combination with sub-alternative 5e, as the optimum project
proposal for boating access to the river and to maximize the siting of
these facilities on state land. It also serves as an important project to
provide new public access facilities, such as road and parking access to
the Parkway.
10. California Statutes for Public Access: The MPU proposes
rehabilitation and development of new bridges across the river. Figure 314 of the Draft EIR identifies 14 potential Parkway river crossings. For
bridge construction projects over navigable rivers, California Streets and
Highways Code sections 84.5, 991, and 1809 requires city and county
governments, and the California Department of Transportation to
prepare a report on the feasibility of providing public access to the river,
and a determination on whether such access shall be provided. The
Conservancy is encouraged to closely monitor construction projects for
existing and new bridges within the Parkway, to enhance public access
through conformance with Streets and Highways Code requirements for
public access.
Sections 66478.1 and 66478.4 through 66478.8 of the California
Subdivision Map Act require provisions for local agencies to provide
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Response

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the Eaton Trail
Extension Project and EIR and corresponding revisions to the Master
Plan Update.

The Conservancy routinely coordinates with the noted agencies
relating to plans, modifications, and construction of bridges to
promote public access and Parkway development. This comment is not
directed at the adequacy or completeness of the EIR analysis;
therefore, no further response is required.

As noted in Section 2.4.1 in the Parkway Master Plan Update, the
Conservancy does not have land use regulatory authority. The
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reasonable public access to a public waterway, river, or stream prior to
approving a tentative or final map of any proposed subdivision to be
fronted upon such a waterway. The Conservancy is encouraged to closely
monitor property subdivision proposals adjacent to the Parkway for
conformance with these sections of the Subdivision Map Act. The
Conservancy is also encouraged to closely monitor other development
projects adjacent to and within the Parkway, for potential impacts on
public access and recreation facilities within the Parkway, for example,
by identifying fair arguments pursuant to CEQA to require improvements
to existing recreation facilities or new facilities as mitigation for such
impacts.
Transportation/Parking
11. Chapter 6 of the MPU identifies the following goal and policy for the
Public Access and Recreation section:

Conservancy monitors, reviews, and comments on proposed
developments within the Parkway planning area to encourage local
agencies to enforce the Subdivision Map Act, and incorporate in
conditions of approval public access in accordance with their General
Plan policies, as noted, for example, in the following Policies in the
proposed Master Plan Update:

Goal: Provide river access and high quality recreation areas and facilities
to meet recreational and environmental educational needs while
conserving natural and cultural resources.
ACCESS.19: Provide sufficient on-site parking at each public recreational
facility for the desired usage level during peak periods and to meet the
parking recommendations of the affected local jurisdiction.

Policy HABITAT.1 - Recommend to local land use agencies
requirements, conditions, and mitigation measures consistent with the
Parkway Master Plan for proposed projects that are in or adjacent to
the Parkway Plan area, or may be affected by the Parkway.
As the Parkway Master Plan is implemented on a 22-mile reach of the
river, some projects will provide greater opportunities than others for
development of specific types of facilities, such as vehicle access
proximate to the river to facilitate hand-carrying boats to a launch. As
suggested by the commenter, under the Master Plan it is not
envisioned that each Parkway site would include all types of features
or facilities described in the MPU. Boating launch facilities will be
disbursed throughout the Parkway at locations evaluated and
determined to be feasible and safe and that best provide public
vehicle access near the river. This comment is not directed at the
adequacy or completeness of the EIR analysis; therefore, no further
response is required.

Parking facilities and staging areas intended to support non-motorized
boating access to the river must be sited relatively close to the river. The
Draft EIR for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension project
proposed only one alternative (Alternative 5 and more specifically subalternative 5e) that provided parking facilities close to the river. In
support of the above goal and policy and to ensure appropriate siting of
boating access facilities, Commission staff encourages development of
an MPU policy that acknowledges the need to locate boating access
support facilities within reasonably close proximity to the river, and in
balance with other policies for resource protection or that prohibit
development near the river.

PLACEWORKS
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A6-17

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the MPU and Draft EIR. As
a trustee agency, Commission staff requests that you consider our
comments prior to certification of the Final EIR. Please provide a copy of
the Final EIR, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, and public
hearing notice for consideration of the MPU and EIR certification by the
Conservancy Board when they become available. Please refer questions
concerning environmental review to Jason Ramos, Senior Environmental
Scientist, at (916) 574-1814 or via e-mail atJason.Ramos@slc.ca.gov. For
questions concerning Commission leasing jurisdiction, please contact
Randy Collins, Public Land Management Specialist, at (916) 574-0900 or
via e-mail at Randy.Collins@slc.ca.gov.

This statement serves as a closing remark. A copy of the Final EIR,
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, and public hearing
notice for consideration of the MPU and EIR certification by the
Conservancy Board will be provided when they become available as
requested by commenter. No additional response is required.

A7

David Padilla, Associate Transportation Planner, Caltrans, District 6

A7-1

Thank you for including Caltrans in the environmental review process for
the project referenced above. To ensure a safe and efficient
transportation system, we encourage early consultation and
coordination with local jurisdictions and project proponents on all
development projects that utilize the multimodal transportation
network.
We provide these comments consistent with the State’s smart mobility
goals that support a vibrant economy, and build communities, not
sprawl. The following comments are based on the proposed San Joaquin
River Parkway Master Plan Update (proposed Project or proposed Plan)
Update Environmental Impact Report prepared by Placeworks, dated
April 2017:

The Parkway Master Plan Update is a programmatic plan and the EIR is
also at a program level. Each subsequent project developed under the
Master Plan will be subject to site-specific, project-specific
environmental review. This comment supports Mitigation Measure
TRAF-1 and is noted for future Parkway projects that would require
Caltrans' review. This comment is not directed at the adequacy or
completeness of the EIR analysis; therefore, no further response is
required.

Caltrans concurs with Mitigation Measure TRAF-1: “If a future project
implemented under the proposed Plan is estimated to generate daily or
peak hour volumes of traffic that trigger requirements of a state or local
agency to prepare a site access, circulation, and traffic study, the
Conservancy shall consult with the respective agency…” As such, the
Conservancy should route projects for our review and comment.
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A8

Supervisor Andreas Borgeas, County of Fresno, Board of Supervisors

A8-1

As Chairman of the Conservancy and member of the Fresno County
Board of Supervisors, please include and consider the following
comments and attached documents regarding the Master EIR.
While the Master EIR does not have the same level of detail on public
access as the River West Project's Draft EIR, there are references in the
Master EIR that could contemplate public access and parking at
Riverview. Accordingly, I would like to restate the concerns and
objections of my office and the Fresno County Department of Public
Works and Planning to any such contemplation of vehicular access or
public parking at Riverview. Specifically, please refer to comments #2
and #3 on Attachment 1 and to the relevant sections of the Department
of Public Works and Planning comments (Attachment 2) that identify
legal and policy conflicts with the City of Fresno's General Plan.

A9
A9-1

PLACEWORKS

In summary, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Master EIR
and please incorporate this letter with its attached documents into the
public record.
Chris Acree, Cultural Resources Analyst, Dumna Wo Wah Tribal
Government
Hello Melinda,
I am writing in hopes you will consider some additional comments on the
Master Plan update project. We were unable to submit comments in a
timely manner, but hope you will consider including these few items. A
reference to AB 52 tribal consultations guidelines is referenced in several
summary documents included as attachments. This is legislation became
effective July 1, 2015 and requires resource agencies to consult with
tribes prior to release of environmental documents. Also, Figure 4.5‐1
needs to be removed from the document and from all digital sources
available to the public as it releases the confidential locations of Dumna
and other tribal cultural resources in violation of State law. Thank you
and sorry for the late response.

Response

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update. The proposed Plan Figure 5-7
shows a walk-in bike-in access point to the City of Fresno’s existing
Bluff Trail at Riverview Drive and does not show a vehicle entrance to
River West at Riverview Drive or on-site parking accessed from
Riverview Drive, which accurately reflects the approved project. Please
also refer to the Final EIR for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail
Extension Project, where these concerns were more specifically
addressed in response to comments on that project. This comment is
not directed at the adequacy or completeness of the EIR analysis;
therefore, no further response is required.

The Conservancy provided notice for the Draft EIR consistent with the
requirements in State CEQA Guidelines Section 15082. The
Conservancy prepared and released a Notice of Preparation (NOP) in
June 2013 that was submitted to the State Clearinghouse, along with a
Notice of Completion (NOC) that listed the agencies to which the NOP
should be distributed for input. The Native American Heritage
Commission was listed on the NOC as an agency to receive a copy of
the NOP for distribution.
Please note that the NOP was released before enactment of Assembly
Bill (AB) 52, which requires a lead agency to consult with a tribe
regarding any proposed project subject to CEQA in the geographic
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area with which the tribe is traditionally and culturally affiliated. AB 52
applies to all NOPs and notices of intent to prepare a negative or
mitigated negative declaration filed on or after July 1, 2015. In the
case of the proposed project, the NOP was filed in June 2013. The
Parkway Master Plan Update and EIR are programmatic documents,
and each subsequent project will require site-specific, project-specific
environmental review, with proper consultation with tribal interests as
required by AB 52.
As shown in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, Figure 4.5-1 in Section 4.5,
Cultural Resources, in the Draft EIR was deleted per the commenter’s
request.
PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS & ORGANIZATIONS
B1
B1-1

B1-2

Sharon Weaver, Executive Director, San Joaquin River Parkway and
Conservation Trust, Inc.
Over the past 29 years the San Joaquin River Parkway & Conservation
Trust has worked cooperatively with the Conservancy to protect land,
provide programs, and construct and manage improvements throughout
the Parkway reach of the San Joaquin River. We applaud the
Conservancy's efforts to implement the Parkway in a challenging political
and economic climate.
The Parkway Master Plan Update and Draft EIR contain comprehensive
background information and strive to balance the need to provide public
access while protecting sensitive resources. With that approach in mind,
we submit the following recommended changes:
1. Identify existing locations of intensive use in addition to areas of
future improvements.
The current draft identifies just three areas as having the potential for
the most intensive uses and facility improvements: Lost Lake Park,
Madera River West, and River Vista. This fails to include several areas of
existing use and existing and pending improvements including Sumner
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The commenter’s appreciation for the Conservancy’s efforts is noted.
The comment serves as an opening remark and does not state a
specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or
mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment
raise a new environmental issue. No further response is required.
Chapter 3, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, provides information
on the overall components of the Project, including future plans for all
the existing publicly-owned Parkway lands. Section 3.4.3, Plans for
Existing Publicly Owned Parkway Lands, describes all the facilities
along the Parkway, including existing facilities and planned
improvements. In addition, Figures 3-1 through 3-12 illustrate the
existing, planned, and conceptual opportunities for features and
improvements Parkway-wide. With the exception of the Sumner Peck
Ranch Winery, Cobb Ranch (now Panoche Creek Ranch), and the
Fresno County Horse Park—all of which are private commercial
operations, and not publicly owned—the other facilities listed in the
comment are included in the Project Description of the Draft EIR, and
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Peck Ranch Winery; Coke Hallowell Center for River Studies (a.k.a. River
Center; referenced in the previous plan as the Williams-Phillips
residence); Owl Hollow; Cobb Ranch; Jensen River Ranch; Fresno River
West; Scout Island Education Center; and Fresno County Horse Park.
Recognition of these existing facilities and uses is critical for the accurate
evaluation of cumulative environmental impacts.

potential impacts resulting from future improvements in these areas
are addressed in the Draft EIR.

As described in Chapter 4 of the Draft EIR, on page 4-2, under
Cumulative Impact Analysis, “A cumulative impact consists of an
impact created as a result of the combination of the project evaluated
in the EIR, together with other reasonable foreseeable projects
causing related impacts.” As the Coke Hallowell Center for River
Studies, Owl Hollow, Jensen River Ranch, and River West Fresno sites,
are all considered part of the proposed Project, they are included in
the cumulative analysis, as appropriate, for each of the environmental
topics addressed in the Draft EIR.
2. Preservation of prime farmland should be a goal of the Parkway
As noted in Section 4.2, Agriculture and Forestry Resources, on page
Master Plan and mitigation measures requiring in lieu fee payment for
4.2-11, under Mitigation Measure AG-1, the Draft EIR notes that the
farmland mitigation should be incorporated.
farmland in the Parkway Plan Area may remain in agriculture, or may
be offered for sale to the Conservancy, and that avoiding the
We are uncertain how the Conservancy can consider the conversion of
acquisition of agricultural lands could interfere with the ability achieve
prime farmland a significant and unavoidable impact. There are
the Parkway goals and objectives. Furthermore, the Agricultural
numerous mitigation measures in use around the State of California and Resource Policies in the Parkway Master Plan encourage construction
the United States that can be used to preserve farmland. These include and management practices that are compatible with agricultural uses,
in lieu fee mitigation for the protection of offsite farmland, contract
and encourage the preservation of agricultural uses. As shown in
farming, and farming and grazing leases. Agriculture, wildlife, and
Chapter 3 of this Final EIR, and provided below, Mitigation Measure
recreation are compatible uses of the San Joaquin River environs, and we AG-1 has been revised to address the loss of farmland in the Parkway
encourage the Conservancy to incorporate such mitigation measures in Plan Area. The revision of this text does not change the Significant and
the EIR.
Unavoidable conclusion in the Draft EIR and does not require
recirculation of the document.
AG-1: No mitigation measures are feasible to reduce the potential
impact to less than significant levels. The intent of the Plan is to
enhance recreational opportunities and create habitat conservation
areas within the Parkway Plan Area. The farmland in the Parkway Plan
Area may remain in agriculture, or may be offered for sale to the
Conservancy, evaluated for acquisition, and may be acquired. Avoiding
the acquisition of offered agricultural lands could interfere with
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achievement of Parkway goals and objectives.
As part of the process for each individual site-specific development
project under the Parkway Master Plan Update, an applicable
agricultural in-lieu mitigation fee for each acre of prime farmland to be
developed shall be paid by the Conservancy at the time that
agricultural land is to be developed or converted to non-agricultural
uses, to an entity or agency holding or facilitating agricultural
conservation easements within the region.

B1-4

As the stakeholder organization that spearheaded the effort to create
the San Joaquin River Parkway and participated in the formation of the
Conservancy, we are pleased to see the Conservancy carrying out its
mission with this update of the Parkway Master Plan.

B2

Robert Snow, President, Fresno Audubon Society

B2-1

The Fresno Audubon Society (FAS) was founded in 1966. Its mission is to
engage local communities in building a sustainable environment through
education, science and advocacy. The Society advocates for the
protection of birdlife and the conservation/restoration of habitat. It is
from this perspective that FAS offers the following comments on the
Draft EIR prepared for the update of the Parkway Master Plan.
FAS has had a long and treasured association with the Parkway. For
example, in February 1970, FAS members initiated and then helped
construct the .5 mile “Lost Lake Nature Trail” within Lost Lake Park. The
park is one of the best birding locations within the Parkway, and it serves
as the physical center for an intensive bird survey conducted once each
year by FAS members during the Audubon Christmas Bird Count.
FAS members have helped identify 23 birding “hot spots” within the
Parkway. Those locations are depicted in the National Audubon eBird
database (http://ebird.org), a real-time online checklist program

B2-2

B2-3
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Notwithstanding the above commitment, in order to implement the
Plan, conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses would not be
reduced to a less-than-significant level, and the Project’s impacts in
this regard would be significant and unavoidable.
This statement serves as a closing remark and no additional response
is required.

The comment serves as an opening remark and does not state a
specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or
mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment
raise a new environmental issue. No further response is required.

The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding
the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
further response is required.

The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding
the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
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launched in 2002 by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and the National
Audubon Society.
Comments on Master Plan Update – Appendix C: ESA/CESA Compliance
Strategy

further response is required.

As noted in Section 4.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR, on page
4.4-62 under Impact BIO-1, the proposed Plan contains goals,
objectives, policies and design guidelines and Best Management
Appendix C contains an ESA/CESA Compliance Strategy “White Paper”
Practices (BMPs) to avoid and minimize short- and long-term adverse
prepared by H. T. Harvey and Associates.
effects on special-status plant and animal species, and to ensure that
resources are protected, enhanced, and restored in the future. The
Birds present in the Parkway may be affected by individual or cumulative Draft EIR also includes specific mitigation measures intended to avoid,
Parkway Plan actions. As the white paper points out, because most birds minimize, and mitigate potential impacts to the valley elderberry
are protected by the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and by
longhorn beetle or habitat, California tiger salamander, Kern Brook
the Fish and Game Code, and because there is no mechanism for
lamprey, San Joaquin roach, western pond turtle, western spadefoot
permitting the incidental take of these species, impacts to birdlife must aquatic habitat, the regional burrowing owl population, threatened
be avoided at all costs.
and endangered bat species, riparian and essential fist habitat,
vegetated wetlands and unvegetated aquatic habitats.
To avoid the potential for adverse effects on bird species and their
habitats, H. T. Harvey recommends that the Conservancy develop a longterm “conservation strategy” that not only summarizes conservation
priorities and describes a coordinated approach to conservation efforts
but also addresses uniform and consistent project-level best
management practices that avoid, minimize and/or mitigate potential
adverse impacts.
H. T. Harvey further suggests that the conservation strategy be as broad The comment supports a recommendation in Appendix C of the
as possible – that it address not only federal/state listed species and
proposed Master Plan and Master Plan policy HABITAT.12, for the
species of special concern but also the large number of bird species
Conservancy to create a Parkway-wide framework conservation
inhabiting the Parkway that are protected under the MBTA and/or the
strategy. The comment does not state a specific concern or question
California Fish and Game Code.
regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures
contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new
FAS wholeheartedly agrees and strongly encourages the Conservancy to environmental issue. No further response is required.
develop a conservation strategy in support of a healthy, contiguous
wildlife habitat corridor that integrates migratory bird conservation
principles, measures and practices.
Comments on Draft EIR – Section 4.4: Biological Resources
This information has been incorporated in a revised Table 4.4-5 as
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shown in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR. The added sightings contribute to,
Table 4.4-5 in the “Biological Resources” section of the Draft EIR provides but do not change the conclusions regarding impacts to biological
an inventory (July 2013) of federal and state special-status species that
resources in the Draft EIR.
may inhabit the Parkway.
The table lists the following 14 bird species: bald eagle, golden eagle,
Swainson’s hawk, northern harrier, American peregrine falcon, whitetailed kite, burrowing owl, long-eared owl, loggerhead shrike, yellow
warbler, yellow-breasted chat, tricolored blackbird, yellow-headed
blackbird and grasshopper sparrow.
FAS respectfully offers updated information about birdlife within the
Parkway.
• Bald eagle The table states that bald eagles are “absent as breeder.” To
the contrary, bald eagles successfully raised a brood of chicks this year at
Rank Island. This was witnessed by George Folsom, who serves on the
boards of both the Fresno Audubon Society and the San Joaquin River
Parkway and Conservation Trust.
• Swainson’s hawk The table states that Swainson’s hawks are “absent as
breeder.” To the contrary, Swainson’s hawks were observed at Ball
Ranch by Clary Creager throughout the months of June and July 2016
caring for (feeding) two juveniles. Ms. Creager has taught birding classes
for FAS and is now a natural science instructor at the Scout Island
Outdoor Education Center (program of the Fresno County of Office of
Education).
• Burrowing owl The table states that burrow owls “may be present” in
the Parkway. In fact, burrowing owls have been observed at Lost Lake
Park and at Jensen Ranch. On March 30, 2012, personnel from the
Department of Fish and Wildlife (then DF&G) set out boundary markers
around a site at Lost Lake Park where burrowing owls were occupying
ground squirrel burrows. A burrowing owl was observed January 25,
2016 at Jensen River Ranch by George Folsom.
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B2-7

In closing, FAS is pleased to provide the attached list of bird species
observed within the Parkway boundary over the past 4½ years (January
2013 through June 2017). That list of 203 species in 52 families was
compiled from the Cornell University eBird database and from the
personal records of FAS members.

The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding
the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
further response is required.

B3

John P. Kinsey, Wagner Jones Helsley PC

B3-1

My law firm represents the San Joaquin River Access Coalition (the
"Coalition"), an organization comprised of homeowners who reside west
of State Route 41 and north of Nees Avenue within the City of Fresno. I
am writing to provide comments on behalf of the Coalition on the Draft
Environmental Impact Report, State Clearinghouse No. 2013061035 (the
"Draft EIR") for the San Joaquin River Conservancy's (" Conservancy")
proposed San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update (the "Master
Plan").
I. INTRODUCTION
My office has previously submitted comments to the Conservancy on
behalf of the Coalition regarding the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail
Extension Project (the " River West Project"). The Coalition requests that
this letter be considered as a comment letter on both the Master Plan
and the River West Project. I am also enclosing for your convenience
copies of my prior correspondence on the Draft Environmental Impact
Report for the River West Project, as if set forth fully herein, as those
comments are also germane to the Draft EIR for the Master Plan (See
Exhibits " l " and "2".)
The Coalition is submitting this comment letter because the Master Plan
continues to contemplate potential access at Riverview Drive, and a trail
alignment that is far away from the San Joaquin River. (See, e .g., Draft
EIR, Figures 3-4, 3-9.) In addition, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan is
defective in several material respects, and contains conclusions and
analyses that are inconsistent with those stated in the Draft EIR for the
Fresno River West Project. As a result, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan
should not be certified until it is substantially revised and recirculated for
public comment.

B3-2

B3-3

PLACEWORKS

The comment serves as an opening remark and does not state a
specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or
mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment
raise a new environmental issue. No further response is required.

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update.

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update. See also response to Comment
A8-1 regarding the access point at Riverview Drive.
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As I have previously explained, the Coalition is eager to see access to the
San Joaquin River become a reality. The Coalition, however, is
disappointed that this important project continues to be delayed due to
substantial deficiencies in the environmental review process, and the
Conservancy's insistence upon access that is contrary to the City of
Fresno's 2035 General Plan.
II. DISCUSSION
A. The Conservancy Must Revise the Land Use Impacts Analysis to Analyze
the Master Plan's Consistency with the City of Fresno 2035 General Plan
and Other Plan-Level Documents
1. The Draft EIR lmpermissibly Fails to Analyze the Master Plan's
Consistency with the City of Fresno's Existing General Plan, and Instead
Focuses on an Outdated, Superseded General Plan Adopted in 2002
CEQA requires agencies to evaluate the land use and planning impacts
associated with projects proposed under CEQA. In its evaluation of this
issue, a lead agency must ask whether the proposed project would:

During preparation of the Draft EIR for the Master Plan Update, the
City of Fresno updated the Fresno General Plan. Appendix I of this
Final EIR includes an updated listing of relevant goals and policies of
the City of Fresno 2035 General Plan Update, and an updated
summary of consistency between the Parkway Master Plan Update
and the General Plan. The updated analysis concludes that the Master
Plan Update does not conflict with relevant policies in the General
Plan, which is the same conclusion reached in the original Draft EIR
analysis. This updated information does not require recirculation per
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(b).

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to
the general plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect? (CEQA Guidelines, Appendix G.)
There are several portions of the Draft EIR for the Master Plan that
address issues within the scope of the City of Fresno's plan-level
documents, including the City's General Plan. While some discussion
includes reference to the City's 2035 General Plan Update, other sections
of the Draft EIR do not. (See, e.g., Draft EIR at 4.1-5 [aesthetics].) In fact,
while the land use analysis refers to the City's 2035 General Plan Update
(which was approved in 2014), (Draft EIR at 4.10-3 ), the Draft EIR then
inexplicably discusses only the City's superseded 2025 General Plan that
was adopted in 2002. (See Draft EIR at 4.10-7.)
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There are several problems with this approach. First, the 2025 General
Plan adopted in 2002) is no longer applicable, and is not part of the
existing environmental conditions.
In addition, using a 15-year old, superseded General Plan - rather than
the existing 2035 General Plan - is inconsistent with the Conservancy's
obligations under State law, which require the Conservancy to conform
its project to the City' s existing land use documents. (See Govt. Code.,
§§ 53090, 65402; see also Friends of the Eel River v. Sonoma County
Water Agency (2003) 108 Cal.App.4th 859, 880-81.)
Moreover, the Draft EIR for the Master Plans shifts between discussions
of the 2025 General Plan and the 2035 General Plan Update. To ensure
internally consistent analyses, and an environmental baseline that does
not shift between different sections of the Draft EIR, the Draft EIR for the
Master Plan should evaluate all impacts against the currently operable
2035 General Plan Update passed in 2014, as opposed to the stale and
inapplicable 2025 General Plan adopted by the City in 2002.
Furthermore, the issue of land use is not treated consistently across the
Conservancy's currently-pending environmental documents. Specifically,
while the Draft EIR for the Master Plan recognizes the existence of the
2035 General Plan, it does not analyze the Master Plan's consistency
with this document, instead focusing solely on the 2025 General Plan
adopted in 2002. In contrast, the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West
Project analyzes that project's conformity with the 2035 General Plan
(although it omits discussion of critical issues, including access
restrictions under Policy POSS-7-g). Because both documents are being
considered concurrently, and include overlapping factual issues, the
documents should be analyzed using the same methodologies and the
same set of facts.
To the extent the Conservancy contends the 2035 General Plan was
adopted after the Notice of Preparation was issued, such a position
would be legally erroneous. First, the 2035 General Plan is referenced
throughout the document in other areas, and considering the 2035
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General Plan in some areas but not others would lead to an internally
inconsistent, confusing, and incomprehensible document. In addition,
the 2035 General Plan is not a new development; rather, it was enacted
over two and a half years ago in December 2014. Thus, the Conservancy
has had over two years to incorporate the policies and objectives of the
2035 General Plan into its Draft EIR, and any argument that the 2035
General Plan should be disregarded would be based solely on the fact
that the NOP is stale. Moreover, because the 2035 General Plan policies
directly contradict Alternatives 1 and 5 for Fresno River West (and its
incorporation into the Master Plan), the Conservancy cannot argue use
of the 2035 General Plan would not change the findings in the Draft EIR
with respect to the land use and other impacts of Alternative 1. (Cf.
Citizens for Open Govt. v. City of Lodi (2012) 205 Cal.App.4th 296, 319.)
B3-5

B3-6

5-34

2. The Master Plan is Inconsistent with the City's 2035 General Plan &
Other Applicable Plan-Level Documents
In its April 13, 2017, submission regarding the Draft EIR for the Fresno
River West Project, the Coalition raised extensive concerns regarding the
fact that the Fresno River West Project was inconsistent with the City of
Fresno's 2035 General Plan Update and the Bullard Area Plan. Most of
those comments concerned access at Riverview Drive, which is also
contemplated as a potential point of access under the Master Plan. As
such, the same comments are applicable to the Draft EIR for the Master
Plan. (See Exhibit "A" of Exhibit "1" at 3- 6.)
3. The Master Plan and Alternatives Nos. 1 & 5 of the Fresno River West
Project Are Inconsistent with the City's 2025 General Plan
Even if the 2025 General Plan were the relevant land use document - and
it is not - the Master Plans (and Alternatives 1 and 5 of the Fresno River
West Project) would be inconsistent with several of those policies:
• Policy F-7-b requires a consultative public planning process, which
includes "land owners, and interested members of the community." The
process must "be used to achieve the greatest degree of consensus
possible in the community in an attempt to meet parkway, local
jurisdiction, and landowner needs on mutually acceptable terms." Here,

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update, and the response to Comment
A8-1. Please also refer to the Final EIR for the River West Fresno, Eaton
Trail Extension Project where these concerns were more specifically
addressed in response to more specific comments submitted on that
project.

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update, and the response to Comment
A8-1. Please also refer to the Final EIR for the River West Fresno, Eaton
Trail Extension Project where these concerns were more specifically
addressed in response to comments submitted on that project.
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the Master Plan continues to contemplate access at Riverview Drive,
despite that virtually all stakeholders - except the Parkway Trust - have
expressed a desire to afford the Conservancy access at the Palm & Nees
intersection via Alternative 5b.
• Policy F- 7-e requires collaboration with the City of Fresno. Here, the
Master Plan continues to contemplate access at Riverview Drive, which is
opposed by the City of Fresno (and contrary to its 2035 General Plan
Update). Rather than engaging in a collaborative process, Alternative 5
was selected by Conservancy staff as the Palm and Nees alternative in
the Draft EIR, even though the easement underlying the access road
requires reciprocal access at Riverview Drive (again, contrary to the
wishes of the City of Fresno, and a public record indicating that the
underlying landowner is not a willing seller). As such, the Master Plan is
not reflective of the collaborative process required by Policy F-7-e.
• Objective F-11 requires that agencies such as the Conservancy
minimize impacts from parkway facilities and uses upon private property.
Here, the Master Plan contemplates potential access at Riverview Drive,
yet that access point would contemplate improvements, including a
potential roundabout, at the Del Mar/ Audubon intersection, which
would result in several residences being removed. (See Exhibit "A" of
Exhibit "1" [enclosed traffic report].) In addition, access at Riverview
would result in increased traffic at an already dangerous and problematic
intersection. The only way to resolve this would be to decline to use
Riverview for public vehicular access, and instead use the more logical
access point at the existing intersection of Palm and Nees.
• Policy B-3-a requires coordination with relevant agencies and special
districts to ensure consistency with Fresno General Plan policies and
programs. The Master Plan is inconsistent with this policy because the
City's current plan-level documents (adopted in 2014) prohibit vehicular
access at Riverview Drive.
• Objective F-11 also requires that intensive recreational activity sites
Please refer to Section 4.1.3, Aesthetics, of the Draft EIR for a
will be distanced from private residences with visual screening. There is discussion on the impacts of the Project on visual character along the
nothing in either the Draft EIRs for the Fresno River West Project or the Parkway Plan Area.
Master Plan that ensures no such impacts would occur; rather, the
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evidence shows the impacts would be substantial.
B3-7

B3-8

4. The Draft EIR Should Be Revised to Discuss the Consistent of The Master
Plan with the City of Fresno's San Joaquin River and Bluff Protection
Initiative
In 2010, the Fresno City Council adopted the San Joaquin River and Bluff
Protection Initiative (the "Initiative"), which governs development along
the San Joaquin River between S.R. 99 and S.R. 41. A copy of the
Initiative is attached as Exhibit "3." The Initiative includes regulations
concerning vehicular access, maintenance of the bluff area, and use of
the area by members of the public. The Conservancy is subject to the
Initiative under state law. (See Govt. Code., §§ 53090, 65402.) As such,
the Conservancy should revise the Draft EIR to discuss the Conservancy's
compliance with the Initiative.
B. The Traffic Analysis in the Draft EIR is Incomplete and Unsupported by
Substantial Evidence, and Must be Revised and Recirculated
The Draft EIR includes a section concerning Transportation and Traffic,
which purports to describe "the analysis of transportation conditions to
assess potential circulation and traffic related impacts of the "Master
Plan. (Draft EIR at 4.15-1.) In support of this analysis, the Conservancy
received an "Existing Conditions Report" dated October 2012. Neither of
these documents are sufficient to discharge the Conservancy's
obligations under CEQA.

The initiative is a City Ordinance that applies specifically to the area
between Highway 41 and Highway 99 on the river and within the City
limits. As noted by the commenter, City ordinances are enforceable by
public safety officers on lands owned by the state, local agencies, and
private entities. The ordinance regulates Parkway hours of operation,
the provision and maintenance of defensible space (firebreaks and
weed abatement) for structures, and activities such as prohibiting the
use of fireworks and campfires along the river. The prohibitions and
restrictions in the ordinance clearly apply to the existing and proposed
Parkway operations and the public using the Parkway within the
subject area. The ordinance is existing and not a proposed action.
The NOP for the Parkway Master Plan Update was issued June 17,
2013. As noted in the CEQA Guidelines, in Section 15125 (a), "An EIR
must include a description of the physical environmental conditions in
the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the notice of
preparation is published...," therefore, the existing traffic conditions
noted in Section 4.15, Traffic and Transportation of the Draft EIR do
not need to be updated.

Furthermore, Section 4.15, Transportation and Traffic in the Draft EIR,
provides a programmatic evaluation of potential impacts of
First, the "Existing Conditions" report is outdated, and will be over five
implementing the Parkway Master Plan Update, by focusing on trip
years old by the time the Conservancy acts on the Draft EIR and the
generation associated with the 22 existing, planned, or possible
Master Plan. Since the Existing Conditions Report was prepared, the City vehicular access points along the Parkway Plan Area. On page 4-15-14,
of Fresno has adopted a new 2035 General Plan, which concerns much
the report notes that the majority of trips generated by the Project will
of the area that is the subject of the Existing Conditions Report.
occur on weekends and holidays, and not during the weekday peak
Moreover, since the 2012 Existing Conditions Report was prepared, the traffic hours (7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.). The
local economy (which remained largely stagnant following the recession) report also notes on page 4.15-21 that future improvements within
has made a recovery, and there are several new and proposed
the Parkway Plan Area are projected to result in up to 5,040 new trips,
developments in the vicinity of the San Joaquin River trail, including but which would be spread out over the length of the Parkway Plan Area,
not limited to the Tesoro Viejo development project in Madera County; and would be distributed over a large street network. Most
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the Friant Ranch project in the County of Fresno; additional development
in the vicinity of Friant, California; additional development along the
Copper Avenue corridor; new development between Fresno Street and
Audubon Drive on Friant Road; new development in the Palm Bluffs area;
and new development between Palm Avenue and Milburn Avenue along
the Herndon Avenue corridor. The traffic report as drafted is stale, and
should be revised to account for the development that has occurred over
the last five years.

importantly, the report also notes that the projected peak hour trips at
the 22 existing and proposed access locations would be less than 50
peak hour trips during the weekend peak hour, and that no impacts
are anticipated to occur as the peak trip estimate would be lower than
the trip generation thresholds for all the jurisdictions along the
Parkway Plan Area.

The traffic report also focuses unduly on "existing conditions." This is of
significant concern because the traffic section in the Draft EIR purports
to render conclusions about a comparison of so-called "existing
conditions" (which are actually 2012 conditions) against the
development under the Master Plans; yet, without an analysis of "future
plus project" conditions, there is no factual basis - much less substantial
evidence - to support any of the conclusions in the traffic section of the
Draft EIR.
Moreover, although the Draft EIR includes some projections for future
traffic generated by the project, there is no indication as to how the
Conservancy or its consultants developed these figures. Rather, as with
the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Project, these appear to be
generated based on the amount of parking an architect arbitrarily
provided for each parking area. In other words, the Draft EIR's traffic
analysis is not based on actual demand. As such, there is no evidence to
support the trip generation estimates for the Master Plan in the Draft
EIR.
In addition, the Draft EIR (and the traffic report) contain no analysis of

The Parkway Master Plan Update is a programmatic plan and the EIR is
also at programmatic level of review. Each subsequent project
developed under the Master Plan will be subject to site-specific,
project-specific environmental review. Mitigation Measure TRAF-1,
requires that the Conservancy consult with local agencies if a future
project would generate daily or peak hour traffic volumes that exceed
the jurisdiction's trip generation threshold to prepare a specific traffic
study for the improvement.
Please refer to response to Comment B3-8 above.

The methodology used to estimate trips generated by the Project is
explained in Subsection 4.15.2, Trip Generation in the Draft EIR. As
noted on page 4.15-14, trip generation rates were based on
information from the Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip
Generation Manual 9th Edition. Please also refer to the Final EIR for
the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for specific
responses to comments related to transportation analysis for that
specific project.
Please refer to response to Comment B3-8 above.
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any intersections in the vicinity of the San Joaquin River Trail. Rather, the
Draft EIR and the traffic report solely include analyses of roadway
segments. As explained in the Smith Report attached to the Coalition's
earlier comment letter, this is contrary to both standard engineering
practice, as well as the City of Fresno's Traffic Impact Study Report
Guidelines. (See Exhibit "A" of Exhibit "l" at 2-3.)
Further, as explained above, there are numerous instances where the
Master Plan is inconsistent with the relevant plan-level documents. (See
supra, § A.) Most importantly, the Draft EIR is inconsistent with City of
Fresno Policy POSS-7-g because it contemplates potential vehicular
access at Riverview Drive. (See id.) Despite these inconsistencies, Section
4.15.4 of the Draft EIR does not discuss inconsistencies with any planlevel documents, including the City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan.
The discussion in the Draft EIR at page 4.15-25 asserts that the Master
Plan would not substantially increase hazards due to a design feature.
However, the Master Plan contemplates vehicular access at Riverview
Drive, which the Conservancy has previously recognized would result in
either a roundabout or signalization of the Audubon/Del Mar
intersection. (Fresno River West, Draft EIR at 5-16.) In addition to the
fact that this mitigation is not feasible, (see Exhibit "A" of Exhibit "l" at
11), a signal would raise significant safety concerns, as the intersection
would be shielded visually as motorists accelerate downhill from the S.R.
41 overpass, (id.), and would be adjacent to the driveways of several
residences.
C. The Draft EIR's Discussion of Air Quality Impacts and Mitigation Is
Incomplete and Contrary to Law
The Draft EIR recognizes that development under the Master Plan would
result in criteria pollutant emissions above the thresholds of significance
adopted by the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (the
"District"). (Draft EIR at 4.3-31.) Specifically, the Conservancy
contemplates an increase in criteria pollutant emissions associated with
project operations in the amount of 28.79 tons per year ("TPY") of
1
reactive organic compounds ("ROG"), 17.44 TPY of oxides of nitrogen

Response

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update, and response to Comment A8-1.
Please also refer to the Final EIR for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail
Extension Project for responses to comments related to consistency
between the City of Fresno General Plan and that specific project.
Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update. Please also refer to the Final EIR
for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for specific
responses to comments related to the traffic analysis for that project.

The commenter is correct that Chapter 4.3, Air Quality, identifies
potentially significant construction and operational impacts associated
with the Parkway Master Plan. The Parkway Master Plan Update is a
programmatic plan and the EIR is also at a programmatic level of
review. Each subsequent project developed under the Master plan will
be subject to site-specific, project-specific environmental review.
Under this programmatic EIR, the construction schedule, phasing, and
equipment for specific project level improvements identified in the
Parkway Master Plan is unknown, and the EIR should not speculate as
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2

3

Response

("NOx"), and 80.90 TPY of carbon monoxide ("CO"). (Id.)

to each of those potential project level impacts. The programmatic
level review conservatively assumes significant level of impacts and
The Draft EIR likewise anticipates emissions of NOx and CO associated
identifies through Impact AQ-3 several mitigation measures to reduce
with construction will exceed District thresholds of significance. (Draft
potential construction and operational impacts of the proposed
EIR at 4.3-28.)
project. In addition to requiring an air quality study for the future
projects under the Parkway Master Plan for construction and
The Draft EIR ultimately concludes the impacts will remain "significant
operational impacts, Mitigation Measure AQ-3a and Mitigation
and unavoidable" after mitigation, (Draft EIR at 4.3-33), both at a project Measure AQ-3b identify a list of potential measures that can be used
level and cumulatively. (See also Draft EIR at 4.3-36.) The Draft EIR also
to reduce short-term and long-term air quality impacts of the
recognizes the Master Plan "would conflict with or obstruct
individual development projects below the level of significance
implementation" of the District's "applicable air quality plan." (Draft EIR identified by the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District
at 4.3-23.) Although these emissions will cumulatively exceed the
(SJVAPCD). Additionally, Mitigation Measure AQ-3c prohibits new
District's thresholds, the only "mitigation" contemplated is for the
outdoor fire pits, which would substantially reduce the potential
Conservancy to evaluate air quality impacts before the commencement increase in air pollutant emissions associated with the project. The
of individual construction projects, and complying with District's
commenter does not identify any additional mitigation measures to
regulations for individual projects.
substantially reduce the project's transportation emissions to lessen or
______________________________
avoid the project's potentially significant unavoidable air quality
1
Reactive organic gases ("ROG") are photochemically reactive chemical impacts.
gases, "composed of non-methane hydrocarbons, that may contribute to
the formation of smog." (California Air Resources Board, Glossary of Air
Pollution Terms, available at https://www.arb.ca.gov/html/gloss.htm#R.)
2
NOx is the most important smog-forming emission from man-made
sources in some areas of California, including the San Joaquin Valley.
Progress in reducing smog depends largely upon reductions in NOx
emissions, which are considered "major contributors to smog formation
and acid deposition." (17 Cal. Code Regs., § 93118(d)(l 9).) NOx
contributes to the formation of ground-level ozone (smog) in the San
Joaquin Valley. (Calif Building Indus. Assoc. v. San Joaquin Valley Air
Pollution Contr. Dist. (2009) 178 Cal.App.4th 120, 126.) The San Joaquin
air basin does not meet the federal ozone standard required under the
Clean Air Act; the area was recently designated by the EPA as "extreme"
non-attainment for ozone under the federal National Ambient Air Quality
standards. (75 Fed. Reg. 24409.)
3
According to the California Air Resources Board, "Carbon monoxide
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(CO) is a colorless, odorless gas," that "results from the incomplete
combustion of carbon-containing fuels such as gasoline or wood, and is
emitted by a wide variety of combustion sources." "Exposure to CO near
the levels of the ambient air quality standards can lead to fatigue,
headaches, confusion, and dizziness. CO interferes with the blood's
ability to carry oxygen," and "is especially harmful to those with heart
disease, because the heart has to pump harder to get enough oxygen to
the body." (California Air Resources Board, Carbon Monoxide, available
at https: //www.arb.ca.gov/research/aaqs/caaqs/co/co.htm.)
There are several significant concerns with this approach. First,
approaching air quality issues on a project-by-project basis will result in
applications to the District that, individually, are unlikely to exceed
District thresholds. This, of course, would result in little to no mitigation
of the projects' significant impacts. To avoid piecemealing, the
Conservancy must identify and propose mitigation to bring the impacts
of the project, as a whole, down to a less than significant level.

In addition, the District's approach defers analysis, and the identification
and implementation of mitigation, which is impermissible under CEQA.
(See, e.g., Calif. Clean Energy Comm'n v. City of Woodland (2014) 225
Cal.App.4th 173 , 195; POET, LLC v. State Air Resources Bd. (2013) 218
Cal.App.4th 681 , 740; Gray v. County of Madera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th
1099, 1119.)

Response

See response to Comment B3-14. The Parkway Master Plan Update is
a programmatic plan and the EIR is also at a programmatic level of
review. The Mitigation Measures reflect the degree of specificity
associated with the programmatic nature of the proposed project.
Furthermore, the majority of potential new emissions associated with
implementation of the Parkway Master Plan are from transportation
sources and campsites. Mitigation Measure AQ-3c prohibits new fire
pits, which substantially reduces potential emissions associated with
the proposed project. The commenter has not identified additional
mitigation measures that reduce vehicle miles traveled generated by
the recreational amenities provided by the Parkway Master Plan.
See response to Comment B3-14. The Parkway Master Plan Update is
a programmatic plan and EIR and the Mitigation Measures reflect the
degree of specificity associated with the programmatic nature of the
proposed project. Mitigation Measures AQ-3a and AQ-3b require that
the future air quality studies be conducted in accordance with the
SJVAPCD methodology. SJVAPCD's Guidance for Assessing and
Mitigating Air Quality Impacts (GAMAQI) specify performance
standards that future developments need to achieve to have less than
significant impacts. Furthermore, Mitigation Measures AQ-3a and AQ3b include a list of potential mitigation measures that are required to
be considered in the future air quality studies. Mitigation Measure AQ3c prohibits campfires; resulting in a substantial reduction in air
pollutant emissions that would apply to future development projects
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under the Plan. Consequently, the EIR has not deferred the analysis.
B3-17

B3-18

B3-19

PLACEWORKS

Moreover, the Conservancy cannot make the finding that the impacts of
the Master Plan would be "significant and unavoidable." Specifically,
CEQA requires that an EIR propose and describe mitigation measures to
minimize the significant environmental effects identified in the EIR. (Pub.
Resources Code, §§ 21102.1, subd. (a); 21100, subd. (b)(3) .) The lead
agency has the burden of demonstrating that the mitigation measure will
be effective in remedying the environmental effect, (see, e.g. , Gray v.
County of Madera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1116; Communities for a
Better Environment v. City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70, 95),
and may not rely upon mitigation measures that are so undefined that it
is impossible to gauge their effectiveness. A lead agency also may not
rely upon vague or incomplete mitigation measures as a means to avoid
evaluating and disclosing project impacts. (Stanislaus Nat'l Heritage
Project v. County of Stanislaus (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 182, 195.)
In this case, there are numerous potential methods to mitigate the
potential impacts of the Master Plan that are not identified as potential
mitigation in the Draft EIR. For example, the Master Plan appears to be
subject to the District's Rule 9510 , Indirect Source Review ("ISR"),
because it contemplates the development of over 20,000 square feet of
recreational space. (See Rule 9510, Rule 2. 1. 9.) The ISR allows an
applicant to reduce emissions of certain criteria pollutants, including
PM10 and NOx . Despite this, there is no commitment on the part of the
Conservancy to comply with ISR, nor is there any discussion of what
emissions under the Master Plan would be compliant with ISR.
In addition, the Conservancy may also enter into a Voluntary Emissions
Reduction Agreement ("VERA") with the District to reduce its emissions
to a less than significant level or to zero. As explained by the District:

The commenter is incorrect that the Conservancy cannot make a
significance finding. As described in response to Comments B3-14
through B3-16, the Mitigation Measures AQ-3a and AQ-3b identify
that the Conservancy would prepare site-specific air quality analysis
for the individual development projects under the Parkway Master
Plan. The air quality analyses must follow the SJVAPCD guidance
(GAMAQI) and include mitigation measures to achieve the
performance standards identified by BAAQMD. Mitigation Measure
AQ-3 prohibits new campfires. The measures identify the party
responsible for implementing (Conservancy) and monitoring
(Conservancy and SJVAPCD) and are not vague or incomplete.
Therefore, the EIR adequately discloses potential environmental
impacts to the decision-makers.
The proposed project is subject to ISR Rule 9510, and the Conservancy
will be required to comply with this rule. A separate Mitigation
Measure to confirm commitment to this existing regulation is not
warranted. Pages 4.3-13 through 4.3-14 in Chapter 4.3, Air Quality,
identify which emissions components of specific projects are subject
to ISR.

See response to Comment A5-8. In compliance with applicable
SJVAPCD regulations, on a project-specific basis the Conservancy will
evaluate the potential impacts of future development projects
implemented under the Master Plan to determine whether to opt to
In addition to reducing a portion of the development project's impact on participate in this voluntary agreement in order to reduce projectair quality through compliance with District Rule 9510, a developer can
specific impacts. The Voluntary Emissions Reduction Agreement
further reduce the project's impact on air quality by entering into a VERA (VERA) program is intended for use by projects that cannot reduce
with the District to address the mitigation requirements under California their impacts to below the thresholds of significance by other means.
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Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Under a VERA, the developer may
Emission reductions achieved under a VERA can be applied towards
fully mitigate project emission impacts by providing funds to the District, satisfying ISR emission reduction requirements under Rule 9510 for
which funds are then used by the District to administer emission
individual projects subject to the Master Plan.
reduction projects on behalf of the project proponent.
(See San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District, 2013 Annual
Report, Indirect Sources Review Program at 1, available at
https://www.valleyair.org/TSR/Documents/3 ATT ISRCmTected-AnnualReport-201 2-2013 12- 19-13.pdf.)

B3-20

B3-21

5-42

Thus, feasible mitigation exists to reduce the impacts of the Master Plan
to a less than significant level, and the Conservancy cannot find the
Master Plan's impacts would be significant and unavoidable.
D. The Draft EIR Must Be Augmented to Identify and Propose Additional
Mitigation to Reduce the Master Plan's Recognized Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Climate Change Impacts
The Draft EIR also finds development under the Master Plan would result
in significant and unavoidable climate change impacts, as the project
"would result in a substantial increase in GHG emissions and would not
achieve a 29 percent reduction from [business as usual]." (Draft EIR at
4.7-23.) Despite this, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan does not identify
and propose mitigation for greenhouse gas emissions. Again, CARB
provides that "the agency undertaking or permitting [a] project must
impose all feasible mitigation" where "a project will have significant
environmental impacts . . .. " (California Department of Justice,
Mitigation for Greenhouse Gas Emissions, available at
https://oag.ca.gov/environment/ceqa/measures; see also Pub.
Resources Code, §§ 21102.1, subd. (a); 21100, subd. (b)(3) .) Mitigation
measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions exist. (See Mitigation for
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, supra.) As such, the Draft EIR for the Master
Plan must identify and propose additional mitigation to avoid the
significant greenhouse gas emissions identified in the Draft EIR.
E. The Draft EIR Does Not Adequately Address the Potential Public Services

The Parkway Master Plan Update is a programmatic plan, and the EIR
and mitigation measures reflect the degree of specificity associated
with the programmatic nature of the proposed project. Each
subsequent project developed under the Master plan will be subject to
site-specific, project-specific environmental review and include specific
mitigation measures as needed. The Plan program EIR includes
mitigation measures to reduce overall GHG emissions from campfires
(Mitigation Measure AQ-3c prohibits new campfires) and offsets the
increase in emissions from energy use (Mitigation Measure GHG-1
requires solar panels). However, the vast majority of the GHG
emissions increase (93%) are associated with vehicles traveling to the
Plan area. The EIR considered Best Performance Standards identified
by SJVAPCD when developing mitigation measures and found that no
additional mitigation measures would reduce potential GHG emissions
impacts to less than significant levels. Furthermore, no mitigation
measures have been identified by the commenter that would
substantially reduce the project's transportation emissions that would
substantially lessen or avoid the project's significant unavoidable GHG
impact.
Please refer to Section 2.4.1 on page 2-4 of the Master Plan Update
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and Recreation Impacts Associated with the Master Plan
The Coalition has previously expressed concern about the public health,
safety, and aesthetic impacts associated with the lack of funding for the
operation and maintenance of the San Joaquin River Trail. These
concerns have not been addressed. Rather, the Conservancy's Executive
Director has advised that funding does not presently exist for the
operation and maintenance of the Fresno River West Project, but this is
an issue "outside" the Draft EIR.

for a description of the enabling laws governing the Conservancy. As
noted, Section 32511 of Public Resources Code Section 32500 (San
Joaquin River Conservancy Act) states, “The conservancy shall be
responsible for operation and maintenance of the parkway. The
conservancy shall close to the public any lands or facilities which it is
unable to maintain in a clean and safe manner and to adequately
protect the wildlife and rights of adjacent property owners from the
public, including areas downstream from the Highway 99 crossing
affected by the use of the parkway.” In accordance with this law,
projects planned under the Parkway Master Plan may not be
constructed until adequate long-term operation and management
funding is secured. No project may be authorized without an adequate
demonstration to the Board and State control agencies that such
resources will be available long-term. The potential physical impacts of
future projects—which by law are conditioned on adequate
operational and maintenance resources—are discussed in Chapter 4 of
the EIR, under each of the environmental topic headings. Please also
refer to the Final EIR for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension
Project for responses to comments on this issue specifically related to
that project.
As noted in impact discussion HAZ-8, on page 4.8-16 of the Draft EIR,
compliance with applicable laws and regulations, including the
California Fire Code (Part 9 CCR), California Building Code (Part 2 CCR),
CAL FIRE (2010 Strategic Fire Plan), and Ordinance Code of Fresno
County (Titles 5, 8, and 19), combined with BMP FIRE-1. Fire
Prevention, of the Parkway Master Plan Update, would result than less
than significant impacts associated with fire risk. BMP FIRE-1 requires
that all structures comply with County and CAL FIRE standards, and
that fire prevention measures shall be implemented including mowing
shoulders of roads, parking areas and trails, buffers around buildings,
and buffers at boundaries of Parkway lands if adjacent to urban
development, and clearing ladder fuels around structures.
Furthermore, as noted in Response B3-14 above, Mitigation Measure
AQ-3c prohibits new outdoor fire pits, which would reduce the risk of

This is inaccurate. While the issue of funding, in a vacuum, may not itself
be an environmental impact, economic issues that result in "physical
impacts" must be addressed. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15131 ( a); Citizens for
Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1215].)
Here, if there is no funding for upkeep of the trail, or funding to provide
essential police and fire services for the trail system, that lack of funding
could result in physical impacts, which must be addressed in the Draft
EIR:

B3-22

Fire Protection. As explained previously, the bluff and river areas beneath

the neighborhood where most of the members of the Coalition reside
are regularly used for unpermitted camping. Frequently, individuals using
the river bottom for camping set fires that are not properly monitored or
controlled and present a danger to local residents. For example, on July
2, 2009, a bluff fire burned an 11.9-acre area, destroying one home and
damaging two others. The fire took four hours to contain, and another
two hours to control. While no individuals were injured, approximately
25 residential structures were put at risk. Such fires not only endanger
residents and structures within the surrounding neighborhoods, but also
natural resources. The addition of parking within those neighborhoods
would increase these impacts. The Draft EIR for the Master Plan does not
discuss how the Conservancy would avoid numerous potential impacts
associated with fires if the Conservancy is unable to adequately fund
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necessary fire protection activities, including:
• The potential for fires to damage riparian habitat.
• The potential for fires to damage or destroy homes and other private
property within the vicinity of the trails.
• The potential for fires to destroy aesthetic resources, including riparian
habitat and trees.

campfire hazards.

The Draft EIR for the Master Plan should be revised and recirculated to
discuss impacts associated with fires, particularly given that no funding
source has been identified to maintain adequate levels of fire protection
services.
Police Services. Vandalism and encampments continue to be a significant
concern to residents within adjacent neighborhoods. As access to the
San Joaquin River Trail increases, these impacts will likewise increase.
Indeed, other communities with river trails have experienced an increase
4
in the incidences of such issues. Despite this, the Draft EIR simply states
without explanation there will be "less than significant" environmental
impacts. The Draft EIR should be revised and recirculated to discuss
these important impacts to public safety that directly affect members of
the Coalition, the likelihood and sources of funding for such services, and
the impacts if such funding is unavailable.
_______________
4
See, e.g.,; http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/article156648019.html
(June 16, 2017); http://www.sacbee.com/news/investigations/thepublic-eye/article148678849.html (May 6, 2017);
http://fox40.com/2017/06/19/park-rangers-some-pelted-by-rocks-onamerican-riverparkway/ (June 19, 2017);
http://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2016/08/19/machete-stabbingonamerican-river-parkway-has-sacramento-cyclists-concerned/ (August
19, 2016); http://www.kcra.com/article/illegal-camping-sparks-concernsabout-fires-along-american-riverparkway/6422755 (May 26, 2015).
Aesthetics and Urban Decay. It is presently unclear how trail maintenance
and repair will be funded. Without an adequate funding stream, it is

Please refer to response to Comment B3-21 above regarding
operations and maintenance funding requirements for new projects in
the Parkway Plan Area. Please also refer to the Final EIR for the River
West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for responses to comments
on this issue specifically related to that project.

As noted in Subsection 4.14.2.3, Impact Discussion on page 4.14-18 of
the Draft EIR, under impact PS-3, the significance threshold states,
"The proposed Project would not result in the provision of or need for
new or physically altered police facilities, the construction or operation
of which could cause significant environmental impacts." The
conclusion of less than significant is based on the determination that
the project would not result in an increased demand on police services
that would necessitate new or remodeled policing facilities.
Vandalism and transient illicit camping are society-wide health and
safety problems that occur widely on vacant properties throughout
California. Vandalism and illicit camping occur less frequently on lands
that have been developed and managed for public access and public
use, due in part to the presence of operations and maintenance staff
and the public. The Conservancy and other public landowners
coordinate with housing and policing agencies to address problems to
the extent those agencies' resources allow.
Please also refer to the Final EIR for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail
Extension Project for responses to comments on this issue specifically
related to that project.
Please refer to response to Comment B3-21 above.
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likewise unclear how the Conservancy will ensure the trail will not fall
into disrepair and result in an eyesore, or experience incidences of urban
decay such as trash, weeds, graffiti, and vandalism (all of which are
5
presently issues of concern). Because no funding source has been
identified, and it is unclear how the Conservancy will maintain the trail,
the Draft EIR should be revised to address the potential environmental
effects that would result from the inability of the Conservancy to fund
regular maintenance and upkeep of the trail.
_______________
5
See id.
As such, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan should be revised to address
Where adequate resources are identified, Parkway projects can
the potential that the Conservancy have not have sufficient funding for
proceed to serve the needs and demands identified in the Master Plan
the upkeep of the trail, as well as fire and police services for the trail.
and serve the recreating public. The purpose of the Master Plan
programmatic EIR is to allow phased development of Parkway projects
as resources become available. Examples of fully supported Parkway
projects are Friant Cove, the Fish Hatchery Visitor Improvements, Lost
Lake Park campground improvements, the existing segments of the
Eaton Trail, and the Coke Hallowell River Center. If however, there are
not adequate resources for operations and maintenance of specific
projects planned under the Parkway Master Plan, those will remain in
abeyance, and the Parkway properties may be managed primarily for
conservation purposes as funded by the State budget appropriations
to the Conservancy.
F. The Master Plan Reveals the Conservancy is Seeking to Piecemeal
Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Environmental Review for the Fresno River West Project by Omitting
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
Foreseeable Improvements Near the Palm & Nees Intersection
revisions to the Master Plan Update. Please also refer to the Final EIR
As part of a lead agency's analysis under CEQA, the environmental
for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for more
review accompanying the first discretionary approval must evaluate the project specific analysis of the approved improvements near Palm and
impacts of the ultimate development; this prevents agencies from
Nees.
piecemealing the CEQA process - i.e., chopping up a large project into
The 1997 Parkway Master Plan and the proposed Master Plan Update
smaller pieces to avoid full environmental disclosure. (See, e.g., CEQA
are program plans that provide policy guidance and mitigation for the
Guidelines, § 15003(h); Bozung v. LAFCO (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 283.)
Thus, the initial study must consider all phases of project planning,
long term development of individual Parkway projects. The 1997 plan,
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implementation, and operation, including phases planned for future
implementation. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15063(a)(l).) A lead agency may not
limit environmental disclosure by ignoring the development of other
activity that will ultimately result from an initial approval. (City of Antioch
v. City Council (1986) 187 Cal.App.3d 1325.) Thus, an environmental
document must include analysis of future actions and/or expansion
where (i) it is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the project, and
(ii) the future action and/or expansion will significantly change the scope
or nature of the project or its environmental effects." (Laurel Heights
lmpr. Ass 'n v. Regents of Univ. of Calif. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376; see also
Rominger v . County of Colusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 690.)

B3-27

B3-28

5-46

under which the River West Fresno project was evaluated, included
River West, Spano Park, and the area at the base of the Palm Nees
access road in the planning area and noted specifically that the
planning maps were “illustrative.” “Actual boundaries, trails, facilities,
and other [plan] lines to be determined/surveyed in the course of
public and government agency review, procedures involved in CEQA
compliance, and in accordance with the terms of particular
transactions entered into with landowners.” The proposed Master
Plan Update includes a similar caveat, “The location of all Parkway
facilities are subject to acquiring property or easements from willing
sellers, site- and project-specific design, environmental review, and
public participation.”
In this case, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan suggests that part of the
Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno River West Project would include an opportunity for a canoe
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
launch, as well as upgrades to Spano Park and a vista overlook. (See Draft revisions to the Master Plan Update. Please also refer to the Final EIR
EIR at 3-37.) Importantly, because a canoe launch is only feasible at Palm for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for responses to
& Nees, and upgrades to Spano Park will facilitate improvements to
comments on this issue specifically related to that project.
access points at Palm & Nees (including Alternative 5b), these
improvements highlight why access at Palm & Nees is preferable to
access at Riverview Drive. Because these improvements are reasonably
foreseeable components of the Fresno River West Project, and are
important components for purposes of which alternative the
Conservancy should select for Fresno River West, the Draft EIR for the
Fresno River West Project should be augmented to include these future
improvements.
G. Consistent with CEQA, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan Does Not
Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Include "Environmental Justice" as an Alleged Environmental Impact
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
The Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Project inaccurately suggests the revisions to the Master Plan Update. After the date these comments
project would have potentially significant "environmental justice"
were submitted, the River West Fresno Draft EIR was partially revised
impacts because of alleged lack of access by disadvantaged communities and recirculated, with substantial clarifications to its analysis of
to the San Joaquin River Trail. In the Coalition's April 13, 2017, comment Environmental Justice issues. Please refer to Final EIR for the River
letter, the Coalition noted that while "environmental justice" may be
West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for that revised analysis and
considered in other context in the CEQA process, "environmental justice" responses to comments on that issue.
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is not itself an environmental impact cognizable under CEQA. This
argument is supported by the fact that the Draft EIR for the Master Plan which was prepared by an independent environmental consultant - does
not include "environmental justice" as a point of discussion in that
document. To maintain consistency between the two EIRs, the Draft EIR
for the Fresno River West Project should be revised by removing the
"environmental justice" discussion as a discrete environmental impact
(along with the Alternatives discussion that is based largely on
"environmental justice" impacts), and recirculate the document for
7
public review.
___________
6
CEQA requires analysis of "physical impacts" on the environment. (See
CEQA Guidelines, § 15604( d) [ requiring agencies to "consider direct
physical changes in the environment which may be caused by the project
... "].) "Environmental justice," in contrast, means "the fair treatment of
people of all races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the
development, adoption, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies." (Gov. Code, § 65040.12,
subd. (e).) To the extent such alleged impacts are implicated by the
Fresno River West Project - and, as explained below, they are not - such
impacts are at most "[e]conomic and social changes," which CEQA
expressly states "shall not be treated as significant effects on the
environment." (CEQA Guidelines, § 15604(e) [emphasis added].)
7
In addition to the fact that environmental justice is not itself an
environmental impact, this discussion uses an inaccurate and erroneous
baseline, as it is not based on a comparison of current conditions (the
environmental baseline) against post-project conditions. Rather,
although not directly stated, the argument in the DEIR appears to be that
access for disadvantaged communities would allegedly be better under
an alternative than under post-construction conditions under the
Project. This approach, of course, if contrary to CEQA. (CEQA Guideline, §
15125(a); Citizens for E. Shore Parks v. State Lands Comm'n (2011) 202
Cal.App.4th 549.)
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B3-29

H. The Master Plan Should Be Revised to Consider Additional Points of
Access Between the Palm & Nees Intersection and the Bluff Point Golf
Course
Representatives of the Conservancy and the Trust have on numerous
occasions suggested that access at Riverview is necessary to ensure
access to the trail from the City of Fresno to avoid an "environmental
justice" impact. The Coalition disagrees with this viewpoint, as access
currently exists at Woodward Park, and a far better potential point of
access exists at Palm and Nees. The Coalition also disagrees that
"environmental justice" is itself an environmental impact under CEQA, as
explained above. However, to the extent the Conservancy could argue
the viewpoints expressed in the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Draft
EIR are accurate, the proposed plan does not contemplate any potential
access from the Fresno side of the San Joaquin River between the Palm
& Nees intersection and the Bluff Point Golf Course, which is over six
miles away by vehicle. (See Exhibit "4.") Thus, instead of continuing to
contemplate access through Riverview Drive, the Conservancy should
instead explore access in areas presently served by public roads that are
8
currently used for access to commercial and educational land uses.
___________
8
For example, it is unclear why parking and public access are not
contemplated for Scout Island.
I. Section 1.7 Does Not Identify All Known Areas of Controversy
Section 15123 of the CEQA Guidelines provides that an EIR must contain
a summary of the "Areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency
including issues raised by agencies and the public .. . . " (CEQA
Guidelines, § 15123 .) This discussion is contained in Section 1.7 of the
Draft EIR for the Master Plan. One of the core areas of controversy in this
case relates to the Conservancy's level of cooperation with relevant local
governments, including its member agencies. This includes the fact that
none of the access points studied in the Draft EIR for the Fresno River
West Project are consistent with the City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan.
Despite the City's requests, the Conservancy initially expressed strong

Consistent with the City of Fresno General Plan 2035, four potential
future points of public access to the Parkway (whether by pedestrian,
bicycle, or vehicle) between (and not including) the Palm Nees private
access road and Milburn Avenue (Bluff Pointe Golf Course) are shown
on Figures 3-10 and 3-11 of the proposed Parkway Master Plan.
Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update, and the response to Comment
B3-28, above.

B3-30

B3-31

5-48

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update. Please also refer to the Final EIR
for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for responses to
comments on this issue specifically related to that project.
The commenter correctly notes that the areas of controversy are
identified in Section 1.7 of the Draft EIR for the Master Plan Update.

Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
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opposition to the augmentation of the Draft EIR. It was not until the
Mayor and the City Manager attended a Conservancy meeting, and
agreed to pay for the analysis of alternative access points that the
Conservancy finally agreed to allow the augmentation of the Draft EIR.
Moreover, the Conservancy continues to consider Alternatives 1 and 5 as
potentially alternative, even though those alternatives are inconsistent
with the City's 2035 General Plan, and the City has opposed those points
of access. Despite this, section 1. 7 of the Draft EIR does not identify the
role of local land use agencies as an area of controversy.
It is important to augment this section, and to revise the Draft EIR
accordingly, because - for all future projects under the Master Plan - the
Conservancy will need to work with local land use agencies regarding
important issues such as access and public services. If the Conservancy's
intent is simply to override the concerns of the relevant local agencies,
this is a highly relevant fact that should be examined in greater detail in
both the land use section of the Draft EIR and the Master Plan itself. In
addition to augmenting the Draft EIR, the Master Plan itself should be
modified to clarify the Conservancy's position, and to account for and
address the likelihood for such disputes.
In addition the Supreme Court has made clear that, where there are
competing views regarding the scope of another agency's jurisdiction, an
agency cannot simply ignore the issue. (See Banning Ranch Conservancy
v. City of Newport Beach (2017) 2 Cal.5th 918, 940.) Rather, the EIR must
acknowledge the controversy and the competing views, and explain how
those competing views would affect mitigation and project alternatives.
(Id.) Because both the Draft EIR for the Master Plan and the Draft EIR for
Fresno River West ignore important policies in the City's 2035 General
Plan relating to access at Riverview, the Conservancy has failed to
comply with the Supreme Court's plain mandate.
III. CONCLUSION
While the Coalition is eager to see access to the San Joaquin River
become a reality, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan is defective in several
material respects, and contains conclusions and analyses that are

Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update. Please also refer to the Final EIR
for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for the revised
analysis of alternatives and responses to comments on this issue
specifically related to that project.

Please refer to Section 1.1, Introduction, of the Draft EIR, for a
description of the enabling laws governing the authorities, jurisdiction,
and responsibilities of the Conservancy, and Section 4.10.1.1, Land Use
and Planning Regulatory Framework for a discussion of coordination of
Parkway development with local land use agencies. The comment
does not state a specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency
of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor
does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No further
response is required.
Please refer to Master Response #1, which addresses the River West
Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding
revisions to the Master Plan Update and refer to response to
Comment B3-30 above.

This statement serves as a closing remark and no additional response
is required.
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inconsistent with those stated in the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West
Project. Accordingly, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan should not be
certified until it is substantially revised and recirculated for public
comment.
B4

Radley Reep

B4-1

This comment letter focuses on a single word appearing many times in
The comment suggests that the use of the word “corridor” in the
the draft update of the San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan (Plan) and proposed Plan requires more specific distinctions or definitions. The
in the Draft EIR. The word is “corridor.”
Conservancy’s existing and updated policies support the creation and
restoration of contiguous conserved lands—broadly referred to as
The purpose of this comment letter is twofold: (1) to focus attention on a “corridors”—for the purposes of improved habitat function and wildlife
shortcoming in the Plan with respect to the use of this word and (2) to
movement. In the cases of buffer and set-back policies, the corridors
demonstrate how correcting this fault will not only lead to a better
are well defined. In other cases, the policies allow the exercise of
understanding of the Plan but will also provide better environmental
judgment when applying them to site- and project-specific conditions.
protections for the Plan Area.
The policies provide adequate and important guidance in the
development of future projects under the proposed Master Plan. The
In both the Plan and in the Draft EIR, the word corridor is used in
comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the
reference to everything from water courses to wildlife passageways.
sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
Excluded from this comment letter are references in the Plan and Draft Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
EIR to transportation corridors such as rail corridors, automobile
further response is required.
corridors and pedestrian corridors (i.e., public trails). This letter focuses
primarily on corridors related to the river, to animal life and to plant life.
The Plan’s Executive Summary opens with a statement that the Plan
envisions a “contiguous and continuous wildlife habitat and movement
corridor” within the Parkway, which covers “22 miles of river corridor
including the floodplain and adjacent bluffs.”
Further into the Plan, beginning on page 2-11, is a section defining
fifteen key terms used in the Plan. The word “corridor” is not among the
terms defined. In fact, nowhere in the Plan is there a definition of any of
the named corridors: “Parkway corridor,” “trail corridor,” “river
corridor,” “habitat corridor,” “riparian corridor,” “floodplain corridor”
and “wildlife movement corridor.” As will be explained on subsequent
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pages, the brief description of the continuous riparian/wildlife corridor
found in Policies HABITAT.31 and BUFFER.2, namely, a corridor “with a
minimum width of 200 feet upland from the ordinary low water mark”
does not encompass the extent of wildlife movement within the Plan
Area.
Of the 28 figures in the Plan and of the 48 figures in the Draft EIR
showing features of the Parkway and its environs, not one is devoted to
depicting any of the corridors listed above – with the possible exception
of “Parkway corridor,” if the word corridor means Plan Area and with the
exception of “trail corridor,” if the word corridor means alignment.
Otherwise there are no figures showing the location or the boundaries of
a river corridor, habitat corridor, riparian corridor, floodplain corridor or
wildlife movement corridor.
The word corridor is missing from the Plan’s vision statement. It is found,
however, in the first of the Plan’s eight fundamental goals – Goal FG.1,
which reads, “Preserve and restore a riparian and floodplain corridor of
statewide and regional significance along the San Joaquin River from
Friant Dam to the Highway 99.”
As mentioned previously, the word corridor occurs numerous times in
the set of documents circulated for public review. It is found in
secondary Parkway goals, in Plan policies, in the Plan narrative, and in
the Draft EIR. On the following page is a list of phrases from the Plan and
accompanying Draft EIR that contain the word corridor. The word is
more often written as a singular noun, but sometimes it is written as a
plural noun.
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As demonstrated above, the word corridor is found in many contexts
throughout the Plan and Draft EIR.
This comment letter will focus first on how the word corridor is used in
the Updated Parkway Master Plan, and it will conclude with a discussion
of how the word is used in the Draft EIR.
The word corridor appears in the goals and policies of the following Plan
sections:
∙ Habitat Conservation and Management
∙ Mineral Resource
∙ Air Resources, Climate Change Adaption, and Sequestration
∙ Public Access and Recreation
∙ Buffer Zones and Adjacent Land Uses
∙ Operations, Management, and Implementation.
Half of the time, the word corridor refers to wildlife corridor(s), a quarter
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of the time to riparian corridor(s).
The large number of goals and policies that refer to wildlife and riparian
corridors attests to the fact that the Conservancy is striving to do the
following: (Enabling goals and policies are shown at the right.)
∙ Acquire land with high riparian and wildlife values
∙ Preserve, enhance and restore riparian and wildlife areas already
managed by the Conservancy
∙ Encourage local land use agencies to protect riparian and wildlife areas
within the Plan Area.
1. Acquire Additional Land for the Parkway
The Plan calls for the acquisition of lands within the Plan Area sufficient
to facilitate connectivity for a continuous wildlife movement corridor
along the river that will allow for the movement of large mammals
between habitat areas, provide a variety of nesting and foraging areas
and enhance and protect aquatic habitats. {Goal OPER.1. Policy OPER.1
Policy OPER.3 Policy HABITAT.3
2. Enhance Existing Riparian and Wildlife Areas
The Plan calls for the reestablishment and preservation of a continuous
corridor of riparian vegetation on both sides of the river to provide for
the movement and migration of wildlife, as well as the restoration and
improvement of in-stream shaded habitat. More specifically, it calls for
the enhancement of habitat, biodiversity and regional habitat linkages by
restoring and maintaining native vegetation within riparian and wetland
areas, woodland and grassland habitats, natural reserves, open spaces
and wildlife corridors, including support for an adjacent wildlife
movement corridor from the Parkway to Little Table Mountain. {Goal
FG.1 Policy HABITAT.4 Policy HABITAT.7 Policy HABITAT.24 Policy
HABITAT.31 Policy HABITAT.36 Policy AIR.3
The Plan also calls for the protection of habitat and riparian corridors by
precluding lighting in the vicinity of the wildlife corridor, by avoiding the
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development of significant recreational facilities within the riparian
corridor or within existing riparian woodlands and by providing a buffer
of 150 feet between the riparian corridor (or the edge of existing riparian
habitat) and the primary Parkway multi-use trail and more intensive
Parkway recreational facilities. {Goal BUFFER.2 Policy BUFFER.10 Policy
BUFFER.12 Policy BUFFER.16
3. Encourage Local Land Use Agencies to Protect the Plan Area
The Plan calls for the encouragement of local land use agencies, when
making land use decisions, to require buffer zones for the protection of
wildlife habitat in natural reserves and wildlife/riparian corridors, to
protect existing riparian woodlands and to enhance or complement the
revegetation of the river wildlife corridor. {Policy MINERAL.2 Policy
BUFFER.15
The Plan is ambitious and complex. It aims to provide low-impact
recreational and educational uses and, at the same time, reestablish,
enhance and manage a continuous riparian/wildlife corridor that
enhances biodiversity within riverine, wetland, woodland and grassland
habitats and provides connectivity among wildlife corridors.
The Plan’s objectives are admirable, but there’s a palpable problem
which could hinder or prevent successful Implementation. Simply put:
The Plan fails to define or map the riparian corridors and wildlife
corridors it is seeking to reestablish, enhance and protect.
This may seem a minor problem, but it’s not. Consider, for example, the
following Plan policies and goals – both general and specific – related to
the establishment, enhancement and protection of riparian corridors
and wildlife corridors.
Riparian Corridors
Goal BUFFER.2 calls for combining “buffers, design, and management
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measures to adequately reduce and mitigate potential impacts from
Parkway recreational uses on habitat, riparian corridors and neighboring
uses.” Question: To achieve this goal, is it not necessary to define these
corridors and/or to generate maps showing their locations?
And shouldn’t such definitions and corridor maps include, as well,
descriptions or depictions of regions within the Plan Area that are
currently without riparian vegetation? Several Plan policies call for
reestablishing riparian vegetation where it no long exists. For example,
Policy HABITAT.24 reads, “Reestablish...a continuous corridor of riparian
vegetation on both sides of the river to provide for the movement and
migration of wildlife....” Without adequate definitions and corridor maps
in the Parkway Plan identifying areas to be restored, conflicts are likely to
arise as public facilities are considered for areas where riparian
vegetation is currently absent but where it should be reestablished.
Wildlife Corridors
The same situation holds true with respect to wildlife corridors. Policy
HABITAT.7 calls for the restoration, enhancement and maintenance of
wildlife corridors. Question: Where are these wildlife corridors?
How can the Parkway Plan restore, enhance and protect wildlife corridors
that it neither defines nor maps? This lack of information is sure to
create problems. For example, how will it be possible to effectively
administer Policy BUFFER.16, which reads, “With the exception of public
safety, preclude lighting in the vicinity of the wildlife corridor?” How will it
be possible to preclude lighting in the vicinity of a wildlife corridor if its
location is unknown?
Use of the Word "Corridor" in the Draft EIR
With respect to the enhancement and protection of flora and fauna
within the Parkway, the word corridor appears multiple times in each of
these sections of the Draft EIR:
∙ 1 Executive Summary
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∙ 3 Project Description
∙ 4.1 Aesthetics
∙ 4.4 Biological Resources
∙ 4.9 Hydrology and Water Quality
∙ 4.10 Land Use and Planning
∙ Appendix A NOP & Initial Study
∙ Appendix C San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update.
The Biological Resources section of the Draft EIR (4.4) poses the
following six questions:
Would future development under the proposed Plan...
1. Result in significant direct or indirect adverse impacts on special-status
plants and animals?
2. Result in significant direct or indirect adverse impacts on sensitive
natural communities?
3. Result in significant direct or indirect adverse impacts on federally
protected wetlands?
4. Interfere with the movement of wildlife species, established wildlife
corridors and nursery sites?
5. Conflict with any Habitat Conservation Plans / city or county specific
plans, policies or regulations?
6. Result in significant cumulative impacts with respect to biological
resources?
This comment letter addresses only questions 2 and 4.
#2. The Analysis of Sensitive Natural Communities
The Draft EIR is a programmatic EIR. Because the extent of riparian
restoration and the extent of facilities development are not well known
at this time, the Draft EIR is unable to quantify the cumulative effect that
full development of the Parkway Plan will have on riparian habitats.
As a result, the Draft EIR concludes that future development of Parkway
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facilities and future operation of low-impact recreational and
educational uses within the Plan Area could adversely affect sensitive
natural communities, possibly causing permanent loss of riparian
vegetation.
To reduce potential impacts to a level of insignificance, the Draft EIR
identifies two options. The Conservancy can either embrace the search
for effective mitigation on a project-by-project basis through the
implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2A or it can develop a
Parkway-wide conservation strategy similar to that discussed in Appendix
C of the Parkway Plan. The environmental analysis in the Draft EIR
supports the first option, concluding that the Plan’s goals, policies,
design guidelines and best management practices (BMPs) – in concert
with Mitigation Measure BIO-2A – are sufficient to avoid or minimize any
short- and long-term adverse effects on sensitive natural communities.
That said, the second option – the development of a comprehensive
conservation strategy – may have the advantage of delivering
environmental protections that are better coordinated and more
consistent across individual Plan actions.
Developing the Parkway on a project-by-project basis may be a practical,
but that method could inhibit an understanding of the multifaceted
biological dynamics and interconnections among riparian and wildlife
corridors within the Plan Area. (As for the word “corridor,” it does not
appear in the section of the Draft EIR analyzing the Plan’s effects on
sensitive natural communities.)
#4. The Analysis of the Movement of Wildlife, Established Wildlife
Corridors and Nursery Sites
The Draft EIR concludes that “future development under the proposed
Plan would not interfere substantially with the movement of any...wildlife
species, or with established... wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites.” As a result, no mitigation is required. (DEIR,
4.4-91)
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That conclusion is based more on faith than on actual data or analysis. In
this regard, the Draft EIR embraces a number of unexpressed
assumptions. It assumes that wildlife corridors necessary to the
environmental well-being of the Plan Area are not only established but
that they are currently functioning at optimum levels. The Draft EIR also
assumes that wildlife movement takes place primarily within riparian
corridors.
“Part of the Parkway Plan Area’s high biological value lies in its function
as a biological corridor, with the San Joaquin River and its associated
riparian vegetation providing a connection between patches of
undeveloped habitat both within and outside of the Parkway Plan Area.”
(DEIR, 4.4-91)
The Draft EIR provides a generic overview of the various ways that
wildlife can move through various habitat types. It does not provide,
however, any examples of site-specific wildlife movement corridors within
the Plan Area. Nor does it discuss specific nursery sites.
The Draft EIR assumes that as long as Plan facilities are developed on
relatively small, previously disturbed areas and as long as the Plan’s
goals, objectives, policies, design guidelines, and BMPs prevent riparian
habitat from being fragmented, development of the Parkway will not
adversely affect wildlife.
Adequacy of the Updated Parkway Master Plan
Certain goals and policies in the Updated Parkway Master Plan directly
refer to riparian and wildlife corridors. They are these:
Goals: FG.1; Buffer.2; and OPER.1
Policies: HABITAT.3, 4, 7, 24, 31, 36; MINERAL.2; AIR.3; BUFFER,2, 10, 12,
15, 16; and OPER.1, 3
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In this context, the Plan can be faulted for not defining the terms
“riparian corridor” and “wildlife corridor.” Furthermore, in much of the
Plan, these two corridors are assumed to be “conterminous” – having
identical locations, which they do not. These faults can be corrected by
generating the necessary definitions and maps.
In attempting to define and map such corridors, Parkway planners will
likely discover that the description of the riparian/wildlife corridor found
in Policy BUFFER.2, namely, “a continuous riparian/wildlife corridor
throughout public Parkway lands with a minimum width of 200 feet
upland from the ordinary low water mark,” is a relic from the early days
of Parkway development and is no longer practicable or functional. It’s
important to recognize that, in some ways, the 200-foot minimum
distance from the main channel of the river is arbitrary. For example,
during times of high water when the river flows into riverbed channels
that are normally dry, the riparian corridor expands to include those
channels and the surrounding property.
Perhaps it’s time to give wildlife corridors independent consideration in
the Parkway Plan – or at least a greater degree of separation from the
interest in riparian corridors. Given scientists’ increased understanding of
“species-richness, habitat-complexity relationships,” rather than focusing
primarily on a narrow 22-mile long contiguous riparian corridor, the Plan
may want to pay equal attention to substantial tracts of terrestrial and
aquatic regions within the Plan Area (greater in size than the Plan’s
ecological reserves) that contain a variety of herbaceous and arboreal
habitats with a range of natural attributes that can support a generous
diversity of wildlife – even if that may mean defining a particular wildlife
corridor as extending from bluff top to bluff top.
Adequacy of the Draft Environmental Impact Report
The environmental analysis in the Draft EIR does not support the
conclusion that “future development under the proposed Plan would not
interfere substantially with the movement of any...wildlife species, or with
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established... wildlife corridors, or impede the use of...wildlife nursery
sites.” (DEIR, 4.4-91)
The Draft EIR does not define the term wildlife corridors, nor does it
describe the range of the types of wildlife corridors that exist within the
Plan Area. As most people know, there are within the Plan Area the very
narrow corridors used by beaver to move from one water feature to
another. Mammals such as bobcats, coyotes and deer occupy more
extensive corridors, as evidenced by the multitude of crisscrossing
animal paths found in grasslands throughout the Plan Area. There are, as
well, much less visible corridors, such as those used by western pond
turtles. According to the California Department of Fish and Wildlife,
“Most western pond turtles travel a long distance (546 yards) to upland
habitat to lay eggs and even farther sometimes to overwinter.”
(https://cdfgnews.wordpress.com/tag/western-pond-turtle)
The Draft EIR does not map any known wildlife corridors. And it does not
describe the impact that the visiting public will have on the viability of
these yet undefined and unmapped regions of the Plan Area. Although
the Plan calls for siting “primary and multi-use trails on the outside edges
of habitat areas rather through the center of mature riparian stands or
other high-value habitat” (Habitat.19), the Plan acknowledges that
wildlife also moves through and finds refuge in “upland habitat areas.”
(Plan, 5-2) Most of the Parkway’s trails will traverse these upland areas.
Although the Draft EIR depicts miles of public trails, it does not show the
location (actual or potential) of any wildlife corridors.
And although the Draft EIR provides detailed descriptions of types of
habitat within the Plan Area, importantly, it does not describe how the
various plant communities combine to form functional wildlife corridors.
Despite a lack of clarity and the abridged environmental assessment of
potential impacts to wildlife corridors, the Draft EIR nonetheless
concludes that future development under the proposed Plan will not
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substantially interfere with the movement of animal species within
established wildlife corridors.
This commenter acknowledges that the Draft EIR is a Program EIR and
not a Project EIR and, therefore, that although the legally-required
contents of a Program EIR are the same as those of a Project EIR, a
Program EIR is typically more conceptual and contains a broader
discussion of impacts, alternatives and mitigation measures than does a
Project EIR. Nevertheless, a Program EIR must provide, to the extent
possible, an environmental analysis of the full range of project impacts.
This Program EIR provides the only opportunity for a big-picture view of
the effect that Parkway development could have on the overall viability
of wildlife corridors throughout the Plan Area. Where are these wildlife
corridors? And what is the expected maximum exposure of these areas
to encroachment by the visiting public? The same questions hold true for
wildlife nursery sites.
It is the opinion of this commenter that the environmental analysis of the
potential impact to riparian corridors is superior to that for wildlife
corridors. Were the Draft EIR to contain an equally robust analysis of
potential impacts to wildlife corridors (Impact BIO-4), the Draft EIR would
very likely arrive at a conclusion similar to that for riparian corridors
(Impact BIO-3), namely, that impacts are potentially significant and
require mitigation.
Therefore, the following additions to the Draft EIR are recommended:
∙ Definitions of, or descriptions of, the types of “wildlife corridors” that
exist within the Plan Area
∙ Maps showing actual or likely locations of wildlife corridors
(The maps should help illustrate that wildlife corridors are not
conterminous with riparian corridors.)
∙ An assessment of the effect of the visiting public on wildlife corridors at
full development of the Plan
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∙ Appropriate mitigation to protect wildlife and wildlife corridors, if found
necessary after further analysis
* The Plan contains a “white paper” by H. T. Harvey and Associates
recommending the development of a “conservation strategy” for the
implementation of the Parkway Master Plan. Should the Conservancy opt
to prepare such a strategy, the Conservancy may want to include a
section devoted to strategies for protecting wildlife corridors from the
maximum exposure of those areas by the visiting public, which effect has
yet to be estimated.
Defining and illustrating wildlife movement corridors will strengthen
overall understanding of the biological dynamics of the Plan area and will
enable decision makers to make better choices regarding the protection
of wildlife throughout the Parkway.
B5

Clary Creager

B5-1

I appreciate the opportunity to comment. My comments are limited to
Biological Resources, Appendix C, H.T. Harvey & Associates, Biological
Resources Strategy White Paper, O&M Appendix B, Tool Box and three
species updates.
Appendix C, Biological Resources, Animals, pg. 29 is an example of
information that describes habitat and fauna in an insufficient,
generalized, out of date manner and references other drainages. The
maps are also out of date. There is mention of insect life, an essential
food source for mammals, birds, reptiles and fish. Species of concern are
discussed in much greater detail along with regulations for their
protection. The species of concern are not going to thrive without a
healthy ecosystem of plant and animal life living along the San Joaquin
River Parkway. Up to date and comprehensive data is essential for
conservation of all biological resources and proper planning of siting and
use intensities related to trails and recreation facilities. Mitigation of
these problems is necessary.

B5-2

5-62

The comment serves as an opening remark and does not state a
specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or
mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment
raise a new environmental issue. No further response is required.
The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding
the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
further response is required. The referenced White Paper, Appendix C
of the proposed Parkway Master Plan update contains
recommendations for strategies to streamline, on a Parkway-wide
basis, biological permits and regulatory approvals for future projects.
The biological data used in the Draft EIR are more comprehensive than
in the White Paper. The White Paper resulted in extensive
programmatic mitigation measures in the Draft EIR to reduce the
impacts of future Parkway development projects on biological
resources to less than significant levels.
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B5-3

Appendix C, H.T. Harvey & Associates, Biological Resources Strategy White
Paper, Section 6.0, pg. 28 first paragraph, states the value and necessity
of a Conservation Strategy Plan and an Area Wide Inventory of Biological
Resources. The White Paper goes on further to explain how resource
conservation, agency concerns, project plans can benefit from a
conservation strategy and an inventory of biological resources in terms
of streamlining completion of the Parkway Plan. A conservation strategy
and biological inventory can help mitigate the insufficient data and
information currently in the Biological Resources section of the Draft EIR
and later prevent a piece meal approach to implementation of the
Parkway Plan.
Appendix B, O&M Funding Tool Box appears to be just that. It describes
many kinds of funding options, but it fails to give any real direction as to
how to move forward in a coherent manner. H.T. Harvey’s Biological
Resource White Paper recommendations related to a conservation
strategy and an area wide inventory of biological resources could serve
as a foundation for planning and implementing Parkway projects. The
information from the conservation strategy and biological data could
clarify and eliminate unexpected problems and costs related to build out
of Parkway facilities and O&M. A plan to move forward is essential to
mitigate the O&M Tool Box’s lack of priorities and direction.
Finally, I want to update San Joaquin River Parkway plant and animal list
by reporting the presence of a pair of nesting bald eagles, and a pair of
nesting Swainson’s hawks. Both nesting pairs produced fledged young.
Also Sanford’s Arrowhead, Sagittaria Sanfordii was found growing in a
pond in the same general area as the nesting birds, upriver from
Highway 41 and downriver from Lost Lake Park. All the sightings are
documented.

The comment supports a recommendation in Appendix C of the
proposed Master Plan and Master Plan policy HABITAT.12, for the
Conservancy to create a Parkway-wide framework conservation
strategy. The comment does not state a specific concern or question
regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures
contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new
environmental issue. No further response is required. See response to
Comments B2-4 and B5-3.

B5-4

B5-5

B6

Barry Bauer

B6-1

Melinda,
The link to the article below should be of interest.
I haven't read it yet but Mark Standriff, City of Fresno, apparently has.
Please add this article to the SJR Master Plan DEIR comments due by
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The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding
the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
further response is required.

This information has been incorporated in a revised Table 4.4-5 as
shown in Chapter 3 of this Final EIR. The added sightings contribute to,
and do not change the conclusions regarding biological resources in
the Draft EIR.

The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding
the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the
Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new environmental issue. No
further response is required.
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And, please incorporate this article as comments in the Fresno River
West DEIR or during its recirculation.
Barry Bauer
SEE ATTACHMENT: Soapbox Article - How Sacramento County supervisors
blew it on parkway safety
B7

Phil Decker

B7-1

Melinda,
I'm writing you in reference to the above master plan update. In
reviewing the transportation and traffic section (page 4.15-5), I noticed
that the Fresno County Regional Bicycle and Recreational Trails Master
Plan was no longer applicable as the county has updated this with a
county ATP (Alternative Transportation Plan). This is also true for the City
of Fresno Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Trails Master Plan which has been
updated with an ATP. Thank you for your attention to this comment.
Philip Decker.

B8

David Gjeston

B8-1

I am a retired Wisconsin wildlife biologist and program administrator
who has drafted and reviewed numerous environmental impact
documents and currently reside in Oakley, downstream from the
proposed project. I was extremely impressed with the format and
detailed review of the DEIR and endorse its findings wholeheartedly.

The Parkway Master Plan update includes policies to connect Parkway
trails to regional trail systems. The County’s replacement of its Bicycle
and Recreational Trails Master Plan with the County Alternative
Transportation Plan does not change the impact analyses within the
Draft EIR. The comment does not state a specific concern or question
regarding the sufficiency of the analysis or mitigation measures
contained in the Draft EIR, nor does the comment raise a new
environmental issue. No further response is required.

Commenter’s appreciation for the document is noted. The comment
does not state a specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency
of the analysis or mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR, nor
does the comment raise a new environmental issue, so no further
response is required.

I believe the staff preparing the document has done an exemplary job of
clearly identifying mitigated measures. I was personally pleased that the
detail included a rarely identified measure to address dark sky concerns
only recently surfacing as a legitimate conservation measure for those
enjoying the star‐lit skies of our planet without being obliterated by
poorly placed security and safety lighting. Well done.
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B9

Barry Bauer and Rosemarie Bauer

B9-1

This comment letter is related to setback policies of the current San
Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan (SJRPMP) Update.

Response

The setback and buffer policies in the proposed Parkway Master Plan
reduce the potential impacts of Parkway development on biological
and water resources as evaluated in the Draft EIR. During each siteVirtually every major river in every large city has a multi-use trail along its specific and project-specific environmental review conducted to
banks for public enjoyment of their river amenity. The San Joaquin River implement the proposed Plan, the policies in the plan may be applied
and Fresno should be no exception. Fresno needs a multi-use trail "near to the extent reasonable and feasible, to accommodate site-specific
and along" the river and the 2035 Fresno General Plan supports a public conditions, at the discretion of the Conservancy Board. Please refer to
trail "near and along" the river, to the greatest extent possible.
Master Response #1 which addresses the River West Fresno, Eaton
Trail Extension Project and EIR and corresponding revisions to the
Unfortunately, the proposed multi-use trail location in River West Fresno Master Plan Update. Please also refer to the Final EIR for the River
prevents most people including children in strollers and folks in
West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project for responses to comments
wheelchairs from seeing the San Joaquin River. This is unsatisfactory and on this issue specifically related to that project.
it's because of a defective SJRPMP policy.
At this time, the River West Fresno FEIR plan calls for multi-use trail users
to use "smaller trails" to access the river. The use of these "smaller trials"
to access the river potentially disrupts habitat and negatively impacts
access for those with limited mobility. These folks, with strollers and
wheelchairs, may not be able navigate these smaller uneven, unpaved
river access trails.
To mitigate this problem, the SJRPMP setback policies should be
amended to allow pre-existing roads and pre-existing trials to be
upgraded to multi-use trails within the setback policy.
If the SJRPMP policy is amended, multi-use trails can be located in the
setback area and that would provide everyone, including those with
limited mobility, the ability to see the San Joaquin River.
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COMMENT LETTER # A01
S T A T E OF C A L I F O R N I A

Governor's Office of Planning and Research
State Clearinghouse and
Ken Alex
Director

Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Governor

June 30, 2017

Melinda Marks
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 East Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93727
Subject: San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update
SCH#: 2013061035
Dear Melinda Marks:
The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named Draft EIR. to selected state agencies for review. On
the enclosed Document Details Report please note that the Clearinghouse has listed the state agencies that
reviewed your document. The review period closed on June29, 2017, and the comments from the
responding agency (ies) is (are) enclosed. If this comment package is not in order, please notify the State
Clearinghouse immediately. Please refer to the project's ten-digit State Clearinghouse number in future
correspondence so that we may respond promptly.
Please note that Section 21104( c) of the California Public Resources Code states that:
"A responsible or other public agency shall only make substantive comments regarding those
activities involved in a project which are within an area of expertise of the agency or which are
required to be carried out or approved by the agency. Those comments shall be supported by
specific documentation:"
These comments are forwarded for use in preparing your final environmental document. Should you need
more information or clarification of the enclosed comments, we recommend that_you contact the
commenting agency directly.
This letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse review requirements for
draft environmental documents, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act. Please contact the
State Clearinghouse at (916) 445-0613 if you have any questions regarding the environmental review
process.
Sinc
, ~rely

c:,

/,i

,~7~~

Scott Morgan
Director, State Clearinghouse

Enclosures
cc: Resources Agency

1400 TENTH STREET P.O. BOX 3044 SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95812-3044
TEL (916) 445-0613 FAX (916) 323-3018 www.opr.ca.gov
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San Joaquin River Conservancy
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Note: Extended Per Lead
The Master Plan Update, a programmatic document, is a long-term, large-scale plan that would be
implemented incrementally and in phases over many years. The proposed Master Plan Update
presents conceptual Parkway development projects, and goals and policies under which the
development would be pursued and implemented . The development of individual projects would be
evaluated separately by the Conservancy or other appropriate lead agencies subject to separate
site-specific CEQA analysis .
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San Joaquin River Conservancy
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. June 29, 2017

Melinda Marks
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469-E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93727
Subject: San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update and Draft Environmental
Impact Report, Fresno and Madera Counties

Dear Ms. Marks:
The California State Lands Commission (Commission) staff has reviewed the San
Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update (MPU) and Draft Environmental Impact
Report (EIR), which is being prepared by the San Joaquin River Conservancy ·
(Conservancy). The Conservancy, as a public agency proposing to carry_ out a project,
is the lead agency under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub.
Resources Code, § 21000 et seq.). The Commission is a trustee agency in its review of
the MPU, ~ut may also be a responsible agency for future projects considered under the
MPU that could directly or indirectly affect sovereign land and their accompanying
Public Trust resources or uses.
Commission Jurisdiction. and Public Trust Lands

The Commission has jurisdiction and management authority over all ungranted
tidelands, submerged lands, and the beds of navigable lakes and waterways. The
Commission also has certain residual and review authority for tidelands and submerged
lands legislatively granted in trust to local jurisdictions (Pub. Resources Code, §§ 6009,
subd. (c); 6009.1; 6301; 6306). All tidelands and submerged landsl granted or
ungranted, as well as navigable lakes and waterways, are subject to the protections of
the common law Public Trust.
As general background, the State of California acquired sovereign ownership of all
tidelands and submerged lands and beds of navigable lakes and waterways upon its
admission to the United States in 1850. The state holds these lands for the benefit of all
people of the state for statewide Public Trust purposes, which include but are not limited
to waterborne commerce, navigation, fisheries, water-related recreation, habitat
preseNation, and op~n space. On navig_abJe non-tidal waterways, such as the. San
Joaquin River,-the state holds fee ownership of the bed of the waterway landward to the
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ordinary low-water mark and a Public Trust easement landward to the ordinary.highwater mark, except where the boundary has been fixed by agreement or a court
decision. Such boundaries may not be readily apparent from present day site
inspections.
·Commission staff has determined that portions of future MPU activities may be located
on State-owned sovereign land under the Commission's jurisdiction. Please be advised
that any future project improvements or activities located waterward of the low-water
mark of the San Joaquin River, as depicted on sheets 1 through 17 of the San Joaquin
River Friant Dam to Gravelly Ford Administrative Maps, will encroach on sovereign land
and will require a lease from the Commission. When future projects are proposed,
please submit a detailed project description with more site-specific information to allow
staff to determine the extent of the Commission's interest and which components of the
project, if any, will require a lease prior to project implementation on sovereign land.
Please contact Randy Collins, Public Land Management Specialist (see contact
information below) for further information about the extent of the Commission's
sovereign ownership and leasing requirements.
Even if future project activities are not subject to a lease from the Commission, the
areas between the low- and high-water marks of the San Joaquin River are subject to a
Public Trust easement. This easement provides the public with a property right that
includes, but is not limited to, access for navigation, fishing, water-related recreation ,
open space, and ecological preservation uses. Future activities undertaken by the
Conservancy must take into consideration and balance these public easement rights.
These comments are made without prejudice to anyfuture assertion of state ownership
or public rights, should circumstances change,
should additional information become
available, and are not intended, nor should they be construed as a waiver o"r limitation of
any right, title, or interest of the State of California in any lands under its jurisdiction.

or

MPU Description
The San Joaquin River Parkway (Parkway) is a 22...mile-long regional, natural recreation
area, primarily in the river's floodplain extending from Friant Dam to Highway 99. The
Conservancy is proposing to update the existing Interim Master Plan, which the
Conservancy adopted in December 1997. The -1 997 Plan is being updated to reflect the
following:
•

Regulatory changes

•

The San Joaquin River Restoration Program

•

Practices, programs, directives, initiatives, and partnerships that have been
developed over the years

•

Lands acquired by the Conservancy

•

Site-specific adopted and conceptual plans

•

Addition of new goals, policies, and mitigation measures to address new
changes, and to ·assist with the continued imp~ementation of the Parkway

Melinda Marks
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The MPU will-serve as the document to.guide ·future improvements to the Parkway,
incrementally and in phases over many years. As such, the MPU includes goals,
policies, and conceptual improvement projects. Future projects under the.MPU will be
subject to further CEQA review as necessary on a site-specific basis. Some of the key
components of the MPU include, but are not l_
imited to:
•

Acquisition of a total of 5,900 acr~s of public open space and conservation lands

•

Revegetation, restoration, and enhancement of Pc1rkway habitats

•

Development, operation, and maintenance ·of a 23-mile paved multiple-use
Parkway trail

•

Rehabilitation, maintenance, and new construction ofpermanent, temporary, and
seasonal bridges and crossings (including weirs, fords, culverts, pedestrian
decks on vehicle bridges, and other types ofcrossings)

•

Development, operation, and maintenance of a_river trail and support facilities for
non-motorized b"oating ·

•

Development, operation, and maintenance of ancillary infrastructure support
public access and low impact recreational uses, including but not limited to:
gates, fences, entrances, access roads, trailheads, parking, staging areas,
restrooms, kiosks, equesfrian trail riding, non-motorized boating and paddling,
bicycling, vista points, observation decks, fishing piers and docks, America_ns
with Disabilities Act and universal access accommodations

to

I

Environmental Review

·I

The Draft EIR analyzes the MPU as the proposed Project, including a No.Project
Alternative, and an Increased Natural Reserve~ Alternative._ Under the Increased
Natural Reserves Alternative, the proposed Project would continue to be implemented;
however, the focus would shift;to increasing natural reserves through land acquisitions
and not enhance or increase the existing network of multi-use trails. As.such, fewer
recreation and education facilities and trail enhancements would occur, thereby
reducing visitation and further opportunit'ies for low-i~pact recreation compared to the
proposed Project. This alternative would not meet many of the fundamental objectives
for the San J°oaquin River nor fulfill the statutory mission of the Conservancy. ,_

I
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Commission staff requests that the Conservancy consider the following comments on
the MPU and Draft EIR.
.
General Comments

1. In Section 2.8 of Chapter 2 of the MPU, please add the following definition for Public
Trust Lands:
The area of the San Joaquin River watetward of the ordinary high-water mark, as ·
represented on the San Joaquin River Friant Dam to Gravelly Ford
Administrative Maps. This includes the Public Trust easement that is reserved to

r
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the people of California, between the ordinary high-water mark and the ordinary .
low-water mark. _
2. In Chapter 9, Plan Preparation of the MPU, please replace Michael McKown with
Jennifer Lucchesi as the Commission's representative on the Conservancy Board.
Biological Resources

3. Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS): The San Joaquin River is listed under Clean Water
Act section 303(d), as impaired for invasive species wit~in the Parkway. Under this
impairment, the river cannot assimilate or accommodate additional AIS, and any
increase in such species would contribute to the impairment (River West Fresno,
Eaton Trail Extension Project Draft EIR 2017). Given the MPU's future vision for
enhanced boating access (e.g., the MPU identifies existing boat launching facilities,
and promotes opportunities for future facilities to support boating access throughout
the Parkway), Commission staff encourages the Conservancy to encourage
participation with existing programs and management techniques to control and
prevent introductions of AIS associated with motorized and non-motorized
watercraft.
For exarripie, within Chapter 6, Goals and Policies of the MPU, Environmental
Education, Interpretation, and Outreach, the Conservancy could -develop a policy
that promotes public education on the spread and introduction of AIS. The policy
could supplement Policies 5 and 6 for Habitat Conservation and Management, to
control, remove, and prevent introductions of AIS. Other measures could include
introduction of AIS clean, drain, and dry practices for watercraft, and signage at
parking lot and staging areas for boating facilities that identify existing non-native
AIS and promote practices to prevent the spread of such species.
Commission staff encourages the EIR to analyze this potential impact for AIS and
include the above recommendations as mitigation measures. The California
Department of Fish and Wildlife's Invasive Species Program could assist with this
analysis, as well as with the development of appropriate mitigation (information at
www.dfg.ca.gov/invasivesD.
·
Cultural .Resources

4. Title to Resources:· Within the Cultural Resources section of the Draft E_IR, under
State Laws and Regulations, please insert the following language:
The title to all abandoned shipwrecks, archaeological sites, and historic or
cultural resources on or in the submerged lands of California are vested in the
state and under the jurisdiction of the Commission (Pub. Resources Code, §
6313). The final disposition of archaeological, historical, and paleontological
resources recovered on state lands under the jurisdiction of the Commission
must be. approved by the Commission.

Melinda Marks
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Land Use

5. Boundaries-of. Public Trust Lands: Chapter 8 ofthe MPU, Subsection 8.2.1,
Recreation Areas, discusses some areas of the river being adjacent to private lands,
arid the siting of non-motorized boating facilities in locations to avoid trespass on
private lands. Chapter 8 also explains that trespass onto private lands adjacent to
the river and parkway is an identified concern for private land owners. The MPU
should include public education measures regarding the public's rights and
responsibilities for accessing Public Trust lands in the· Public Trust easement. Such
pub.lie outreach would inform the public on how the boundaries of Public Trust lands
are determined and identified, and what rights the public has-relating to these lands
arid accessing the river. The MPU should ~!so include reference to the San Joaquin
River Friant Dam to Gravelly Ford Administrative.Maps as a resource for the public
(see Item 1 above for the requested Public Trust Lands definition, and the
Jurisdiction section for Commission jurisqiction over navigable, non-tidal wate.rways
and the Public Trust easement).
)
6. Land Use Planning, Operations, Maintenance, and Funding: Appendix B of the
MPU, Operations and Maintena·nce Funding Toolbox, explores the feasibility of
various funding mechanisms to support Parkway operations and maintenance.
Some proposed funding sources include:
•

Establishment of local jurisdiction general fund appropriations to provide
Parkway services

•

Establishment of County Service Areas within the Parkway

•

Establishment of Community Service Districts ~ithin the Parkway

•

Development and implementation of developer impact fees by local
jurisdiction planning agencies

•

Special events, such as concerts, water oriented recreation events and
competitions_, festivals, etc.

Chapter 8 of the ·MPU, Implementation, explains that Appendix B was prepared as
part of the MPU process, to provide an analysis of options for funding ongoing
operati9ns and maintenance. However, most of the above proposals would require
discretionary approval by local jurisdictions, and some would be subject to a public
voting process. Although Draft EIR Section 4.10, Land Usf? Planning, explains that
many of the existing Master Plan policies have been adopted in whole or in part by
the three local land use agencies: the County of Fresno, County of Madera, and City
of Fresno, ·this section does not appear to analyze these funding proposals, or
acknowledge that local jurisdictions would need to take separate discretionary action
to implement these proposals, or in.elude special events as part of the consistency
analysis with local jurisdiction zoning ordinances and general plan land use
designations. Chapter .8 and Appendix B of the MPU, and the Land Use Planning
section of the Draft EIR would benefit with more background discussion on how the
above funding proposals relate to the Draft EIR analysis.
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Recreation and Public Access

7. Public Access: The San Joaquin River Conservancy Act (SJRCA) set a target of
5,900 acres of land to be acquired to develop the Parkway. When the Conaervancy
was created, it was determined at that time that 1,250 acres were already in public
ownership and protection. The Conservancy has acquired over half of the remain(ng
4,650 acres to date, leaving a little over 2,000 acres to be acquired. Acquiring lands
to complete the 5,9QQ ... acre Parkway is the highest program priority, driven by
development threats, real estate values, and the momentum of concurrent
negotiations. In accordance with the SJRCA, lands acquired by the Conservancy
shall remain closed to public access, and planned public access projects will not be
constructed until and unless ade~uate operations and management resources are
available (Pub. Resources Code,§ 32511). The SJRCA also mandates that
development of the Parkway shall first protect natural resources, including habitat,
wildlife, and flood conveyance, and that public access shall only be provided to the
extent it is compatible with protection of the resources. Currently, there are limited
opportunities for the public to access acquired lands for recreation and education
purposes and, as explained in Chapter 8 of the MPU, Implementation, there is a
need and demand for improved public access within the Parkway.
Chapter 8 of the MPU proposes mo.re intensively developed hubs of Parkway
recreation facilities near and adjacent to existing recreation facilities, located at Lost
Lake Park, the Coke Hallowell River Center, Woodward Park, the crossing at
Highway 41, and near Highway 99. Impacts of more intensive recreation will be
reduced by improving and expanding these existing facilities, rather than
accommodating them at new locations along the river. In the interest of developing
public access facilities at new locations along the river, Commission staff
encourages the Conservancy to proactively pursue opportunities to impose legal
mandates for providing public access; see Item 10 below.
Given the limitations to public access as explained above, Commission staff
discourages new funding sources for operations and maintenance identified in
Appendix B of the MPU, ttiatwould reduce or eliminate public access and
recreation. The _San Joaquin River Partnership may also be a potential funding
source for consideration with Appendix B, to ·assist with development of riverside
support facilities to implement the San Joaquin River Water Trail within the Parkway;
see Item 8 below.
The Increased Natural Reserves Alternative also appears to prioritize natural
resource protection, with no objective to enhance public access and recreation
facilities. This alternative would also not seem to implement local jurisdiction general
plan policies for enhanced recreation facilities and open space along the river,· or be
consistent with other existing master plan goals and policies. Therefore, Commission
staff does not support this alternative.
In summary, there ·appear to be numerous limitations for increasing public access to
Parkway lands. Although the Conservancy may be required to close external public
access for acquired Parkway lands that do not have adequate operations and
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management resources available,. the riverbed is. also public.land, unencumbered. by
the public access limitations of the SJRCA and MPU, and will continue to be open to ·
public use.· The Public Trust eas~ment alsp allows for lateral public access along the
river below the ordinary high-water mark. This leaves potential for the river to serve
ss of whether external access to
as an internal entryway into Parkway lands, r~gardle_
these lands is open or clo_
sed to the public. As such, for a_cquired Parkway lands
currently closed to external public access, Commission .staff encourages MPU
policies to have some a·llowance for development of basic riverside support facilities
fc;>r non-motorized boating (i.e., trash cans, restrooms, rest areas, etc.). Boating .use
of ·the river should be,managed equally and in balance with the goals and policies of
the MPU for natural resource conservation, and in consideration of private·property
adjacent .to the ·Parkway. This would also help implem~nt the goals ·and objectives of
ttie San Joaquin River Water°Trail; see Item 8 below. ·
·
8. San Joaquin River Water Trail '(SJR\NT): The San Joaquin River is the second
longest river in California,. making. it ·.essential to the .economic well~being and :quality
of life for San Joaquin Valley residents. The .SJR\NT is a component of the· San
Joaquin River Blueway (Blueway) Program, ·sponsored by the San Joaquin River
Partnership. The Blueway is a mosaic of parks, wildlife refuges, and other publicly
accessible places th.at provide the public an opportunity to explore and enjoy th<=
San Joaquin River from its headwaters. to the Delta. A mc:}jor goal of the Blueway is
to work with agencies and other partners to facilitate implementation of the Blueway
through ongoing local, regional, ·and state planning efforts and policy development,
and through San Joaquin River Restoration Program projects, as appropriate to
improve access to the river in the near term (www.sanioaquinriverpartnership.org).
The SJRWT is envisioned to link existing and future sites that provide public access,
such as existing·sites located ·near Fresno along the Pa'rkway.
Chapter 5, Figure 5-:-11, of the MPU identifies future proje_cts that may occur ·within
the Parkway, which i'ncludes devel~pment of a river boating trail (a segment of the
conceptual Blueway) for non-motorized watercraft. ·The river trail would consist of
interspersed boat launch and takeout areas with boat trailer parking, hand-carried
boat launch--and take-out areas, canoe docks, rest stops with picnic tables and
restrooms, and boating f?3cilities on internal ponds. The Commission supports
inclusion of the boat trail as a planning effort -contemplated with the MPU. However,
rather than labeling this effort as part of 9 proposed boat-trail, a stronger alliance
could be made· by direc~ly identifying this ·effort as implementation. of the SJRWT.
The River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project is an important planning effort
below.
within the Parkway, to further accommodate SJRWf goals; see Item 9 _
9. River West Fresno·. Eaton Trail Extension Project: Alternatives 1 and 5 of the Eaton
Trail Extension Project propose many of the facilities .t hat are need_ed to support the
SJRwr within the Parkway, including roadway access and parking, restroom, and
trash containers in close proximity to the river, and other park_ facilities to support
boating use of the river. As explained in the Commission's April 17, 2017, comment
letter on the Eaton Trail Extension Project, the Commission staff supports Alternative
1 in combination with sub-alternative 5e, as the opt!mum project proposal for boating
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access to the river and to maximize the. siting of .these facilities on state land .. It also
serves as an important project to provide new public access facilities, such as road
and parking access to the Parkway.
10. California Statutes for Public Access: The MPU proposes rehabilitation and
development of new bridges across the river. Figure 3-14 of the Draft EIR identifies
14 potential Parkway river crossings. For bridge construction projects over navigable
rivers, California Streets and Highways Code sections 84.5, 991, and 1809 requires
city and county_ governments, and the California Department of Transportation to
prepare a report on .the feasibility of providing public access to the river and a
determination on whether such access shall be provided. The Conservancy is
encouraged to closely monitor construction projects for existi.ng and new bridges
within the Parkway, to enhance public access through conformance with Streets and
Highways Code requirements for public access.
1

Sections 66478.1 and 66478.4 through 66478.8 of the California Subdivision Map
Act require provisions for local agencies to provide reasonable public access to a
public waterway, river, or stream prior to approving a tentative or final map of any
proposed subdivision to be fronted upon such a waterway. The Conservancy is
encouraged to closely monitor property subdivision proposals adjacent to the ·
Parkway for conformance with these sections of the Subdivision Map Act. The
Conservancy is also encouraged to closely monitor other development projects
adjacent to and within the Parkway, for potential impacts on public access and·
recreation facilities within the Parkway, for example, by identifying fair arguments
pursuant to CEQA to require improvements to existing recreation facilities or new
facilities as mitigation for such impacts.
Transportation/Parking .
11. Chapter 6 of the MPU identifies the following goal and policy for the Public Access
and Recreation section:
Goal: Provide river access and high quality recreation areas and facilities to meet
recreational and environmental educational needs while consetving natural and
cultural resources.
ACCESS.19: Provide sufficient on-site parking at each public recreational facility
for the desired usage level during peak periods and to meet the parking
recommendations of the affected local jurisdiction.

Parking facilities and staging ateas intended to support non-motorized boating
access to the river must be sited relatively close to the river. The Draft EIR for the
River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension project proposed only one· alternative
(Alternative 5 and more specifically sub-alternative 5e) that provided parking
facilities close to the river. In support of the above goal and policy and to ensure
appropriate siting of boating access facilities, Commission staff encourages
development of an MPU policy that acknowledges the need to locate boating access
support facilities within reasonably close proximity to the river, and in balance with
other policies for resource protection or that prohibit development near the river.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment _ori the MPU and Draft EIR. As.a trustee
agency, Commission staff requests that you consider our ~omments prior to certification
of the· Final EIR. Please provide a copy of the Final El R, Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program, and public hearing notice for consideration of the MPU and EIR
certification by·the Conservancy Board when they become available. Please refer
questions concerning environmental review to Jason Ramos, Senior Environmental
Scientist, at (916) 574-1814 or via e-mail at.Jason.Ramos@slc.ca.gov. For questions
concerning Commission leasing jurisdiction, please contact Randy Collins,. Public -Land
Management Specialist; at (916) 574-0900 or via e-mail at Randy.Collins@s_lc.ca.qov.
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Cy R. Oggins~liief
Division of Environmental -Planning
and Management
cc: Office of Planning and Research
J. Lucchesi, Commission
S. Haaf, Commission
R. Collins, Commission
J. Ramos, Commission
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FRESNO METROPOLITAN FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT
Capturing stormwater since 1956.

File 310. Various
550.30 Various
720.101

June 19, 2017

Ms. Melinda Marks, Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93727
Dear Ms. Marks,
fRESNO METROPOLITAN

San Joaquin River Conservancy
Notice of Availability of a Draft Environmental Impact
Report for the San Joaquin River Parkway
Master Plan Update Project
San Joaquin River Area

fLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

In review of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR), Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control
District (FMFCD) offers the following comment:
•

On page 4. 9-10, paragraph 2 of the San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update
EIR, the document states FMFCD "has nine permitted discharges to the river" . There
are currently eight existing permitted discharges to the river and two planned
discharges to the river.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please keep our office informed on the development
of the projects contained in this document. If you should have any questions or comments, please
contact FMFCD at (559) 456-3292 .
Very truly yours,

~~LOA .A~

Kristine J ohnW

vvv- -

Senior Staff Analyst
KJ/jt
j :\wprocess\kristinej (kaj )\20 17\eir sjrc master pl an.docx

Years of Service
5469 E. Olive Ave. • Fresno, CA 93727 • (559) 456-3292
FAX (559) 456-3194 • www.fresnofloodcon trol.org

1956-2016
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COMMENT LETTER # A03

FRESNO

METROPOLITAN

FLOOD

CONTROL

DISTRICT

File 310. Various
720.1053 Various
June 29, 2017
Ms. Melinda Marks, Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Ave.
Fresno, CA 93727

FRESNO METROPOLITAN
FLOOD CONTROL DISTRlCT

Dear Melinda,
FMFCD Comments on San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update
Various Drainage Areas

Portions of the proposed project lie within the District' s Boundary. The Fresno Metropolitan
Flood Control District (District) storm drainage system will be able to accommodate the
proposed San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update within the District sphere.

I

A03-01

The District bears responsibility for storm water management within the Fresno-Clovis
metropolitan area, including portions of the San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update
(Project) area. Within the metropolitan area, storm runoff produced by land development is
to be controlled through a system of pipelines and storm drainage retention basins .
The District requires that the storm drainage patterns for the proposed project conform to the
District's Master Plan. The District will need to review and approve all improvement plans
for any proposed construction of grading improvements or storm drainage facilities for
conformance to the Master Plan within the Project area. Specific construction requirements
will be addressed with the implementation of Project improvement plans.
Permanent storm drainage service may or may not be available to the Project area and it will
be the responsibility of the County or City of Fresno to verify that runoff can be safely
conveyed to the Master Plan facilities in the area of construction, if available.
Construction activity, including grading, clearing, grubbing, filling, excavation, development
or redevelopment of land that results in a disturbance of one ( 1) acre or more of the total land
area, or less if part of a larger plan of development or sale, must secure a storm water discharge
permit in compliance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System regulations (CFR Parts 122-124, Nov. 1990). The permit must
be secured by filing a Notice oflntent for the State General Permit for Construction Activity
with the State Water Resources Control Board. The notice must be filed prior to the start of
construction. Copies of the State General Permit and Notice of Intent are available at the
District.
k:\lettcrs\m isc letterslfres no countylsj rc master plan update( mw).docx

5469 E. OLIVE • FRESNO, CA 93727 • (559) 456-3292 • FAX (559) 456-3194
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Ms. Melinda Marks
June 29, 2017
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you should have any questions or comments,
please contract the District at (559) 456-3292 .

tru?IorJJ

~
Very

Engineer III, R.C.E.
MW/lrl/tls

k:\lettcrs\mi sc leuers\fresno county\sj rc master plan update(mw). docx

COMMENT LETTER # A04

~
( Fresno Unified

BOARD OF EDUCATION
Brooke Ashjian, President
Claudia Cazares, Clerk
Valerie F. Davis
Christopher De La Cerda
Lindsay Cal Johnson
Elizabeth Jonasson Rosas
Carol Mills, J.D.

School District

INTERIM SUPERINTENDENT

Preparing Career Ready Graduates

Robert G. Nelson

May 18, 2017
Melinda Marks
Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Ave.
Fresno, CA 93721 -3604
SUBJECT:

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORTSAN JOAQUIN RNER PARKWAY MASTER PLAN UPDATE

Dear Ms. Marks,
In response to the City' s request for comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the San Joaquin River
Parkway Master Plan Update, Fresno Unified School District (FUSD) submits the following comments.
• Upon review of the San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update and accompanying DEIR, the District anticipates a
number of possibilities to engage the Parkway in relation to field trips, educational, and volunteering opportunities for
District students
• The school nearest in proximity to the San Joaquin River Parkway is Forkner Elementary School at 7120 N. Valentine
Ave. , approximately one-half mile from the San Joaquin River. As the closest school to the proposed project, Forkner
would be subject to the greatest effects from any potential impacts

• In the 'Hazards and Hazardous Materials' section of the DEIR on page 4.8-13, it states "Other schools within ½-to ¾mile of the Parkway Plan Area include the Rio Vista, Norman Liddell, Forkner, and Nelson Elementary Schools within
the Fresno Unified School District and Pinedale Elementary School in the Clovis Unified School District. " Rio Vista
Middle and Liddell Elementary schools are in fact within Central Unified School District, and Nelson Elementary is
within the Clovis Unified School District

• Regarding 'Public Services and Recreation' section, page 4.14-25 and the Fresno County goal to "encourage the
development ofparks near public facilities such as schools " and to "encourage joint-use agreements whenever p ossible. "
The District is in continued support of this goal, with the safety and security of students an utmost priority, and should
be met with appropriate park and police safety and security measures ,
ny questions or require additional information regarding our comments, please contact our office at (559)

ant Superintendent
ent and Planning
AB:hl
c: File

~

2309 Tulare Street

Fresno, CA 93721 -2287

www./resnounified.org
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COMMENT LETTER # A05

■

San Joaquin Valley

-

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

,r
HEALTHY AIR LIVING™

June 29, 2017

Melinda Marks
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93727
Project: Draft Environmental Impact Report for the San Joaquin River Parkway
Master Plan Update
District CEQA Reference No: 20170495

Dear Ms. Marks:
The San Joaquin Valley Unified Air Pollution Control District (District) has reviewed the
Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) for the San Joaquin River Parkway
Master Plan Update for the planned 22-mile regional natural and recreation area
(Project). The purpose of this Project is to present updated goals, objectives, and
policies, and to envision potential future uses, improvements, features, facilities, and
management measures to be implemented. The District offers the following comments:

A05-01

1. The Project itself will not have an impact on air quality.
However, future
development within the area will contribute to the overall decline in air quality due to
increased traffic and ongoing operational emissions. New development may require
further environmental review and mitigation. The District makes the following
recommendations regarding future development:
A. Accurate Project related health impacts should be evaluated altogether to
determine if emissions of toxic air contaminants (TAC) will pose a significant
health risk to nearby sensitive receptors . TACs are defined as air pollutants
that may cause or contribute to an increase in mortality or serious illness, or
which may pose a hazard to human health. The most common source of
TACs can be attributed to diesel exhaust fumes that are emitted from both
stationary and mobile sources. Health impacts may require a detailed health
risk assessment (HRA). Prior to conducting an HRA, an applicant may
perform a prioritization on all sources of emissions to determine if it is
necessary to conduct an HRA. A prioritization is a screening tool used to
identify projects that may have significant health impacts.

A05-02

Seyed Sadredin
Executive Director/Air Pollution Control Officer

Northern Region
4800 Enterprise Way
Modesto, CA 95356-8718
Tel: 1209) 557-6400 FAX: (2091 557-6475

Central Region (Main Officel
1990 E. Gettysburg Avenue
Fresno, CA 93726-0244
Tel: (5591230-6000 FAX: 1559) 230-6061
www.valleyair.org

www.healthyairliving.com

Southern Region
34946 Flyover Court
Bakersfield. CA 93308-9725
Tel: 661 -392-5500 FAX: 661 -392-5585
Prinledonrecycledpaper
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If the Project altogether has a prioritization score of 1.0 or more, the Project
has the potential to exceed the District's significance threshold for health
impacts of 20 in a million and an HRA should be performed. If an HRA is to
be performed, it is recommended that the Project proponent contact the
District to review the proposed modeling approach. The Project would be
considered to have a significant health risk if the HRA demonstrates that
Project related health impacts altogether would exceed the District's
significance threshold of 20 in a million.

A05-02
cont.

More information on TACs, prioritizations and HRAs can be obtained by:
•

E-mailing inquiries to: hramodeler@valleyair.org; or

•

Visiting the District's website at:

http://www.valleyair.org /busind/pto/Tox Resources/AirQualityMonitoring.htm
B. Construction Emissions - Although the Draft EIR concludes that the Project's
construction emissions will have a significant impact on air quality, the District
recommends incorporating feasible mitigation measures to lessen the air
quality impact associated with construction activity. In order to reduce
construction exhaust emissions to the extent feasible, mitigation measures
reducing construction exhaust emissions must be fully enforceable through
permit conditions, agreements, or other legally binding instruments (CEQA
Guidelines §15126.4, subd .(a)(2)) .
Feasible mitigation of construction
exhaust emission includes use of construction equipment powered by
engines meeting, at a minimum , Tier Ill emission standards, as set forth in
§2423 of Title 13 of the California Code of Regulations, and Part 89 of Title 40
Code of Federal Regulations. The District recommends incorporating, as a
condition of Project approval, a requirement that off-road construction
equipment used on site achieve fleet average emissions equal to or less than
the Tier Ill emissions standard of 4.8 NOx g/hp-hr. This can be achieved
through any combination of uncontrolled engines and engines complying with
Tier Ill and above engine standards .

A05-03

C. If the Project equals or exceeds 20,000 square feet of recreational space, the
Project would be subject to District Rule 9510 (Indirect Source Review).
District Rule 9510 is intended to mitigate a project's impact on air quality
through project design elements or by payment of applicable off-site
mitigation fees . Any applicant subject to District Rule 9510 is required to
submit an Air Impact Assessment (AIA) application to the District no later than
applying for final discretionary approval, and to pay any applicable off-site
mitigation fees before issuance of the first building permit. If approval of the
Project constitutes the last discretionary approval by your agency, the District
recommends that demonstration of compliance with District Rule 9510,
including payment of all applicable fees before issuance of the first building
permit, be made a condition of Project approval.
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Information about how to comply with District Rule 9510 can be found online
at: http://www.valleyair.org/lSR/ISRHome.htm.

2.

l

A05-04
cont.

D. The Project may also be subject to the following District rules: Regulation
VIII, (Fugitive PM10 Prohibitions), Rule 4102 (Nuisance), Rule 4601
(Architectural Coatings), and Rule 4641 (Cutback, Slow Cure, and Emulsified
Asphalt, Paving and Maintenance Operations). In the event an existing
building will be renovated, partially demolished or removed, the Project may
be subject to District Rule 4002 (National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants).

A05-05

E. The above list of rules is neither exhaustive nor exclusive. To identify other
District rules or regulations that apply to this Project or to obtain information
about District permit requirements, the applicant is strongly encouraged to
contact the District's Small Business Assistance Office at (559) 230-5888.
Current
District
rules
can
be
found
on line
at:
www .valleyair.org/rules/1 ruleslist.htm .
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Table 4.3-6 of the Draft EIR recognizes the District's Toxic Air Contaminants
Incremental Risk Thresholds. The Maximum Exposed Individual (MEI) Cancer Risk
threshold is identified as greater-than or equal-to 10 in one million per the District's
2015 Guidance for Assessing and Mitigating Air Quality Impacts, however this
threshold has since been updated to greater-than or equal-to 20 in one million. In
future discussion and assessment, the District recommends updating the threshold
value to reflect the current MEI Cancer Risk. Current air quality thresholds of
significance
for
Toxic
Air
Contaminants
can
be
found
at:
http://www.valleyair.org/transportation/ceqa idx. htm
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3. As presented in the Draft EIR, after implementation of all feasible mitigation, the
Project would have a significant and unavoidable impact on air quality. However,
the environmental document does not discuss the feasibility of implementing a
voluntary emission reduction agreement (VERA) . As discussed below, the District
believes that mitigation through a VERA is feasible in many cases, and recommends
the environmental document be revised to include a discussion of the feasibility of
implementing a VERA to mitigate Project specific impacts to less than significant
levels.
A VERA is a mitigation measure by which the Project proponent provides pound-forpound mitigation of emissions increases through a process that develops, funds, and
implements emission reduction projects, with the District serving a role of
administrator of the emissions reduction projects and verifier of the successful
mitigation effort. To implement a VERA, the Project proponent and the District enter
into a contractual agreement in which the Project proponent agrees to mitigate
Project specific emissions by providing funds for the District's Strategies and
Incentives Department (SI). The funds are disbursed by SI in the form of grants for
projects that achieve emission reductions .

A05-08
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Thus, Project specific impacts on air quality can be fully mitigated . Types of emission
reduction projects that have been funded in the past include electrification of
stationary internal combustion engines (such as agricultural irrigation pumps),
replacing old heavy-duty trucks with new, cleaner, more efficient heavy-duty trucks,
and replacement of old farm tractors.
In implementing a VERA, the District verifies the actual emission reductions that
have been achieved as a result of completed grant contracts , monitors the emission
reduction projects, and ensures the enforceability of achieved reductions. The initial
agreement is generally based on the projected maximum emissions increases as
calculated by a District approved air quality impact assessment, and contains the
corresponding maximum fiscal obligation. However, because the goal is to mitigate
actual emissions, the District has designed flexibility into the VERA such that the
final mitigation is based on actual emissions related to the Project as determined by
actual equipment used, hours of operation , etc., and as calculated by the District.
After the Project is mitigated , the District certifies to the lead agency that the
mitigation is completed, providing the lead agency with an enforceable mitigation
measure demonstrating that Project specific emissions have been mitigated to less
than significant.
The District has been developing and implementing VERA contracts with project
developers to mitigate project specific emissions since 2005. It is the District's
experience that implementation of a VERA is a feasible mitigation measure, and
effectively achieves the emission reductions required by a lead agency, by mitigating
Project related impacts on air quality to a net zero level by supplying real and
contemporaneous emissions reductions. To assist the Lead Agency and Project
proponent in ensuring that the environmental document is compliant with CEQA, the
District recommends the environmental document be amended to include an
assessment of the feasibility of implementing a VERA.
Additional information on implementing a VERA can be obtained by contacting
District CEQA staff at (559) 230-6000.
If you have any questions or require further information, please call Stephanie Pellegrini
at (559) 230-5820 .
Sincerely,
Arnaud Marjollet
Director of Permit Services
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COMMENT LETTER # A06
STATE; OF CALIFORNIA

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor
JENNIFER LUCCHESI, Executive Officer
(916) 574-1800
Fax (916) 574-1810

CALIFORNIA STATE LANDS COMMISSION .
100 Howe Avenue, Suite 100-South•
Sacramento, CA 95825-8202

California Relay Service TDD Phone 1·800-735-2929
· from Voice Phone 1·800-735-2922

Contact Phone: (916) 574-1890
Contact FAX: (916) 574-1885

June 29, 2017
File Ref: SCH# 2013061035
Melinda Marks
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93727
Subject: San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update and Draft Environmental
Impact Report, Fresno and Madera Counties

Dear Ms. Marks:
The California State Lands Commission (Commission) staff has reviewed the San
Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update (MPU) and Draft Environmental Impact
Report (EIR), which is being prepared by the San Joaquin River Conservancy ·
(Conservancy). The Conservancy, as a public agency proposing to carry out a project,
is the lead agency under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub.
Resources Code,§ 21000 et seq.). The Commission is a trustee agency in its review of
the MPU, but may also be a responsible agency for future projects considered under the
MPU that could directly or indirectly affect sovereign land and their accompanying
Public Trust resources or uses.

A06-01

Commission Jurisdiction and Public Trust Lands

The Commission has jurisdiction and management authority over all ungranted
tidelands, submerged lands, and the beds of navigable lakes and waterways. The
Commission also has certain residual and review authority for tidelands and submerged
lands legislatively granted in trust to local jurisdictions (Pub. Resources Code, §§ 6009,
subd. (c); 6009.1; 6301; 6306). All tidelands and submerged lands, granted or
ungranted, as well as navigable lakes and waterways, are subject to the protections of
the common law Public Trust.
As general background, the State of California acquired sovereign ownership of all
tidelands and submerged lands and beds of navigable lakes and waterways upon its
admission to the United States in 1850. The state holds these lands for the benefit of all
people of the state for statewide Public Trust purposes, which include but are not limited
to waterborne commerce, navigation, fisheries, water-related recreation, habitat
preservation, and open space. On navigabJe non-tidal waterways, such as th~. San
Joaquin River,.the state holds fee ownership of the bed of the waterway landward to the
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ordinary low-water mark and a Public Trust easement landward to the ordinary highwater mark, except where the boundary has been fixed by agreement or a court
decision. Such boundaries may not be readily apparent from present day site
inspections.
Commission staff has determined that portions of future MPU activities may be located
on State-owned sovereign land under the Commission's jurisdiction. Please be advised
that any future project improvements or activities located waterward of the low-water
mark of the San Joaquin River, as depicted on sheets 1 through 17 of the San Joaquin
River Friant Dam to Gravelly Ford Administrative Maps, will encroach on sovereign land
and will require a lease from the Commission. When future projects are proposed,
please submit a detailed project description with more site-specific information to allow
staff to determine the extent of the Commission's interest and which components of the
project, if any, will require a lease prior to project implementation on sovereign land.
Please contact Randy Collins, Public Land Management Specialist (see contact
information below) for further information about the extent of the Commission's
sovereign ownership and leasing requirements.

A06-02
cont.

Even if future project activities are not subject to a lease from the Commission, the
areas between the low- and high-water marks of the San Joaquin River are subject to a
Public Trust easement. This easement provides the public with a property right that
includes, but is not limited to, access for navigation, fishing, water-related recreation,
open space, and ecological preservation uses. Future activities undertaken by the
Conservancy must take into consideration and balance these public easement rights.
These comments are made without prejudice to any future assertion of state ownership
or public rights, should circumstances change, or should additional information become
available, and are not intended, nor should they be construed as a waiver or limitation of
any right, title, or interest of the State of California in any lands under its jurisdiction.
MPU Description
The San Joaquin River Parkway (Parkway) is a 22-,mile-long regional, natural recreation
area, primarily in the river's floodplain extending from Friant Dam to Highway 99. The
Conservancy is proposing to update the existing Interim Master Plan, which the
Conservancy adopted in December 1997. The 1997 Plan is being updated to reflect the
following:
•

Regulatory changes

•

The San Joaquin River Restoration Program

•

Practices, programs, directives, initiatives, and partnerships that have been
developed over the years

•

Lands acquired by the Conservancy

•

Site-specific adopted and conceptual plans

•

Addition of new goals, policies, and mitigation measures to address new
changes, and to assist with the continued implementation of the Parkway
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The MPU will serve as the document to.guide future improvements to the Parkway,
incrementally and in phases over many years. As such, the MPU includes goals,
policies, and conceptual improvement projects. Future projects under the MPU will be
subject to further CEQA review as necessary on a site-specific basis. Some of the key
components of the MPU include, but are not l_imited to:
•

Acquisition of a total of 5,900 acres of public open space and conservation lands

•

Revegetation, restoration, and enhancement of Parkway habitats

•

Development, operation, and maintenance ·of a 23-mile paved multiple-use
Parkway trail

•

Rehabilitation, maintenance, and new construction ofpermanent, temporary, and
seasonal bridges and crossings (including weirs, fords, culverts, pedestrian
decks on vehicle bridges, and other types of crossings)

•

Development, operation, and maintenance of a_ river trail and support facilities for
non-motorized boating

•

Development, operation, and maintenance of ancillary infrastructure to support
public access and low impact recreational uses, including but not limited to:
gates, fences, entrances, access roads, trailheads, parking, staging areas,
restrooms, kiosks, equestrian trail riding, non-motorized boating and paddling,
bicycling, vista points, observation decks, fishing piers and docks, Americans
with Disabilities Act and universal access accommodations

A06-03
cont.

Environmental Review
The Draft EIR analyzes the MPU as the proposed Project, including a No Project
Alternative, and an Increased Natural Reserves Alternative. Under the Increased
Natural Reserves Alternative, the proposed Project would continue to be implemented;
however, the focus would shift.to increasing natural reserves through land acquisitions,
and not enhance or increase the existing network of multi-use trails. As su_ch, fewer
recreation and education facilities and trail enhancements would occur, thereby
reducing visitation and further opportunities for low-impact recreation compared to the
proposed Project. This alternative would not meet many of the fundamental objectives
for the San Joaquin River, nor fulfill the statutory mission of the Conservancy. ,

A06-04

Commission staff requests that the Conservancy consider the following comments on
the MPU and Draft EIR..
General Comments
1. In Section 2.8 of Chapter 2 of the MPU, please add the following definition for Public
Trust Lands:
The area of the San Joaquin River watetward of the ordinary high-water mark, as ·
represented on the San Joaquin River Friant Dam to G"ravelly Ford
Administrative Maps. This includes the Public Trust easement that is reserved to
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the people of California, between the ordinary high-water mark and the ordinary .
low-water mark.
2. In Chapter 9, Plan Preparation of the MPU, please replace Michael McKown with
Jennifer Lucchesi as the Commission's representative on the Conservancy Board.

A06-05
cont.

Biological Resources
3. Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS): The San Joaquin River is listed under Clean Water
Act section 303(d), as impaired for invasive species within the Parkway. Under this
impairment, the river cannot assimilate or accommodate additional AIS, and any
increase in such species would contribute to the impairment (River West Fresno,
Eaton Trail Extension Project Draft EIR 2017). Given the MPU's future vision for
enhanced boating access (e.g., the MPU identifies existing boat launching facilities,
and promotes opportunities for future facilities to support boating access throughout
the Parkway), Commission staff encourages the Conservancy to encourage
participation with existing programs and management techniques to control and
prevent introductions of AIS associated with motorized and non-motorized
watercraft.
For example, within Chapter 6, Goals and Policies of the MPU, Environmental
Education, Interpretation, and Outreach, the Conservancy could develop a policy
that promotes public education on the spread and introduction of AIS. The policy
could supplement Policies 5 and 6 for Habitat Conservation and Management, to
control, remove, and prevent introductions of AIS. Other measures could include
introduction of AIS clean, drain, and dry practices for watercraft, and signage at
parking lot and staging areas for boating facilities that identify existing non-native
AIS and promote practices to prevent the spread of such species.

A06-06

Commission staff encourages the EIR to analyze this potential impact for AIS and
include the above recommendations as mitigation measures. The California
Department of Fish and Wildlife's Invasive Species Program could assist with this
analysis, as well as with the development of appropriate mitigation (information at
www.dfg.ca.gov/invasivesD.
Cultural .Resources
4. Title to Resources: Within the Cultural Resources section of the Draft BR, under
State Laws and Regulations, please insert the following language:
The title to all abandoned shipwrecks, archaeological sites, and historic or
cultural resources on or in the submerged lands of California are vested in the
state and under the jurisdiction of the Commission (Pub. Resources Code, §
6313). The final disposition of archaeological, historical, and paleontological
resources recovered on state lands under the jurisdiction of the Commission
must be approved by the Commission.
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Land Use
5. Boundaries-of Public Trust Lands:· Chapter 8 of the MPU, Subsection 8.2.1,
Recreation Areas, discusses some areas of the river being adjacent to private lands,
arid the siting of non-motorized boating facilities in locations to avoid trespass on
private lands. Chapter 8 also explains that trespass onto private lands adjacent to
the river and parkway is an identified concern for private land owners. The MPU
should include public education measures regarding the public's rights and
responsibilities for accessing Public Trust lands in the Public Trust easement. Such
pub.lie outreach would inform the public on how the boundaries of Public Trust lands
are determined and identified, and what rights the public has relating to these lands
and accessing the river. The MPU should also include reference to the San Joaquin
River Friant Dam to Gravelly Ford Administrative Maps as a resource for the public
(see Item 1 above for the requested Public Trust Lands definition, and the
Jurisdiction section for Commission jurisdiction over navigable, non-tidal waterways
and the Public Trust easement).
'
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6. Land Use Planning, Operations, Maintenance, and Funding: Appendix 8 of the
MPU, Operations and Maintenance Funding Toolbox, explores the feasibility of
various funding mechanisms to support Parkway operations and maintenance.
Some proposed funding sources include:
•

Establishment of local jurisdiction general fund appropriations to provide
Parkway services

•

Establishment of County Service Areas within the Parkway

•

Establishment of Community Service Districts ~ithin the Parkway

•

Development and implementation of developer impact fees by local
jurisdiction planning agencies

•

Special events, such as concerts, water oriented recreation events and
competitions, festivals, etc.

A06-09
Chapter 8 of the MPU, Implementation, explains that Appendix 8 was prepared as
part of the MPU process, to provide an analysis of options for funding ongoing
operations and maintenance. However, most of the above proposals would require
discretionary approval by local jurisdictions, and some would be subject to a public
voting process. Although Draft EIR Section 4.10, Land Use Planning, explains that
many of the existing Master Plan policies have been adopted in whole or in part by
the three local land use agencies: the County of Fresno, County of Madera, and City
of Fresno, ·this section does not appear to analyze these funding proposals, or
acknowledge that local jurisdictions would need to take separate discretionary action
to implement these proposals, or include special events as part of the consistency
analysis with local jurisdiction zoning ordinances and general plan land use
designations. Chapter .8 and Appendix 8 of the MPU, and the Land Use Planning
section of the Draft EIR would benefit with more background discussion on how the
above funding proposals relate to the Draft EIR analysis.
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Recreation and Public Access
7. Public Access: The San Joaquin River Conservancy Act (SJRCA) set a target of
5,900 acres of land to be acquired to develop the Parkway. When the Con&ervancy
was created, it was determined at that time that 1,250 acres were already in public
ownership and protection. The Conservancy has acquired over half of the remaining
4,650 acres to date, leaving a little over 2,000 acres to be acquired. Acquiring lands
to complete the 5,900~acre Parkway is the highest program priority, driven by
development threats, real estate values, and the momentum of concurrent
negotiations. In accordance with the SJ RCA, lands acquired by the Conservancy
shall remain closed to public access, and planned public access projects will not be
constructed until and unless adequate operations and management resources are
available (Pub. Resources Code,§ 32511). The SJRCA also mandates that
development of the Parkway shall first protect natural resources, including habitat,
wildlife, and flood conveyance, and that public access shall only be provided to the
extent it is compatible with protection of the resources. Currently, there are limited
opportunities for the public to access acquired lands for recreation and education
purposes and, as explained in Chapter 8 of the MPU, Implementation, there is a
need and demand for improved public access within the Parkway.

A06-10

Chapter 8 of the MPU proposes more intensively developed hubs of Parkway
recreation facilities near and adjacent to existing recreation facilities, located at Lost
Lake Park, the Coke Hallowell River Center, Woodward Park, the crossing at
Highway 41, and near Highway 99. Impacts of more intensive recreation will be
reduced by improving and expanding these existing facilities, rather than
accommodating them at new locations along the river. In the interest of developing
public access facilities at new locations along the river, Commission staff
encourages the Conservancy to proactively pursue opportunities to impose legal
mandates for providing public access; see Item 10 below.
Given the limitations to public access as explained above, Commission staff
discourages new funding sources for operations and maintenance identified in
Appendix B of the MPU, that would reduce or eliminate public access and
recreation. The San Joaquin River Partnership may also be a potential funding
source for consideration with Appendix B, to assist with development of riverside
support facilities to implement the San Joaquin River Water Trail within the Parkway;
see Item 8 below.
The Increased Natural Reserves Alternative also appears to prioritize natural
resource protection, with no objective to enhance public access and recreation
facilities. This alternative would also not seem to implement local jurisdiction general
plan policies for enhanced recreation facilities and open space along the river, or be
consistent with other existing master plan goals and policies. Therefore, Commission
staff does not support this alternative.
In summary, there ·appear to be numerous limitations for increasing public access to
Parkway lands. Although the Conservancy may be required to close external public
access for acquired Parkway rands that do not have adequate operations and
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management resources available, the riverbed is also public land, unencumbered by
the public access limitations of the SJRCA and MPU, and will continue to be open to
public use. The Public Trust easement also allows for lateral public access along the
river below the ordinary high-water mark. This leaves potential for the river to serve
as an internal entryway into Parkway lands, regardless of whether external access to
these lands is open or closed to the public. As such, for acquired Parkway lands
currently closed to external public access, Commission staff encourages MPU
policies to have some allowance for development of basic riverside support facilities
for non-motorized boating (i.e., trash cans, restrooms, rest areas, etc.). Boating use
of-the river should be managed equally and in balance with the goals and policies of
the MPU for natural resource conservation, and in consideration of private property
adjacent to the Parkway. This would also help implement the goals and objectives of
the San Joaquin River Water Trail; see Item 8 below.
8. San Joaquin River Water Trail '(SJRWT}: The San Joaquin River is the second
longest river in California, making it essential to the economic well~being and quality
of life for San Joaquin Valley residents. The SJRWT is a component of the San
Joaquin River Blueway (Blueway) Program, sponsored by the San Joaquin River
Partnership. The Blueway is a mosaic of parks, wildlife refuges, and other publicly
accessible places that provide the public an opportunity to explore and enjoy the
San Joaquin River from its headwaters. to the Delta. A major goal of the Blueway is
to work with agencies and other partners to facilitate implementation of the Blueway
through ongoing local, regional, and state planning efforts and policy development,
and through San Joaquin River Restoration Program projects, as appropriate to
improve access to the river in the near term (www.sanjoaquinriverpartnership.org).
The SJRWT is envisioned to link existing and future sites that provide public access,
such as existing sites located near Fresno along the Parkway.

A06-12
cont.
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Chapter 5, Figure 5-11, of the MPU identifies future projects that may occur within
the Parkway, which includes development of a river boating trail (a segment of the
conceptual Blueway) for non-motorized watercraft. The river trail would consist of
interspersed boat launch and takeout areas with boat trailer parking, hand-carried
boat launch and take-out areas, canoe docks, rest stops with picnic tables and
restrooms, and boating facilities on internal ponds. The Commission supports
inclusion of the boat trail as a planning effort contemplated with the MPU. However,
rather than labeling this effort as part of 9 proposed boattrail, a stronger alliance
could be made by directly identifying this effort as implementation. of the SJRWT.
The River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project is an important planning effort
within the Parkway, to further accommodate SJRWT goals; see Item 9 below.
9. River West Fresno·, Eaton Trail Extension Project: Alternatives 1 and 5 of the Eaton
Trail Extension Project propose many of the facilities that are needed to support the
SJRWT within the Parkway, including roadway access and parking, restroom, and
trash containers in close proximity to the river, and other park facilities to support
boating use of the river. As explained in the Commission's April 17, 2017, comment
letter on the Eaton Trail Extension Project, the Commission staff supports Alternative
1 in combination with sub-alternative 5e, as the optimum project proposal for boating
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access to the river and to maximize the siting of these facilities on state land. It also
serves as an important project to provide new public access facilities, such as road
and parking access to the Parkway.

l

A06-14
cont.

10. California Statutes for Public Access: The MPU proposes rehabilitation and
development of new bridges across the river. Figure 3-14 of the Draft El R identifies
14 potential Parkway river crossings. For bridge construction projects over navigable
rivers, California Streets and Highways Code sections 84.5, 991, and 1809 requires
city and county governments, and the California Department of Transportation to
prepare a report on the feasibility of providing public access to the river, and a
determination on whether such access shall be provided. The Conservancy is
encouraged to closely monitor construction projects for existi"ng and new bridges
within the Parkway, to enhance public access through conformance with Streets and
Highways Code requirements for public access.
Sections 66478.1 and 66478.4 through 66478.8 of the California Subdivision Map
Act require provisions for local agencies to provide reasonable public access to a
public waterway, river, or stream prior to approving a tentative or final map of any
proposed subdivision to be fronted upon such a waterway. The Conservancy is
encouraged to closely monitor property subdivision proposals adjacent to the ·
Parkway for conformance with these sections of the Subdivision Map Act. The
Conservancy is also encouraged to closely monitor other development projects
adjacent to and within the Parkway, for potential impacts on public access and
recreation facilities within the Parkway, for example, by identifying fair arguments
pursuant to CEQA to require improvements to existing recreation facilities or new
facilities as mitigation for such impacts.

A06-15

Transportation/Parking
11. Chapter 6 of the MPU identifies the following goal and policy for the Public Access
and Recreation section:
Goal: Provide river access and high quality recreation areas and facilities to meet
recreational and environmental educational needs while conserving natural and
cultural resources.
ACCESS.19: Provide sufficient on-site parking at each public recreational facility
for the desired usage level during peak periods and to meet the parking
recommendations of the affected local jurisdiction.
Parking facilities and staging areas intended to support non-motorized boating
access to the river must be sited relatively close to the river. The Draft EIR for the
River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension project proposed only one alternative
(Alternative 5 and more specifically sub-alternative 5e) that provided parking
facilities close to the river. In support of the above goal and policy and to ensure
appropriate siting of boating access facilities, Commission staff encourages
development of an MPU policy that acknowledges the need to locate boating access
support facilities within reasonably close proximity to the river, and in balance with
other policies for resource protection or that prohibit development near the river.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the MPU and Draft EIR. As a trustee
agency, Commission staff requests that you consider our comments prior to certification
of the Final EIR. Please provide a copy of the Final EIR, Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program, and public hearing notice for consideration of the MPU and EIR
certification bythe Conservancy Board when they become available. Please refer
questions concerning environmental review to Jason Ramos, Senior Environmental
Scientist, at (916) 574-1814 or via e-mail atJason.Ramos@slc.ca.gov. For questions
concerning Commission leasing jurisdiction, please contact Randy Collins, Public Land
Management Specialist, at (916) 574-0900 or via e-mail at Randy.Collins@slc.ca.gov.
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Cy R. Oggins, t'Hief
Division of Environmental-Planning
and Management
cc: Office of Planning and Research
J. Lucchesi, Commission
S. Haaf, Commission
R. Collins, Commission
J. Ramos, Commission
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COMMENT LETTER # A07
STATE OF CALIFORNIA-------CALIFORNIA STATE TRANSPORTATION AGENCY

EDMUND G. BROWN Jr., Governor

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 6
1352 WEST OLIVE AVENUE
P.O. BOX 12616
FRESNO, CA 93778-2616
PHONE (559) 444-2493
FAX (559) 445-5875
TTY 711
www.dot.ca.gov

Serious drought.
Help save water!

June 13, 2017
06-FRE-GEN-GEN
SCH # 2013061035
San Joaquin River Parkway
Master Plan Update EIR
Ms. Melinda Marks
Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, California 93727
Dear Ms. Marks:
Thank you for including Caltrans in the environmental review process for the project referenced
above. To ensure a safe and efficient transportation system, we encourage early consultation and
coordination with local jurisdictions and project proponents on all development projects that
utilize the multimodal transportation network.
We provide these comments consistent with the State’s smart mobility goals that support a
vibrant economy, and build communities, not sprawl. The following comments are based on the
proposed San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update (proposed Project or proposed Plan)
Update Environmental Impact Report prepared by Placeworks, dated April 2017:
Caltrans concurs with Mitigation Measure TRAF-1: “If a future project implemented under the
proposed Plan is estimated to generate daily or peak hour volumes of traffic that trigger
requirements of a state or local agency to prepare a site access, circulation, and traffic study,
the Conservancy shall consult with the respective agency…” As such, the Conservancy should
route projects for our review and comment.
If you have any further questions, please contact me at (559) 444-2493.
Sincerely,

DAVID PADILLA
Associate Transportation Planner
Planning North Branch
c: Michael Navarro, Chief, Planning North Branch, Caltrans

“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system
to enhance California’s economy and livability”
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COMMENT LETTER # A08

County of Fresno
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
SUPERVISOR ANDREAS BORGEAS - DISTRICT TWO

June 28, 2017

Ms. Melinda Marks, Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive
Fresno, CA 93727
Subject:

Comments regarding the Master Environmental Impact Report (Master EIR).

Dear Ms. Marks,
As Chairman of the Conservancy and member of the Fresno County Board of Supervisors,
please include and consider the following comments and attached documents regarding the Master
EIR.
While the Master EIR does not have the same level of detail on public access as the River
West Project's Draft EIR, there are references in the Master EIR that could contemplate public
access and parking at Riverview. Accordingly, I would like to restate the concerns and objections
of my office and the Fresno County Department of Public Works and Planning to any such
contemplation of vehicular access or public parking at Riverview. Specifically, please refer to
comments #2 and #3 on Attachment 1 and to the relevant sections of the Department of Public
Works and Planning comments (Attachment 2) that identify legal and policy conflicts with the
City of Fresno's General Plan.
In summary, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Master EIR and please
incorporate this letter with its attached documents into the public record.
Sincerely,

e~eu~~Y-"--Andreas Borgeas

Encl: Attachment 1 - Draft EIR Comments dated March 26, 2017 from Andreas Borgeas
Attachment 2 - Draft EIR Comments dated April 12, 2017 from Fresno County
Department of Public Works
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Attachment 1

San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93 727

March 26, 2017

Submitted for the Conservancy Board's review and record are comments regarding the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the Fresno River West Project and portions under
consideration within the Lewis S. Eaton Trail (LET). Please include and consider the following
comments:
1. Support Alternative #3 as it is the only option that creates public access for a trail design located
near and along the river, which maximizes trail length and use and enjoyment of the natural
habitat;
2. Oppose Alternative #1 as it directly conflicts with the City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan
(Policy POSS-7-g), which City officials have long reported how "public parking should be
directed away from Del Mar and Riverview area neighborhoods due to traffic congestion and
... safety .... " (12/20/12 SR- CM Bruce Rudd)
3. Support the premise that any proposed public parking at Del Mar and Riverview is an
unsatisfactory burden on the neighborhood and poses extraordinary public safety risks, which
disqualifies it as a viable area for consideration;
4. Support Alternative #5(b ), or some variation thereof that shall be properly studied and
incorporated into the DEIR and eventually be negotiated by interested parties, that will allow for
public parking opportunities near Palm/Nees;
5. Support the premise that public access at Palm/Nees is an appropriate and satisfactory access
point for any segment of the population considered disadvantaged, as it is conveniently located
near Pinedale and adjacent communities and along major road systems with public, private and
physical transportation opportunities;
6. Support the Conservancy's adoption and implementation of the San Joaquin River and Bluff
Protection Ordinance, which provides important public safety rules, regulations and protocols for
use of and activities in the river;
7. Support a River West project that properly considers and secures the necessary funding for
sustainable operations and maintenance costs;
8. Support a plan for the River West project that properly considers various legal, constituent and
political dynamics that could disrupt or ultimately stop progress on the project's completion;

Thank you for the consideration of our response.
Sincerely,

Attachment 2

County of Fresno
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND PLANNING
STEVEN E. WHITE, DIRECTOR
April 12, 2017

San Joaquin River Conservancy
c/o Melinda Marks, Executive Officer
5469 E. Olive
Fresno CA 93727

Subject:

Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the San Joaquin River
Conservancy River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project

Dear Ms. Marks:
The County of Fresno appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on the DEIR for the
River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project. While the County acknowledges that the
proposed extension will be fully within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City of Fresno, as a
project with regional importance, and in consideration of the County's own General Plan policies
related to river influence areas, the San Joaquin River, and its coordination with the
Conservancy, the following comments are offered for your consideration:
County staff acknowledges the challenges the Conservancy has faced in arriving to and
presenting the various Alternatives to continue to facilitate and improve access to this regional
resource, and staff commends the Conservancy for their thoughtful consideration of each
Alternative and potential impacts associated with limited access to the River West Trail
Extension Project.
Staff is supportive of the premise that public access at the intersection of Palm and Nees in
northwest Fresno is an appropriate and satisfactory access point for all segments of the
population, as it is conveniently located near and adjacent to several established residential
areas of varying income levels, some of which may currently experience access limitations to
recreational resources. Public access at this intersection could utilize the City's existing
circulation and public transit system with several modal options to offer access to a wider
regional population range.
As an extension of the comment above, staff is supportive of Alternative No. 5 as presented in
the DEIR, specifically a version such as Route Sb that would allow for public parking
opportunities near the Palm/Nees intersection. County staff realizes that the Conservancy faces
challenges in regard to private property negotiations to obtain access from this intersection.

ADMINISTRATION
2220 Tulare Street, Sixth Floor/ Fresno, California 93721 / Phone {559) 600-4078 / FAX (559) 600-4548
The County of Fresno is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Ms. Melinda Marks
River West DEIR
April 12, 2017
Page 2 of 3

As stated above, the adopted Fresno County General Plan contains specific policies and
implementation programs regarding River Influence Areas in general and specific policies
addressing the San Joaquin River.
General Plan Implementation Program LU-C.B states that the County shall work with the San
Joaquin River Parkway and Conservation Trust, San Joaquin River Conservancy, City of
Fresno, and other interested agencies and organizations to implement the San Joaquin River
Parkway Master Plan.
Relevant General Plan policies include:
•

Policy LU-C.9, which states that the County shall administer its land use regulations in
the San Joaquin River Corridor Overlay to preserve and protect identified wildlife
corridors along the San Joaquin River, and that the County shall administer these
regulations in consultation with the San Joaquin River Conservancy; and

•

Policy LU-C.10, which states that the County shall administer its land use regulations in
the San Joaquin River Corridor Overlay to protect natural reserve areas in the San
Joaquin River Parkway, principally in those areas adjoining the wildlife corridor along the
river where the largest acreages of highest quality habitat exist.

As with Policy LU-C.9, Policy LU-C.10 states that the County shall administer these regulations
in consultation with the San Joaquin River Conservancy.
With regard to Alternatives that could expand parking or access in existing residential
neighborhoods which could directly conflict with the City of Fresno's adopted 2035 General
Plan, the County would refer Conservancy staff to County General Plan goals and policies
related to Incorporated City, and City Fringe Areas, specifically:
•

Goal LU-G, which directs urban development within city spheres of influence to existing
incorporated cities and to ensure that all development in city fringe areas is well planned
and adequately served by necessary public facilities and infrastructure and furthers
countywide economic development goals; and

•

Policy LU-G.1, which states that the County acknowledges that the cities have primary
responsibility for planning within their LAFCO-adopted spheres of influence and are
responsible for urban development and the provision of urban services within their
spheres of influence.

As a result, the County does not support Alternative No. 1 as it would conflict with the City of
Fresno's General Plan Parks, Open Space, and School Element Policy POSS-7-g that public
access into the River View Drive Area/Neighborhoods should be limited to cyclists and
pedestrians with the exception of public safety, circulation, and/or other governmental/support
service provider vehicles.

Ms. Melinda Marks
River West DEIR
April 12, 2017
Page 3 of 3
To summarize, the County appreciates the opportunity to comment on the DEIR document and
is supportive of an Alternative that provides access near the Palm/Nees intersection which
allows closer regional access to existing population areas with broader modal transportation
options. Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me at (559) 6004234.

c:

Board of Supervisor Andreas Borgeas, District 2
Steven White, Director
William M. Kettler, Development Services Manager

COMMENT LETTER # A09

Steve Noack
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Melinda Marks <melinda.marks@sjrc.ca.gov>
Thursday, July 06, 2017 3:29 PM
Kyle Simpson
FW: Master Plan Comments from Dumna Tribe
AB_52 Shute Mihaly.pdf; OPR_AB_52_Presentation_Discussion_Draft.pdf

Melinda S. Marks
Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive, Fresno CA 93727
(559) 253‐7324
Fax (559) 456‐3194
Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:

Save Our

water

SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov

From: Chris Acree [mailto:cacree@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 04, 2017 1:19 PM
To: Melinda Marks
Subject: Master Plan Comments from Dumna Tribe

Hello Melinda,
I am writing in hopes you will consider some additional comments on the Master Plan update project. We
were unable to submit comments in a timely manner, but hope you will consider including these few items. A
reference to AB 52 tribal consultations guidelines is referenced in several summary documents included
as attachments. This is legislation became effective July 1, 2015 and requires resource agencies to consult with
tribes prior to release of environmental documents. Also, Figure 4.5‐1 needs to be removed from the
document and from all digital sources available to the public as it releases the confidential locations of Dumna
and other tribal cultural resources in violation of State law. Thank you and sorry for the late response.
Chris Acree, Cultural Resources Analyst
Dumna Wo Wah Tribal Government
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Tribal Consultation under AB 52: An Overview and Tips for Compliance
With the implementation of Assembly Bill 52 (AB 52) last July, California welcomed a new
chapter in the ongoing relationship between public agencies and Native American tribes. This
new law recognizes California tribes’ expertise regarding cultural resources and provides a
method for agencies to incorporate tribal knowledge into their CEQA environmental review and
decision-making processes. Under AB 52, California tribes now have the ability to establish,
through a formal notice letter, a standing request to consult with a lead agency regarding any
proposed project subject to CEQA in the geographic area with which the tribe is traditionally and
culturally affiliated. To help public agencies familiarize themselves with the AB 52 process, this
article outlines the basic framework of the new law and offers suggestions for agencies engaging
in AB 52 consultation efforts.
What should an agency do when it receives an AB 52 consultation request letter?
Upon receiving a request letter from a tribe, an agency may first wish to contact the Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC) to verify that the requesting group is a California
Native American tribe and that the agency potentially has lead decision-making authority over a
project(s) in that tribe’s area of traditional and cultural affiliation. See, e.g., Pub. Res. Code §
21080.3.1(c). Once this has been verified, the agency should send a response back to the tribe’s
lead contact person, confirming receipt of the request. The agency should then add the tribe to
the agency’s notice list and make sure that all staff are aware of the agency’s AB 52 notice and
consultation obligations to that tribe regarding CEQA projects for which the agency serves as
lead that have potential cultural resource impacts.
When does a lead agency need to provide notice to the requesting tribe?
A lead agency must provide written notification to requesting tribes on its notice list within 14
days of a decision to undertake a project or a determination that a project application is
complete. Notice to the tribes must include a brief project description, the project location, and
the lead agency’s contact information. A tribe then has 30 days to request consultation. If the
tribe does not respond in that period or writes to decline consultation, the lead agency has no
further obligation. If the tribe requests consultation, the lead agency must begin the consultation
within 30 days and prior to the release of a negative declaration, mitigated negative
declaration, or environmental impact report for that proposed project. See Pub. Res. Code §
21080.3.1. This timeline allows the agency to consider the information it receives during
consultation in determining the proposed project’s impacts and the appropriate level of CEQA
review.
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What does consultation entail under AB 52?
California law defines consultation as the “meaningful and timely process of seeking, discussing,
and considering carefully the views of others, in a manner that is cognizant of all parties’ cultural
values and, where feasible, seeking agreement.” Gov. Code § 65352.4 (emphasis added). AB
52 also allows for the possibility of project applicant participation in the consultation process,
but agencies should not view this as an opportunity to delegate their consultation duties to the
applicant. See Pub. Res. Code § 21080.3.2(d). AB 52 requires agencies to remain fully
responsible for the consultation process.
Confidentiality is crucial to the AB 52 consultation process. See Pub. Res. Code §
21082.3(c)(2)(A). Many tribes consider the nature and location of cultural resources sacred
information and have concerns about potential vandalism or desecration if that information is
leaked. The consulting agency must respect tribal sovereignty and recognize the need for
confidentiality regarding sensitive tribal cultural resource information, consistent with
Government Code sections 6254, subdivision (r), and 6240.10, and Code of Regulations section
15120, subdivision (d). Id.; Pub. Res. Code § 21082.3. For this reason, the agency and tribe
should agree beforehand as to appropriate recordkeeping practices for the consultation
proceedings to ensure that confidentiality is preserved. If the applicant does join the consultation
meetings, the agency should stress that all confidentiality obligations extend to the applicant as
well. See Pub. Res. Code § 21082.3(c)(2).
Respectful, effective consultation consists of in-person meetings between appropriate
representatives of the parties, which the tribe may wish to host at its reservation or rancheria.
During consultation meetings, the parties should make a point to identify any significant impacts
the proposed project would have on tribal cultural resources and discuss potential avoidance or
mitigation measures; the tribe may identify additional consultation topics in its response to the
lead agency’s notice letter. Agencies should also be aware that tribes may take a broad view of
cultural resources and extend this characterization to entire landscapes, as contemplated under
AB 52’s tribal cultural resources definition. See Pub. Res. Code § 21074(a)(1)(A). AB 52 also
requires agencies to recognize that tribes may attach cultural or spiritual value to these resources,
apart from their scientific or archaeological merit. Id.
Many tribes already have consultation experience in the federal context under the National
Historical Preservation Act, and may have strong views on appropriate mitigation measures for
cultural resource impacts. Agencies should anticipate that tribes may have sensitivity to the way
cultural resources are monitored, handled, and potentially excavated. Many tribes may have a
strong preference for cultural resource avoidance or leaving resources in-situ rather than
excavating and storing the artifacts in a museum.
Under AB 52, consultation ends when the parties reach agreement on measures to avoid or
mitigate a significant tribal cultural resource impact, which will then be incorporated into the
environmental review document, or when a party, “acting in good faith and after reasonable
S H UTE M IH ALY
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effort, concludes that mutual agreement cannot be reached.” Pub. Res. Code § 21080.3.2(b). A
tribe may continue to submit information to the lead agency even after consultation ends.
Suggestions for agencies
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Agencies should designate a representative or tribal liaison who will take primary responsibility
for responding to AB 52 consultation requests, sending notice letters, and setting up consultation
meetings. Agencies should also consider providing training to familiarize staff and officials with
the requirements and timeline discussed above.
Agencies should be respectful of each tribe’s unique history, practices, and culture. Prior to
initiating consultation with a tribe, the agency should develop an understanding of that tribe’s
leadership and governance structures. Some tribes may rely on their Tribal Historic Preservation
Officer (THPO) to handle the consultation, while others may prefer to have someone from the
highest level of tribal government, like the tribal council, attend the meetings.
Agencies should also be mindful of potential Brown Act restrictions when engaging in
consultation. See Gov. Code §§ 54950 et seq. California law requires that consultation “be
conducted in a way that is mutually respectful of each party’s sovereignty,” which Native
American tribes frequently interpret to mean a conversation between elected agency officials and
tribal government leaders. To the extent that the Brown Act prevents a meeting with elected
agency officials or limits the number of officials who can be present, the lead agency should
respectfully communicate these restrictions to the tribe early in the consultation process to avoid
offense and to allow the tribe to identify appropriate corresponding representatives to send to the
meetings.
Agencies should be thoughtful about involving the project applicant in the consultation process.
The applicant’s participation may be helpful in identifying and agreeing upon potential
mitigation measures, but it may also add tension to the consultation dynamic. Agencies should
propose parameters to guide the applicant’s involvement and to ensure that the agency maintains
responsibility for the process.
To create an efficient and consistent process, it may be helpful to set up an agreement or
memorandum of understanding to govern how consultation will proceed. This agreement could
define the terms and topics to be discussed during consultation, set out a consultation timeline,
identify the parties’ goals, identify a recordkeeping system, and articulate any other rules that
will guide the process. See, e.g., Pub. Res. Code § 21080.3.2(a). In drafting this document, the
agency should allow enough time to respect the tribe’s decision-making processes.
If consultation or the agency’s own review efforts suggest that the proposed project will have a
significant impact on “tribal cultural resources,” as defined in Public Resources Code section
21074, subdivision (a), these impacts must be addressed in the agency’s CEQA documents. See
Pub. Res. Code §§ 21082.3, 21084.2. OPR is developing an update to Appendix G, expected July
2016, to help guide this analysis. Pub. Res. Code § 21083.09.
Agencies should take care to ensure that agreement to potential mitigation measures during
consultation do not amount to an improper pre-commitment under CEQA. See, e.g., Save Tara v.
City of West Hollywood, 45 Cal.App.4th 116 (2008). Though the lead agency must be careful to
maintain the confidentiality of sensitive tribal cultural resource information, it should still
S H UTE M IH ALY
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●

include a general description in its environmental document so that the public understands why
the agreed-upon mitigation measures would be necessary if the project is approved. See Pub.
Res. Code § 21082.3(c)(4).
Just as CEQA contains stronger enforceability language than its federal counterpart NEPA, an
agency’s tribal consultation responsibilities under AB 52 are more enforceable than those under
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). See Pub. Res. Code § 21082.3(a)
(“Any mitigation measures agreed upon in the consultation . . . shall be recommended for
inclusion in the environmental document and in an adopted mitigation monitoring and reporting
program, if determined to avoid or lessen the impact . . . and shall be fully enforceable.”)
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AB 52:
A CEQA Guidelines Update
for Tribal Cultural
Resources
Holly Roberson, JD
Land Use Counsel
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research

Deliberative Process Discussion Draft

AB 52 Presentation Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Context
Brief Summary
Definition of Tribal Cultural Resources
Notice and Timing
Mitigation Measures
AB 52 Implementation Timelines
Consultation Process Explained
OPR Requirements
Discussion Questions and Contact Info
DRAFT

AB 52 in Context
• Key Concepts:

– Respect Tribal Sovereignty
– Respect Confidentiality per Pub. Resources Code 21082.3
– Capacity: Tribal Governments and Lead Agencies vary in the amount of
resources they have available to address these issues

• SB 18 (Burton, 2004)

– Local Governments must Contact and Consult with California Native
American Tribes (Tribes)

• Prior to amendment or adoption of General Plan, Specific Plan, or designation
of Open Space.
• Gov. Code, Planning not CEQA

• Gov. Brown Executive Order B-10-11 (2011)

– Established the Governor’s Tribal Advisor positon
– Established Administration Policy to encourage State Agencies to
Communicate and Consult with Californian Tribes
DISCUSSION DRAFT MAY 2015

AB 52 in brief: Include Tribal Cultural
Resources in CEQA
• Establishes a consultation process with all California Native
American Tribes on the Native American Heritage
Commission List-> Fed. And Non Fed. Recognized Tribes
• New class of resources: Tribal Cultural Resources
– Consideration of Tribal Cultural Values in determination of
project impacts and mitigation
– Required Tribal notice and meaningful consultation
• PRC 21080.3.2(b) Consultation ends when either
– Parties agree to MMs or avoid a significant effect on TCR
– A party, acting in good faith and after reasonable effort concludes that mutual
agreement cannot be reached
DRAFT

Definition of a Tribal Cultural
Resource
• A Tribal Cultural Resource is:
– A site feature, place, cultural landscape, sacred
place or object, which is of cultural value to a Tribe
– AND is either: On or eligible for the CA Historic
Register or a local historic register,
– OR the lead agency, at its discretion, chooses to
treat the resource as a TCR
– See: PRC 21074 (a)(1)(A)-(B)
DRAFT

Notice and Timing
• Tribe requests to be on the Agency’s Notice List
• Within 14 days of a decision to undertake a project or
determination that a project application is complete,
lead agency shall provide written notification to the
tribes that requested placement on notice list
• Notice to Tribes shall include brief project description,
location, lead agency contact info., and statement that
Tribe has 30 days to request consultation
• Lead agency shall begin the consultation process within
30 days of receiving Tribe’s request for consultation
DRAFT

Mitigation Measures
• Public agencies shall, when feasible, avoid
damaging effects to TCR.
• Consultation at Tribal request
• Mitigation measures agreed upon during
consultation shall be recommended for inclusion
in environmental document /MMRP
• Examples of mitigation measures include:
–
–
–
–

Avoidance and preservation of the resources in place
Treating resource with culturally appropriate dignity
Permanent conservation easements
Protecting the resource
DRAFT

AB 52 Implementation Timelines
• Law goes into effect on July 1, 2015.
– After July 1, 2015, if requested by a California
Native American Tribe, lead agencies must begin
consultation prior to the release of a ND, MND or
DEIR. See flowchart for timing.

• CEQA Guidelines update to Appendix G must
be drafted by OPR, and adopted by Resources
Agency by July 1, 2016
DRAFT

OPR Requirements
By July 1, 2016, OPR shall develop, & Resources
shall adopt, revisions to Appendix G of the CEQA
Guidelines to:
a) Separate the consideration of paleontological
resources from Tribal Cultural Resources and
update the relevant sample questions; and
b) Add consideration of Tribal Cultural Resources
with relevant sample questions.
DRAFT

OPR’s Process
• Informal Outreach and Listening
• Collaboration with Native American Heritage
Commission
• Sign up on CEQA Guidelines Update Listserve
at www.opr.ca.gov to stay informed
• California Natural Resources Agency has its
own formal process for adoption of changes to
the CEQA Guidelines
DRAFT

Discussion Questions
- Other considerations or things which need
clarification, and which are within the scope
of the statute?
- Examples of consultation processes that have
gone well?

DRAFT

Keep in touch
Contact information:
Holly Roberson, Land Use Counsel
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
Phone: 916-322-0476
Email: holly.roberson@opr.ca.gov

DRAFT

COMMENT LETTER # B01

San Joaquin River
Parkway and
Conservation Trust. Inc.

June 27, 2017
Melinda Marks
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Bart Bohn
President

San Joaquin River Conservancy

5469 E Olive Ave
Fresno, CA 93727

Anna Wattenbarger
Vice President

RE:

Janice Bissonnette
Treasurer

Dear Melinda:

Jul ia O' Kane
Secretary

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Parkway Master Plan.

Coke Hall owell
Chairman of the Board

Over the past 29 years the San Joaquin River Parkway & Conservation Trust has worked

San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update and Draft EIR

cooperatively with the Conservancy to protect land, provide programs, and construct
Susan Anderson
Candy Barnes
Karin Chao-Bushoven
Rya n Commo ns
Debbie Doerksen
Greg Estep
George Folsom
Wi lliam Golden
Thomas Harmon
Wi lma Hashimoto
Tom Holyoke
Ron Manfredi
Elise Moir
Edward B. Morgan
Caro l Ann Moses
Lyn Peters
Susan Ryan
Marcia Sablan, M.D.
Frances Squire
Betty Wang-Ga rcia
Dowling Aaron Inc.
Christopher A. Brown
General Counsel

and manage improvements throughout the Parkway reach of the San Joaquin River. We
applaud the Conservancy's efforts to implement the Parkway in a challenging political
and economic climate.
The Parkway Master Plan Update and Draft EIR contain comprehensive background
information and strive to balance the need to provide public access while protecting
sensitive resources. With that approach in mind, we submit the following
recommended changes:

1.

Identify existing locations of intensive use in addition to areas of future
improvements.

B01-02
The current draft identifies just three areas as having the potential for the most
intensive uses and facility improvements: Lost Lake Park, Madera River West, and River
Vista. This fails to include several areas of existing use and existing and pending
improvements including Sumner Peck Ranch Winery; Coke Hallowell Center for River

Sharon Weaver
Executive Director

B01-01

Studies (a.k.a. River Center; referenced in the previous plan as the Williams-Phillips
residence); Owl Hollow; Cobb Ranch; Jensen River Ranch; Fresno River West; Scout
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Island Education Center; and Fresno County Horse Park. Recognition of these existing facilities
and uses is critical for the accurate evaluation of cumulative environmental impacts.
2.

l

B01-02
cont.

Preservation of prime farmland should be a goal of the Parkway Master Plan and
mitigation measures requiring in lieu fee payment for farmland mitigation should be
incorporated.

We are uncertain how the Conservancy can consider the conversion of prime farmland a
significant and unavoidable impact. There are numerous mitigation measures in use around the

B01-03

State of California and the United States that can be used to preserve farmland. These include
in lieu fee mitigation for the protection of offsite farmland, contract farming, and farming and
grazing leases. Agriculture, wildlife, and recreation are compatible uses of the San Joaquin River
environs, and we encourage the Conservancy to incorporate such mitigation measures in the
EIR.
As the stakeholder organization that spearheaded the effort to create the San Joaquin River
Parkway and participated in the formation of the Conservancy, we are pleased to see the
Conservancy carrying out its mission with this update of the Parkway Master Plan.
Thank you for considering these comments. Please contact me at sweaver@riverparkway.org or
559-248-8480 extension 105 if you have questions or need additional information.

I
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COMMENT LETTER # B02

Fresno Audubon Society ...inspiring voices for nature
June 29, 2017
Melinda Marks, Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno CA 93727
Re: Comments on the Draft EIR for the Update of the San Joaquin River Parkway
Master Plan
Dear Ms. Marks:
The Fresno Audubon Society (FAS) was founded in 1966. Its mission is to engage local
communities in building a sustainable environment through education, science and
advocacy. The Society advocates for the protection of birdlife and the conservation/
restoration of habitat. It is from this perspective that FAS offers the following
comments on the Draft EIR prepared for the update of the Parkway Master Plan.

B02-01

FAS has had a long and treasured association with the Parkway. For example, in
February 1970, FAS members initiated and then helped construct the .5 mile “Lost
Lake Nature Trail” within Lost Lake Park. The park is one of the best birding locations
within the Parkway, and it serves as the physical center for an intensive bird survey
conducted once each year by FAS members during the Audubon Christmas Bird Count.

B02-02

FAS members have helped identify 23 birding “hot spots” within the Parkway. Those
locations are depicted in the National Audubon eBird database (http://ebird.org), a
real-time online checklist program launched in 2002 by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology
and the National Audubon Society.

B02-03

Comments on Master Plan Update – Appendix C: ESA/CESA Compliance Strategy
Appendix C contains an ESA/CESA Compliance Strategy “White Paper” prepared by H.
T. Harvey and Associates.
Birds present in the Parkway may be affected by individual or cumulative Parkway
Plan actions. As the white paper points out, because most birds are protected by the
federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and by the Fish and Game Code, and because
there is no mechanism for permitting the incidental take of these species, impacts to
birdlife must be avoided at all costs.
To avoid the potential for adverse effects on bird species and their habitats, H. T.
Harvey recommends that the Conservancy develop a long-term “conservation
strategy” that not only summarizes conservation priorities and describes a
coordinated approach to conservation efforts but also addresses uniform and
consistent project-level best management practices that avoid, minimize and/or
mitigate potential adverse impacts.

B02-04

H. T. Harvey further suggests that the conservation strategy be as broad as possible –
that it address not only federal/state listed species and species of special concern but
also the large number of bird species inhabiting the Parkway that are protected under
the MBTA and/or the California Fish and Game Code.

B02-05

FAS wholeheartedly agrees and strongly encourages the Conservancy to develop a
conservation strategy in support of a healthy, contiguous wildlife habitat corridor that
integrates migratory bird conservation principles, measures and practices.
Comments on Draft EIR – Section 4.4: Biological Resources
Table 4.4-5 in the “Biological Resources” section of the Draft EIR provides an
inventory (July 2013) of federal and state special-status species that may inhabit the
Parkway.
The table lists the following 14 bird species: bald eagle, golden eagle, Swainson’s
hawk, northern harrier, American peregrine falcon, white-tailed kite, burrowing owl,
long-eared owl, loggerhead shrike, yellow warbler, yellow-breasted chat, tricolored
blackbird, yellow-headed blackbird and grasshopper sparrow.
FAS respectfully offers updated information about birdlife within the Parkway.
● Bald eagle

The table states that bald eagles are “absent as breeder.”
To the contrary, bald eagles successfully raised a brood of
chicks this year at Rank Island. This was witnessed by
George Folsom, who serves on the boards of both the
Fresno Audubon Society and the San Joaquin River Parkway
and Conservation Trust.

The table states that Swainson’s hawks are “absent as
breeder.” To the contrary, Swainson’s hawks were observed
at Ball Ranch by Clary Creager throughout the months of June and July 2016 caring for
(feeding) two juveniles. Ms. Creager has taught birding classes for FAS and is now a
natural science instructor at the Scout Island Outdoor Education Center (program of
the Fresno County of Office of Education).
● Swainson’s hawk

● Burrowing owl

The table states that burrow owls “may be present” in the
Parkway. In fact, burrowing owls have been observed at
Lost Lake Park and at Jensen Ranch. On March 30, 2012,
personnel from the Department of Fish and Wildlife (then
DF&G) set out boundary markers around a site at Lost Lake
Park where burrowing owls were occupying ground squirrel
burrows. A burrowing owl was observed January 25, 2016
at Jensen River Ranch by George Folsom.

!2

B02-06

In closing, FAS is pleased to provide the attached list of bird species observed within
the Parkway boundary over the past 4 ½ years (January 2013 through June 2017).
That list of 203 species in 52 families was compiled from the Cornell University eBird
database and from the personal records of FAS members.
Sincerely,

Robert Snow, PhD
President
Fresno Audubon Society
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List of 204 Bird Species Observed within the San Joaquin River Parkway Plan Area
From January 2013 through June 2017

Barn Owls
Barn owl
Blackbirds and Orioles
Brewer's blackbird
Brown-headed cowbird
Bullock's oriole
Great-tailed grackle
Hooded oriole
Red-winged blackbird
Tricolored blackbird
Western meadowlark
Bushtits
Bushtit
Cardinals, Grosbeaks and
Buntings
Black-headed grosbeak
Blue grosbeak
Lazuli bunting
Western tanager
Chickadees and Titmice
Mountain chickadee
Oak titmouse
Cormorants
Double-crested cormorant
Creepers
Brown creeper
Crows, Magpies and Jays
American crow
California scrubjay
Common raven
Steller's jay
Cuckoos, Roadrunners and Anis
Greater roadrunner
Ducks and Geese
American wigeon
Blue-winged teal
Bufflehead
Cackling goose
Canada goose
Canvasback
Cinnamon teal
Common goldeneye

Common merganser
Gadwall
Greater white-fronted goose
Green-winged teal
Hooded merganser
Lesser scaup
Mallard
Northern pintail
Northern shoveler
Redhead
Ring-necked duck
Ross's goose
Ruddy duck
Snow goose
Wood duck
Falcons
American kestrel
Merlin
Peregrine falcon
Prairie falcon
Finches
American goldfinch
Evening grosbeak
House finch
Lawrence's goldfinch
Lesser goldfinch
Pine siskin
Purple finch
Red crossbill
Gnatcatchers
Blue-gray gnatcatcher
Grebes
Clark's grebe
Eared grebe
Pied-billed grebe
Western grebe
Gulls and Terns
Bonaparte’s gull
California gull
Caspian tern
Forster's tern
Herring gull
Ring-billed gull
Thayer’s gull
Hawks and Eagles
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Bald eagle
Cooper's hawk
Ferruginous hawk
Golden eagle
Northern harrier
Red-shouldered hawk
Red-tailed hawk
Rough-legged hawk
Sharp-shinned hawk
Swainson's hawk
White-tailed kite
Herons, Egrets and Bitterns
American bittern
Black-crowned night-heron
Cattle egret
Great blue heron
Great egret
Green heron
Snowy egret
Hummingbirds
Anna's hummingbird
Black-chinned hummingbird
Rufous hummingbird
Ibises and Spoonbills
White-faced ibis
Kingfishers
Belted kingfisher
Kinglets
Golden-crowned kinglet
Ruby-crowned kinglet
Larks
Horned lark
Loons
Common loon
Mockingbirds and Thrashers
California thrasher
Northern mockingbird
Sage thrasher
New World Quail
California quail
New World Sparrows

California towhee
Chipping sparrow
Dark-eyed junco
Fox sparrow
Golden-crowned sparrow
Green-tailed towhee
Lark sparrow
Lincoln's sparrow
Rufous-crowned sparrow
Savannah sparrow
Song sparrow
Spotted towhee
Vesper sparrow
White-crowned sparrow
White-throated sparrow

Rails, Gallinules and Coots
American coot
Common gallinule
Sora
Virginia rail

Hammond's flycatcher
Olive-sided flycatcher
Pacific-slope flycatcher
Say's phoebe
Vermilion flycatcher
Western kingbird
Western wood-pewee
Willow flycatcher

Sandpipers
Dunlin
Greater yellowlegs
Least sandpiper
Lesser yellowlegs
Long-billed curlew
Long-billed dowitcher
Spotted sandpiper
Western sandpiper
Wilson's snipe

Vireos
Cassin's vireo
Hutton's vireo
Warbling vireo

Shrikes
Loggerhead shrike

Waxwings
Cedar waxwing

Nuthatches
Red-breasted nuthatch
White-breasted nuthatch

Silky-flycatchers
Phainopepla

Old World Sparrows
House sparrow

Starlings and Mynas
European starling

Old World Warblers
Wrentit

Stilts and Avocets
Black-necked stilt

Ospreys
Osprey

Swallows
Barn swallow
Cliff swallow
Northern rough-winged
swallow
Tree swallow
Violet-green swallow

Wood Warblers
Black-throated gray warbler
Common yellowthroat
Hermit warbler
MacGillivray's warbler
Nashville warbler
Orange-crowned warbler
Townsend's warbler
Wilson's warbler
Yellow warbler
Yellow-breasted chat
Yellow-rumped warbler

New World Vultures
Turkey vulture

Owls
Burrowing owl
Great Horned owl
Long-eared owl
Western Screech-owl
Pelicans
American white pelican
Pheasants and Grouse
Ring-necked pheasant
Pigeons and Doves
Band-tailed pigeon
Eurasian collared-dove
Mourning dove
Rock pigeon
Plovers
Killdeer

Swifts
Vaux's swift
White-throated swift
Thrushes
American robin
Hermit thrush
Swainson's thrush
Varied thrush
Western bluebird
Tyrant Flycatchers
Ash-throated flycatcher
Black phoebe
Dusky flycatcher
Gray flycatcher
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Wagtails and Pipits
American pipit

Woodpeckers
Acorn woodpecker
Downy woodpecker
Hairy woodpecker
Lewis's woodpecker
Northern flicker
Nuttall's woodpecker
Red-breasted sapsucker
Red-naped sapsucker
Yellow-bellied sapsucker
Wrens
Bewick's wren
House wren
Marsh wren
Pacific wren
Rock wren
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June 29, 2017
VIA E-MAIL & UNITED STATES MAIL

Melinda Marks
Executive Officer
SAN JOAQUIN RlvER CONSERVANCY

5469 E. Olive A venue
Fresno, CA 93 727
Re:

San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update:
San Joaquin River Access Coalition's Comments on
Draft EIR (State Clearinghouse No. 2013061035)

Dear Ms . Marks:
My law firm represents the San Joaquin River Access Coalition (the "Coalition"),
an organization comprised of homeowners who reside west of State Route 41 and north of Nees
Avenue within the City of Fresno. I am writing to provide comments on behalf of the Coalition
on the Draft Environmental Impact Rep01i, State Clearinghouse No . 2013061035 (the "Draft
EIR") for the San Joaquin River Conservancy 's ("Conservancy") proposed San Joaquin River
Parkway Master Plan Update (the "Master Plan").

B03-01

I.
INTRODUCTION
My office has previously submitted comments to the Conservancy on behalf of the
Coalition regarding the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project (the "River West
Project"). The Coalition requests that this letter be considered as a comment letter on both the
Master Plan and the River West Project. I am also enclosing for your convenience copies of my
prior correspondence on the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the River West Project, as if
set forth fully herein, as those comments are also germane to the Draft EIR for the Master Plan
(See Exhibits "l" and "2".)
{7507/002/00741248.DOCX)
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The Coalition is submitting this comment letter because the Master Plan continues
to contemplate potential access at Riverview Drive, and a trail alignment that is far away from the
San Joaquin River. (See, e.g., Draft EIR, Figures 3-4, 3-9.) In addition, the Draft EIR for the
Master Plan is defective in several material respects, and contains conclusions and analyses that
are inconsistent with those stated in the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Project. As a result,
the Draft EIR for the Master Plan should not be ce1tified until it is substantially revised and
recirculated for public comment.

B03-03

As I have previously explained, the Coalition is eager to see access to the San
Joaquin River become a reality. The Coalition, however, is disappointed that this important project
continues to be delayed due to substantial deficiencies in the environmental review process, and
the Conservancy's insistence upon access that is contrary to the City of Fresno's 2035 General
Plan.

II.
DISCUSSION
A.

The Conservancy Must Revise the Land Use Impacts Analysis to
Analyze the Master Plan's Consistency with the City of Fresno 2035
General Plan and Other Plan-Level Documents
1.

The Draft EIR lmpermissibly Fails to Analyze the Master
Plan's Consistency with the City of Fresno's Existing General
Plan, and Instead Focuses on an Outdated, Superseded General
Plan Adopted in 2002

CEQA requires agencies to evaluate the land use and planning impacts associated
with projects proposed under CEQA. In its evaluation of this issue, a lead agency must ask whether
the proposed project would:
Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the
general plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?
(CEQA Guidelines, Appendix G.)
There are several portions of the Draft EIR for the Master Plan that address issues
within the scope of the City of Fresno's plan-level documents, including the City's General Plan.
While some discussion includes reference to the City's 2035 General Plan Update, other sections
of the Draft EIR do not. (See, e.g., Draft EIR at 4.1-5 [aesthetics].) In fact, while the land use
analysis refers to the City's 2035 General Plan Update (which was approved in 2014), (Draft EIR
{7 507 /002/007 41248 .DOCX}
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at 4.10-3 ), the Draft EIR then inexplicably discusses only the City's superseded 2025 General Plan
that was adopted in 2002. (See Draft EIR at 4.10-7.)
There are several problems with this approach. First, the 2025 General Plan
adopted in 2002) is no longer applicable, and is not part of the existing environmental conditions.

In addition, using a 15-year old, superseded General Plan - rather than the existing
2035 General Plan - is inconsistent with the Conservancy's obligations under State law, which
require the Conservancy to conform its project to the City' s existing land use documents. (See
Govt. Code.,§§ 53090, 65402; see also Friends of the Eel River v. Sonoma County Water Agency
(2003) 108 Cal.App.4th 859, 880-81.)
Moreover, the Draft EIR for the Master Plans shifts between discussions of the
2025 General Plan and the 2035 General Plan Update. To ensure internally consistent analyses,
and an environmental baseline that does not shift between different sections of the Draft EIR, the
Draft EIR for the Master Plan should evaluate all impacts against the currently operable 2035
General Plan Update passed in 2014, as opposed to the stale and inapplicable 2025 General Plan
adopted by the City in 2002.
Furthermore, the issue of land use is not treated consistently across the
Conservancy' s currently-pending environmental documents. Specifically, while the Draft EIR for
the Master Plan recognizes the existence of the 2035 General Plan, it does not analyze the Master
Plan' s consistency with this document, instead focusing solely on the 2025 General Plan adopted
in 2002. In contrast, the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Project analyzes that project' s
conformity with the 2035 General Plan (although it omits discussion of critical issues, including
access restrictions under Policy POSS-7-g). Because both documents are being considered
concurrently, and include overlapping factual issues, the documents should be analyzed using the
same methodologies and the same set of facts.
To the extent the Conservancy contends the 2035 General Plan was adopted after
the Notice of Preparation was issued, such a position would be legally erroneous. First, the 2035
General Plan is referenced throughout the document in other areas, and considering the 2035
General Plan in some areas but not others would lead to an internally inconsistent, confusing, and
incomprehensible document. In addition, the 2035 General Plan is not a new development; rather,
it was enacted over two and a halfyears ago in December 2014. Thus, the Conservancy has had
over two years to incorporate the policies and objectives of the 2035 General Plan into its Draft
EIR, and any argument that the 2035 General Plan should be disregarded would be based solely
on the fact that the NOP is stale. Moreover, because the 2035 General Plan policies directly
contradict Alternatives 1 and 5 for Fresno River West (and its incorporation into the Master Plan),
the Conservancy cannot argue use of the 2035 General Plan would not change the findings in the
Draft EIR with respect to the land use and other impacts of Alternative 1. (Cf Citizens.for Open
Govt. v. City of Lodi (2012) 205 Cal .App.4th 296, 319.)
{7507 /002/0074 l 248. DOCX}
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2.

The Master Plan is Inconsistent with the City's 2035 General
Plan & Other Applicable Plan-Level Documents

In its April 13, 2017, submission regarding the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West
Project, the Coalition raised extensive concerns regarding the fact that the Fresno River West
Project was inconsistent with the City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan Update and the Bullard Area
Plan. Most of those comments concerned access at Riverview Drive, which is also contemplated
as a potential point of access under the Master Plan. As such, the same comments are applicable
to the Draft EIR for the Master Plan. (See Exhibit "A" of Exhibit "1" at 3-6.)

3.

B03-05

The Master Plan and Alternatives Nos.1 & 5 of the Fresno River
West Project Are Inconsistent with the City's 2025 General Plan

Even if the 2025 General Plan were the relevant land use document - and it is not
- the Master Plans (and Alternatives 1 and 5 of the Fresno River West Project) would be
inconsistent with several of those policies:
•

Policy F-7-b requires a consultative public planning process, which includes
"land owners, and interested members of the community." The process
must "be used to achieve the greatest degree of consensus possible in the
community in an attempt to meet parkway, local jurisdiction, and landowner
needs on mutually acceptable terms." Here, the Master Plan continues to
contemplate access at Riverview Drive, despite that virtually all
stakeholders - except the Parkway Trust - have expressed a desire to afford
the Conservancy access at the Palm & Nees intersection via Alternative 5b.

•

Policy F-7-e requires collaboration with the City of Fresno. Here, the
Master Plan continues to contemplate access at Riverview Drive, which is
opposed by the City of Fresno (and contrary to its 2035 General Plan
Update). Rather than engaging in a collaborative process, Alternative 5 was
selected by Conservancy staff as the Palm and Nees alternative in the Draft
EIR, even though the easement underlying the access road requires
reciprocal access at Riverview Drive (again, contrary to the wishes of the
City of Fresno, and a public record indicating that the underlying landowner
is not a willing seller). As such, the Master Plan is not reflective of the
collaborative process required by Policy F-7-e.

•

Objective F-11 requires that agencies such as the Conservancy minimize
impacts from parkway facilities and uses upon private property. Here, the
Master Plan contemplates potential access at Riverview Drive, yet that
access point would contemplate improvements, including a potential
roundabout, at the Del Mar/ Audubon intersection, which would result in
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several residences being removed. (See Exhibit "A" of Exhibit "1"
[enclosed traffic report].) In addition, access at Riverview would result in
increased traffic at an already dangerous and problematic intersection. The
only way to resolve this would be to decline to use Riverview for public
vehicular access, and instead use the more logical access point at the
existing intersection of Palm and Nees.
•

Policy B-3-a requires coordination with relevant agencies and special
districts to ensure consistency with Fresno General Plan policies and
programs. The Master Plan is inconsistent with this policy because the
City's current plan-level documents (adopted in 2014) prohibit vehicular
access at Riverview Drive.

•

Objective F-11 also requires that intensive recreational activity sites will be
distanced from private residences with visual screening. There is nothing
in either the Draft EIRs for the Fresno River West Project or the Master
Plan that ensures no such impacts would occur; rather, the evidence shows
the impacts would be substantial.

4.

B03-06
cont.

The Draft EIR Should Be Revised to Discuss the Consistent of
The Master Plan with the City of Fresno's San Joaquin River
and Bluff Protection Initiative

In 2010, the Fresno City Council adopted the San Joaquin River and Bluff
Protection Initiative (the "Initiative"), which governs development along the San Joaquin River
between S.R. 99 and S.R. 41. A copy of the Initiative is attached as Exhibit "3 ." The Initiative
includes regulations concerning vehicular access, maintenance of the bluff area, and use of the
area by members of the public. The Conservancy is subject to the Initiative under state law. (See
Govt. Code.,§§ 53090, 65402.) As such, the Conservancy should revise the Draft EIR to discuss
the Conservancy's compliance with the Initiative.

B.

B03-07

The Traffic Analysis in the Draft EIR is Incomplete and Unsupported
by Substantial Evidence, and Must be Revised and Recirculated

The Draft EIR includes a section concerning Transportation and Traffic, which
purports to describe "the analysis of transportation conditions to assess potential circulation and
traffic related impacts of the" Master Plan. (Draft EIR at 4.15-1.) In supp01t of this analysis, the
Conservancy received an "Existing Conditions Report" dated October 2012. Neither of these
documents are sufficient to discharge the Conservancy's obligations under CEQA.

Ill
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First, the "Existing Conditions" report is outdated, and will be over five years old
by the time the Conservancy acts on the Draft EIR and the Master Plan. Since the Existing
Conditions Report was prepared, the City of Fresno has adopted a new 2035 General Plan, which
concerns much of the area that is the subject of the Existing Conditions Report. Moreover, since
the 2012 Existing Conditions Report was prepared, the local economy (which remained largely
stagnant following the recession) has made a recovery, and there are several new and proposed
developments in the vicinity of the San Joaquin River trail, including but not limited to the Tesoro
Viejo development project in Madera County; the Friant Ranch project in the County of Fresno;
additional development in the vicinity of Friant, California; additional development along the
Copper A venue corridor; new development between Fresno Street and Audubon Drive on Friant
Road; new development in the Palm Bluffs area; and new development between Palm A venue and
Milburn A venue along the Herndon Avenue con-idor. The traffic report as drafted is stale, and
should be revised to account for the development that has occurred over the last five years.

B03-08
cont.

The traffic report also focuses unduly on "existing conditions." This is of
significant concern because the traffic section in the Draft EIR purports to render conclusions
about a comparison of so-called "existing conditions" (which are actually 2012 conditions) against
the development under the Master Plans; yet, without an analysis of "future plus project"
conditions, there is no factual basis - much less substantial evidence - to support any of the
conclusions in the traffic section of the Draft EIR.

B03-09

Moreover, although the Draft EIR includes some projections for future traffic
generated by the project, there is no indication as to how the Conservancy or its consultants
developed these figures. Rather, as with the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Project, these
appear to be generated based on the amount of parking an architect arbitrarily provided for each
parking area. In other words, the Draft EIR's traffic analysis is not based on actual demand. As
such, there is no evidence to support the trip generation estimates for the Master Plan in the Draft
EIR.

B03-10

In addition, the Draft EIR (and the traffic report) contain no analysis of any
intersections in the vicinity of the San Joaquin River Trail. Rather, the Draft EIR and the traffic
report solely include analyses of roadway segments. As explained in the Smith Report attached to
the Coalition's earlier comment letter, this is contrary to both standard engineering practice, as
well as the City of Fresno's Traffic Impact Study Report Guidelines. (See Exhibit "A" of Exhibit
"l" at 2-3.)

B03-11

Further, as explained above, there are numerous instances where the Master Plan is
inconsistent with the relevant plan-level documents. (See supra,§ A.) Most importantly, the Draft
EIR is inconsistent with City of Fresno Policy POSS-7-g because it contemplates potential
vehicular access at Riverview Drive. (See id.) Despite these _inconsistencies, Section 4.15 .4 of
the Draft EIR does not discuss inconsistencies with any plan-level documents, including the City
of Fresno's 2035 General Plan.

B03-12
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The discussion in the Draft EIR at page 4.15-25 asserts that the Master Plan would
not substantially increase hazards due to a design feature. However, the Master Plan contemplates
vehicular access at Riverview Drive, which the Conservancy has previously recognized would
result in either a roundabout or signalization of the Audubon/Del Mar intersection. (Fresno River
West, Draft EIR at 5-16.) In addition to the fact that this mitigation is not feasible, (see Exhibit
"A" of Exhibit" 1" at 11 ), a signal would raise significant safety concerns, as the intersection would
be shielded visually as motorists accelerate downhill from the S.R. 41 overpass, (id.), and would
be adjacent to the driveways of several residences.

C.

B03-13

The Draft EIR's Discussion of Air Quality Impacts and Mitigation Is
Incomplete and Contrary to Law

The Draft EIR recognizes that development under the Master Plan would result in
criteria pollutant emissions above the thresholds of significance adopted by the San Joaquin V ~Hey
Air Pollution Control District (the "District"). (Draft EIR at 4.3-31.) Specifically, the
Conservancy contemplates an increase in criteria pollutant emissions associated with project
operations in the amount of 28. 79 tons per year ("TPY") ofreactive organic compounds ("ROG"), 1
17.44 TPY of oxides of nitrogen ("NOx"), 2 and 80.90 TPY of carbon monoxide ("CO"). 3 (Id.)
Reactive organic gases (" ROG") are photochemically reactive chemical gases, "composed
of non-methane hydrocarbons, that may contribute to the formation of smog." (California Air
at
available
Terms,
Pollution
Air
of
Glossary
Board,
Resources
https://www.arb.c a.gov/html/gloss.h tm#R.)
NOx is the most important smog-forming emission from man-made sources in some areas
of California, including the San Joaquin Valley. Progress in reducing smog depends largely upon
reductions in NOx emissions, which are considered "major contributors to smog formation and
acid deposition." (17 Cal. Code Regs .,§ 93118(d)(19).) NOx contributes to the formation of
ground-level ozone (smog) in the San Joaquin ValJey. (Calif Building Indus. Assoc. v. San
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Contr. Dist. (2009) 178 Cal.App.4th 120, 126.) The San Joaquin air
basin does not meet the federal ozone standard required under the Clean Air Act; the area was
recently designated by the EPA as "extreme" non-attainment for ozone under the federal National
Ambient Air Quality standards. (75 Fed. Reg. 24409.)

2

According to the California Air Resources Board, "Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colorless,
odorless gas," that "results from the incomplete combustion of carbon-containing fuels such as
gasoline or wood, and is emitted by a wide variety of combustion sources." "Exposure to CO near
the levels of the ambient air quality standards can lead to fatigue, headaches, confusion, and
dizziness. CO interferes with the blood's ability to carry oxygen," and "is especially harmful to
those with heart disease, because the heart has to pump harder to get enough oxygen to the body."
at
available
Monoxide,
Carbon
Board,
Resources
Air
(California
)
s/caaqs/co/co.htm.
https://www.arb.ca.gov/rcsearch/aaq

3
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The Draft EIR likewise anticipates emissions of NOx and CO associated with construction will
exceed District thresholds of significance. (Draft EIR at 4.3-28.)
The Draft EIR ultimately concludes the impacts will remain "significant and
unavoidable" after mitigation, (Draft EIR at 4.3-33), both at a project level and cumulatively. (See
also Draft EIR at 4.3-36.) The Draft EIR also recognizes the Master Plan "would conflict with or
obstruct implementation" of the District's "applicable air quality plan." (Draft EIR at 4.3-23.)
Although these emissions will cumulatively exceed the District's thresholds, the only "mitigation"
contemplated is for the Conservancy to evaluate air quality impacts before the commencement of
individual construction projects, and complying with District's regulations for individual projects.

B03-14
cont.

There are several significant concerns with this approach. First, approaching air
quality issues on a project-by-project basis will result in applications to the District that,
individually, are unlikely to exceed District thresholds. This, of course, would result in little to no
mitigation of the projects' significant impacts. To avoid piecemealing, the Conservancy must
identify and propose mitigation to bring the impacts of the project, as a whole, down to a less than
significant level.

B03-15

In addition, the District's approach defers analysis, and the identification and
implementation of mitigation, which is impermissible under CEQA. (See, e.g., Calif. Clean
Energy Comm'n v. City of Woodland (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th 173, 195; POET, LLC v. State Air
Resources Bd. (2013) 218 Cal.App.4th 681, 740; Gray v. County of Madera (2008) 167
Cal.App.4th 1099, 1119.)

B03-16

Moreover, the Conservancy cannot make the finding that the impacts of the Master
Plan would be "significant and unavoidable." Specifically, CEQA requires that an EIR propose
and describe mitigation measures to minimize the significant environmental effects identified in
the EIR. (Pub. Resources Code,§§ 21102.1 , subd. (a); 21100, subd. (6)(3).) The lead agency has
the burden of demonstrating that the mitigation measure will be effective in remedying the
environmental effect, (see, e.g., Gray v. County of Madera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1116;
Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70, 95), and
may not rely upon mitigation measures that are so undefined that it is impossible to gauge their
effectiveness. A lead agency also may not rely upon vague or incomplete mitigation measures as
a means to avoid evaluating and disclosing project impacts. (Stanislaus Nat 'l Heritage Project v.
County of Stanislaus (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 182, 195.)

B03-17

In this case, there are numerous potential methods to mitigate the potential impacts
of the Master Plan that are not identified as potential mitigation in the Draft EIR. For example,
the Master Plan appears to be subject to the District' s Rule 9510, Indirect Source Review ("ISR"),
because it contemplates the development of over 20,000 square feet of recreational space. (See
Rule 9510, Rule 2.1.9.) The ISR allows an applicant to reduce emissions of certain criteria
pollutants, including PMl0 and NOx. Despite this, there is no commitment on the part of the

B03-18
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Conservancy to comply with ISR, nor is there any discussion of what emissions under the Master
Plan would be compliant with ISR.

l

B03-18
cont.

In addition, the Conservancy may also enter into a Voluntary Emissions Reduction
Agreement ("VERA") with the District to reduce its emissions to a less than significant level or to
zero . As explained by the District:

In addition to reducing a portion of the development project's impact on air
quality through compliance with District Rule 9510, a developer can further
reduce the project's impact on air quality by entering into a VERA with the
District to address the mitigation requirements under California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Under a VERA, the developer may
fully mitigate project emission impacts by providing funds to the District,
which funds are then used by the District to administer emission reduction
projects on behalf of the project proponent.

B03-19

(See San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District, 2013 Annual Report, Indirect Sources
Review Program at 1, available at https://www.valleyair.org/TSR/Documents/3 ATT ISRCmTected-Annual-Report-2 012-2013 12- 19-13 .pdf.)
Thus, feasible mitigation exists to reduce the impacts of the Master Plan to a less
than significant level, and the Conservancy cannot find the Master Plan's impacts would be
significant and unavoidable.

D.

The Draft EIR Must Be Augmented to Identify and Propose Additional
Mitigation to Reduce the Master Plan's Recognized Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Climate Change Impacts

The Draft EIR also finds development under the Master Plan would result in
significant and unavoidable climate change impacts, as the project "would result in a substantial
increase in GHG emissions and would not achieve a 29 percent reduction from [business as
usual]." (Draft EIR at 4.7-23.) Despite this, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan does not identify
and propose mitigation for greenhouse gas emissions. Again, CARB provides that "the agency
undertaking or permitting [a] project must impose all feasible mitigation" where "a project will
have significant environmental impacts .. .. " (California Department of Justice, Mitigation for
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, available at https://oag.ca.gov/en vjronment/ceq a/measures; see also
Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21102.1, subd. (a); 21100, subd. (b)(3) .) Mitigation measures to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions exist. (See Mitigation for Greenhouse Gas Emissions, supra.) As such,
the Draft EIR for the Master Plan must identify and propose additional mitigation to avoid the
significant greenhouse gas emissions identified in the Draft EIR.

{7507/002/00741248.DOCX}
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The Draft EIR Does Not Adequately Address the Potential Public
Services and Recreation Impacts Associated with the Master Plan

E.

The Coalition has previously expressed concern about the public health, safety, and
aesthetic impacts associated with the lack of funding for the operation and maintenance of the San
Joaquin River Trail. These concerns have not been addressed. Rather, the Conservancy's
Executive Director has advised that funding does not presently exist for the operation and
maintenance of the Fresno River West Project, but this is an issue "outside" the Draft EIR.

B03-21

This is inaccurate. While the issue of funding, in a vacuum, may not itself be an
environmental impact, economic issues that result in "physical impacts" must be addressed.
(CEQA Guidelines, § 1513l(a); Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124
Cal.App.4th 1184, 1215].) Here, if there is no funding for upkeep of the trail, or funding to provide
essential police and fire services for the trail system, that lack of funding could result in physical
impacts, which must be addressed in the Draft EIR:
Fire Protection . As explained previously, the bluff and river areas beneath the
neighborhood where most of the members of the Coalition reside are regularly used for
unpermitted camping. Frequently, individuals using the river bottom for camping set fires that are
not properly monitored or controlled and present a danger to local residents . For example, on July
2, 2009, a bluff fire burned an 11.9-acre area, destroying one home and damaging two others. The
fire took four hours to contain, and another two hours to control. While no individuals were
injured, approximately 25 residential structures were put at risk. Such fires not only endanger
residents and structures within the surrounding neighborhoods, but also natural resources. The
addition of parking within those neighborhoods would increase these impacts. The Draft EIR for
the Master Plan does not discuss how the Conservancy would avoid numerous potential impacts
associated with fires if the Conservancy is unable to adequately fund necessary fire protection
activities, including:

•

The potential for fires to damage riparian habitat.

•

The potential for fires to damage or destroy homes and other private
property within the vicinity of the trails.

•

The potential for fires to destroy aesthetic resources, including riparian
habitat and trees.

The Draft EIR for the Master Plan should be revised and recirculated to discuss
impacts associated with fires, particularly given that no funding source has been identified to
maintain adequate levels of fire protection services.

(7 507 /002/007 41248 .DOCX}
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Police Services. Vandalism and encampments continue to be a significant concern
to residents within adjacent neighborhoods. As access to the San Joaquin River Trail increases,
these impacts will likewise increase. Indeed, other communities with river trails have experienced
an increase in the incidences of such issues. 4 Despite this, the Draft EIR simply states without
explanation there will be "less than significant" environmental impacts. The Draft EIR should be
revised and recirculated to discuss these impmiant impacts to public safety that directly affect
members of the Coalition, the likelihood and sources of funding for such services, and the impacts
if such funding is unavailable.

B03-23

Aesthetics and Urban Decay. It is presently unclear how trail maintenance and
repair will be funded. Without an adequate funding stream, it is likewise unclear how the
Conservancy will ensure the trail will not fall into disrepair and result in an eyesore, or experience
incidences of urban decay such as trash, weeds, graffiti, and vandalism (all of which are presently
issues of concern). 5 Because no funding source has been identified, and it is unclear how the
Conservancy will maintain the trail, the Draft EIR should be revised to address the potential
environmental effects that would result from the inability of the Conservancy to fund regular
maintenance and upkeep of the trail.

B03-24

As such, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan should be revised to address the potential
that the Conservancy have not have sufficient funding for the upkeep of the trail, as well as fire
and police services for the trail.

F.

B03-25

The Master Plan Reveals the Conservancy is Seeking to Piecemeal
Environmental Review for the Fresno River West Project by Omitting
Foreseeable Improvements Near the Palm & Nees Intersection

As part of a lead agency's analysis under CEQA, the environmental review
accompanying the first discretionary approval must evaluate the impacts of the ultimate
development; this prevents agencies from piecemealing the CEQA process - i.e., chopping up a
large project into smaller pieces to avoid full environmental disclosure. (See, e.g., CEQA
Guidelines, § 15003(h); Bozung v. LAFCO (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 283.) Thus, the initial study
must consider all phases of project planning, implementation, and operation, including phases
See, e.g.,; http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/articlel 56648019.html (June 16, 2017);
6,
(May
http: //www.sacbee.com/news/investigations/the-public-eye/article 148678849 .htm I
er-arnerican-riv
d-by-rocks-on
rs-some-pelte
http ://fox40 .com/2017/06 / 19/park-range
2017);
parkway/ (June 19, 2017); http ://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2016/08/19/machete-stabbing-on2016);
19,
(August
american-rive r-parhvay-has-sacramento-cyclists-concerned/
-riverhttp ://www.kcra.com/article/illegal -camping-sparks-concerns-about-fires-al ong-arnerican
parkway/6422755 (May 26, 2015).

4

5

I

See id.
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planned for future implementation. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15063(a)(l).) A lead agency may not
limit environmental disclosure by ignoring the development of other activity that will ultimately
result from an initial approval. (City of Antioch v. City Council (1986) 187 Cal.App.3d 1325.)
Thus, an environmental document must include analysis of future actions and/or expansion where
(i) it is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the project, and (ii) the future action and/or
expansion will significantly change the scope or nature of the project or its environmental effects."
(Laurel Heights lmpr. Ass 'n v. Regents of Univ. ofCal(f (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376; see also Rominger
v. County of Colusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 690.)

B03-26
cont.

In this case, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan suggests that part of the Fresno River
West Project would include an opportunity for a canoe launch, as well as upgrades to Spano Park
and a vista overlook. (See Draft EIR at 3-37.) Importantly, because a canoe launch is only feasible
at Palm & Nees, and upgrades to Spano Park will facilitate improvements to access points at Palm
& Nees (including Alternative Sb), these improvements highlight why access at Palm & Nees is
preferable to access at Riverview Drive. Because these improvements are reasonably foreseeable
components of the Fresno River West Project, and are important components for purposes of which
alternative the Conservancy should select for Fresno River West, the Draft EIR for the Fresno
River West Project should be augmented to include these future improvements.

B03-27

G.

Consistent with CEQA, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan Does
Not Include "Environmental Justice" as an Alleged
Environmental Impact

The Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Project inaccurately suggests the project
would have potentially significant "environmental justice" impacts because of alleged lack of
access by disadvantaged communities to the San Joaquin River Trail. In the Coalition's April 13,
2017, comment letter, the Coalition noted that while "environmentalju stice" may be considered
in other context in the CEQA process, "environmental justice" is not itself an environmental
impact cognizable under CEQA. 6 This argument is supported by the fact that the Draft EIR for
the Master Plan - which was prepared by an independent environmental consultant - does not
include "environmental justice" as a point of discussion in that document. To maintain consistency
CEQA requires analysis of "physical impacts" on the environment. (See CEQA
Guidelines, § 15604(d) [requiring agencies to "consider direct physical changes in the environment
which may be caused by the project... "].) "Environmental justice," in contrast, means "the fair
treatment of people of all races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the development, adoption,
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies." (Gov. Code,
§ 65040.12, subd. (e).) To the extent such alleged impacts are implicated by the Fresno River
West Project - and, as explained below, they are not - such impacts are at most "[e]conomic and
social changes," which CEQA expressly states "shall not be treated as significant effects on the
environment." (CEQA Guidelines,§ 15604(e) [emphasis added].)

6
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between the two EIRs, the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Project should be revised by
removing the "environmental justice" discussion as a discrete environmental impact (along with
the Alternatives discussion that is based largely on "environmental justice" impacts), and
recirculate the document for public review. 7

H.

The Master Plan Should Be Revised to Consider Additional Points of
Access Between the Palm & Nees Intersection and the Bluff Point Golf
Course

Representatives of the Conservancy and the Trust have on numerous occasions
suggested that access at Riverview is necessary to ensure access to the trail from the City of Fresno
to avoid an "environmental justice" impact. The Coalition disagrees with this viewpoint, as access
currently exists at Woodward Park, and a far better potential point of access exists at Palm and
Nees. The Coalition also disagrees that "environmental justice" is itself an environmental impact
under CEQA, as explained above. However, to the extent the Conservancy could argue the
viewpoints expressed in the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West Draft EIR are accurate, the
proposed plan does not contemplate any potential access from the Fresno side of the San Joaquin
River between the Palm & Nees intersection and the Bluff Point Golf Course, which is over six
miles away by vehicle. (See Exhibit "4.") Thus, instead of continuing to contemplate access
through Riverview Drive, the Conservancy should instead explore access in areas presently served
by public roads that are cunently used for access to commercial and educational land uses .8

I.

B03-29

Section 1.7 Does Not Identify All Known Areas of Controversy

Section 15123 of the CEQA Guidelines provides that an EIR must contain a
summary of the "Areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency including issues raised by
agencies and the public .... " (CEQA Guidelines, § 15123.) This discussion is contained in
Section 1. 7 of the Draft EIR for the Master Plan. One of the core areas of controversy in this case
relates to the Conservancy's level of cooperation with relevant local governments, including its
member agencies. This includes the fact that none of the access points studied in the Draft EIR
for the Fresno River West Project are consistent with the City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan.
In addition to the fact that environmental justice is not itself an environmental impact, this
discussion uses an inaccurate and erroneous baseline, as it is not based on a comparison of current
conditions (the environmental baseline) against post-project conditions. Rather, although not
directly stated, the argument in the DEIR appears to be that access for disadvantaged communities
would allegedly be better under an alternative than under post-construction conditions under the
Project. This approach, of course, if contrary to CEQA. (CEQA Guideline, § 15125(a); Citizens
for E. Shore Parks v. State Lands Comm 'n (2011) 202 Cal.App.4th 549.)
7

8

B03-28
cont.

For example, it is unclear why parking and public access are not contemplated for Scout

Island.
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Despite the City's requests, the Conservancy initially expressed strong opposition to the
augmentation of the Draft EIR. It was not until the Mayor and the City Manager attended a
Conservancy meeting, and agreed to pay for the analysis of alternative access points that the
Conservancy finally agreed to allow the augmentation of the Draft EIR. Moreover, the
Conservancy continues to consider Alternatives 1 and 5 as potentially alternative, even though
those alternatives are inconsistent with the City's 2035 General Plan, and the City has opposed
those points of access. Despite this, section 1. 7 of the Draft EIR does not identify the role of local
land use agencies as an area of controversy.

B03-31

It is important to augment this section, and to revise the Draft EIR accordingly,

because - for all future projects under the Master Plan - the Conservancy will need to work with
local land use agencies regarding important issues such as access and public services. If the
Conservancy's intent is simply to ove1Tide the concerns of the relevant local agencies, this is a
highly relevant fact that should be examined in greater detail in both the Land use section of the
Draft EIR and the Master Plan itself. In addition to augmenting the Draft EIR, the Master Plan
itself should be modified to clarify the Conservancy's position, and to account for and address the
likelihood for such disputes.
In addition the Supreme Court has made clear that, where there are competing
views regarding the scope of another agency's jurisdiction, an agency cannot simply ignore the
issue. (See Banning Ranch Conservancy v. City of Newport Beach (2017) 2 Cal.5th 918, 940.)
Rather, the EIR must acknowledge the controversy and the competing views, and explain how
those competing views would affect mitigation and project alternatives. (Id.) Because both the
Draft EIR for the Master Plan and the Draft EIR for Fresno River West ignore important policies
in the City's 2035 General Plan relating to access at Riverview, the Conservancy has failed to
comply with the Supreme Court's plain mandate.

B03-32

B03-33

III.
CONCLUSION

While the Coalition is eager to see access to the San Joaquin River become a reality,
the Draft EIR for the Master Plan is defective in several material respects, and contains conclusions
and analyses that are inconsistent with those stated in the Draft EIR for the Fresno River West
Project. Accordingly, the Draft EIR for the Master Plan should not be certified until it is
substantially revised and recirculated for public comment.
Thank you for your consideration of the important issues raised in this letter.
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April 13, 2017
VIA E-MAIL melinda.marks@sjrc.ca.gov & OVERNIGHT COURIER
Melinda Marks
Executive Officer
SAN JOAQUIN RlvER CONSERVANCY

5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93727
Re:

River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project:
San Joaquin River Access Coalition's Comments on
Draft EIR {State Clearinghouse No. 2014061017)

Dear Ms. Marks:
As you are aware, my law firm represents the San Joaquin River Access Coalition
(the "Coalition"), an organization comprised of homeowners who reside west of State Route 41
and north of Nees Avenue within the City of Fresno. I am writing on behalf of the Coalition to
provide comments on the Draft Environmental Impact, State Clearinghouse No. 2014061017
(the "DEIR") for the San Joaquin River Conservancy ' s (the "Conservancy") River West Fresno,
Eaton Trail Extension Project (the "Project"). I have also enclosed an analysis of traffic and
transportation issues associated with the Project by Daniel T. Smith of Smith Engineering &
Management. (See Exhibit "A" [the "Smith Report"].)

I.
INTRODUCTION

The Coalition. As the residents closest to the proposed Project, the members of
the Coalition are the members of the public most directly impacted by the Conservancy' s
consideration of the Project. As a result, members of the Coalition have been active in providing
input on the Project since its inception. Through the process to date, the Coalition has made
plain that it does not necessarily oppose the extension of the Eaton Trail west to Palm Avenue
(and beyond); however, the Coalition has significant concerns regarding both the implementation
of the Project, as well as access through the neighborhood.
{7507/002/00708 18 I .DOCX}
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The Conservancy Should Not Consider Alternative 1. The Coalition is
encouraged that the "Project" as described in the DEIR no longer includes parking accessible
through the neighborhood via the Del Mar/Audubon intersection, which is consistent with the
City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan Update (the "2035 GPU"). The Coalition is concerned,
however, that this access continues to be considered as an alternative (Alternative 1), despite the
neighborhood's concerns and the plain mandate of the City of Fresno. The Coalition is likewise
concerned that the analysis in the DEIR appears to encourage consideration of Alternative 1 by
the Conservancy Board by, inter alia, inaccurately suggesting the Project would have
"environmental justice" impacts (which is not an environmental impact cognizable under CEQA,
and which in any event is based on legally and factually erroneous assumptions), by failing to
acknowledge Alternative 1 is infeasible (because it conflicts with the 2035 General Plan adopted
by the City, and thus cannot legally be implemented by the City under State Planning and Zoning
Law), and by failing to adequately address Alternative l's significant environmental effects
(including traffic and the direct conflict with the 2035 General Plan). Stated simply, the
Conservancy cannot legally approve Alternative 1, and the Coalition strongly objects to its
inclusion as a project alternative in the DEIR.
The Coalition Prefers a Combination of Alternatives 3 and 5, Option 5b. The
Coalition strongly prefers some iteration of Alternative 3, which would not only bring the public
closer to the resource at issue - the San Joaquin River - but would be consistent with the City's
2035 General Plan Update . Moreover, while the Coalition does not agree that environmental
justice is an environmental impact cognizable under CEQA, to the extent the Conservancy has
concerns about access, these concerns would be more appropriately resolved by adopting the
alternative that is referred to as Alternative 5, Option 5b. 1
Option 5b Must Be Presented as a Solution. For reasons that are unclear, the
Conservancy did not study Alternative 5, Option 5b. As the Conservancy is aware, the
landowner whose property could be used for Option 5b has expressed a willingness to have that
property used for parking for the Project. To the extent the Coalition contends it cannot consider
Option 5b because it was not formally evaluated as a project alternative, the Conservancy would
violate CEQA by failing to consider and analyze reasonable, feasible alternatives to the Project.
In sum, the Coalition prefers a combination of Alternatives 3 and 5 (Option Sb).
In addition, the Coalition objects to the Conservancy's consideration of any version of
Alternative 1, which the Conservancy cannot legally consider without substantially revising the
analysis in the DEIR.

Alternative 5, Option 5b is feasible, can be achieved at the least expense, and would best
fit the needs of all stakeholders.
(7507/002/00708181.DOCX}
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II.
DISCUSSION

A.

Alternative 1 Would Have Significant Land Use and Planning
Impacts that Are Not Discussed or Analyzed in the DEIR

Failure to Analyze Alternative l's Inconsistency with Policy POSS-7-g. CEQA
requires agencies to evaluate the land use and planning impacts associated with projects
proposed under CEQA. In its evaluation of this issue, a lead agency must ask whether the
proposed project would:
Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the
general plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?
(CEQA Guidelines, Appendix G.)
Consistent with this requirement, the DEIR evaluates various applicable planning
documents issued by a range of agencies, including the San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan
and the City of Fresno's 2035 GPU. (See, e.g., DEIR at 3-146.) The DEIR specifically
evaluates the Project against the policies stated in the 2035 GPU, and finds that the Project
described in the DEIR is consistent with the 2035 GPU. (See DEIR at 3-147 - 3-150.)
Notably, the City of Fresno ' s 2035 GPU contains Policy POSS-7-g, which was
specifically adopted to lessen traffic impacts to the Del Mar/Audubon intersection and nearby
facilities, and requires consideration of parking near Spano Park/Palm & Nees intersection

POSS-7-g

San Joaquin River Parkway - River West Fresno Project Area.
Support the extension of the Lewis Eaton Trail into the River West
Fresno Project Area consistent with the San Joaquin River
Parkway Master Plan and the following criteria:
•

Public access into the River View Drive Area/Neighborhoods
should be limited to cyclists and pedestrians with the exception of
public safety, circulation, and/or other governmental/support
service provider vehicles.

Commentary: Limitations on vehicular access through
Commentary: the River View Drive Area/Neighborhoods are not
intended to restrict vehicular access to the neighborhoods
themselves. Public right-of way held by the City for public street
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purposes will remain accessible to the public consistent with the
requirements of the California Vehicle Code.

•

Additional public parking should be located under and/or adjacent
to the old San Joaquin Bridge and State Route 41 corridor.

•

The feasibility of additional public parking and equestrian trailer
parking near Spano Park should be considered and fully evaluated.

•

The trail alignment should, at the greatest extent possible, be
located along and/or near the river for maximum public enjoyment,
view and access to the river by all users, and to allow for the best
possible fire and public safety buffer for adjacent propetiy owners
while also taking into consideration environmental impacts, design
and maintenance costs, historical and required water flows and
flooding, and/or other events that result in increases to water
levels.

•

Full development or public access should be avoided until
adequate and sustainable funding needed to support annual
operations and maintenance has been identified.

•

The San Joaquin River Bluff and Protection Ordinance should be
implemented prior to the completion of the project.

(2035 GPU at 5-38.)
The DEIR recognizes that the 2035 GPU limits access at River View Drive to
cyclists and pedestrians, (see DEIR at 3-14 7), and finds that the impacts of the Project are "less
than significant" because, inter alia, "[t]he project would include public pedestrian and bicycle
access to the project site via an existing entrance to the bluff Trail at River View Drive." (DEIR
at 3-149.)
Despite recognizing the need to evaluate the Project against the 2035 GPU, and in
pa1iicular Policy POSS-7-g, the DEIR takes an entirely different tack with respect to the analysis
of Alternative 1. Although Alternative 1 flatly contradicts 2035 GPU Policy POSS-7-g by
including "[v ]ehicle access ... via West Riverview Drive," and instead exploring additional
parking at "Spano Park," the DEIR's analysis of Alternative 1 somehow reaches the conclusion
that "No impact would occur." (DEIR at 5-14.) This analysis is not only inconsistent with the
facts , but inconsistent with the analysis performed in the DEIR for the Project itself. (Cf DEIR
{7 507/002/00708 l 8 l .DOCX}
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at 3-147, 3-149.) Stated simply, Alternative 1 specifically and directly contravenes Policy
POSS-7-g in the City's 2035 GPU. Because Alternative 1 is entirely inconsistent with Policy
POSS-7-g, the DEIR must be revised to recognize the fact that Alternative 1 will cause
significant land use impacts. Moreover, if the Conservancy seeks to consider Alternative 1 for
approval, it cannot do so without recirculating the DEIR and identifying mitigation to reduce
these land use impacts to a less-than-significant level.2

Alternative 1 Is Infeasible. California's Planning and Zoning Law ("PZL")
requires that all municipalities adopt a general plan, and that its subsequent decisions are
consistent with the general plan. (Govt. Code, § 65300.) Thus, a subsequent project that is not
consistent with a charter city's general plan gives rise to a presumption that the project approval
constitutes an abuse of discretion. (See, e.g., City of Del Mar v. City of San Diego (1982) 133
Cal.App.3d 401, 414-15.) A "project is consistent with the general plan if, considering all its
aspects, it will further the objectives and policies of the general plan and not obstruct their
attainment." (Corona-Norco, supra, 17 Cal.App.4th at 994.) While perfect conformity may not
be required, "a project must be compatible with the objectives and policies of the general plan."
(Endangered Habitats League, Inc. v. County of Orange (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 777, 782
[emphasis added] [citing Families Unafraid to Uphold Rural etc. County v. Board of Supers.
(1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 1332, 1336].) "A project is inconsistent if it conflicts with a general plan
policy that is fundamental, mandatory, and clear." (Endangered Habitats, supra, 131
Cal.App.4th at 782 [citing Families Unafraid, supra, 62 Cal.App.4th at 1341-42].)

Ill

2

We understand the Conservancy may contend the 2035 General Plan was adopted after
the Notice of Preparation was issued, and therefore the Conservancy is not required to consider
the 203 5 General Plan was part of the environmental baseline. Such a position would be legally
erroneous for several reasons. First, the 2035 General Plan is referenced throughout the
document in other areas, and considering the 2035 General Plan in some areas but not others
would lead to an internally inconsistent, confusing, and incomprehensible document. In
addition, the 2035 General Plan is not a new development; rather, it was enacted over two years
ago in December 2014. Thus, the Conservancy has had over two years to incorporate the
policies and objectives of the 2035 General Plan into its DEIR, and any argument that the 203 5
General Plan should be disregarded would be based solely on the fact that the NOP is stale.
Moreover, because the 2035 General Plan policies directly contradict Alternative 1, the
Conservancy cannot argue use of the 2035 General Plan would not change the findings in the
DEIR with respect to the land use and other impacts of Alternative 1. (Cf Citizens for Open
Govt. v. City ofLodi (2012) 205 Cal.App.4th 296, 319.) Fmther, to the extent the Conservancy
seeks to rely upon approvals by the City for infrastructure, it cannot obtain those approvals
without creating a ve1tical inconsistency between the approval and the 2035 General Plan, which
would violate State Planning and Zoning Law, Government Code, § 65000, et seq.
{7507 /002/00708181 .OOCX}
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Alternative 1 would require subsequent approvals by the City of Fresno, including
certain roadway improvements. The City, however, could not provide such approvals because
those approvals would be inconsistent with the City's 2035 General Plan, and thus contrary to
PZL. As a result, the DEIR has not established that Alternative l is feasible, or that it may be
considered for approval by the City.

Neither the Project nor the Alternatives Comply with Policy POSS-7-g's
Mandate to Provide Funding in Advance of Development and Public Access. Policy POSS-7-g
specifically provides that "[fJull development or public access should be avoided until adequate
and sustainable funding needed to support annual operations and maintenance has been
identified." This requirement is designed to ensure the Eaton Trail expansion will not result in
health and safety impacts, or fall into blight conditions through disrepair. Despite this, the DEIR
entirely ignores this policy. As a result, prior to the certification of the DEIR, the Conservancy
must identify adequate and sustainable funding for the trail expansion.
Alternative 1 Would Contravene San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan
Policies. As explained irifra, San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Policy LP2 provides that
"[n]o land shall be acquired for the Parkway by the San Joaquin River Conservancy by the
exercise of eminent domain." Despite this, the mitigation proposed in Alternative 1 would
encroach upon several residential properties, and would thus directly contravene this policy of
the Master Plan. (See irifra, § B(4).)
Alternative 1 would also contravene other policies stated within the Master Plan,
including:
•

By routing traffic through Riverview Drive, exacerbating already
congested conditions on Audubon Drive and the Del Mar/Audubon
intersection, and exacerbating hazardous conditions, (see, e.g., infra §
B(4)), Alternative 1 would be contrary to Master Plan Policy FG6, which
requires that Conservancy land use and management policies "enhance the
quality oflife of ... residents" of the Fresno-Madera metropolitan area.

•

Master Plan Policy RTP5 provides that "[o]ffsite improvements needed
for access to and from Parkway facilities shall be designed in accordance
with standards of the applicable local jurisdiction(s)."
However,
Alternative 1 flatly contradicts the City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan,
contemplates the installation of facilities the City of Fresno does not
support, and would contemplate encroachment onto private residential
properties. (See infra,§ B(4).)

•

Because there is no evidence in support of projected parking demand, the
Conservancy cannot make a finding that Alternative 1 is consistent with
Master Plan Policy RPPl, which requires the Conservancy to "avoid[]
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excess parking which would increase environmental
construction and promote overuse of the site."
•

impacts of

Instead of promoting "alternative transportation access to the Parkway,"
Alternative 1 routes vehicular traffic through a residential neighborhood,
rather than areas with existing alternative transportation access (such as
Woodward Park and the Palm/Nees intersection), contrary to Master Plan
Policies RPC4, RTPPl, and RTPP2.

Alternative 1 Violates Several Policies of the Bullard Community Plan.
Although the DEIR discusses some aspects of the City of Fresno's 2025 and 2035 General Plans,
it does not discuss the 1988 Bullard Community Plan ("BCP"), which remains in effect. For this
reason alone, the Land Use discussion in the DEIR is deficient, particularly given that many of
the policies in the BCP relate directly to the development of the San Joaquin Riverbottom. In
addition, however, Alternative 1 is inconsistent with several policies and goals of the Bullard
Community Plan, including:
•

Alternative 1 does not protect the integrity of established neighborhoods
because it routes significant non-residential traffic through Riverview, and
overburdens presently impacted facilities, including Audubon Drive. (See
BCP Goal 4.1.2(2).) The proposed mitigation for Alternative 1 would also
violate this policy because it would require the physical taking of
residential properties, and increase noise at the Del Mar/Audubon
intersection associated with vehicles accelerating and decelerating. (See
infra, § B(4).)

•

Alternative 1 does not provide for safe neighborhoods free from excessive
traffic and noise. (See BCP Goal 4.1.2(4).) Rather, it routes nonresidential traffic through the neighborhood, and exacerbates safety
concerns at the Del Mar/Audubon intersection and Briar Court approach.
Similarly, the proposed mitigation would cause additional noise through
the installation of new facilities at Del Mar/Audubon associated with
vehicles accelerating and decelerating. (See infra,§ B(4).)

•

Instead of providing "for the efficient movement of vehicular traffic," as
required under BCP Goal 4.5 .8(1 ), Alternative 1 routes non-residential
traffic through residential neighborhoods, and places increased burdens on
an impacted facility, Audubon Drive.

•

BCP Goal 4.5.8(2) was designed to "discourage □
traffic on the local
residential street system," yet Alternative 1 would route additional vehicle
trips through Del Mar Avenue and Riverview Drive.
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•

Routing non-residential traffic through Del Mar Avenue and Riverview
Drive is inconsistent with BCP Policy 4.5.9(7), which provides that
"[l]ocal residential streets shall be designed to discourage through and/or
non-residential traffic."

•

Alternative 1 frustrates BCP Goal 5.1.2(2), which provides for "access to
the riverbottom ... while minimizing intrusion on existing residences and
other activities on private property." Instead of furthering this Goal,
Alternative 1 (i) increases intrusions on residences by diverting traffic
through a residential neighborhood and (ii) identifying mitigation
measures that would physically intrude upon private residences. (See,
e.g., infra,§ B(4).)

The Only Alternative that Does not Wholly Conflict With Policy POSS-7-g is
Alternative 3 . 2035 GPU Policy POSS-7-g provides that the "trail alignment should, at the
greatest extent possible, be located along and/or near the river for maximum public enjoyment,
view and access to the river by all users, and to allow for the best possible fire and public safety
buffer for adjacent property owners .... " This policy was specifically designed to lessen fire
and public safety impacts, and to enhance the aesthetic experience of trail users. None of the
alternatives comply with this policy, with the sole exception of Alternative 3. Despite this, DEIR
does not contain any discussion regarding the failure of the Project (or any alternative other than
Alternative 3) to comply with Policy POSS-7-g. To the extent the Conservancy seeks to
consider a version of the project other than Alternative 3 (or Alternative 3 in conjunction with
another alternative), the DElR must be augmented to (i) analyze the inconsistency between the
Project, and Alternatives 1-2 and 4-5 with Policy POSS-7-g, (ii) recognize the new significant
impact, and (iii) identify feasible mitigation to avoid the inconsistency. Following this analysis,
the DEIR would need to be recirculated for public review. (See, e.g., Vineyard Area Citizens for
Responsible Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412, 449 [recirculation
required for newly identified potentially significant impact].)
As such, any version of the Project that is approved must contain the trail
alignments contemplated in Alternative 3.

B.

The DEIR's Analysis of Traffic is Unsupported By the Evidence, and
is Legally Deficient
1.

The DEIR's Conclusions Regarding Traffic Impacts Are Not
Supported By Substantial Evidence

During the March 1, 2017, Conservancy Board meeting, Conservancy staff and
the Conservancy 's environmental consultant explained that there had been no analysis performed
regarding estimated parking demand. Rather, the amount of parking was simply designed by an
architect for the environmental consultant, without regard to whether the amount of parking
{7507/002/007081 81 .DOCX}
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contemplated was actually necessary or commensurate with projected usage of the trail. Despite
the fact that there is no evidence regarding demand for parking and/or the trail, the trip
generation "estimates" are merely "assumptions" based on parking capacity alone. (See DEIR,
Appendix "H" at 4-3 ["Proposed project assumed daily trip generation estimates based on site
parking capacity of 53 spaces and assumes three times parking turnover during the day."].)
Because the entire discussion of the DEIR with respect to traffic is based upon "assumed" trip
generation rates generated by simply multiplying parking capacity, and there is no factual basis
behind those rates, the entire traffic study is flawed and without evidentiary support. (See also
Smith Report at 1-2.)

2.

The DEIR and Appendix H Contain no Analysis of
Intersections Affected by the Project (and in Particular
Alternative 1)

One of the most controversial issues raised by the public, including the Coalition,
over the last several years relates to traffic congestion and safety at the unsignalized
Audubon/Del Mar intersection. This issue was of paramount concern to the City of Fresno when
it adopted the 2035 GPU, which specifically limited vehicular access from River View drive.
Despite this, the DEIR (and the traffic report included as Appendix H to the DEIR) contains no
analysis of any intersections. Rather, the DEIR and Appendix H solely include analyses of
roadway segments. As explained in the Smith Report, this is contrary to both standard
engineering practice, as well as the City of Fresno ' s Traffic Impact Study Report Guidelines.
(See Smith Report at 2-3.)
Moreover, earlier studies of the same roadway network show many of the
surrounding intersections have operated at unacceptable levels of service since at least 2008.
(See Smith Report at 3.) Alternative 1, in particular, will contribute to these unacceptable levels
of congestion because nearly all trips for the parking lot at Riverview Drive would go through
either the Palm/Nees intersection or the Friant/Audubon intersection. By failing to consider the
impacts of the Project (and in particular Alternative 1) on these intersections, the DEIR violates
CEQA. (Smith Report at 3.)
This omission is also puzzling due to extensive use of Audubon Drive as a bypass
for motorists seeking to avoid rush-hour traffic at the Nees/Blackstone and the Friant/S. R. 41
intersections. During a.m. and p.m. peak hours, motorists from the Coalition's neighborhood are
forced to wait 10 minutes or longer to turn left onto Audubon Drive. Because the Project
contemplates additional vehicle trips associated with the Project, and Alternative 1 in particular
contemplates 40 additional a.m. peak hour vehicle trips using the Riverview parking lot, (see
DEIR, Appendix H at 4-3), the Audubon/Del Mar intersection will be burdened even further.
Because the DEIR fails to analyze this intersection, the DEIR is inadequate, and must be revised
to address the potential impacts associated with increased traffic at all affected intersections (and
in particular Alternative 1).
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3.

The Roadway Segment Counts do not Accurately Reveal
Existing Conditions

The DEIR states that "Roadway segment traffic counts were collected on
Saturday through Monday, May 24 to 26, during the 2014 Memorial Day weekend," to allegedly
"capture a worst-case-scenario traffic count sampling of roadway traffic demand on the study
roadway segments." This sampling is incomplete and legally deficient for many reasons. First,
although the Eaton Trail is used extensively on weekends and holidays, it is also used
extensively in the morning hours by joggers, cyclists, and pedestrians seeking to avoid the hot
Fresno midday during the late Spring through early Fall. This is important because vehicular
traffic along Audubon Drive is very heavy (and travels at speeds in excess of 45 miles/hour)
during the a.m. peak hours when motorists from the Coalition's neighborhood are force to wait
and/or make dangerous movements to turn left onto Audubon Drive). Without performing
counts during the a.m. peak hours, and specifically evaluating the Audubon/Del Mar intersection,
the DEIR is left with an incomplete view of the traffic impacts of the Project (and in particular
Alternative 1). (See Smith Report at 4-5.)
Moreover, as explained by Mr. Smith, "the segment counts are stale."
Specifically, since 2014, the use of Audubon by motorists seeking to bypass the Nees/Blackstone
and the Friant/S.R. 41 intersections has increased significantly due to increased development
near the Project. As such, the traffic report should be revised to capture the increased use of
Audubon Drive by the public.
4.

The Mitigation Proposed for Alternative 1 is Inadequate Under
CEOA

The DEIR recognizes that Alternative I will result in potentially significant
impacts to that intersection, as well as the need to mitigate those impacts under CEQA:
Under Alternative 1, traffic volume is anticipated to increase because
visitors would turn at the Audubon Drive/Del Mar A venue intersection to
either access or leave the West Riverview Drive entrance. The additional
traffic may result in accidents and add to traffic delays at Del Mar A venue.
This impact would be potentially significant.
(DEIR at 5-16.) The DEIR therefore identifies the following mitigation for Alternative 1:
The Conservancy shall share with the City, on a pro rata basis, the cost of
installing either a traffic signal or other effective traffic control such as a
roundabout, designed by the City for the Audubon Drive/Del Mar Avenue
intersection. The West Riverview Drive entrance and added parking for
Alternative 1 would not be open to the public until such traffic
improvements are constructed and operational.
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(Id.) The DEIR then explains that a traffic signal or roundabout would "improve access to the
West Riverview Drive entrance by reducing wait time for traffic entering the intersection from
Del Mar A venue, and would reduce the potential for traffic accidents." (Id.) The DEIR also
states that this mitigation measure would allegedly "reduce the impact to less than significant,"
and that "[n]o additional mitigation is required." (Id.) This proposed mitigation is inadequate
under CEQA.

There is no Evidence that the Proposed Mitigation is Feasible. The present
configuration of the intersection suggests signalization and/or a roundabout are infeasible. The
only way to install a traffic signal or a roundabout would be to encroach upon existing
residences, including driveways, back yards, and ancillary structures. (See Smith Report at 6-7.)
Signalization likewise would not be feasible at this location, due to roadway configuration, and
the presence of numerous nearby residences. Coupled with the noise impacts associated with
vehicles (including heavy trucks) accelerating and decelerating, the installation of such facilities
would essentially result in the condemnation of several residences.
The Proposed Mitigation Would Violate Applicable Plan-Level Documents.
The San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Policy LP2 provides that "[n]o land shall be
acquired for the Parkway by the San Joaquin River Conservancy by the exercise of eminent
domain." Despite this, the proposed mitigation requires the construction of facilities, including a
roundabout that would encroach upon several residential properties at the Del Mar/Audubon
intersection. The physical taking of these properties for the Parkway expansion would require
the exercise of eminent domain, which directly contravenes Policy LP2.
The Proposed Mitigation Would Result in Significant Safety Impacts. The
facilities would also raise significant safety concerns, as the intersection would be shielded
visually as motorists accelerate downhill from the S.R. 41 overpass.
The Proposed Mitigation is Incomplete.
CEQA also prohibits vague,
incomplete, and untested mitigation measures, (see, e.g., Federation of Hillside & Cyn Assn 's v.
City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 1252, 1260), particularly where the mitigation
measure is so undefined as to gauge its effectiveness. (See Preserve Wild Santee v. City of
Santee (2012) 210 Cal.App.4th 260, 281.) Here, the mitigation measure is entirely undefined;
there is no suggestion as to what the mitigation will entail, how it will be constructed, and how it
will alleviate the significant and unavoidable impacts of Alternative 1. Rather, the measure
vaguely states that some unidentified type of facility - possibly a signal or a roundabout - will be
constructed by somebody using funds that have yet to be identified. These concerns are
heightened by the fact that there is no study or evaluation in the DEIR that reveals how
significant the impacts of the Project on the intersection will actually be (essentially rendering
impossible any analysis of how the facility would lessen or avoid the impact itself).
The DEIR Impermissibly Defers Mitigation. This measure also constitutes the
impermissible deferral of mitigation because it postpones both the design and funding of the
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facility to some future date. It is normally impermissible to defer mitigation. (See CEQA
Guidelines,§ 15126.4(a)(l)(B).) And none of the exceptions that would allow the Conservancy
to defer the formulation of mitigation exist here. (See, e.g., id.; POET, LLC v. Air Resources
Board (2013) 218 Cal.App.4th 681, 735.)

The DEIR Does Not Analyze Significant Environmental Impacts Caused by the
Mitigation Itself Further, CEQA requires the discussion (and identification of mitigation) for
potentially significant environmental effects caused by mitigation measures themselves. (CEQA
Guidelines, § 15 l 26.4(a)(l )(D); Stevens v. City of Glendale (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 986.) Here,
as explained above, the installation of new facilities at the Del Mar/Audubon intersection would
encroach upon several residential properties, and increase noise associated with vehicles
accelerating and decelerating. Despite this, there is no analysis of this impact on the DEIR. Nor
is there any analysis of the visual and aesthetic impacts of a new facility (particularly a signal),
which would add sources of light and visual disruption on a roadway segment designated as a
"Scenic Corridor" by the City of Fresno. For similar reasons, such facilities may also conflict
with the City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan, which requires the preservation of the aesthetic
values of Scenic Corridors, such as Audubon Drive. (See 2035 GPU at 4-35 [requiring measures
to preserve and enhance scenic qualities along scenic corridors, including Audubon Drive].)
There is likewise no analysis of how a signal or roundabout would impact congestion and trip
lengths along Audubon Drive, and also nearby roadway segments. Among other things, the
DEIR should evaluate whether installing a signal or roundabout at the Del Mar/ Audubon
intersection would shift trips to intersections such as Nees/Blackstone and Friant/S.R. 41. 3

C.

The Conservancy May Not Rely Upon Alleged Environmental Justice
Impacts to Assert the Project and Alternatives 2-4 Have Significant
Environmental Effects

Environmental Justice is not an Environmental Impact Cognizable Under
CEQA.

CEQA requires analysis of "physical impacts" on the environment. (See CEQA
Guidelines, § 15604(d) [requiring agencies to "consider direct physical changes in the
environment which may be caused by the project ... "].) "Environmental justice," in contrast,
means "the fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the
development, adoption, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations,
and policies." (Gov. Code, § 65040.12, subd. (e).) To the extent such alleged impacts are
implicated by the Project - and, as explained below, they are not - such impacts are at most

There is likewise no analysis of the air quality impacts associated with the mobile source
emissions, including idling at the Audubon /Del Mar intersection during extended periods.
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"[e]conomic and social changes," which CEQA expressly states "shall not be treated as
significant effects on the environment."4 (CEQA Guidelines,§ 15604(e) [emphasis added].)
Nor is there any argument that such "economic and social" changes could result
in a physical change that could be considered significant. This is because some citizens would
allegedly be required to travel to a less convenient access point to reach the trail. (See DEIR at
4-21.) But the courts have specifically ruled that such inconvenience is merely a "social
impact," not an environmental impact for which a significant impact under CEQA may be found.
(See San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City & County of San Francisco (2002)
102 Cal.4th 656, 697; accord Pub. Resources Code, § 21099, subds. (b)(3), (d)(l) [adequacy of
parking "shall not support a finding of significance," and "parking impacts ... shall not be
considered significant effects on the environment"]/ [n other words, "environmental justice"
impacts may not themselves be regarded as a significant impact on the environment under
CEQA. 6

The Suggestion that the Project Would Have Significant Environmental Justice
Effects is Based upon the use of an Improper Environmental Baseline. Even if this were not
the law, the Conservancy could not rely upon environmental justice impacts to support a finding
that the Project's impacts would be significant and unavoidable.
First, any alleged
environmental justice impact associated with project access is not based on a comparison of
current conditions (the environmental baseline) against post-project conditions. Rather, although
not directly stated, the argument in the DEIR appears to be that access for disadvantaged
communities would allegedly be better under an alternative than under post-construction
conditions under the Project.
This approach is contrary to CEQA. The environmental baseline includes the
"existing physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project . . . ." (CEQA
Guideline, § 15125(a).) The purpose of the baseline is to compare the project against the
existing conditions, to determine "whether an [environmental] impact is significant." (Id.; see
also Citizens/or E. Shore Parks v. State Lands Comm'n (2011) 202 Cal.App.4th 549.) Here, the
4

As an economic/social impact, the DEIR need not identify mitigation for any alleged
"environmental justice" impact. (Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21100, subd. (b)(3); 21150; CEQA
Guidelines,§ 14126.4(a)(l)(A).)
5

For similar reasons, the Conservancy also cannot argue an alleged lack of parking is itself
a significant environmental impact. (See, e.g., San Frandscans Upholding the Downtown Plan,
supra, 102 Cal.4th at 697; Pub. Resources Code,§ 21099, subds. (b)(3), (d)(l).)
6

As explained below, the traffic analysis supporting the DEIR was not based on demand,
and there is no analysis of demand for parking. As such, there is simply no evidence in the
record that such inconvenience - even if cognizable as an environmental impact - would arise to
the level of a "s ignificant" impact.
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DEIR contravenes both the letter and the intent of developing a baseline under CEQA by
artificially picking post-project conditions as the baseline. Because a post-project baseline is
impermissible under CEQA, the Conservancy may not rely on the alleged "environmental
justice" to determine the Project' s impacts are significant and unavoidable under CEQA.

The Conclusion that the Project Would Have Environmental Justice Impacts is
not Supported by Substantial Evidence. In addition, there is simply no evidence in the record to
suggest the alleged "environmental justice" impacts would occur. First, there is no estimate of
demand for the Eaton Trail expansion in the DEIR, let alone an estimate of demand for access by
vehicle. Nor is there any estimate as to whether disadvantaged communities would be
disproportionately impacted compared to other communities as a result of vehicular access being
located at Perrin as opposed to that contemplated in Alternative 1. Moreover, there is no analysis
or evidence to show that disadvantaged communities would not use existing access at Woodward
Park to access the Eaton Trail expansion. In other words, the alleged "environmental justice"
impacts are unsupported by any facts whatsoever, and thus substantial evidence does not support
the conclusions stated in the DEIR.

Feasible Mitigation Exists to Reduce the Alleged Impacts to a Less-thanSignijicant Level. Even if the Conservancy could argue (i) such alleged impacts were
cognizable under CEQA, and (ii) evidence supported the notion that such impacts were
potentially significant, there are several feasible ways to reduce any such impacts to a less than
significant level without exacerbating the traffic conditions at Del Mar and Audubon Drive. (Cf
CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15121 (a), 15126.4(a) [an EIR must describe feasible mitigation measures
that can minimize a project's significant environmental effects] [emphasis added].) Such
mitigation would include the following:
•

Nearby Woodward Park presently provides convenient parking (and
ADA-accessible) access to the Eaton Trail near Perrin Avenue. Parking at
Woodward Park could easily be augmented to address these alleged
concerns without impacting residential communities. Yet, expansion of
parking at Woodward Park was not contemplated in the DEIR as
mitigation.

•

These alleged concerns could also be addressed by augmenting existing
bus routes serving the surrounding area. Expanded bus routes could
specifically include routes to and from the Pinedale community to access
points at (i) Palm and Nees, (ii) the proposed Perrin parking lot, and (iii)
Woodward Park.

•

Alternative 5 (or any variant of that alternative) could likewise provide
mitigation for this issue.
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•

There are also several properties in the vicinity of the trail expansion that
are owned by the Parkway Trust that could be used for parking m a
manner that would not require access at Riverview Drive.

Because feasible mitigation exists to reduce any alleged "environmental justice"
impacts to a less-than-significant level, the Conservancy cannot legally find any such impacts of
the Project are "significant and unavoidable."

D.

The DEIR Fails to Address Several Public Health & Safety Impacts

The Coalition has on previous occasions expressed concerns about the public
health, safety, and aesthetic impacts associated with the Project. These issues are of particular
concern because Conservancy staff has advised that funding for the Project has not been
analyzed and is an issue that is "outside" the DEIR. Without assurances regarding funding,
however, the Coalition is concerned that the Project's potential to increase the frequency and
severity of issues presently experienced by members of the Coalition will increase.7

Fire Protection. The DEIR suggests that no comments were made during the
scoping process with respect to public services. This is inaccurate, as my July 8, 2014,
comments on the Notice of Preparation specifically address such concerns. As explained
previously, the bluff and river areas beneath the neighborhood where most of the members of the
Coalition reside are regularly used for unpermitted camping. Frequently, individuals using the
river bottom for camping set fires that are not properly monitored or controlled and present a
danger to local residents. For example, on July 2, 2009, a bluff fire burned an 11.9-acre area,
destroying one home and damaging two others. The fire took four hours to contain, and another
two hours to control. While no individuals were injured, approximately 25 residential structures
were put at risk. Such fires not only endanger residents and structures within the surrounding
neighborhoods, but also natural resources. The addition of parking within those neighborhoods
would increase these impacts. Despite this, the DEIR does not consider potential environmental
impacts associated with fires, including human safety, impacts to biological resources, and fire
protection services. (See, e.g. , Preserve Wild Santee v. City of Santee (2012) 210 Cal.App.4th
260.) The DEIR likewise does not discuss whether the fire department possesses the equipment
and vehicles necessary to respond to bluff fire outbreaks on the river bottom, particularly in light
of the sandy soils, and how the Conservancy will contribute to the funding of the Fire
Depattment to offset these impacts. Rather, the DEIR simply states without explanation that
there will be "no impact." The DEIR should be revised and recirculated to discuss impacts
associated with fires.

7

Such funding is also necessary under BCP Goal 4.4.7(1) , which contemplates the need to
"[c]ontinue to provide effective and efficient public services and facilities to the Bullard
Community as the community grows."
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Police Services. Vandalism and encampments continue to be a significant
concern to residents within adjacent neighborhoods. As access to the Eaton Trail increases, these
impacts will likewise increase. Despite this, the DEIR simply states without explanation there
will be "no impact." The DEIR should be revised and recirculated to discuss these important
impacts to public safety that directly affect members of the Coalition.
Aesthetics and Urban Decay. It is presently unclear how trail maintenance and
repair will be funded. Without an adequate funding stream, it is likewise unclear how the
Conservancy will ensure the trail will not fall into disrepair and result in an eyesore, or
experience incidences of urban decay such as trash, weeds, graffiti, and vandalism (all of which
are presently issues of concern). Because no funding source has been identified, and it is unclear
how the Conservancy will maintain the trail, the DEIR should be revised to address the potential
environmental effects that would result from the inability of the Conservancy to fund regular
maintenance and upkeep of the trail.

E.

The DEIR's Designation of Alternative 1 as an "Environmentally
Superior Alternative" is Contrary to both CEOA and the Facts

CEQA requires that the DEIR identify "an environmentally superior alternative"
from among the alternatives discussed. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15126.6(e)(2).) The DEIR
characterizes Alternative 1 as the "environmentally superior" alternative. (DEIR at 5-104.) This
finding is both legally and factually erroneous. First, this finding is based upon the mistaken
assumption that the Project has significant impacts as to "environmental justice" compared to
Alternative 1, which as explained supra, § C is incorrect. This finding also inaccurately
presumes that feasible mitigation exists to avoid the significant impacts as to the Del
Mar/Audubon intersection; however, as explained above, the mitigation proposed is legally
inadequate and infeasible. (See supra, § B(4).) This discussion also makes no mention of the
fact that Alternative 1 has significant and unavoidable land use impacts because it contravenes
the City of Fresno's 2035 GPU. (See supra, § A.) As a result, the DEIR may not legally find
Alternative 1 is the environmentally superior alternative.
F.

To the Extent the Conservancy Contends it Cannot Approve
Alternative 5, Option Sb, the Conservancy Bas Failed to Consider and
Analyze a Reasonable, Feasible Alternative to the Project

As the Conservancy is aware, the alternative identified as "Alternative 5" was one
of several potential alternatives developed for access at Palm and Nees. Although parking at
Palm and Nees would resolve all of the purported issues relating to "access" to the trail, the
Conservancy inexplicably chose to analyze an alternative for this area that contemplated crossing
property by a landowner who has submitted comments in opposition to the use of his property
for this purpose. As the conservancy is aware, Alternative 5, Option Sb, presents an alternative
that is supported by the underlying property owners - the City of Fresno and Stan Spano - and
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that the Conservancy could feasibly implement. (See Exhibit " B" [March 27, 2017, letter from
Stan Spano].)
There is no legal impediment that would prevent the Conservancy from approving
Alternative 5, Option Sb, following the confirmation from the Conservancy's consuJtant that
Option Sb is not "considerably different" than Alternative 5 for purposes of CEQA. (See
Residents Against Specific Plan 380 v. County of Riverside (2017) 9 Cal.App.5th 941 ; South
County Citizens for Smarr Growth v. County of Nevada (2013) 221 CaJ .App.4th 316.)
If the Conservancy does not intend to consider Alternative 5, Option Sb as an
alternative, the Conservancy would vio.late CEQA The requirement that environmental
documents identify and discuss alternatives to the project stems from the fundamental statutory
policy that public agencies should require the implementation of feasible alternatives or
mitigation measures to reduce the project ' s significant impacts. (Sec, e.g., Pub. Resources Code,
§ 21001.) In its analysis of alternatives, the lead agency must focus on alternatives that can
avoid or substantially lessen a project's significant environmental effects. (Pub. Resources
Code, § 21002.) The CEQA Guidelines specifically recognize that comments raised by members
of the public on an environmental document are particularly helpful if they suggest "additional
specific alternatives .. , that would provide better ways to avoid or mitigate the significant
environmental effects." (CEQA Guidelines, § 15204.)
Alternative 5, Option Sb is plainly feasible and is supported by the underlying
landowner. AJthough the Coalition disagrees environmental justice impacts - and in pa1ticular
those asserted in the DElR - are cognizable under CEQA, Alternative 5, Option Sb would reduce
any such impacts to a less than significant level. As such, the Conservancy must consider and
adopt Alternative S, Option Sb. 8

HI.
CONCLUSION

In short, the Conservancy should reject Alternative 1. Moreover, for the reasons
discussed above, the Coalition strongly prefers a combination Alternatives 3 and 5.

of

Very truly yours,

.~

for J fK

John P. Kinsey
Enclosures
For similar reasons, the Conservancy has failed to consider a reasonable range of
alternatives, as required under CEQA.
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COMMENT LETTER # B03
EXHIBIT 1, EXHIBIT A

Re: River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project:
San Joaquin River Access Coalition's Comments on Draft EIR
(State Clearinghouse No. 2014061017)

II

Exhibit "A"

I'
II

SMITH

ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

April 7, 2017

John P. Kinsey, Esq.
Wanger Jones Helsley PC
265 E. River Park Circle, Suite 310
Fresno, CA 93720

Subject:

San Joaquin River Conservancy River West Fresno Eaton Trail
Extension Project Draft Environmental Impact Report (SCH #
2014061017)

Dear Mr. Kinsey:
At your request on behalf of the San Joaquin River Access Coalition (the
"Coalition"), I have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report (the "DEIR")
for the River West Eaton Trail Extension Project (the "Project). My review is in
specific relation to the adequacy of the traffic and transportation analysis
supporting the DEIR. My qualifications to perform this review include
registration as a Civil and Traffic Engineer in California and over 48 years
professional consulting engineering practice in the traffic and transportation
industry. I have both prepared and performed adequacy reviews of numerous
transportation and circulation sections of environmental impact reports prepared
under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). My professional resume
is attached.
Findings of my review are summarized below.
The DEIR's Estimates of Parking Needs and Trip Generation Are Not Based
On Substantial Evidence
The trip generation "estimates" in the traffic study supporting the DEIR are
merely "assumptions" based on parking space totals alone (as opposed to
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demand for the project). (See DEIR, Appendix "H" at 4-4 ["Proposed project
assumed daily trip generation estimates based on site parking capacity of 53
spaces and assumes three times parking turnover during the day."].) The
number of parking spaces, in turn, is not based on any estimate of actual trail
usage, but rather a subjective determination by an architect based on design
considerations. Because the entire discussion of the DEIR with respect to traffic
is based upon "assumed" trip generation rates generated by simply multiplying by
3 the number of parking spaces provided, and the number of spaces is
unconnected to any quantitative estimate of park usage, there is no factual basis
behind the trip estimates supporting the traffic analysis.
The conventional method among traffic engineers for estimating trip generation is
to rely on the latest edition of Institute of Transportation Engineers authoritative
work, Trip Generation (latest currently being the 9th edition). DEIR Appendix H
claims to have reviewed Trip Generation but, because no specific rates for
walking tra;Js are identified in it, the Appendix H study devised the abovedescribed methodology of estimating parking generation based on parking
supply. This logic, however, is circular because the DEIR's estimate of parking
supply was not based on projected demand or estimates of actual usage, but
rather what the environmental consultant's architect designed . In other words,
substantial evidence does not exist to support the trip generation estimates in the
DEIR.
Given that the DEIR's traffic generation is not based on substantial evidence and
vastly lower than trip generation estimated using data from a conventionally
employed and authoritative data source, the entire traffic analysis is fatally flawed
and the DEIR's conclusions with regard to traffic impacts are unsupported by
substantial evidence.
The DEIR and Appendix H Contain no Analysis of Intersections Affected by
the Project. This Is Also True of Alternative 1 to the Project.
One of the conditions under which the City of Fresno's Traffic Impact Study
Report Guidelines (the "Guidelines") mandates that a traffic impact study be
performed is "when the project traffic will substantially affect an intersection or
roadway segment already identified as operating at an unacceptable level of
service". The DEIR and its Appendix H Traffic Impact Analysis Report claim to
conform to these guidelines. Yet the Project (particularly in its Alternative 1 form)
clearly impacts intersections that operate at unacceptable levels of service but
the DEIR only performs road segment analyses. Aside from the fact that there
are recognized intersections that already experience unacceptable conditions, it
is contrary to both the City's Guidelines and generally accepted transportation
analysis standards for an EIR to rely solely on road segment analysis because in
most circumstances intersection operations reach unacceptable levels of service
well before road segment capacities are reached.
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The fact that several intersections on the local and regional approaches to the
Project are operating in deficient condition has been a matter of public record
since at least 2008 1 . The study cited from the certified Fresno 40 Development
EIR shows that the intersection of Friant with Audubon operated at LOS Fin the
2007/8 existing condition in the AM and PM peaks and would also operate at
LOS F with the Fresno 40 project in both peaks in both 2008 and 2010 near term
cumulative conditions. It indicates the intersection of Friant with the SR 41
northbound ramps operates at LOS Fin the existing condition, the existing+
project condition and the 2010 condition for the AM peak hour, and although at a
satisfactory level in the existing PM peak condition, would operate at
unsatisfactory LOS E in the existing + project condition and unsatisfactory LOS F
in the 2010 cumulative condition. The document indicates that the intersection of
Friant with the SR 41 southbound ramps would operate at unsatisfactory LOS F
in the AM peak for all three analysis scenarios but satisfactorily in the PM peaks.
The same document indicates that the intersection of Blackstone with Nees
operates at unsatisfactory LOS F in both AM and PM peaks in all three analysis
scenarios. It shows that the intersection of Audubon with Nees operates at
unsatisfactory LOS Fin both AM and PM peaks in all three analysis scenarios.
This information in the 2008 document remains relevant because no physical
improvements of significance have been carried out at any of the above
intersections since that time and due to the fact that, since additional growth has
occurred in Northeast Fresno, Northwest Clovis, and the Friant Corridor.
Because current traffic demand is of course higher than in 2008, the Project's
impacts on these intersections will be felt even more acutely.
The fact that there are deficient intersections on the local and regional
approaches to the Project site makes the DEIR traffic analysis inadequate for
failing to assess the Project's impacts on these intersections. 2 These
intersections were operating at above applicable thresholds of significance in
2008 (according to the City of Fresno, LOS E and above is unacceptable), and
continue to operate at unacceptable/significant levels to this day. Simply, the
traffic study does not conform to standard engineering practice by failing to
analyze the Project's impacts on these congested intersections.
Standard traffic engineering practice would also have dictated performing an
intersection analysis at the Del Mar/Audubon intersection. In addition to the fact
that this intersection has been raised by the members of the Bluff community as
a facility of significant concern over the past several years, this issue was of
1 See Fresno 40 Development Traffic Impact Analysis, VRP A Technologies, September 3, 2008, produced
in support of the ElR on the Fresno 40 Project. A copy of this repo1t is attached as Exhibit "Attachment 2."

This both a matter of public record (as demonstrated in prior environmental documents for nearby
development projects , including the Fresno 40 project, and a matter than is demonstrated by readily
observable conditions (in paiticularly the extensive peak hour queueing at the Audubon/Del Mar
intersection).
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paramount concern to the City of Fresno when it adopted the 2035 GPU, which
specifically limited vehicular access to the Project site from River View Drive .
This omission of an intersection analysis at the intersection of Audubon with Del
Mar is contrary to standard traffic engineering practices, due to extensive use of
Audubon Drive as a bypass for motorists seeking to avoid rush-hour traffic
congestion at the intersection of Nees Avenue with Blackstone Avenue/ Friant
Road and the intersection of Friant Road with the SR41 ramps. Presently,
Audubon Drive is heavily traveled with 17,000 ADT. During a.m. and p.m. peak
hours, traffic from the Bluff neighborhood is forced to wait 10 minutes or longer to
turn left onto Audubon Drive. This has an even greater circulation impact on the
homes who enter onto Del Mar Avenue from Briar Court, who often cannot turn
left from Briar Court onto Del Mar because of stacking by vehicles waiting to turn
left from Del Mar Avenue onto Audubon.
Moreover, during am and pm peak hours, the number of vehicles turning north
from Audubon Drive onto Del Mar increases. These vehicles often travel at high
speeds, and result in dangerous conditions for those seeking to exit Briar Court
onto Del Mar Avenue . Several residents have reported collisions involving
vehicles seeking to exit Briar Court onto Del Mar Avenue.
Because the Project (and in particular Alternative 1) contemplates 45 additional
a.m. peak hour vehicle trips to/from the Riverview parking lot and 55 in the pm
peak hour, (see DEIR Appendix H, Table 4-1 at page 4-3), the Audubon/Del Mar
intersection will be burdened even further. Despite this, the DEIR (and the traffic
report included as Appendix H to the DEIR) contains no analysis of this, or any
other intersection. Rather, the DEIR and Appendix H solely include analyses of
roadway segments.
The DEIR is therefore inadequate , particularly with respect to its analysis of
Alternative 1, and must be revised to address the potential impacts associated
with increased traffic at all affected intersections, particularly if additional parking
is contemplated at Riverview Drive.
The Roadway Segment Counts Employed In the DEIR Do Not Represent
Typical Conditions
The DEIR states that "Roadway segment traffic counts were collected on
Saturday through Monday, May 24 to 26, during the 2014 Memorial Day
weekend," to allegedly "capture a worst-case-scenario traffic count sampling of
roadway traffic demand on the study roadway segments. " This is insufficient for
several reasons.
First, only segment counts were performed; no turning movement counts were
conducted that would permit intersection level of service analysis.
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Second, on weekends and holidays, traffic in the normal commute peak hours is
less than on typical weekdays. In other words, the traffic study does not evaluate
the project against baseline conditions when traffic conditions are at their worst.
Third, on three-day weekends like Memorial Day, many residents take the
opportunity to travel out of town, depressing traffic even more than normal
weekends and holidays.
Fourth, although the Eaton Trail is used extensively on weekends and holidays, it
is also used extensively in the morning hours by joggers, cyclists, and
pedestrians seeking to avoid the hot Fresno midday during the late Spring
through early Fall. This is important because vehicular traffic along Audubon
Drive is extensive for a residential area (17,000 ADT, traveling at speeds in
excess of 45 miles/hour) during the a.m. peak hours when motorists from the
Coalition's neighborhood are forced to wait and/or make dangerous movements
to turn left onto Audubon Drive). Without performing turning movement counts
during the a.m. peak hours, and specifically evaluating the Audubon/Del Mar
intersection, the DEIR is left with an incomplete view of the traffic impacts of the
Project (and on particular Alternative 1).
In addition to being incomplete, the segment counts are stale. Since 2014, the
use of Audubon by motorists seeking to bypass the Nees/Blackstone and the
Friant/SR41 intersections has increased significantly due to increased residential
development in Northeast Fresno, Northwest Clovis, and the Friant corridor, the
construction of additional commercial uses near the Project, and new
signalization at Palm and Nees facilitating the use of Audubon Drive as a
bypass. Because these figures are stale and underestimate existing conditions,
the traffic report should be revised to capture the increased use of Audubon
Drive by the public.
The Mitigation Proposed for Alternative 1 is Inadequate Under CEQA

Although the DEIR fails to analyze impacts to the Del Mar/Audubon intersection,
the DEIR recognizes that Alternative 1 will result in potentially significant impacts
to that intersection , necessitating mitigation under CEQA:
Under Alternative 1, traffic volume is anticipated to increase
because visitors would turn at the Audubon Drive/Del Mar
Avenue intersection to either access or leave the West
Riverview Drive entrance. The additional traffic may result in
accidents and add to traffic delays at Del Mar Avenue. This
impact would be potentially significant.
(DEIR at 5-16.) As a result, the DEIR identifies the following mitigation for
Alternative 1:
{7507/002/00708180. DOC}
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The Conservancy shall share with the City, on a pro rata
basis, the cost of installing either a traffic signal or other
effective traffic control such as a roundabout, designed by
the City for the Audubon Drive/Del Mar Avenue intersection.
The West Riverview Drive entrance and added parking for
Alternative 1 would not be open to the public until such traffic
improvements are constructed and operational.
(Id.) The DEIR then explains that a traffic signal or roundabout would "improve
access to the West Riverview Drive entrance by reducing wait time for traffic
entering the intersection from Del Mar Avenue, and would reduce the potential
for traffic accidents." (Id.) The DEIR also states that this mitigation measure
would supposedly "reduce the impact to less than significant," and that "[n]o
additional mitigation is required. " (Id.)

This proposed mitigation is inadequate under CEQA for many reasons . First,
there is no evidence in the record to suggest the proposed mitigation is feasible.
Indeed, the present configuration of the intersection suggests a roundabout
would clearly be infeasible and signalization at this location would have cost and
other consequences that make feasibility questionable.
The mitigation could also have unintended consequences that are unknown
because there is no analysis of how a signal or roundabout would impact
congestion and trip lengths along Audubon Drive , as well as other nearby
roadway segments. It is a common saying among traffic engineers that traffic
flows like water; when there are impediments to flow, traffic (like water) flows
through other pathways. This is of concern here, where the installation of a
signal or roundabout could cause motorists to use congested intersections along
Nees Avenue or Friant Road instead of Audubon Drive.
The evidence also shows the installation of a roundabout would not be feasible
under CEQA. The only way to install a roundabout would be to encroach upon
existing residences, including driveways, front or back yards, and ancillary
structures. This is because the volume of traffic and the types of design vehicles
that need to be accommodated on Audubon and Del Mar require a central island
and surrounding roadways much larger than the public right of way at the
intersection. Figure 1 below shows the approximate range of right-of-way limits
that would be necessary to accommodate a single lane roundabout per Caltrans
Highway Design Manual Section 405.10 (3) with a 10-foot allowance for
sidewalk, plantings and utilities behind the curb lines. Both the minimum and
maximum right of way limits shown would require the physical taking of portions
of several residential properties, including portions of ancillary structures, back
yards, driveways, and even portions of the homes.
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Despite the extent of the right-of-way necessary to construct a roundabout,
neither the DEIR nor the traffic study contain any analysis of the potential
impacts associated with the construction of this "mitigation," whether this
proposed mitigation is consistent with the 2035 General Plan, 3 or whether this
mitigation is feasible. In addition to the physical encroachment of the right-ofway for the roundabout, there is no analysis of any other impact to real property
associated with such improvements, including noise associated with vehicles
traveling in close proximity to the walls of existing homes.

Figure 1: Estimated Right-of-Way Necessary for
Roundabout

Roundabouts also cause safety problems for pedestrians and bicyclists that
would make such an installation at this location undesirable, particularly for those
with disabilities. Moreover, one of the primary benefits touted for roundabouts is
that, while the frequency of vehicular collusions may increase, the intensity of
those collisions is less than a signalized intersection . For cyclists and
pedestrians, however, any collision is significant and potentially life threatening.
This improvement is not a facility contemplated in the 2035 General Plan.
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Pedestrians must be exceptionally cautious approaching roundabouts, as drivers
oftentimes are focused on safely navigating the roundabout, as opposed to
focusing on pedestrians within their peripheral vision. While roundabouts can be
improved to enhance pedestrian safety, this requires additional space and the
installation of crosswalks well-before the perimeter of the roundabout, which of
course would take an even greater amount of land area than that depicted in
Figure 1. The challenges for cyclists can be even more daunting, as they are
required to approach the roundabout like a motorist (instead of circling the
perimeter of the roundabout) or dismount. (See Attachment "3.")
The DEIR also proposes signalization as potential feasible mitigation for
Alternative 1's significant impacts. Signalization at this location, however,
involves other problems that compromise feasibility.
•

•

•

•

•

In order to maintain traffic level of service on Audubon, the 4-lane section
of the road would need to be extended from its current terminus to a point
about 450 feet southwest of the intersection with Del Mar (an overall
extension of the 4-lane section by about 700 feet). This extension of the
4-lane section, which would involve construction of a raised median would
increase the cost of signalization well beyond that incurred at an
intersection where little or no roadway modifications are otherwise
required. This would significantly increase the cost of the proposed
facility, and there is no evidence that the City of Fresno has entered into
(or has committed to enter into) any agreement with the Conservancy to
fund this mitigation measure.
Signalizing of the intersection would expose residences near the
intersection to considerable increased noise of 40 mph speed limit traffic
decelerating to stops and re-accelerating back to 40 mph, and to
increased noise from having active traffic lanes closer to the curb. Note
that if the current limit is appropriately set, about 15 percent of the traffic
approaches at speeds in excess of 40 mph.
The residences on the southeast side of Audubon where the 4-lane
configuration is added would lose the ability to make lefts in and out of
their driveways since there would be a raised median .
These same residences would lose the ability to park at curbside since the
width of the parking shoulders would be put into part of the extra traffic
lane in each direction (with the bike lane shifted to curbside; the balance
of width for the extra traffic lanes and median coming from the existing
extra-wide two-way left turn lane). This would remove existing parking
capacity within the area.
There would be more difficulty for residents fronting Audubon getting out
of their driveways into the Audubon traffic stream (since they can now pull
out into the combined bike lane/parking shoulder area and gradually
merge into the through lane but would under the future configuration have
to pull directly into a moving traffic lane).
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•
•

•

•

•

•

Intermittent traffic queues caused by signalization of the intersection would
block access/egress to/from some driveways.
Because of the curve and gradient of the southwesterly approach to the
intersection, and vegetation, there is limited visibility of the Audubon/Del
Mar intersection, which could significantly complicate design and safety,
and result in dangerous conditions. This is particularly true given that
motorists traveling in a southwesterly direction accelerate while heading
downhill from the S.R. 41 overpass. Despite these significant safety and
design concerns, there is no information in the DEIR suggesting how the
Conservancy will design the facility, how the Conservancy will address
these issue, or what the cost of the facility may be.
Because in Alternative 1, the Del Mar - W. Riverview route constitutes an
obscure entry route to the Project, prominent (large) advance guide signs
would be needed. For the reasons stated above, these signs may not be
completely effective. In fact, the signs themselves would complicate sight
distance issues.
The issue of conformance with City of Fresno policies related to
maintenance of scenic corridors also applies to signalizing this
intersection .
There is no analysis of the potential visual and aesthetic impacts of a new
facility (particularly a signal), which would add sources of light and visual
disruption on a roadway segment designated as a Scenic Corridor by the
City of Fresno.
For similar reasons, a signal (or a roundabout) may conflict with the City of
Fresno's 2035 General plan , which requires the preservation of the
aesthetic values of Scenic Corridors, such as Audubon Drive.

Moreover, the City has found that Audubon/Del Mar meets signal warrants does
not obligate the City or guarantee the City will ultimately install a signal there.
Even assuming the availability of funds and priorities relative to other warranted
locations, the signal itself is inconsistent with the 2035 General Plan, and the City
could not approve the signal (or the roundabout for that matter), without creating
a vertical inconsistency with the 2035 General Plan that would be prohibited
under State Planning and Zoning Law.
The mitigation proposed for Alternative 1 is also vague and incomplete. There is
insufficient information to determine whether the measures will even be effective;
indeed , as explained above, the mitigation does not appear feasible , and would
actually create new significant impacts. The proposed mitigation measure
(identifying signalization or a roundabout) is entirely undefined; there is no
suggestion as to what the mitigation will entail, how it will be constructed, and
how it will alleviate the significant and unavoidable impacts of Alternative 1. For
instance, it has been left up to this commenter to interpret what the right of way
takes to employ a roundabout would be instead of being researched by the DEIR
{7507/002/00708 180.DOC}
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preparers. Rather, the measure vaguely states that some unidentified type of
facility - possibly a signal or a roundabout - will be constructed by somebody
using funds that have yet to be identified. These concerns are heightened by the
fact that there is no study or evaluation in the DEIR that reveals how significant
the impacts of the Project on the intersection will actually be (essentially
rendering impossible any analysis of how the facility would lessen or avoid the
impact itself).

Conclusion
The DEIR's discussion of transportation impacts is inadequate, particularly with
respect to its discussion of Alternative 1. If the Conservancy seeks to consider
Alternative 1, the Conservancy must substantially revise the traffic study and the
related portions of the DEIR, and recirculate the DEIR for public review.
Sincerely,
Smith Engineering & Management
A California Corporation

Daniel T. Smith Jr., P.E.
President
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Attachment 1
Resume of Daniel T. Smith Jr., P.E.
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Transportation Centers. Project manager for Daly City Intermodal Study which developed a $7 million surface
bus terminal, h·aflic access, parking and pedestrian circulation improvements at the Daly City BART station plus
development of functional plans for a new BART station at Colma. Project manager for design of multi-modal
tem1inal (commuter rail, light rail, bus) at Mission Bay, San Francisco. In Santa Clarita Long Range Transit
Development Program, responsible for plan to relocate system's existing timed-h·ansfer hub and development of
three satellite transfer hubs. Performed airpo1t ground transp01tation system evaluations for San Francisco
International, Oakland International, Sea-Tac International, Oakland International, Los Angeles International, and
San Diego Lindberg.
Campus Transportation. Campus transportation planning assignments for UC Davis, UC Berkeley, UC Santa
Cruz and UC San Francisco Medical Center campuses; San Francisco State University; University of San Francisco;
and the University of Alaska and others. Also developed master plans for institutional campuses including medical
centers, headquarters complexes and research & development facilities.
Special Event Facilities. Evaluations and design studies for football/baseball stadiums, indoor sports arenas, horse
and motor racing facilities, theme parks, fairgrounds and convention centers, ski complexes and destination resorts
throughout western United States.
Parking. Parking programs and facilities for large area plans and individual sites including downtowns, special
event facilities, university and institutional campuses and other large site developments; numerous parking
feasibility and operations studies for parking structures and surface facilities; also, resident preferential parking ,
Transportation System Management & Traffic Restraint. Project manager on FI-IWA program to develop
techniques and guidelines for neighborhood street traffic limitation. Project manager for Berkeley, (Calif,),
Neighborhood Traffic Study, pioneered application of traffic restraint techn iques in the U.S. Developed residential
traffic plans for Menlo Park, Santa Monica, Santa Cruz, Mill Valley, Oakland, Palo Alto, Piedmont, San Mateo
County, Pasadena, Santa Ana and others, Paiticipated in development of photo/radar speed enforcement device and
experimented with speed humps. Co-author ofinstitute of Transportation Engineers reference publication on
neighborhood traffic control.
Bicycle Fac.ilities , Project manager to develop an FHWA manual for bicycle facility design and planning, on
bikeway plans for Del Mar, (Calif,), the UC Davis and the City of Davis. Consultant to bikeway plans for Eugene,
Oregon, Washington, D.C., Buffalo, New York, and Skokie, Illinois. Consultant to U.S. Bureau of Reclamation for
development of hydraulically efficient, bicycle safe drainage inlets. Consultant on FHWA research 9n effective
retrofits of undercrossing and overcrossing structures for bicyclists, pedestrians, and handicapped.
MEMBERSIDPS
Institute of Transportation Engineers Transportation Research Board
PUBLICATIONS AND A WARDS
Residential Street Design and Traffic Control, with W, I-lomburger el al. Prentice Hall, 1989.
Co-recipient, Progressive Architecture Citation, Mission Bay Master Plan, with J.M. Pei WRT Associated, 1984.
Residential Traffic Management, State of the Art Report, U .S, Department of Transportation, 1979.
Improving The Residential Street Environment, with Donald Appleyard et al., U.S. Depai·hnent ofTranspo11ation,
1979,
Strategic Concepts in Residential Neighborhood Traffic Control, International Symposium on Traffic Control
Systems, Berkeley, California, 1979.
Planning and Design ofBicycle Facilities: Pitfalls and New Directions, Transp01tation Reseai·ch Board, Research
Record 570, 1976.
Co-recipient, Progressive Architecture A ward, Livable Urban Streets, San J?rancisco Bay Area and London, with
Donald Appleyard, 1979,
·
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September 3, 2008

Mr. Bryan D. Jones, T.E.
Assistant Traffic Engineering Manager,
City of Fresno Public Works Department, Traffic Engineering
2600 Fresno Street, Rm. 4064
Fresno, CA 93721-3623
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Traffic Impact Study (TIS} has been prepared for the purpose of analyzing traffic conditions related to the
proposed Fresno 40 Development (Project). The proposed Project includes a General Plan Amendment {GPA)
and rezone, which proposes to change the current land use of the Project site. The proposed multi-use
development is bounded by Friant Road to the north, Audubon Drive to the east, Cole Avenue to the south,
and Fresno Street to the west, in the City of Fresno.
The proposed Fresno 40 Development Project lies within the central portion on the San Joaquin Valley. The
surrounding topography includes foothills and mountains to the east, west, and south. The proposed Project is
located on the valley floor at an elevation of approximately 300 feet above sea level with the surrounding area
mostly flat. The proposed Project is defined as the development of 278,200 square feet of office space,
209,650 square feet of retail space, and 24 dwelling units.
There will be six (6) access points to the proposed Project, two (2) along Frlant Road, two (2) along Fresno
Street, and two (2) along Audubon Drive. Currently, the Intersection of Fresno Street and the Business Park
Driveway is a "T" intersection. With construction of the proposed Project, this Intersection will be signalized and
improved to a full four-way intersection, with the additional leg serving as one of the access points to the
Project site.
This report Includes analysis of the following intersections;
•
•
•
•
•
♦

•
•
•
•
•
♦

•
•
♦

•
♦

Friant Road / Shepherd Avenue
Friant Road I Audubon Drive
Friant Road/ Fresno Street
Friant Road / SR 41 NB Ramps
Friant Road / SR 41 SB Ramps
Herndon / SR 41 NB Ramps
Herndon / SR 41 SB Ramps
Blackstone Avenue/ Nees Avenue
Audubon Drive I Cole Avenue
Audubon Drive I Main Entrance to Woodward Park
Nees Avenue/ Fresno Street
Nees Avenue/ N. First Street
Nees Avenue / Audubon Drive
Ness Avenue/ Palm Avenue
Two (2) Friant Road Driveways
Two (2) Fresno Street Driveways
Two (2) Audubon Driveways

This report includes analysis of the following roadway segments:
• Friant Road between:
• Shepherd Avenue and Audubon Drive
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•
•
•
•

Audubon Drive and Fresno Street
Fresno Street and SR 41 NB Off-Ramps
SR 41 NB Off-Ramps and SR 41 SB Off-Ramps
SR 41 SB Off-Ramps and Nees Avenue

• Audubon Drive between:
• Nees Avenue and Cole Avenue
• Cole Avenue and Friant Road
• Friant Road and Woodward Park Entrance
• Woodward Park Entrance and Nees Avenue
• Nees Avenue between:
• Audubon Drive/First Street and Fresno Street
• Fresno Street and Blackstone Avenue
• Blackstone Avenue and Audubon Drive
• Audubon Drive and Palm Avenue
• Fresno Street between:
• Nees Avenue and Business Park Driveway/Fresno 40 Driveway
• Business Park Driveway/Fresno 40 Driveway and Friant Road
• Cole Avenue between:
• Audubon Drive and Fresno Street
• Herndon Avenue between:
• SR 41 SB Off-Ramps and SR 41 NB Off-Ramps
The study time periods include the weekday AM and PM peak hours determined between 7:00 and 9:00 AM.
and between 4:00 and 6:00 PM. The peak hours were analyzed for the following conditions:
• Existing Conditions
• Existing Plus Project Conditions
• Near-Term Conditions
• Cumulative 2030 Without Project Conditions
♦ Cumulative 2030 With Project Conditions
The traffic expected to be generated by other pending projects In the vicinity of the Project site are included In
the analyses. The following projects are considered in the analyses:
♦

Frlant Ranch Development - Consists of 2,766 senior adult residential units, 230 apartment units, a
10,000 sq. ft. restaurant, a 5,000 sq. ft. fast-food restaurant. 10,000 sq. ft. of medical-dental offices,
100,000 sq. ft. of general office space, and 125,000 sq. ft. of retail space.

• Copper River Ranch Development - Consists of 2,837 residential units and 60 acres of mixed-use
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commercial. This Project has developed 151 homes since the Project began construction in 2005. It was
assumed that Copper River Ranch will develop approximately 50 homes per year.
• Gunner Ranch Development- Consists of a532,000 sq. ft. Children's Hospital Expansion (Undeveloped
Square Footage), elementary schools, 1,819 single-family dwelling units, 1,195 multi-family units, 44,000
sq. ft. of fire station/government center, 2 million sq. ft. of retail, and 708,000 sq. ft. of general and medical
offices.
• Vulcan Highway 41 Rock Quarry
• Fresno & Nees Office/Retail Development - Consists of 108,000 sq. ft. of general office space and
51,600 sq. ft. of retail space.
• Village at River Park (Third Phase)- Consists of 114,400 sq. ft. of general office space.
• Zinkin Development (undeveloped/lease-rental office space)- Consists of 180,713 sq. ft. of general
office space.

Generally-accepted traffic engineering principles and methods were employed to estimate the amount of traffic
expected to be generated by the Project and to analyze the traffic conditions expected to exist In the future.
The conclusion of this traffic Impact study is that the existing road network is generally either adequate or can
be mitigated to accommodate the proposed development through the year 2030. The traffic impact analyses
based on projections of cumulative and future traffic volumes through the year 2030 result in the conclusions
and recommendations described below.
IMPACTS

Intersections
Results of the LOS intersection analysis along the street and highway system in the project area from Existing
through the Cumulative 2030 With Project scenario are reflected In Table E-1. Table E-1 shows intersections
that are expected to fall short of desirable operating conditions for various scenarios.
Segments
Table E-2 shows roadway segments that are expected to fall short of desirable operating conditions for
various scenarios.
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Table E-1
Intersection Operations

Frlant Road I Shepherd Avenue1'1

.

AM

..

Frlant Road I Audubon Drlve10

PM
PM

>BO.0

F

F

>80.0
>80.0

F
f

AM
PM

>80.0
>80.0

F
F

>80.0
>80.0

F

>80,0
>80.0

F
F

>80.0
>80.0

f
F

>80,0
>80.0

F
F

>80.0
>B0.0

F
p

F

>B0.0
>80.0

F
F

>80.0
>80.0

F

NIA
NIA

F
F

NIA
NIA

F
F

AM

Frlant Road I Fresno Street11l

Frlant Road I SR 41 NB Off-Ramp(l)

>80,0
>80.0

AM

PM
Frlanl Road I SR 41 SB Off•Ramp11l

AM

>80.0
31.9

PM

Blackstone Avenue I Nees Avenue1' 1
Palm Avenue I Nees Avenue111

F
F
C

AM
PM

F

AM
PM

Audubon Drive I Nees Avenue'~'

AM
PM

Audubon Drive/ WoO(jward Park Ent-Bualnee& Park Ent1i>
"~-Joon Drive I Cole Avenue'''

,,.

NIA
NIA

,..

NIA
NIA

F
F

NIA
NIA

18.9
>50.0

C
F

29.4
>50.0

0
F

>50.0
>50.0

F
F

>50.0
>50.0

F

F

>50.0
>50.0

F
f

35.0
47.1

C
D

35.5
53.2

D
D

40.0
85.9

0

PM

E

>80.0
>80.0

F
F

F
F

AM
PM

NIA
NIA

0
0

13.4
17.1

B
B

21 .2
19.3

C

NIA

,.

>80.0
>80.0

B

NIA

F

21 .0
27.0

C
C

AM

34.6
35.5

C

44 .7

38.0
40.0

>80.0
>80.0

F

>80.0
>80.0

F

37.7

D
0

0

D

PM

.

Fresno Street I Nees Avenue1' 1

AM

PM
'

Herndon Avenue I SR 41 SB Olf-Ramp111
Herndon Avenue / SR ~ 1 NB Off-Ramp 111

NIA

E"

AM

Fresno Street/ BuslneH Park Ent121'

NIA

F

NIA
NIA

AM
PM

First Street I Nee& Avenue1''

F

f

E..

D

F

F

F

f

AM
PM
AM

PM
DELAY 11 measured In seconds
LOS • Level of Service I BOLD denoles LOS standard has been exceeded
NIA = LOS shown for woret turning movement
(1) Signalized lnterseoUon
(2) One-way Stop Controlled Intersection
(3) Two-way Slop Controlled lnleraectlon
(4) Four-way Stop Controlled Intersection
(5) LOS F condlllon Is due to queuing condllons that were observed In the field ralher lhan the Synchro Intersection capacity analysis
(6) Exceeds Caltrans' minimum LOS standard of C. The existing LOS will now serve as the standard for the Intersection.
(7) LOS haa not exceeded LOS standard based on existing condlllons.
• Fresno Street I Business Park Entrance lntersecllon becomes a algnallzed lntersecllon for with Project scenarios because
the Project uUllzes this lnteraecllon as one of Its driveways
•• Does not meet Signal warrant
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Table E-2
Street Segment Operations

Friout Rond
NB
6-Jan.,/d lvided

Shepherd fw¥ 10 Audubvn Dr

SB
NB
6-lono,ldlvidod

Audubon Dr lo Fresno SI

SB

NB
Fresno St fo SR 41 NB Off Ramps

6-l11nai/dMdE1d
SB

NB
SR 41 NB Off Ramps lo SR 41 SB Off Ramps

6-lonasldMded
SB

NB
SR 41 SB OfR,mpa lo Noe, Ave

6-laneG/dMded
SB

AM
PM
AM

PM
AM

PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

--------1716

3,116

C

17:11

C

F

3 196
2644
1£79
1 747
2m
2146
1668
2317
2848
2=

F
F
C

2.lll3
3~113
3095
2.095

D

21 □4

D

F

3.8□6

""'

F
F

p•J

2E'l2
1""'
1.578
2""'
2 ,14

C
C
F

,,.,

,-2167
2726
2194
1"""
1716

1 ROR

D

2647
2,()6§
2879
3.360
2 766
H76

D

3A63

D

1B61
2.B19
27B2

D
E

1763
H79
2.281
21!!0
1195
1766
2J68

C
D
E
C

2124
2766
1922

C

D
F
p•I

C
C
C

.....,

1 44B

-AM

2.240
1.968
1186
1748
2A55

PM

1.566

C

1.669

AM

4-46
389

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
C
C
C

515

PM
AM
PM

o!''
C

C

D
F
P'I

,..,C

D

2=

F

4 005

F

3 7113

0

JJ29
2 7B1

0
F

F
F

F

4-'ffl

F

3431
3431

F
F

JlDT

F

F
D
F

4393
3 515
3513
4,321
2""1
3131

F
F
F
F

F

3643

C
D

2081
2.980
3,486
2.IBI

F

F
E

H47

F
F

F
D

2.943

F

4 966
31195

F
F

3462
3A&J

F

3.857
4515
3 '"'
3725

F
F
F
D
F

F
F

F

3 374
2 9!lJ
4!iS1

F
F
F

F
F

F
F

4 , ...
3D11
3,m
3.766
2091

F
D

F

F
F

20RR

F

3489
2""'

F
F

1"""

D
D
C
D
C

Aud ubon Driv,
EB

4~linuc/divlded

Nees A11e to Cole Ave

WB
EB

Cole Ave to Fri.ant Rd

4-I.ines/drvided

WB
EB
Fri1mt Rd to W(;lodward Park En1rance

4-/anes/dlvided
WB

EB
!Woodward Parle Entrance to Del Mar Ave.

4-htnlil!ildivtded
WB
EB

Del Mar Ave la Nees A-t1!

2-lanes/diYided
WB

299

PM

718
334
7B2
39S
747

AM

543

PM
AM
PM

1.319
805
763
531
1.250

AM

PM
AM

AM

PM
AM
PM
PM
AM
PM

639
384
699
397
261

AM
PM
AM
PM

1 579
1459
1117

AM

D

m

C
C
C

D
C

C

60!l

383
794
378

951
604
794
5lil,

1.3:11

C
C
C
C
C
C

1.D48

C

58-1

C
C
D

853

C

613
1482
948

C

843

C

843

C
C
D

564
1.269
783
fi/2

C
C

403
714
402
287

D
C
C

C

571
667

Hl6

C
C
C
C
C

436
8-48
4Clil

C
C

C
C
C
D
C
C
C
D
C
C

Sill

1.355
839
626
447
762
431

m

1 166
946
1Al6

C
0
C

420

E

1""'
684
1rn

F

806
1Jl5B

C

C
E
C

783
1B39
1 073
1,295

D

924

D
C

1048
862
13.W
376
1.637
576
1£n

F

1 111
1.375
801
1;374
1,1136
1D53
705

C

0

na

C

1355
1,ll3J

C

pm

C

D

6116

D

799
711)

E
0

461

C

D

B14

705
4B7

C

F
F
C
D
C
D
C
C

D
E
D
D

Nees Avenue
EB
Audubon Orlflrtl St to Fresno

St

4-lanos/dlvided
WB

EB
1-resno St to- Blackstone Awe

4-lanes/dMded

WB
EB

Br11ckslone Ave lo Audubon Or

4-linee/divi~ed

WB
!Audubon Dr to P;lm Ave

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

EB

AM
PM

WB

AM
PM

-4-lanes/dMded

895

C
D
D

C
C
D
D

6!!l

1483
1456
1133
783
I .357
1,739
1,171
694
1.ooll
1.351
974

C

C

D

B95
1 579
1459
1,117
712
1602
1462
1166
lll2
1.372

F

1744

D

1198

F'' '

722
l,Clil1
1359
1014

p •r
p•r

p,,

C

900

D
D

1716
1,5ml

C
C

pr"'
7!D

D
C

D

1,682
1£93
1,258
924

E
E
D
C

D

1682

E

1400
2981
2130
2158
f .264
2600
225A
1363
I .222
2021

F
D

I !D4
1.357

F
D

2:RJ
1E44

B2B

f~I

1.213
I A89
1145

"'"'
fl"

D
D
C

,..,
p•l

fl'i

C
E
D

F
D
F

1,400
2961
2130
2,158
1.287
2625

F

F

F

2?r.tl

F

D

1 416

I 241
2D36
2.395
1£71
f .286
I 484
1.92'S
1431

D
D

F

1,461
1917
1:J!/1

P"

C

11m

C

C

2 '"'

C
C

1 "'"

F
D

P"
pll

F

F
D
F

D
F
E
D

1.26!1

D
F

F

fl' '

F
F

E

D
F"'
F
~1•1

Fruno Street

NB
~tea Ave to 8utin11155· Park Or.lFrnna -40 Dr.

4-lan•<idlvlded
SB

NB
Bir.iinHs Park Dr.lFruno 40 Dr. to Fri1n1 Rd

4-laneWlfrvided
SB

AM
PM
Ml
PM

AM
PM

AM
PM

555
715
681
665
351
658

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

644
687

699
921
'337
764
412
751
663

C
C
C
C
C
C

637

1158
993
1W6
917
489

C
C

C

8-45
7Sl

C

699

C

C

97
272

C
C
C
C

C

I"''
666

D
C

1.240
f.060

D
C
D

1:ise

1183
2,200
1791
1633
717
1=
1rm
1 416

D
F

F

E
C
0
C
D

Cole A'tlenu111

NB
tuidubon Dr to Fresno St

2-lan•oldlvlded
SB

I AM
PM
AM
PM

8-4

249

184
72

I
I

C
C

I
I

C
C

93
257
216
202

I
I

C
C

'217

C

205

p•>

27:16
3,271
2.974

I

155
585

I

C
D

I

164

I

I

593

I 3!IO
I 287

I

C

I

I

C

I

422
417

I
I

C
D
C
C

Herndon Avtmne
EB

SR 41 SB Ol!'Ramps to SR 41 NB Cll!'Romp,

S.lanco/divided
WB

AM

2',72

FIJJ-tJ

PM

2~66

fill•>
fl'l'l
p•••J

AM

2781

PM

3,-478

LOS~ Le.'ttll of SaMce / BOLD dmoles LOS st1ru:lard has been exceedtd
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"''
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F
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2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.1

EXISTING TRAFFIC COUNTS AND ROADWAY GEOMETRICS

The first step toward assessing Project traffic impacts is to assess existing traffic conditions. Existing AM and
PM peak hour turning movements were collected at each Project Intersection by National Data & Surveying
Services. Traffic counts were conducted for the peak hour periods of 7:00-9:00 AM and 4:00-6:00 PM for all
key intersections during the weeks of September 16, 2007 and September 23, 2007, on a Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday. Reference Section 2.2 below for the dates of the traffic counts. Traffic count data
worksheets are provided in Appendix D.
VRPA Technologies' staff conducted a field review during the AM and PM peak hours for the purpose of
identifying intersections that were experiencing congestion. A list of intersections that experienced queuing
and intersections that are operating at full capacity is provided below.

•

Palm Avenue at Nees Avenue
•

Observation - In the AM and PM peak hour, the westbound (WB) left turning movement is queuing
(approximately 375 feet), which causes traffic to obstruct the eastbound (EB) left turning movement at
the Audubon and Nees Intersection. Queuing conditions last from approximately 7:30am until 8:00am
in the AM peak hour and from 5: 15pm until 5:30pm in the PM peak hour.

• Audubon Drive at Nees Avenue
•

Observation - In the PM peak hour, the EB left turning movement exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 315 feet) and traffic desiring to turn left is prohibiting through movement in lane# 1 in
the EB direction. Queuing conditions last from approximately 5:15pm until 5:45pm.

•

Observation - In the AM peak hour, the SB approach exceeds capacity (queue length is approximately
750 feet, which extends beyond the Audubon Drive bend). Queuing conditions last from
approximately 7:30am until 8:15am.

• Blackstone Avenue at Nees Avenue
•

Observation - In the AM and PM peak hour, the EB left turning movement exceeds capacity (queue
length approximately 315 feet) and traffic desiring to turn left is prohibiting through movement in lane#
1 in the EB direction. Queuing conditions last from approximately 7:30am until 8:00am in the AM peak
hour and from 4:45pm until 5:15pm In the PM peak hour.

•

Observation - In the AM and PM peak hour, the WB right turning movement exceeds capacity (queue
length approximately 300 feet) and traffic desiring to turn right is prohibiting through movement in lane
# 2 in the WB direction. Queuing conditions last from approximately 7:15am until 8:00am in the AM
peak hour and from 5:15pm until 5:30pm In the PM peak hour.

•

•

. .A,
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•

Observation - In the AM peak hour, the southbound (SB} right turning movement exceeds capacity
(queue length approximately 215 feet) and traffic desiring to turn right is prohibiting through movement
in lane# 3 in the SB direction. Queuing conditions last from approximately 7:30am until 8:30am,

•

Observation - In the AM peak hour, the SR 41 SB on-ramp exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 550 feet) and traffic traveling in lane# 3 in the northbound (NB) direction is queuing Into
the intersection at Blackstone and Nees Avenues. Queuing conditions last from approximately
7:30am until 8:00am.

• Frlant Road at SR41 SB Ramps

♦

•

Observation - In the AM peak hour, the SR 41 SB on-ramp exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 550 feet) and traffic traveling In lane# 3 is queuing into the intersection at Blackstone
and Nees Avenues, Queuing conditions last from approximately 7:30am until 8:00am.

•

Observation - In the AM peak hour, the SR 41 SB loop-ramp exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 675 feet) and traffic traveling in lane# 2 and 3 in the WB direction are queuing into the
Friant Road at SR 41 northbound ramps intersection. Traffic in the WB direction desiring to travel
through the Intersection is prohibited or must use lane number 1 In the WB direction. Queuing
conditions.last from approximately 7:15am untll 8:15am.

Frlant Road at SR 41 NB Ramps

•

♦

Observation - In the AM peak hour, the SR 41 SB loop-ramp exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 675 feet) and traffic traveling in lane# 2 and 3 in the WB direction are queuing into the
Friant Road at SR 41 NB ramps and Fri ant Road at Fresno Street intersections. Traffic desiring to tum
left from the NB off-ramp must proceed cautiously because lane number 2 and 3 are blocked due to
traffic utilizing the SB loop ramp. Queuing conditions last from approximately 7:15am until 8:15am.

Frlant Road at Fresno Street
•

Observation - In the AM peak hour, the SR 41 SB loop-ramp exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 675 feet} and traffic traveling In lane# 2 and 3 in the WB direction are queuing into the
Frlant Road at SR 41 NB ramps and Frianl Road at Fresno Street intersections. Therefore, traffic
utilizing lane # 2 and 3 in the WB direction are queuing into the Friant Road at Audubon Drive
Intersection (queue length approximately 1,175 feet). Queuing conditions last from approximately
7:15am until 8:15am .

•

Observation - In the PM peak hour the NB (Fresno St) left turning movement is at capacity (queue
length approximately 250 feet).
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·• Friant Road at Audubon Drive

♦

•

Observation - In the AM Peak hour, traffic traveling in lane number 2 and 3 in the WB direction are
queuing just east of the intersection due to traffic desiring to utilize the SB loop ramp at SR 41 . These
queuing conditions last from approximately 7:15am until 8:15am.

•

Observation - In the PM peak hour, the EB (Audubon Drive) left turning movement is at capacity
(queue length approximately 200 feet) .

Friant Road at Shepherd Avenue

•

Observation - In the AM peak hour, the WB left turn movement exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 500 feet) at times and backs up slightly past the entrance into the Dominion Court
Development. These queuing conditions occur off and on between 7:15am until 8:15pm.

• Herndon Avenue at SR 41 NB Ramps

•

Observatlon - In the AM and PM peak hour, the SR 41 SB loop-ramp exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 625 feet) and traffic traveling in lane number 3 in the WB direction is queuing into the
Herndon Avenue at SR 41 NB ramps and Herndon Avenue at Fresno Street intersections. Queuing
conditions last from approximately 7:15am until 8: 15am in the AM Peak Hour and 4:30pm until 5:30pm
in the PM peak hour.

• Herndon Avenue at SR 41 SB Ramps

•

2.2

Observation - In the AM and PM peak hour, the SR 41 SB loop-ramp exceeds capacity (queue length
approximately 625 feet) and traffic traveling in lane number 3 in the WB direction is queuing into the
Herndon Avenue at SR 41 NB ramps and Herndon Avenue at Fresno Street intersections. Queuing
conditions last from approximately 7: 15am until 8:15am in the AM Peak Hour and 4:30pm until 5:30pm
in the PM peak hour.

EXISTING FUNCTIONAL ROADWAY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Functional classification is the process by which streets and highways are grouped into classes, or systems,
according to the type of service they are intended to provide. Fundamental to this process is the recognition
that individual streets and highways do not serve travel independently in any major way. Rather, most travel
involves movement through a network of roads.
Streets and highways shown on the City of Fresno 2025 General Plan Circulation Element Map (reference
Appendix E) are described and classified according to their primary function. The current hierarchal system of
roadways consists of the following six basic classifications3:
3: City of Fresno 2025 General Plan, Public Facilities Element, Page 67

........
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• Freeways - are high-speed facilities with full access control. Access and egress to freeways are provided
by a system of ramps and interchanges. There are no at-grade intersections on freeways and no traffic
control devices such as traffic signals. Right-of-way and cross-sections for freeways are determined by
Caltrans on a case-by-case basis. SR 41 is located less than a half mile from the proposed Project site.
•

Expressways- are high-speed, four- to six-lane divided roadways, primarily servicing through and crosstown traffic, with no direct access lo abutting property and at-grade intersections located at approximately
half-mile intervals. Herndon Avenue is the only roadway segment classified as an expressway near the
project.
Herndon Avenue (between Fresno Street and Blackstone Avenue)- currently a divided six-lane
road without bike lanes, with a posted speed limit of 50 mph.

•

• Super Arterials - Four-to six-lane divided roadways with a primary purpose of moving traffic to and from
major traffic generators and between community plan areas. Aselect number of access points to adjacent
properties or local streets between the major street intersections may be approved by the City of Fresno.
Access will typically be limited to right-tum entrance and exit vehicular movements. Special
circumstances, as determined by the City of Fresno, may justify a median island opening between
Intersections, which allow left-turn movement from the super arterial street to an adjoining property or local
street.
•

Friant Road (between Audubon Drive and SR 41 NB Off-Ramp) - currently adivided six-lane road
without bike lanes, with a posted speed limit of 45 mph.

• Arterials - Four- to six-lane divided roadways, with somewhat limited access to abutting properties, and
with the primary purpose of moving traffic within and between community plan areas and to and from
freeways and expressways. In addition to major street intersection, appropriately designed and spaced
local street intersections may allow left-turn movements to and from the arterial streets, subject to approval
by the City of Fresno.
•

Shepherd Avenue (between Friant Road and Perrin Avenue) - currently a divided four-lane road
without bike lanes, with a posted speed limit of 40 mph.

•

Nees Avenue (between First Street and Palm Avenue)-currently a divided four-lane road with bike
lanes, with a posted speed limit of 45 mph.

•

Fresno Street (between Frlant Road and Nees Avenue)- currently adivided four-lane road without
bike lanes, with a posted speed limit of 45 mph.
Blackstone Avenue (between Nees Avenue and Alluvial Avenue) - currently a divided four-lane
road with bike lanes, with a posted speed limit of 45 mph.

•

• Scenic Arterial
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•

•

Audubon Drive (between Friant Road and Nees Avenue)- currently adivided four-lane road with
bike lanes, with a posted speed limit of 40 mph.

Collectors - Two- to four-lane undivided roadways, with the primary function of connecting local streets
and arterials and neighborhood traffic generators and providing access to abutting properties.

• Scenic Collector
•

Audubon Drive (between Frlant Road and Del Mar Avenue)- currently a divided four-lane road
with bike lanes, with a posted speed limit of 40 mph.

•

Audubon Drive (between Del Mar Avenue and Nees Avenue/Palm Avenue) - currently an
undivided two-lane road with bike lanes, with a posted speed limit of 35 mph.

• local Streets - Two- to three-lane public or private roadways designed to provide direct access to
properties while discouraging through traffic between major streets. They are intended ta carry low
volumes of traffic and support unrestricted on-street parking. Local streets are not shown on the
Circulation Element, and are not considered to be Circulation Element roadways.
Public Transit Facllltles

The major provider of public transportation within the Fresno metropolitan area Is the Fresno Area Express
(FAX). FAX provides both scheduled fixed-route service and paratransit demand-responsive service.
Currently, the Project site can be accessed by the FAX bus system. Bus route#30 runs adjacent to the Project
site along Friant Road, Audubon Drive, and Cole Avenue. The frequency of the stops along Friant Road,
Audubon Drive, and Cole Avenue is approximately 15 minutes traveling northbound and 15 minutes traveling
southbound. Service runs from 5:45AM to 1O:OOPM on weekdays and from 6:35AM to 7: 15PM on weekends.
Bus route #56 runs adjacent to the Project site along Friant Road. The frequency of the stops along Friant
Road is approximately 30 minutes traveling northbound and 30 minutes traveling southbound. Service runs
from 7:00AM to 7:00PM on weekdays. FAX bus schedules for routes #30 and #56 can be found in Appendix

F.
Multi-Purpose Trell Facilities
In order to foster non-motorized travel in urbanized areas, the City of Fresno Is proposing to develop a system
of multi-purpose trails, linking residential areas with more Intense activity area of the city. The planned trail
network will provide access, where appropriate, to open space and recreation features such as the San
Joaquin river bottom and the Fancher Creek environs. The City of Fresno 2025 Multi-Purpose trails plan map
can be found In Appendix G. A multi-purpose trail runs adjacent to the Project site along Cole Avenue. This
trial connects to the River Park area to the south and connects to Shepherd Avenue to the north. The trail then
runs along Shepherd Avenue (heading east) to Winery Avenue. Other pedestrian facilities will also be
incorporated into the Project including sidewalks and internal walkways that connect various project uses,
Furthermore, pedestrian access facilities will be provided between the Project site and the trail. Finally, all
intersection improvements will be constructed in accordance with City Standards.
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2.3

AFFECTED STREETS AND HIGHWAYS

Street and highway intersections and segments near and adjacent to the Project site were analyzed to
determine levels of service utilizing HCM-based methodologies described previously. The study intersections
af:ld street and highway segments Include:

Intersections:

Date Counted

♦

9/19/2007
9/18/2007
9/19/2007
9/18/2007
9/19/2007
9/19/2007
9/20/2007
9/20/2007
9/25/2007
9/19/2007
9/25/2007
9/25/2007
9/19/2007
9/20/2007
9/20/2007

Frlant Road / Shepherd Avenue
• Friant Road / Audubon Drive4
♦ Friant Road I Fresno Street
♦ Friant Road / SR 41 NB Off-Ramp
• Friant Road / SR 41 SB Off-Ramp
• Blackstone Avenue/ Nees Avenue
• Palm Avenue/ Nees Avenue
• Audubon Drive I Nees Avenue
• Audubon Drive / Woodward Park Ent-Businees Park Ent
• Audubon Drive / Cole Avenue
• First Street/ Nees Avenue
• Fresno Street I Business Park Ent
• Fresno Street/ Nees Avenue
• Herndon Avenue / SR 41 SB Off-Ramp
• Herndon Avenue / SR 41 NB Off-Ramp

Segments:
• Friant Road between:
• Shepherd Avenue and Audubon Drive
• Audubon Drive and Fresno Street
• Fresno Street and SR 41 NB Off-Ramps
• SR 41 NB Off-Ramps and SR 41 SB Off-Ramps
• SR 41 SB Off-Ramps and Nees Avenue
• Audubon Drive between:
• Nees Avenue and Cole Avenue
• Cole Avenue and Friant Road
• Frlant Road and Woodward Park Entrance
• Woodward Park Entrance and Nees Avenue
• Nees Avenue between:
• Audubon Drive/First Street and Fresno Street
4: Pedestrian counts were also collected
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• Fresno Street and Blackstone Avenue
• Blackstone Avenue and Audubon Drive
• Audubon Drive and Palm Avenue
• Fresno Street between:
• Nees Avenue and Business Park Driveway/Fresno 40 Driveway
• Business Park Driveway/Fresno 40 Driveway and Friant Road
• Cole Avenue between:
• Audubon Drive and Fresno Street
+ Herndon Avenue between:
• SR 41 SB Off-Ramps and SR 41 NB Off-Ramps
The existing lane geometry at key study area intersections is shown in Figure 2-1. Eleven {11) of the study
intersections are currently signalized and four (4) are unsignalized. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show existing traffic
volumes for the AM and PM peak hours in the study area.

2.4

LEVEL OF SERVICE

Intersection Capacity Analysis

All intersection LOS analyses were estimated using Synchro 7 Software. Various roadway geometrics, traffic
volumes, and properties (signal timing, peak hour factors, etc) were input into the Synchro 7 Software program
in order to accurately determine the travel delay and LOS for each Study scenario.
Signal timing sheets (provided by the City of Fresno and Caltrans) were used to input walk time, don't walk
time, minimum initial time, maximum limit time, and yellow times for each study intersection. Signal timing
.sheets can be found in Appendix H. Peak hour factors for each approach (determined by the el<isting traffic
counts) were input for the existing, existing plus project, and near-term scenarios. For all other scenarios, a
peak hour factor of 0.92 was Input. Signal phasing remained constant throughout scenarios unless the Project
specifically changed an intersection. All signals were assumed to be actuated and not coordinated, with the
exception or the traffic signal at the SR 41 SB/NB Off-Ramps/ Herndon Avenue intersection.
Existing left- and right-turn storage pockets were measured and rounded to the nearest 25 feet In the field by
VRPA Technologies' staff. This information was included In the analysis of existing conditions and can be
found in Appendix I.
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For reference, Synchro LOS worksheets are provided in Appendix J. Results of the analysis show that nine (9)
of the study intersections are operating worse than the minimum level of service. Table 2-1 shows the
intersection LOS for the existing conditions.
Based on observed traffic conditions In the AM and PM peak hours, several of the study area Intersections
experience queuing issues where traffic backs up from a ramp meter and/or adjacent intersection into the
subject intersection. In these cases, capacity analysis using Synchro or other LOS methodologies is different
from actual conditions due to queuing. The Synchro capacity analysis procedures provide an Indication of
whether the intersection can accommodate traffic approaching the Intersection in the direction of the traffic
stream. Therefore, an intersection can be reported to be al a good level of service when It is actually operating
poorly because of the presence of queues due to upstream ramp meters and/or Intersections. In order to
provide a more accurate reporting of the existing condition, locations where queues were observed to occur
were reported as operating at level of service F. In these cases the queuing effect was considered to
supersede the LOS results reports by Synchro (See Appendix J). These locations were noted in the
intersection capacity analysis table for existing condttions (See Table 2-1).
Segment Capacity Analysis

Results of the AM and PM peak hour LOS segment analysis along the existing street and highway system in
the project area are reflected in Table 2-2. Street segment capacity was determined using information shown
in Table 2-3, which comes from the Modified Arterial Level of Service Tables included in Appendix 8.
Based on observed traffic conditions in the AM and PM peak hours, several of the study area roadway
segments experience queuing Issues where traffic backs up from a ramp meter and/or adjacent Intersection
into the next intersection. In these cases, segment analysis using Modified HCM-Based (Florida Table)
methodologies is different from actual conditions due to queuing. The Modified HCM-Based capacity analysis
procedures provide an indication of whether the roadway segment can accommodate traffic traveling In the
direction of the traffic stream. Therefore, a roadway segment can be reported to be at agood level of service
when it is actually operating poorly because of the presence of queues due to upstream ramp meters and/or
intersections. In order to provide a more accurate reporting of the existing condition, locations where queues
were observed to occur were reported as operating at level of service F. In these cases the queuing affect was
considered to supersede the LOS results reported by the Modified HCM-Based Tables. These locations were
noted in the segment capacity analysis table for existing conditions {See Table 2-2).
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Table 2-1
Intersection Operations

, -,,,,r--

-1

..

1-· ' ... r•

ir '•

I

.

Frlant Road I Audubon DrlveU>
Frlant Road / Fresno Street<•>

AM
PM

Frlant Road / SR 41 NB Off-Ramp<O

AM

PM
'

Frlant Road/ SR 41 SB Olf-Ramp11>

AM
PM

Blackstone Avenue I Nees Avenue<•>

AM
PM

Palm Ave11ue / Nees Avenue11l

AM
PM

Audubon Drive I Nees Avenue<i>

AM
PM
AM
PM

NIA
NIA

e•

AM
PM

18.9
>60.0

C
F

AM
PM

36.0
47.1

C

AM
PM

NIA
NIA

D

Fresno Street I Nees Avenue111

AM
PM

34.6
35.5

C
D

Herndon Avenue/ SR 41 SB Off-Rampl'l

AM
PM

udubon Drive/ Woodward Park Enl-Buslnees Park Ent1~'
ud~bon Drive / Cole Avenue 1 ◄ 1
Fl rat Street/ Nees Avenuel'>

',
Fresno Street I Bualnen Peri<

Ent11 '

Herndon Avenue I SR 41 NB Off-Ramp<ll

·' -

f•

D
0

AM
PM

DELAY Is measured In 88COnda
LOS = Level of Service / BOLD denotes LOS standard has been exceeded
NIA"' LOS for One and Two-way slop controlled intersection is shown for worst turning
movement
(1) Signalized Intersection. Delay results show the average delay for the enUre intersection.
(2) One-way Stop Controlled lnteraeolion. Delay re1u1ts not applicable. The LOS i& shown
for the worst movement.
(3) Two-way Stop Controlled Intersection. Delay results not applicable. The LOS is shown
for the worst movement.
(4) Four-way Stop Controlled lnteraectlon. Delay results show the average delay for Iha
entire Intersection.
(5) LOS F condition Is due to queuing condUons that were observed In the Reid rather than
the Synchro Intersection capacity analysis
(6) Exceeds Caltrans' minimum LOS standard of C. The existing LOS will now serve as the
standa.rd for the Intersection.
• Doea not meet Signal Warrant

. ...
'11ocl1n<>loari.,., luc.
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PM
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AM
PM

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

AM
PM
AM
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Audubon Drive

EB

Nies Ave to Co/1 Ave

4-lants/drrided

WB
EB
Colo Ave to Frianl Rd

4-lanas/drrided
WB

EB
Friont Rd lo Woodward Park Entrwnc,

4-lanesldi'l!ded
W8

EB
4-lona&/dMdtd

ood'wa rd Pitk Entrance to Del Mar Ave

WB
EB
Del Mar Awr to NeH Awr
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AM
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AM

PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

AM
PM

~6

C

389

C

29!1
718
334

C
C
C

782

C

J96
747

C
C
C
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1319
805
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531
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0
C
C
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AM

m

C

PM
AM
PM
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AM

?IT
261

C
C
0
C
C
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WB

AM
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695
I

AM
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C

0
0
C
C
D
D
C

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
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FrnnoS1rut
NB
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P ■ rl<

Or. /Frasno 40

0,,

4-l1naa/dlvld1d
SB
NB

Bu1lnt1s Park Dr./Froano 40 Or, lo Friant Rd

4-lanu/doided
SB

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

555

C

715
6111
6f6
361

C

658
644
587

C
C
C
C
C
C

Cole Avenue
NB
dubon Dr 10 Frwtno St

2-lanoa/dmded
SB

AM

C
C

PM
AM
PM

C

AM

i:1•1•I

C

Herndon Avenue
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SR 41 SB or-Ramp• lo SR 41 NB Ol'Rtmpt

S-lanu/dlvlded
W8

PM

f!'l'I

AM

i:1•1•1

PM

p•I

LOS D Levtl ors,r.tca / BOLO de!lo1•• LOS 1l 1nd1rd hes b ■ en erceeded
(1) Segmenl d111criptlon Is b11ed on number of lanes In both dlracllons
(2) Hlghut volume or AM and PM p ■ ak hour
(3) LOS F condNion 11 due lo qu1ulng condlion1 that WIii obsaM!d In the fttld ralhar then Iha Modified Anerial
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Table 2-3
Peak Hour One-Wa Volumes

1
1

2
3
4*

Undivided
Divided
Divided
Divided
Divided

..
....
**

••

.....
••

...

..

480
604
1,120
1740
2240

760
798
1620
2 450
3 240

810

850
1720
2 58
344

• 4 lane divided was calculated by doubling the 2 lane divided volumes

..

. .....:: · .....
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CTS Research Brief

Safety and Risk in Modern
Urban Roundabouts
Studies investigate bike and pedestrian risks and the effects of signing and striping

Research Background
Roundabouts are a fairly recent addition to the road system in the United States,
and their relative newness has made them a topic of much discussion and debate.
Two studies from researchers at the University ofMinnesota aim to shed light on
two key issues surrounding roundabouts.

Roundabouts provide proven
benefits to vehicle traffic in terms
of safety and efficiency. They
create higher vehicle flows in
all directions with virtually no
impediments and dramatically
reduce the incidence of fatal
and severe-injury crashes
compared to traditional
signalized intersections.

Roundabouts have generated a
significant number of complaints
from pedestrians and bicyclists,
suggesting difficulties and safety
concerns. In addition, drivers
throughout the country continue
to misunderstand
the rules of the roundabout,
resulting in improper use and
avoidable collisions.

"The general public and the pedestrian and biking communities often have concerns about roundabouts, but this study shows that the
experience ofthe pedestrian in a roundabout is actually a positive one. We can use this research to help overcome the disconnect between
public perception and the facts:'
- Klayton Eckles, Engineering ,md Public Works Directo,; City of Woodbwy
Pedestrian/ Bicyclist Safety and Risk

Effects of Signing and Striping

The first study focused on the experience ofbicyclists and
pedestrians using roundabout crossings and examined the
conditions that afl:ect the yielding behavior of drivers. To
collect data for this study, researchers from the Minnesota
Traffic Observatory (MTO) positioned specialized video
surveillance equipment at two carefully selected Twin Citiesarea roundabouts, one in Minneapolis and another in Richfield.
Over the course of32 days (16 days at each of the sites),
surveillance equipment captured nearly 14,000 pedestrian
crossing events and more than 17,000 bicycle crossing events.

A second study conducted by MTO researchers examined the
before-and-after effects of signing and striping on a modern
two-lane roundabout in Richfield. After its completion,
this roundabout exhibited an abnormal number of crashes.
In response, local engineers experimented with changes
in the roundabout's signs and striping. MTO researchers
analyzed crash records and examined hundreds of hours of
video to compare the crash rates and number of violations
committed by drivers before and after the changes.

Once the data were collected, researchers reviewed, coded, and
analyzed each of the crossing events according to a number
of factors, including who yielded, the location of the crossing,
and the number of subjects involved. Researchers then looked
deeper into a random sample of these crossing events to
consider the conditions inside the roundabout before the
vehicle proceeded to the crossing and met with the pedestrian
or bicyclist. The data were then analyzed as a whole to shed light
on the issue of pedestrian and cyclist safety and risk at modern
urban roundabout crossings.

30-second delay

3-second delay

Overall average pedestrian/bicyclist delay for Rich.field
roundabout vs. similar signalized intersection

Pedestrian/bicyclist average delay at roundabout

Average delay at
exits with tt·affic
interaction

Average delay
when drivers
didn't yield

Overall delay
considering cases
with no traffic
interaction

Richfield
roundabout

9.04 seconds

l 0.6 seconds

2.66 seconds

Minneapolis
roundabout

1.6 seconds

4.08 seconds

0.71 seconds

Research Findings
Pedestrian/ Bicyclist Safety and Risk

The results ofthis study highlight the existence of friction
between pedestrians and drivers at roundabout crossings.
Minnesota law requires that all vehicles yield for pedestrians
at crossings, yet they did not always do so. In Richfield,
drivers yielded about 42% of the time, while in Minneapolis
drivers yielded approximately 83% of the time.
Where the pedestrian or bicycle crossing starts, and
the direction the vehicle is driving, are important
determinants of drivers' yielding behavior:
If a bike or pedestrian crossing starts in the roundabout
island, a driver is more likely to yield.
If a vehicle is exi ting the roundabout, the driver is much less
likely to yield.
Drivers tend to yield more frequently to larger groups of
bicyclists and pedestrians.
Vehicles exiting the roundabout that have entered at the
immediate upstream entrance (right-turning movement)
have an increased probability of yielding.
The more vehicles in the roundabout, the less Uk.ely drivers
are to yield to pedestrians.
Despite the delays pedestrians and bicyclists experienced when
drivers failed to yield, researchers found that the average delays
were much shorter than delays at signalized intersections.
For example, if the Richfield intersection were signalized,
the average delay for a pedestrian or bicyclist would be 30
secondsi pedestrians and bicyclists at the Richfield roundabout
experienced an average delay ofless than 3 seconds.

Extending solid ling striping from 50 to 250 feet before
a roundabout helps drivers choose and remain in the
correct lane.

Traditional fish-hook-style roundabout signs 'c aused
cql,lfu~_i_on among drivers. _
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need for a driver to change lanes within the roundabout.
Another important finding of this study was thaf the traditional
fish-hook style roundabout signs and complex striping
piiterns often cause confusion among drivers. "Getting rid of
the fish-hook signs and simplifying the striping really made
a difi-erence;' says R..ichfield city engineer Kristin Asher. "Our
biggest problem before the restripe was left turns from the
outside lane causing conflicts and crashes. Once the fish-hook
signs were replaced with traditional lane-designation signs and
the sldps were removed from the circulatory lanes, those crashes
essentially disappeared:'
Prior to the changes, left turns from the outer lane accounted for
4 S % of the recorded crashes. Immediately after the changes, the
occurrence of.improper turns decreased by 48% and incorrect
lane choice was reduced by S3%. One year after the changes,
the safety improvements were still significant: the occurrence
ofimproper turns was still down 44% and incorrect lane
choice was reduced SO% compared to the "before" scenario.

Conclusions and Policy Implications
Providing the public with research-based facts to counter
objections may help win over roundabout opponents. For
example, while this research demonstrates that pedestrian
and bicyclist delays at roundabouts are shorter than those at
signalized intersections, the numbers taken literally may not
describe the perceived delay experienced by the pedestrian.
"At a signalized intersection, pedestrians don't have to
interact with traffic, while at a roundabout pedestrians have
the right-of-way, and the frustrating, non-yielding behavior
of many drivers intensifies the delay experience," says the
study's lead researche1; MTO director John Hourdos.
These latest roundabout research findings can also be used
to improve the safety of modern urban roundabouts for all
transportation modes. To improve safety for pedestrians
and bicyclists, roundabout exits should be given more
attention, as the location of the pedestrian crossing at a
roundabout exit has the strongest influence on the driver's
yielding behavior. Therefore, roundabout exits have a greater
need for pedestrian warning devices, visible indicators that
pedestrians have the right-of-way, and scrutiny regarding
the distance of pedestrian crossings from the roundabout.

"Both these studies deal with the standards
for and perceptions of safety and mobility in
roundabouts for both drivers and pedestrians.
Through these studies, we can separate the
perceptions from the truth and learn about the
real strengths and weaknesses of roundabouts
in the United States:'
-John H ourdos, Director, Minnesota Traffic Observatory

About the Research
The Investigation of Pedestrian/Bicyclist Risk in
Minnesota Roun4,about Crossings study was conducted
by MTO director John Hourdos and civil engineering
professor Gary Davis. The research was sponsored by
the Minnesota Department of Transportation. The final
research report is available for download at cts.umn.

edu/Research/ProjectDetail.html ?id=20 I 0099.
The Effects of Signing and Striping on the

Safety of a Modern Two-Lane Roundabout
It's also important to remember that roundabouts still pose
problems for the safety and comfort ofvisually impaired
individuals. "Working only with the fact that at the Richfield
roundabout the driver yielding rate was at best 45%, it's clear
that visually impaired individuals cannot assume drivers
see them, are willing to stop, or are moving slowly, which
are common safe assumptions made at regular signalized
intersections," Hourdos says. "These problems are similar to
those that a visually impaired individual would experience at
any uncontrolled intersection with comparable volumes:'

study was also conducted by Hourdos and Davis.
TI1e research was sponsored by the Minnesota Local
Road Research Board. Read more at cts.umn.edu/

Research/ProjectDetail.html?id=2012002.

To improve safety and decrease driver confusion, it may be
necessary to look beyond the current design guidelines for
roundabout markings1 which are still relatively immature. For
example, while numerous details have been added and clarified
in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices guidelines for
roundabout markings, there is no specific guideline on the
length of the solid line between lanes at the entrances1 and
most figures show the line turning to dashed shortly upstream
of the pedestrian crossing. Researchers found that extending
the solid line at the approach to a two-lane roundabout
improves safety by helping drivers select the correct lane
before entering the roundabout, and believe this is an area
where improvements can be made to the current guidelines.
CTS Research Brief2014-01 , January 2014
The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall have equal access to its programs, facilities, and employment without regard to race, color,
creed, religion, national origin , sex , age, marital status , disability, public assistance status , veteran status , or sexual orientation . • This publication is available in allernati ve fo,mats upon request.
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BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN CONSIDERATIONS AT
ROUNDABOUTS
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Roundabouts are designed to resolve conflicts between two competing traffic movements. The basic
principle is to channel vehicle paths in order to disperse conflicts that concentrate at conventional
intersections and resolve them in an appropriate manner. Roundabouts allow continuous flow of
traffic while slowing down vehicular speed. Three main differences distinguish roundabouts from
traffic circles: yield-at-entry, deflection, and flare . Traffic circles are ideally designed. to operate
within the geometric constraints of intersections and to cause vehicles to come to a complete stop
before entering the circle.
When used appropriately, roundabouts can have a significant, positive effect on safety, decreasing
traffic speed by 85% and reducing accidents. Several studies have shown, however, that unlike
motorists, bicyclists do not receive the same safety .benefits from utilizing roundabouts. Surveys
taken from bicyclists indicated that they found roundabout treatment significantly more stressful to
negotiate than other forms of treatment, particularly on roads with heavy traffic . Researchers have
found that roundabouts affect bicyclists' choices of routes on regular journeys.
Recently, traffic circles and roundabouts have begun to gain acceptance and popularity throughout
the U.S. In South Florida, residents from several cities have requested that roundabouts be
implemented on state roads as a traffic calming measure. The safety of bicyclists in roundabouts,
however, remains a serious concern. According to the Design, Guide and Evaluation Plan for
Modern Roundabouts in Florida, "no special markings or lanes are generally needed in the
roundabouts to accommodate the bicyclists." Studies have indicated, however, that there is an urgent
need to investigate the safety and effectiveness of roundabouts with bicyclists as a traffic component,
as well as to enhance the roundabout design guidelines to include considerations of safety for
bicyclists.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this project are to study select roundabout and traffic circles in Districts IV and VI,
to evaluate their effectiveness, and to identify hazardous conditions and safety features for the
circulation of bicyclists within these facilities. The results will be used to develop an enhanced
geometric design of roundabouts; as well as useful guidelines for signage and markings for the safe
circulation of bicyclists.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Among the conclusions drawn from this study are the following:
•

The introduction of roundabouts leads to a slight reduction in pedestrian casualty accidents,
yet increases bicycle casualty accidents.

•

Casualty accident rates are reduced by 68% following the installation of roundabouts.

•

Roundabouts effectively reduce right-angled accidents by 87%, with a 4 7% reduction in
overall reported accidents.

•

Bicycle accident rates at roundabouts are 15 times those of cars, and pedestrian accident rates
are equivalent to those of cars.

•

Accident studies found that multi-lane roundabouts are more stressful to bicyclists than
single-lane roundabouts.

•

ln comparison, multilane roundabouts are not as safe as single-lane roundabouts, since
pedestrians have to cross a larger distance. In most situations, single-lane roundabouts
provide a satisfactory level of safety for bicyclists compared to other types of controlled
intersections. This is due to the lower speeds of vehicles, as well as fewer conflict points,
compared to multi-lane roundabouts or other types of intersections.

•

Special provisions for bicyclists are not normally required at roundabouts. Several
guidelines recommend the provision of a special bicycle facility in case of high bicycle
volume at the outer perimeter of the roundabout, if space permits.

•

The majority of roundabout design guidelines recommend offsetting the pedestrian crossing
by one to three car lengths from the yield line of the roundabout. This will allow the
motorists that are approaching the roundabout to yield to pedestrians that are crossing the
approaches, which will then cause motorists to look for an acceptable gap in order to merge
with the circulating flow.

•

Crossing provisions are preferable, in associationwith splitter islands, either as an unmarked
crossing place with curb cuts or incorporated into a marked crossing.

•

The yield line pavement marking should be aligned with the edge of the splitter island.

•

Avoid over signing at roundabout locations to avoid confusion when driving.

•

Neither landscaping nor warning and directional signs should obstruct a driver's Iine of sight
at roundabouts.

•

When pedestrian and bicycle crossings are added to an approach of a roundabout, all
measured indicators show a significant increment to that approach, as well as a variable
reduction for the other approaches. Because the location of the crossing is on one approach

only, the vehicles that stop for pedestrians and/or bicycles crossing the approach create a gap
that is in turn utilized by the entities at the other locations of the roundabout.
•

The introduction of bicycle lanes reduces the average overall times in the roundabout for the
vehicles on the north and south approaches, while the overall time for the vehicles on the
west and east approaches tends to increase.

Due to the dearth of modern roundabouts in South Florida, several observations were made at traffic
circles. Also, the values for average speeds and follow-up time were observed at only one
roundabout located in Boca Raton. Thus, further work is recommended to determine precisely the
impact of different bicycle and pedestrian treatment at roundabouts.

This research project was conducted by L. David Shen, Ph.D, P.E., at Florida International
University.
For more information, contact Project Manager, Beatriz Caicedo, P.E., at (954) 7774336, beatriz.caicedo@dot.state.fl .us
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Re: River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project:
San Joaquin River Access Coalition's Comments on Draft EIR
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March 27, 2017
Andreas Borgeas, Chairman of the Conservancy
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93727
i}_!!ij_lC:Chairrnan B.orgcas,
The Spano family hr1s long supported the onservancy a11d its efforts to create a sustainable traiJ
system for the public's use and enjoyment of the San Joaquin River. In that spirit 1 endeavor to
help the River West Project come to fruition by promoting a public parking option at Palm and
Nees.
At the March 14, 2017 cmrunutlily meeting, it appeared to me thal amongst all the alternatives of
the Draft Environmental lmplJ.l:l Report the mo st appropriate place for public parking is at the
Palm and Nees location.
The Del Mar and Riverview Drive ption f Alle native# 1 presents too much traffic congestion,
public safety concerns, and onunun ity and le al oppo. ilion . Yet. Alternative #5 presents a
number of options, B and E or same va riati n thereof nnd it seems to provide the most logical
oppoitunity with the least resiiianct!. Understa ncHng this 1 !h rcfor make the following offe1· for
your consideration.
1 am wilJing to gift the eleven acre parcel (APN #402-0 0-63S) of land at the base of the river
from Palm and Nees . Thi s land is owned by th Span ·umily and would be transferred to an
entity for the purpose of providing som vehicular parking with direct access to the trail system.
I have been in co ntact with a numb r f interested organizations that may wish to take possession
of the land for this very purpose. Th ::-;e discussions arc ongoing and I am optimistic they will
provide the opportunity for n version of Alternat ive #5 to be acted upon by the Conservancy as it
completes its planning process .
I wish to convey to the Conservancy Board my seriousness of purpose and desire for this key
component of the trail system to be completed. Given that negotiations and processes will take
additional time, my recommt:ndation would be to include this property as part of the project and
to develop a parkjng plan with the Spano farhily, part owner also of parcel #402-030-70 on the
designated property as part of the project's second pha ·e.

_ _ _ _ _ _ 7545 N. Del Mar #206 • Fresno, California 93711 • Phone [559) 435-5100 " Fax (559] 435-7547

COMMENT LETTER # B03
EXHIBIT 2

San Joaquin River Parkwa y Master Plan Update :
San Joaquin River Access Coalitio n's Comme nts on
Draft EIR (State Clearing house No. 201306 1035)
EXHIBIT "2 11
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April 28, 2017

VIA E-MAIL & U.S. MAIL
Melinda Marks
Executive Officer
SAN JOAQUIN RIVER CONSERVANCY

5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno, CA 93 727
Re:

San Joaquin River Conservancy
River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension
May 3, 2017, Agenda Items Nos. G-1, G-2

Dear Ms. Marks:
As you are aware, my law firm represents the San Joaquin River Access Coalition
(the "Coalition") in connection with the San Joaquin River Conservancy's (the "Conservancy")
consideration of the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail Extension Project (the "Project").
I have reviewed the agenda for the Conservancy's May 3, 2017, meeting. I am
pleased to see the Conservancy is considering accepting the City of Fresno's offer to analyze
Option 5b, with the notion of incorporating analysis of Option Sb into the environmental
document. As you are also aware, numerous members of the public, as well as interested agency
stakeholders such as the City of Fresno, have stated a strong preference for Option Sb. Because
recent events have demonstrated Option Sb appears to be the most logical path forward that
would not slow down Project approval, the Coalition strongly supports incorporating Option 5b
into the environmental analysis.
Despite the fact that Option 56 presents a feasible alternative that has the support
of the public, the Conservancy's sister agencies, and the underlying landowner, the Coalition has
learned that the Parkway Trust submitted correspondence dated April 21, 2017, seeking to
persuade the Conservancy to avoid analysis of Option 5b. (Attachment "A.") This is
unfortunate, as Option Sb represents a solution that has received the full-throated support of most
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other stakeholder groups and affected agencies, and presents the most expeditious path forward
to achieve the objectives of both the Conservancy and the public.
More fundamentally, the arguments posed in the April 21, 2017, correspondence
are legally and factually erroneous, and do not constitute an adequate basis to avoid analysis of
Option Sb:

• Option Sb is Feasible, and Should Be Considered, The April 21, 2017, letter
concedes Option Sb is "technically feasible." This is important because CEQA requires that the
lead agency analyze .feasible alternatives that would to reduce the project's significant impacts.
(See, e.g., Pub. Resources Code, § 21002; CEQA Guidelines,§ 15126.6.) Assuming additional
parking is necessary to avoid a signi Ii.cant environmental effect, 1 the Draft EIR as it stands does
not identify any alternatives that meet this criteria. Alternative 1, for example, creates several
new significant environmental effects (including traffic and land use). Alternative 5 is likewise
problematic because the affected landowner has asserted he holds an easement that would
require access at Riverview Drive, which is contrary to the City of Fresno's 2035 General Plan
(and thus - if the landowner is correct2 - would result in the same impacts as Alternative 1). 3 In
other words, if additional parking is required to avoid an environmental impact, the Conservancy
must analyze Option Sb to discharge its obligation under CEQA to analyze feasible alternatives
that would reduce or avoid the potentially significant impacts of the Project.
• Economic Feasibility. The April 21, 2017, letter places significant focus on the
economic feasibility of Option Sb because it is located upon an "inert landfill." While using a
site with inert waste may result in additional costs to the Conservancy, it is unclear how this is a
significant issue. The site will be used for parking, not residential uses. Moreover, the term
"inert waste" does not include issues of concern such as hazardous wastes, soluble pollutants, or
significant quantities of decomposable waste . (See, e.g., 27 Cal. Code Regs., § 20230(a).)
Rather, "ine1t waste" typically includes only materials used in fill and basic construction
operations, such as rock, dirt, sand, and crushed concrete. In other words, there is no showing nor can there be - that Option Sb should be excluded simply because it contemplates the use of
some prope1ties that are located upon an "inert landfill," paiticularly given California' s
exceedingly high standard for using "economic infeasibility" as an excuse to avoid analysis of a
project alternative. (Cente1: for Biological Diversity v. County of San Bernardino (2010) 185
Cal.App.4th 866, 884; Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hayward (1990) 221 Cal.AppJd
692, 737 ,)
1 For the reasons identified in its prior correspondence, the Coalition disagrees with the asse1tion
that additional parking is necessary to lessen or avoid a potentially significant environmental
effect.
2

The Coalition disagrees with the assertion that the conditions stated in the easement are valid.

3

Likewise, the Project, and Alternatives 2-4 do not provide additional parking.
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• BCF Found Option Sb Is Feasible. The April 21, 2017, letter suggests Option
Sb is supposedly not supported by the Conservancy's environmental consultants or the
engineering firm that evaluated the route for the City of Fresno in 2015 (the "BCF Study").
These statements are factually and legally erroneous:
o

In the BCF Study, Option 5b is identified as Site 1, Route 2. Although the
BCF Study identified a combination of Sites 2 and 3 as a preferred location,
the BCF Study did ,wt reject Site 1, Route 2 (Option 5b).4 Moreover, the
conclusions in the BCF Study appear to have been driven largely by cost, as
the BCF Study concluded a combination of Sites 2 and 3 would be
approximately $2.1 million, while the BCF Study found the cost of Site 1,
Route 2, would be greater (although not significantly greater). In other words,
the BCF Study found tltat Option 5b (i.e., Site 1, Route 2) is technically
feasible, and a viable alternative .

o

Although the Parkway Trust's letter suggests the environmental consultant
rejected Option 5b, there was no legal or factual basis to do so. In addition to
the fact that Option 5b presents a feasible alternative that would avoid the
Project's impacts, the assertions of infeasibility are (i) not supported by
substantial evidence, and (ii) contrary to the facts. Specifically, contrary to
the asse11ions on Page 5-60 of the Draft EIR:

4

■

The City of Fresno has found (and the Parkway Trnst now concedes)
that Option 56 is technically feasible.

•

The concern that "[t)he private landowner's plans for future
development may pose constraints" has been resolved, as the
landowner has now stated he supports access at this location.

•

The assertion on Page 5-60 of the DEIR that "[e]nvironmental
contaminants of concern are present at sites associated with" Route 5b
is belied by Appendix F, as there is nothing in the AECOM Hazardous
Substances Report to suggest that the hazardous substances issues
associated with Option 5b are materially different from Alternative 5,
or evidence that such issues would render Option 5b financially
infeasible.
(See Center for Biological Diversity, supra, 185
Cal.App.4th at 884; Kings County Farm Bureau, supra, 221
Cal.App.3d at 737.)

The only variation the BCF Study suggested that the City avoid is Site 1, Route 1, which is
significantly different from Option Sb.
( 7 507/002/0071 0456.DOCX}
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•

o

Any concern that the "route would conflict with grading standards" of
the City of Fresno can easily be resolved by the City of Fresno itself,
which supports Option 5b and which has now offered to analyze that
option as a project alternative.

Moreover, the BCF Study was prepared without the benefit of recent facts that
have now come to light, including the support of the underlying landowner to
Option Sb, and the opposition of the other underlying landowner to
Alternative 5 (and the fact that the easement conditions posited by that
landowner would render Alternative 5 infeasible and unlawful to the extent it
requires access at Riverview Drive, as explained above).

• Regardless of Ownership, Access Through Riverview Is Cont1·ary to State
Law. As the Conservancy is aware, access through Riverview Drive is contrary to the City of
Fresno's 2035 General Plan. Despite this, the April 21 , 2017, letter suggests the City's 2035
General Plan is irrelevant because the State allegedly owns portions of Riverview Drive. This
conclusion is entirely inaccurate.
o

As previously explained, potential access at Riverview Drive (regardless of
ownership of the underlying land) is a significant environmental impact as to
land use that is not addressed in the Draft EIR, requiring modification and
recirculation if the Conservancy entertains Alternative 1 (or any other
alternative that would contemplate access at Riverview Drive).

o

In addition, as a "local agency" under Section 53090(a) of the Government
Code, the Conservancy must abide by the local planning decisions of relevant
local land use authorities, such as the City of Fresno. (Govt. Code., § 53091 .)
In other words, the Conservancy cannot ignore the 2035 General Plan without
violating state law.

o

Moreover, the DEIR specifically identifies the City of Fresno as a
"responsible agency" that may be required to use the EIR for permits and
other discretionary actions required to implement the Project. The City,
however, cannot act in a manner that is contrary to its own 2035 General Plan,
rendering Alternative 1 infeasible (because subsequent approvals legally
cannot be effectuated by the City acting as a responsible agency). Subsequent
actions by the City "must be compatible with the objectives and policies of
the general plan." (Endangered Habitats League, Inc. v. County of Orange
(2005) 131 Cal .App.4th 777, 782 [emphasis added] [citing Families Unaji-aid
to Uphold Rural etc. County v. Board of Supers. (1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 1332,
1336].) "A project is inconsistent if it conflicts with a general plan policy that
is fundamental, mandatory, and clear." (Endange red Habitats , supra, 131
Cal.App.4th at 782 [citing Families Unaf,-aid, supra, 62 Cal.App.4th at 1341-
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42].) Because the policy at issue here is specific, mandatory, fundamental,
and clear, and Alternative 1 (or any other alternative that would contemplate
access at Riverview Drive) would be inconsistent with the 2035 General Plan,
State ownership of portions of Riverview Drive is simply irrelevant.
For each of the foregoing reasons, the Conservancy should reject the assertions
raised by the Parkway Trust in its April 21, 2017, correspondence, and accept the City's offer to
augment the environmental analysis to include Option Sb.

Enclosure: May 2015, Palm Bluffs River Access Feasibility Study Report
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San Joaquin River
Parkway and
Conservation Trust. Inc.
April 21, 2017

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Bart Bohn
President

The Honorable Andreas Borgeas
Fresno County Board of Supervisors
2281 Tulare Street #301, Hall of Records
Fresno, CA 93721-2198
*Sent by electronic mail

Anna Wattenbarger
Vice President

Re:

Janice Bissonnette
Treasurer

Dear Supeivisor Borgeas:

Julia 0'Kane
Secretary

Over the past few weeks there have been numerous informal conversations between
homeowners in the bluff neighborhood, members of the San Joaquin River Conservancy
Board, members of the River Parkway Trust Board of Directors, myself, and other staff
members regarding the feasibility (or lack thereof), of the River West Fresno access
route Sb. Since it is likely that discussions about this theoretical access point are likely
to continue in the future, I am writing to clarify the understanding and position of the
River Parkway Trust regarding route Sb.

Coke Hallowell
Chairman of the Board
Susan Anderson
Candy Barnes
Karin Chao-Bushoven
Ryan Commons
Debbie Doerksen
Greg Estep
George Folsom
William Golden
Tom Harmon
Wilma Hashimoto
Tom Holyoke
Ron Manfredi
Elise Moir
Edward B. Morgan
Carol Ann Moses
Lyn Peters
Frances Squire
l<evin Statham
Jennifer Williamson
Dowling Aaron Inc.
Christopher A. Brown
General Counsel
Sharon Weaver
Executive Director

Route Sb evaluated for feasibility in the River West Fresno Draft EIR

Although it is true that a roadway across a landfill and down a steep bluff face is
technically feasible, there are several challenges inherent in such a project that haven't
been addressed by the proponents of this route.
The most significant issue that makes this route infeasible is the lack of a public or
private entity willing to take on landfill liability in order to implement this project. The
route begins and ends on landfill property. As you are aware, the San Joaquin River
Conservancy has formally rejected the offer of the 11-acre inert landfill site in the river
bottom on at least two occasions. In a recent meeting with Councilmember Steve
Brandau, he confirmed that the City was not willing to take on landfill ownership in
order to implement this theoretical route.
Second, the route is not supported by the professionals that drafted the EIR, or the
engineering firm that evaluated the route for the City of Fresno in 2015.
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This week I received a copy of the study conducted by Blair, Church and Flynn under contract to the City
of Fresno. I was somewhat surprised to read the conclusion of this document, which states,
"A combination of Site 2 and Site 3 would be the preferred location since it would be the
most economical, have the smallest impact on existing waste, and it has a low
probability of delayed by overseeing agencies."
I have pasted in graphics of sites 2 and 3 below to illustrate the referenced route.
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The naming conventions of the City's study are different than the EIR, but to be clear, the City's study
recommends the same route as that recommended by the Conservancy's Draft Environmental Impact
Report. I have enclosed a copy of the City's study for your review.
I hope that after reviewing the information in the DEIR and the attached study by Blair, Church & Flynn,
we can move discussions away from theoretically possible but practically infeasible access routes for the
River West Fresno project, and focus on the existing and obvious access routes.
The River Parkway Trust continues to support the approval of the DEIR with all three potential access
points- the proposed project with access for Madera County on Highway 41, Alternative 1 access on
Riverview Drive, and Alternative 5 access on the old gravel haul road extension of Nees Avenue.
By approving all three access points, the Conservancy will provide equitable access to the site for all San
Joaquin Valley residents, spread traffic impacts among multiple access points rather than concentrating
impacts in one area, and uphold existing agreements with private landowners in the area.
The City of Fresno General Plan, often quoted as incompatible with Alternative 1, actually recognizes the
legal right of California citizens to drive on public roads such as Riverview Drive. The 2035 General Plan
includes the following clarification on this point:

"Limitations on vehicular access through the River View Drive Area/Neighborhoods are not intended to
restrict vehicular access to the neighborhoods themselves. Public right-of-way held by the City for public

street purposes

wm remain accessible to the public consistent with the requirements of the California

Vehicle Code.,, (5-36, Fresno General Plan)

There seems to have been some confusion about where the State's ownership interest on Riverview
Drive actually begins. The City of Fresno 2035 General Plan Final MEIR includes the following statement
in the response to comments:
"The westernmost extension of West Riverview Drive terminates at the intersection with West Bluff
Avenue. At this terminus, a private driveway (easement) provides access to two residences ... "
In fact, West Riverview Drive terminates at the entrance to the Fresno River West property, formerly
known as Spano River Ranch. The property is owned in fee by the State of California. During the sale of
the property to the State of California, the Spano Family retained a 20-acre parcel for two homesites.
The family has an easement to access their property that crosses the land now owned by the State of
California, not the other way around. West Riverview Drive is therefore a public road to public property.
I have attached the relevant comment letters and responses for your review.
Thank you for your efforts to maintain open dialogue regarding the Fresno River West project. I look
forward to the day that we can celebrate the opening of a beautiful new recreational amenitv on the
Parkway, providing equitable access to all San Joaquin Valley residents.
Please contact me at any time at (559) 248-8480 extension 105, or sweaver@riverparkway.org.
Sincerely,

L~l
Executive Director

· Attachments

COMMENT LETTER # B03
EXHIBIT 2, ATTACHMENT B
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Project Background

The City plans to design and construct a 2 lane road with shoulders from the existing North
Palm Avenue cul~de-sac, near the top of the riverside bluff, to a parking lot area near the river
and below the riverside bluff. A study was conducted to develop and evaluate alternative
access configurations, and to formulate recommendations as to the preferred alternative.
The planning firm PlaceWorks (formerly The Planning Center) is currently preparing the San
Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update for the San Joaquin River Conservancy (SJRC).
Access facilities at the Palm Bluffs location are included as an element of the current working
draft of the master plan update. It is the San Joaquin River Conservancy's preference that
access facilities near the river be located outside the limits of the 100 year floodplain.
Much of the land that has now been developed as Palm Bluffs, Park Place, and River Bluff
contained buried landfill materials that remain in place to a considerable extent. Special
compactive efforts were employed as part of site development, and some new buildings in the
area reportedly contain gas detection facilities to moi:iitor for the presence of landfill gasses.
The land within the project study area, which may be traversed by the planned access facilities,
contains similar landfill materials.
A significant part of the area that could be affected by the access facilities is owned by the
Spano family. Much of the undeveloped area west of the North Palm Avenue cul-de~sac and
between the river and the Park Place development is referred to colloquially as "The Spano
Landfill".
The location of the Project Pipelines is shown on the map in Figure 1. 1 and is identified as
"Project Location."
1.2

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to document gathered information from the site investigation and
survey, present design alternatives, and to provide recommendations for review.
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Figure 1.1 Location Map
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CHAPTER2
EXISTING UTILITIES AND SITE SURVEY

2.1

Existing Utilities

Letters were sent out to various utility owners and agencies on 5 January 2015 to determine all
existing utilities within the project limits. A summary of the utility responses received from the
utility owners and agencies as of the date of this report is shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Existing Utility Information
Response
Received?

Utilities in
Area?

AC Square (Comcast)

N

-

AT&T California

y

y

AT&T Inquiries

y

N

CVIN

y

N

'N
y

-

Utility Owner

City of Fresno

FMFCD

y

N
y

Kinder Morgan

y

N

Level 3 Communications

N

-

MCI Network Services

y

N

PG&E

y

y

Qwest Communications

N

-

Sprint

y

N

Time Warner Telecom

N

-

Fresno Irrigation District

2.1.1

AT&T Utility

AT&T was contacte~ regarding their services going through the Spano Landfill. According to
AT&T, a copper wire was installed for a new sports complex near the landfill site in the 1960s.
The sports complex plan was eliminated and it is unclear whether the copper fine still exists
today. The AT&T line on the Site Plan , available in Appendix A, shows the possible location of
the copper cable.
2.1.2

Overhead Electrical

On the southwest side of the project study area, overhead high voltage electrical lines are
present. The electrical lines travel in a northwest direction over the site and all high voltage
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tower structures are located outside the original project study area. The high voltage overhead
electrical lines can be seen on the Site Map in Appendix A.

2.2

Ground Survey and Aerial Photography

Topographic field surveys were conducted using GPS equipment, in order to provide a level of
detail adequate to define surface landforms in support of the study efforts. Field surveys are
supplemented by aerial photographic coverage obtained from a 2008 aerial survey conducted
by the City of Fresno.

2.3

Geotechnical Investigation

A geotechnical report was not included in the scope of work for this project. It will be necessary
to conduct geotechnical investigations on site in order to define the subsurface conditions prior
to final design.
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CHAPTER3
EXISTING CONDITIONS & DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

3.1

Fresno County Department of Public Health

During the initial record search , the Fresno County Department of Public Health (FCDPH) was
contacted and was able to provide numerous reports and documentation regardif)Q the closed
Spano Landfill. A site walk was also performe~ with two representatives of the FCDPH to
discuss the landfill limits and general history of the site. Private consultants were not contacted
for the record review since their work is not publically available.
3.2

100 Year Flood Limits

The 100 year flood limits were obtained using digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) for
Fresno and Madera Counties which are available through the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). Anything within the 100 year flood zone is susceptible to inundation by a rain
event that has a 1% probability of occurring each year. The base flood elevation changes within
the project boundary from an elevation of approximately 265.5' to 265.8' from west to east
respectively using the NGVD 29 datum. Base flood elevations shown in the FIRMs were
changed from the NAVD 88 datum to the NGVD 29 datum because it is primarily used by the
City of Fresno. All FIRMs associated with the project are available in Appendix B of this report.

3.3

Parcel Lines

Parcel linework that is shown on the Site Map in Appendix A was obtained from City of Fresno
GIS data. The land owner name and Assessor's Parcel Number (APN) for parcels within the
project study limits are available in Table 3.1 . A map showing the existing parcels is available in
Appendix C of this report
Table 3.1 APN & Owner

APN

214332_Report.doc

Owner

402-030-63S

SOB ENTERPRISES

402-030-67S

SOB ENTERPRISES

405-340-18S

SOB ENTERPRISES

405-340-19S

SOB ENTERPRISES

405-340-1 ?S

SOB ENTERPRISES

402-030-64S

SOB ENTERPRISES

402-030-43

SOB ENTERPRISES

402-030-70

NEW GENERATION GROUP LP

405-530-85

PARK PLACE HOLDINGS LP

402-030-52ST

FMFCD

402-030-47ST

CITY OF FRESNO
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APN
405-340-04

3.4

Owner
C&A FARMS LLC "RICHTER SITE"

Emergency Vehicle Access

In order to provide emergency access to the site, the Fresno Fire Department Development
Policies must be followed. According to Section 403.2, "Fire Department Access," the road must
be an approved all weather surface, capable of supporting an 80,000 pound vehicle, have a
grade of 10% (10H:1V) or less, and have 24 feet of unobstructed width. Lanes that are one way
shall be 15 feet in width.
A cul-de-sac turnaround will be necessary for emergency vehicles within the parking lot.
Requirements for a turnaround include a 44 foot centerline turning radius and a 20 feet clear
driving width.

3.5

Limits of Waste and Site Description

A review of the landfill documents was conducted on all material acquired from the FCDPH. All
landfill limit figures that were available were schematically drawn leaving the precise landfill
limits unclear. With the combination of report figures and help from FCDPH personnel, the
approximate limits of waste are defined on the site map located in Appendix A.
3.5.1

Main Landfill

The approximate landfill waste limits are identified by a blue dashed line on the Site Map
available in Appendix A According to available figures, the landfill terminates at the edge of the
San Joaquin River. Content and depth of this waste are generally unknown within the areas of
the proposed improvements:
The top of the landfill is flat with multiple mounds of soil that appear to have been deposited
after the landfill closure. The landfill gradient from the top of slope to the toe of slope varies from
approximately 18% (10H:1.8V) up to 69% (10H:6.9V) as shown in the Site Map located in
Appendix A.
There are two roads along the existing landfill. The outermost road appears to coincide with the
approximate landfill Waste limits and varies in width. The north and south sections of the
outermost road is estimated to be 10 feet and 21 feet wide, respectively. The innermost road
varies from approximately 8 feet to 13 feet wide throughout the entire site. During the site
investigation visit, 2 foot high ground cover vegetation was observed on the landfill.
A subsurface fire was observed in the main landfill in the mid 1990s and was estimated to be 20
feet by 20 feet in plan view. The approximate location can be seen on the Site Map in Appendix
A. The fire is no longer believed to exist.
3.5.2

Construction and Demolition Waste

There are two locations located adjacent to the main landfill that is understood to be composed
of construction and demolition (C&D) waste. They are located north and southwest of the main
landfill with the limits identified on the Site Map by orange dashed lines.
According to the EPA website, C&D waste materials consist of the debris generated during the
construction, renovation, and demolition of buildings, roads, and bridges that often contain
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bulky, heavy materials, such as concrete, wood, metals, glass, and salvaged building
components.
3.5.2.1 Northeast C&D Waste
The approximate northeast C&D waste site limits is surrounded by the San Joaquin River, an
existing Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control stormwater basin, and the main landfill. The site is
relatively flat with a few trees along the river boundary. During the site investigation visit, low
ground cover vegetation existed across the site.
A site investigation was conducted at the northeast C&D waste site on April 4, 2002 by Twining
Laboratories with a backhoe. The debris that they obseived included concrete, asphalt, brick,
rebar, and other similar type of materials just below the ground surface. The report noted that no
domestic waste was encountered. The waste was estimated to contain 60 percent soil and 40
percent debris. Groundwater was encountered at approximately 15 feet below ground surface.
3.5.2.2 Southwest C&D Waste
The approximate southwest C&D waste site limits is surrounded by the San Joaquin River, -the
main landfill, and a parcel known as the "Richter Site". The Richter Site is relatively flat and the
northern limits generally coincide with the bluff edge. The C&D site is the bluff face and slopes
down at approximately 28% (10H:2.8V) before transitioning to a milder slope down towards the
river's edge. During the site investigatipn visit, 2 foot high gr,ound cover vegetation existed
across the site with a few trees at the bottom of the bluff face.
A subsutiace fire was observed in the southwest C&D waste site in the mid 1990s. The
approximate location can be seen on the Site Map in Appendix A. The fire is no longer believed
to exist.
A site investigation was conducted at the southwest C&D waste site on April 4, 2002 by Twining
Laboratories with a backhoe. Areas of this waste site were inaccessible according to the survey
report. Material retrieved from six excavation pits was estimated to contain 60 percent soil and
40 percent debris. The survey concluded that the site was comprised of 5 to 6 feet of C&D
waste and is underlain by domestic waste. Materials observed in the C&D waste included
concrete, asphalt, brick, and other similar materials. The depth of the domestic waste was not
determined by the survey.
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CHAPTER 4
ENVIRONMENTAL AND PERMITS

4.1

General

The following permits and environmental documentation should be considered for the various
project alternatives. Contingent upon subsurface conditions demonstrating no contaminants of
concern, it is feasible t~at the projects can be completed with a CEQA Initial Study and
Mitigated Negative Declaration.

4.2

Initial Study

In order to satisfy the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review process, an Initial
Study must be completed for this project. If tests are conducted and no contamination is found
on site, and no other significant environmental impacts are discovered, then the project may be
eligible for filing as a Mitigated Negative Declaration. If, however, the Initial Study demonstrates
significant environmental impacts that cannot be avoided or mitigated, then a complete EIR may
be necessary for the project.
The CEQA was enacted for the purpose of providing decision-makers and the public with
information regarding the env[ronmental effect of proposed projects, identifying means of
avoiding environmental damage and disclosing the reasons behind a project's approval even if it
leads to environmental damage. As the first step in the CEQA process, an Initial Study is
necessary to identify significant environmental impacts and to avoid or mitigate those impacts
where feasible. The project site is located in an area characterized in part or in whole as a
landfill with the potential for methane discharge as the landfill organics decompose. Based
upon the careful review of the issues, the discussions on land use, and the known
environmental issues in the surrounding area, the project will need to address the issues
discussed in the following subsections.
4.2.1

Land Use

Land use review is necessary to ensure consistency with the City of Fresno General Plan.
4.2.2

Traffic

Traffic impacts to the City of Fresno and at the proposed access points should be analyzed to
determine all potential changes in traffic.
4.2.3

Air Quality/ Greenhouse Gas

An air quality and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions technical analysis is necessary to evaluate
potential impacts associated with the proposed project in accordance with the San Joaquin
Valley Air Pollution Control District. Construction Air Quality and GHG usage calculations
should be conducted as well.
4.2.4

Biological Resources

Biological resources documentation review and surveys are necessary to describe the natural
communities and biotic habitats, determine the potential for the site to support special status
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plant or wildlife species, and determine the presence or absence of regulated trees, specialstatus plant communities, or jurisdictional waters on the site. Biological resources should be
prepared with existing General Plan data, as well as localized studies for potential migratory
birds and threatened or endangered species.
4.2.5

Cultural Resources

A cultural resources records search and surveys are necessary to determine whether known
cultural resources had been recorded within or adjacent to the landfill project area, assess
likelihood of unrecorded cultural resources based on historical references and the distribution of
environmental settings of nearby sites, and develop a context for identification and preliminary
evaluation of cultural resources.
4.2.6

Geology, Soils and Seismicity

A significant factor influencing project design and construction is the potential for long-term
settlement of existing landfill materials and development of landfill gases. A geotechnical
investigation will be necessary to explore and evaluate the subsurface conditions on site in
order to develop geotechnical engineering recommendations to aid in project design and
construction .
4.2.7

Hazardous Materials and Waste

Due to the location, a Phase II environmental evaluation may need to be conducted to satisfy
CEQA requirements and determine if hazardous waste is present. This investigation consists of
onsite discovery involving geotechnical surface and subsurface soils sampling and testing.
4.2.8

Hydrology and Water Quality

Due to the location of the project site, the hydrology and water quality may produce other
environmental impacts that may need to be mitigated. The hydrology and water quality is
necessary to analyze the project size and issues relating to surface water, site drainage,
potential for Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan development, site lay down and spill
prevention, containment and countermeasures,
4.3

§1600 Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement (LSAA)

According the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW), an entity must notify the
agency prior to work that may substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow of any river,
substantially change or use any material from any river, deposit materials that could pass into
any river, or adversely affect existing fish or wildlife resources. The DFW will review projects
and recommend ways to reduce impacts to the fish and/or wildlife habitat.
It takes thirty days of project review to determine if a LSAA is required. After the initial thirty
days, the DFW can take up to sixty additional days to issue a LSAA if one is necessary. LSAA
fees vary from $245 to $4,912 based upon the total project cost.
4.4

Army Corps Wetland Delineation Survey

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act gives the Army Corps of Engineers jurisdiction over projects
that impact wetlands. A wetland is defined in CFR 328.3 as areas that are inundated or
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saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that
under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions.
If a site or access road is found to be within wetlands, building within the wetlands may result in
mitigation at a to-be-determined ratio through buying mitigation bank credits, building wetland
habitat, or restoring wetland habitat at another destination.
A wetland delineation study should be conducted to determine if the proposed alternatives are
within wetland areas. Typical surveys investigate the site for hydric soils, hydrophytic
vegetation, and examine the site hydrology,

4.5

Army Corps §404 Nationwide Permit

The Army Corps of Engineers issues Nationwide Permits for construction activities where
minimal environmental effects are planned in the waters of the United States. A permit is
necessary for all areas under the high water mark of a river. A survey of the high water mark
should be conducted to determine if a Nationwide Permit is necessary.
The review period for a Nationwide permit is sixty days and there are no fees due with the
application. One of the Nationwide Permit requirements is the completion of the Clean Water
Act 401 permit discussed in the following subsection. The perm it is issued conditionally until the
401 permit is acquired.

4.6

Clean Water Act §401 Permit

The purpose of the 401 permit is to protect water quality, wetlands, and aquatic resources.
According to CWA §401, any applicant for a federal license or permit to conduct any activity
including, but not limited to, the construction or operation of facilities, which may result in any
discharge into the navigable waters, shall provide the licensing or permitting agency a
certification from the State in which the discharge originates.
The permit takes two weeks to be reviewed but cannot be submitted until CEQA is completed.
The price of the permit varies based upon the California Code of Regulations, Title 23, section
2200(a)(3). A fee calculator is available on the State of California website called the "Dredge
and Fill Fee Calculator."
·

4.7

Central Valley Flood Protection Board Encroachment Permit

An encroachment permit application is required to be submitted to the Central Valley Flood
Protection Board if a project is located within 300 feet of a designated floodway. The review time
for the encroachment permit application is three to six months but does not require an
application fee.

4.8

City of Fresno Permit to Build within a Floodplain

The City of Fresno Flood Plain Administrator must review the site plans and ensure that it
complies with all City ordinances.
According to City of Fresno ordinance 11-616(9), the Flood Plain Administrator must determine
that the following requirement is met for construction below the base flood elevation:
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"The volume of space occupied by the proposed fill or structure below the base flood
elevation is compensated for and balanced by a hydraulically equivalent volume of
excavation taken from below the base flood elevation. All such excavations shall be
constructed to drain freely to the watercourse."
This ordinance prohibits a net increase of soil in any location below the base flood elevation by
means of importing fill. It is possible to alter the base flood elevation limits by transferring soil
below the base flood elevation and submitting a Letter of Map Revision to FEMA once the
ground is proven to be above flood levels. The City of Fresno also requires the finished floor of
structures to be six inches above the base flood elevation.
Permit review takes approximately two weeks to conduct and will vary in cost based upon the
volume of soil that is transferred. The fee schedule varies from $464 to $860.
4.9

FEMA Letter of Map Revision (LOMR)

Floodplain maps that are produced by FEMA are used to establish flood plain limits within the
City of Fresno. The floodplain lines can be altered if an area is elevated above the base flood
elevation. Revisions to the FIRMs are recorded after a LOMR is submitted.
According to the FIRMs, some areas within the "AE" floodway zone must be kept free from
encroachment. These areas are designated as the floodway channel of the river and must not
be altered because it may increase the height of the base flood elevation. The floodway channel
is identified on the Site Map available in Appendix A.
A LOMR can take three to four months to process and does not have an application fee.
4.10

Phase I Assessment

Phase I assessments are conducted to gather information about an area to determine the
potential for site contaminants. Phase I site investigations are typically conducted in areas to
determine if there is a potential for site contamination. The Evaluations can include a site visit,
historical record searches, review of past property uses, interviews with Individuals
knowledgeable about the site, geology assessment, and hydrology evaluation. It is unlikely that
a Phase I investigation will be required within the waste limits of the site since subsurface
investigations have already been conducted.
4.11

Phase II Assessment

The central purpose of a Phase II investigation is to evaluate the site for the presence of
materials such as hazardous waste, petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metals, pesticides, or
solvents in the subsurface and determine the extents of the contamination. Samples are
typically taken from the soil, air, groundwater, and buried material for analysis. Site remediation
is not conducted during a Phase II assessment. It is possible that the FCDPH will require a
Phase II assessment on site within the waste limits.
4.12

Phase Ill Remediation

Following a Phase II assessment, cleanup of a site can be accomplished through Phase Ill
remediation if materials of concern are discovered within the waste limits, Remediation
measures are formed based upon the findings of the Phase II assessment however additional
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subsurface investigations may be necessary to obtain a better understanding of the site. The
cost for conducting a Phase Ill remediation can be extensive and can take a considerable
amount of time.
4.13

Post Closure Landfill Plan (PCLP)

The Fresno County Department of Public Health (FCDPH) is the permitting agency for the
Spano Landfill. Prior to site construction, a Post Closure Lafldfill Plan must be completed and
submitted to the FCDPH, the Regional Water Quality Control Board, and the California
Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery for evaluation and approval. The PLCP
identifies conditions that must be met, within the limits of waste, to ensure the protection of
human health and the environment.
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CHAPTERS
SITE ANALYSIS

5.1

General

The City of Fresno is interested in providing river access, near the Spano Landfill, that provides
24 parking stalls, a public restroom, and site lighting. The restroom will most likely be a pit
sanitary facility and will require a water service for hand washing. The water line can be installed
within the proposed access road and must have a 3 foot clearance from all landfill waste
according to FCDPH. Electrical lines must also be installed to the site unless a solar option is
preferred.
Subsequent to the site investigation, four potential locations were selected for evaluation in
order to provide convenient public access to the river from the intersection of Palm and Nees
Avenues. The layout of the proposed parking lots and access roads are available in Appendix D
of this report.

5.2

Site 1

This proposed 'area is located on the northeast side of the project study area and is believed to
consist of C&D waste. There are two available options for access roads to navigate to this site.
The first route, designated as Route 1, is believed to be within the waste limits of the main
landfill and the second, designated as Route 2, diverts around an existing flood basin.
5.2.1

Flood Zone

The proposed parking lot area is within the 100 year flood zone which conflicts with the design
preferences of the SJRC. It is possible to grade the site and raise the area above the base flood
elevation but that may prove difficult due to the City of Fresno ordinance which prohibits the net
increase of soil within a flood zone. Grading the site will increase the potential of uncovering a
larger area of waste and wlll increase the risk of substantial waste removal.
5.2.2

Site Access Around Existing Landfill (Route 1)

Access to the proposed site is currently achieved by two roads which are referred to as the
outermost and innermost roads. In order to provide access to emergency vehicles, the Fresno
Fire Department Development Policies must be followed. Both roads can be used for one way
traffic to comply with the roadway width requirement of 15 feet.
The outermost road generally follows the approximate waste limits of the main landfill. The
roadway narrows to approximately 10 feet in the segment adjacent to the San Joaquin River
and is partially within the 100 year flood zone .
The 1nnermost road is generally located halfway up the landfill slope. The roadway width varies
between 8 to 13 feet wide and is only within the 100 year flood zone near the end at the
term ination point. A fire was discovered near the innermost road in the mid 1990s, as shown on
the site map in Appendix A. Although the fire is believed to be extinguished, evidence of the
subsurlace fire should be discovered during the geotechnical investigation.
Both roads will require additional width to accommodate a guard rail and meet emergency
vehicle requirements. The existing slopes adjacent to the roadway shoulders vary from
approximately 18% (10H: 1.BV) up to 69% (10H:6.9V). Slope stability will need to be evaluated
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to allow the necessary roadway widening. The substantial slopes adjacent to the existing
roadways may not permit considerable roadway expansion in its current configuration and may
involve the use of retaining walls. A subsurface investigation of the main landfill will be
necessary in the existing roads and require recommendations by a geotechnical engineer.

5.2.3

Site Access Neighboring Spano Park (Route 2)

The existing bluff slope on the north side of Spano Park was analyzed as a possible route to
Site 1. The parcel that occupies the slope is owned by the City of Fresno and is bordered by the
Spano Landfill, Spano Park, FMFCD Basin DH2, and a FMFCD baffled apron structure. When
the park was constructed, the bluff adjacent to the park was clean closed. A clean closed site
has all landfill material removed and is replaced with clean fill.
The existing bluff slope has a grade of approximately 54% (1 0H:5.4V) and the toe terminates at
the 100 year flood zone limit. In order to build a road that complies with the Fresno Fire
Department Development Policies, outside fill will need to be brought in to expand the existing
bluff slope and substantial retaining walls will need to be constructed. Since the City of Fresno
Ordinance requires no net increase of fill within a flood zone, the area will need to be graded
and a letter of map revision must be filed with FEMA to alter the 100 year flood limits lines.
Cursory road design calculations were conducted and it appears that a 10% (10H:1V) maximum
slope, as required by the Fresno Fire Department Development Policies, can be achieved. After
the roadway traverses across the bluff slope, it can cross the baffled apron structure through an
existing City of Fresno ingress-egress easement. The access road will navigate around the
existing flood control basin to Site 1 or an alternate location nearby.

5.2.4

Compliance

Due to the site's proximity to the San Joaquin River, Site 1 will need to be evaluated for
wetlands with a wetland delfneation study. Site 1 will need California Department of Fish and
Wildlife consultation and ultimately will require a §1600 Lake and Streambed Alteration
Agreement. Additionally, the site will require Army Corps of Engineers §404 Nationwide permit
consultation as well as Clean Water Act §401 approval. An encroachment permit application
must also be filed with the Central Valley Flood Protection Board. Permits to develop the site willrequire review by the City of Fresno to ensure the site complies with all City ordinances. The
site must be graded up above the base flood elevation and have a Letter of Map Revision filed
with FEMA.
Site 1 access roads are within the footprint of the landfill and therefore will require further
environmental investigations along with a post closure landfill plan. There is a potential for a
Phase 111 remediation within the limits of the project.

5.3

Site 2

This proposed area is located on the southwest side of the project study area and is believed to
consist of C&D waste underlain by domestic waste. The access road to navigate to this site is
believed to coincide with the waste limits of the main landfill.
5.3.1

Flood Zone

The proposed parking lot area is within the 100 year flood zone which conflicts with the design
preferences of the SJRC. It is possible to grade the site and raise the area above the base flood
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elevation but that may prove difficult due to the City of Fresno ordinance which prohibits the net
increase of soil within a flood zone. Grading the site will increase the potential of uncovering
larger areas of waste and will increase the risk of substantial waste removal. If the site is
elevated above the base flood elevation, a Letter of Map Revision must be filed with FEMA to
revise the FIRMs.
5.3.2

Site Access

Access to the site is currently available from the outermost road. The existing road will need to
be evaluated for compliance with the Fresno Fire Department Development Policies and can be
used for traffic access in both directions.
The existing road generally follows the approximate waste limits of the main landfill and is
generally 21 feet wide. A small portion of the road is within the 100 year flood zone where the
entrance of the proposed parking lot is being proposed.
A subsurface investigation of the existing road will be necessary and require recommendations
by a geotechnical engineer in order to comply with jurisdictional requirements.
5.3.3

Compliance

Due to the site's proximity to the San Joaquin River, Site 2 will need to be evaluated for
wetlands with a wetland delineation study. Site 2 requires California Department of Fish and
Wildlife consultation and ultimately will require a §1600 Lake and Streambed Alteration
Agreement. Additionally, the site may require Army Corps of Engineers §404 Nationwide permit
consultation and will need Clean Water Act §401 approval. An encroachment permit application
must also be filed with the Central Valley Flood Protection Board. Permits to develop the site will
require review by the City of Fresno to ensure the site complies with all City ordinances. The
site must be graded up above the base flood elevation and have a Letter of Map Revision filed
with FEMA.
Site 2 is within the C&D waste limits underlain by domestic waste. The site will require a Phase
II environmental investigation along with a post closure landfill plan. There is a potential for a
Phase 111 remediation within the limits of the site.

5.4

Site 3

This proposed area is located on the southwest side of the project study area and is believed to
consist of C&D waste underlain by domestic waste. The access road to navigate to this site is
believed to coincide with waste limits of the main landfill.
A fire was discovered near the proposed parking lot area in the mid 1990s, as shown on the site
map in Appendix A. Although the fire is believed to be extinguished, evidence of the subsurface
fire should be discovered during the geotechnical investigation.
5.4.1

Flood Zone

The proposed parking lot area is outside the 100 year flood zone which complies with the
preferred design objective of the SJRC.
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Site Access

Access to the site is currently available from the outermost road. The existing road will need to
be evaluated for compliance with the Fresno Fire Department Development Policies and can be
used for traffic access in both directions.
The existing road generally follows the approximate waste limits of the main landfill and is
generally 21 feet wide. A small portion of the road is within the 100 year flood zone but this area
can be circumvented during design to avoid the floodway.
A subsurface investigation of the existing road will be necessary and require recommendations
by a geotechnical engineer in order to comply with jurisdictional requirements.
5.4.3

Compliance

Due to the site's proximity to the San Joaquin River, Site 3 will need to consider a wetland
delineation study. Site 3 requires California Department of Fish and Wildlife consultation and
may require a §1600 Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreement. It is unlikely that the site will
require Army Corps of Engineers §404 Nationwide permit consultation but will need Clean
Water Act §401 approval. An encroachment permit application should be filed with the Central
Valley Flood Protection Board although it is possible that the site is not within the floodway.
Permits to develop the site will require review by the City of Fresno to ensure the site complies
with all City ordinances. Since the site is above the base flood elevation, a Letter of Map
Revision will not be necessary.
Site 3 is within the C&D waste limits underlain by domestic waste. The site will require a Phase
II environmental investigation along with a post closure landfill plan. There is a potential for a
Phase Ill remediation within the limits of the site.

5.5

Site 4 (Richter}

This proposed area is located on the property formerly known as the "Richter Site" outside of
the original project study area. The limits of waste have been defined based upon numerous
studies and the maximum waste depth is approximately 35 feet deep. Most of the waste is
approximately 5 feet deep across the site according to FCDPH. Efforts have been made to
develop the entire parcel with the development of a Post-Closure Land Use Plan which
proposes a clean closure of the site. It will be necessary to conduct negotiations with the
existing property owner if this site is selected for the proposed river access parking lot.
The bluff slope adjacent to the Richter Site Is comprised of C&D waste underlain by domestic
waste. Access to the river would require a pedestrian path down the existing bluff. Further
studies will need to be conducted to determine the post closure requirements within this area .
5.5.1

Flood Zone

The proposed parking lot area is outside the 100 year flood zone which complies with the
preferred design objective of the SJRC.
5.5.2

Site Access

The site is currently undeveloped and would require an access road of approximately 750 feet in
length to be constructed from West Alluvial Avenue towards the edge of the bluff. From the
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proposed parking lot area, pedestrian trail switchbacks will be required in order to provide
access and meet ADA requirements.
Emergency vehicle access would be available from the parking lot at the top of the bluff. If an
emergency occurred near the river, emergency teams would not have direct vehicle access to
the water front.
5.5.3

Compliance

The Site 4 parking lot is located at the top of the bluff but the access trail down to the river may
require a wetland delineation study. It is unlikely that Site 4 will require a §1600 Lake and
Streambed Alteration Agreement but the California Department of Fish and Wildlife should be
consulted. It is also unlikely that the site will require an Army Corps of Engineers §404
Nationwide permit but the site may require Clean Water Act §401 approval. An encroachment
permit application should be filed with the Central Valley Flood Protection Board since the
access road may be within the floodway. Permits to develop the site will require review by the
City of Fresno to ensure the site complies with all City ordinances. Since the site is above the
base flood elevation, a Letter of Map Revision will not be necessary.
The Site 4 access trail is within the C&D waste limits underlain by domestic waste. The site will
require a Phase II environmental investigation along with a post closure landfill plan. There is a
potential for a Phase Ill remediation within the limits of the site.
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CHAPTERS
ENGINEER'S OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST

The Engineer's Opinions of Probable Construction Cost (OPCC) for construction of the access
road and parking lot is shown in Table 6.1 through Table 6.5. The OPCCs assumes that
hazardous material is not encountered during construction of the project and site remediation is
not necessary. The OPCC also assumes that substantial excavation and waste removal is not
necessary within the roadways to accommodate future site utilities.

Table 6.1 Engineer's Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for Site 1 (Route 1)
Item

No.

1

Description
Mobilization

Quantity Unit
lump sum
lump sum

Unit Cost
$100,000

Extension
$100,000

$25,000

$25,000

lump sum
lump sum

$5,000
$10,000

$5,000

lump sum

$8,000

$10,000
$8,000

lump sum
lump sum

$20,000
$15,000

$20,000
$15,000

lump sum

$100,000

$100,000

2

Mediator

3

7

Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP) and Fugitive Dust
Control Plan (FDCP) Preparation
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Dust Control Pollution Prevention
Worker Protection From
Hazardous Materials
Clearing and Grubbing

8
9

Site Grading and Subgrade Prep
Aggregate Base, Class 2

10
11

Asphalt Concrete, Type A
Concrete Curb and Gutter

5,401
520
630

12

Parking Lot Concrete Sidewalk

4,740

13

Retaining Wall
Striping and Curb Painting

2,300

4
5

6

14
15

Restroom Facility

16
17

Water Line

18

Landscaping
Landscaping Irrigation

19
20

Light Pole

tons

$40

tons

$100

$216 040
$52,000

In ft
sq ft

$20

$12,600

$5

$23,700

$215

$494,500

$8,000
$50,000

$8,000
$50,000

4 ea

$25
$8,000

$82,500
$32,000

lump sum
lump sum

$15,000
$10,000

$15,000
$10,000

In ft
lump sum
lump sum

3,300

I In ft

lump sum

$5 000

$5,000

22

90-Day Maintenance Period
(LandscapinQ and Irrigation)
Contractor's Pollution Liability
Insurance
Supplemental Work

lump sum
lump sum

$10,000
$100 000

$10,000
$100,000

23

Misc. Facilities and Operations

lump sum

$208,660
Subtotal Amount:
Contingencies (approx. 15%):

$208,660
$1,603,000

Total Construction Cost:

$1,843,000

21
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Item
No.
1

2
3
4

Description
EnaineerinA & CM Costs
Permits and Environmental
Documentation
Phase II Environmental Study
Geotechnical Investigation
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I

Quantity Unit
lump sum

Unit Cost

Extension

$370,000

$370,000

lump sum
$80,000
lump sum
$40,000
lump sum
$15,000
Total Design Cost:
TOTAL PROJECT COST:

$80,000
$40,000
$15,000

$505,000
$2,348,000
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Table 6.2 Engineer's Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for Site 1 Route 2)
Item
No.
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23

24
25

1

2
3
4

Description
Mobilization
Mediator
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP) and Fugitive Dust
Control Plan (FDCP) Preparation
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Dust Control Pollution Prevention
Worker Protection From
Hazardous Materials
Clearing and Grubbing
Site Grading and Subgrade Prep
Aggregate Base, Class 2
Asphalt Concrete, Type A
Concrete Curb and Gutter
Parking Lot Concrete Sidewalk
Compacted Slope Fill
Slope Hydroseeding
Retaining Wall
Striping and Curb Painting
Restroom Facility
Water Line
Light Pole
Landscaping
Landscaping Irrigation
90-Day Maintenance Period
(Landscaping and lrriqation)
Contractor's Pollution Liability
Insurance
Supplemental Work
Misc. Facilities and Operations

Enoineerino & CM Costs
Permits and Environmental
Documentation
Phase 11 Environmental Study
Geotechnical Investigation
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Unit

lump sum
lump sum

Unit Cost
$110,000
$25,000

Extension
$110,000
$25,000

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum

$5,000
$10,000
$8,000

$5,000
$10 000
$8,000

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
3,439 tons
520 tons
630 In ft
4,740 sq ft
21,000 cu yd
5,000 sq yd

$20,000
$.15,000
$60,000
$40
$100
$20

$20,000
$15,000
$60,000
$137,560
$52,000
$12,600
$23,,700
$630 000
$15,000
$137,600
$6,000
'$50,000

Quantity

640 In ft
lump sum
lump sum
2,200
In ft
4 ea
lump sum
lump sum

I

lump sum

$5
$30
$3
$215
$6,000
$50 000
$25
$8,000
$15,000
$10,000

$55,000
$32,000
$15,000
$10,000

$5 000

$5,000

$10 000
$100,000
$231,540
Subtotal Amount:
Continqencies (approx. 15%):
Total Construction Cost:

$10 000
$100,000
$231,540
$1,776,000
$266,000
$2,042,000

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum

lump sum

$410,000

$410,000

lump sum
$80 000
lump sum
$40,000
lump sum
$15,000
Total Design Cost:

$80,000
$40 000
$15,000
$545 000

TOTAL PROJECT COST:

$2,587,000
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Table 6.3 Engineer's Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for Site 2

Item
No.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

1

2
3

4

Description
Mobilization
Mediator
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP) and Fugitive Dust
Control Plan (FDCP) Preparation
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Dust Control Pollution Prevention
Worker Protection From
Hazardous Materials
Clearing and Grubbing
Waste Removal
Imported Fill
Site Grading and Subgrade Prep
Aggregate Base, Class 2
Asphalt Concrete, Type A
Concrete Curb and Gutter
Parking Lot Concrete Sidewalk
Striping and Curb Painting
Restroom Facility
Water Line
Light Pole
Landscaping
Landscaping Irrigation
90-Day Maintenance Period
(Landscaping and Irrigation)
Contractor's Pollution Liability
Insurance
Supplemental Work
Misc. Facilities and Operations

Engineerino & CM Costs
Permits and Environmental
Documentation
Phase II Environmental Study
Geotechnical Investigation
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Quantitv Unit
lump sum
lump sum

Unit Cost
$100,000
$25,000

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum

$5,000
$10,000

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
3,199 tons
520 tons
630 In ft
4,740 sq ft

$20,000
$15,000
$300,000
$200 000
$60,000
$40
$100
$20
$5
$6,000
$50,000

lump sum
lump sum

$8,000

Extension
$100,000
$25,000

$5,000
$10,000
$8,000
$20,000
$15,000
$300,000
$200,000
$60,000
$127,960
$52,000
$12,600
$23,700

ea
lump sum
lump sum

$10,000

$6,000
$50,000
$47,500
$32,000
$15,000
$10,000

lump sum

$5,000

$5,000

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum

$10,000
$100 000 '

1 900

I 1n rt
4

$25
$8,000
$15,000

$185,240
Subtotal Amount:
Contingencies (aoorox. 15%):
Total Construction Cost:
lump sum

$10,000
$100,000
$185,240
$1,420,000
$213,000
$11633,000

$330,000

$330,000

lump sum
$80 ,000
lump sum
$40,000
lump sum
$12,000
Total Design Cost:

$40,000
$12,000
$462,000

TOTAL PROJECT COST:

$2,095,000

$80,000
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Table 6.4 Engineer's Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for Site 3
Item

No.
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

1

2
3

4

Description
Mobilization
Mediator
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP) and Fugitive Dust
Control Plan (FDCP) Preparation
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Dust Control Pollution Prevention
Worker Protection From
Hazardous Materials
Clearing and Grubbing
Waste Removal
Import Fill
Site Grading and Subgrade Prep

Quantitv Unit
lump sum
lump sum

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum

$20,000
$15,000

lump sum

$650,000
$450,000

$650,000
$450,000

$60,000
$40

$60,000
$122,160

$100

$52,000

lump sum
lump sum
520
630

tons
In ft
sq ft

90-Day Maintenance Period
(Landscaping and Irrigation)
Contractor's Pollution Liability
Insurance
Supplemental Work
Misc. Facilities and Operations

Engineering & CM Costs
Permits and Environmental
Documentation
Phase II Environmental Study
Geotechnical Investigation

4,740
240

In ft
lump sum
lump sum

1,800

I In ft

$20

$12,600

$5

$23,700
$154,800

$645
$6,000
$50,000

$6,000
$50,000
$45,000

4 ea
lump sum

$25
$8,000
$15,000

lump sum

$10,000

$15,000
' $10,000

lump sum

$5,000

$5,000

lump sum

$10,000

lump sum

$100,000

$10,000
$100,000

lump sum

$32,000

$304,740

$304,740

Subtotal Amount:
Conting~ncies (approx. 15%):

$2,336JO00

Total Construction Cost:

$2,686,000

$540,000

$540,000

$60,000
lump sum
$40,000
lump sum
$15,000
Total Des ign Cost:

$60,000
$40,000

lump sum
lump sum

TOTAL PROJ ECT COST:
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$5000
$10,000
$8,000

$20,000

Asphalt Concrete, Type A

Light Pole
Landscaping
Landscaping Irrigation

$25,000

$15 ,000

tons

Water Line

$5,000
$10,000
$8,000

Extension
$150,000

lump sum

3,054

Retaining Wall
Striping and Curb Painting
Restroom Facility

$150,000
$25,000

lump sum

Aggregate Base, Class 2
Concrete Curb and Gutter
Parking Lot Concrete Sidewalk

Unit Cost

$350,000

$15,000

$655,000
$3,341.000
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Table 6.5 Engineer's Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for Site 4
Item
No.

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24

25

1
2
3
4

Description
Mobilization
Mediator
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP) and Fugitive Dust
Control Plan (FDCP) Preparation
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Dust Control Pollution Prevention
Worker Protection From
Hazardous Materials
Clearing and Grubbing
Waste Removal
Import Fill
Site Grading and Subgrade Prep
Aggregate Base, Class 2
Asphalt Concrete, Type A
Concrete Curb and Gutter
Parking Lot Concrete Sidewalk
Striping and Curb Painting
Pedestrian Trail
Pedestrian Trail Rip-Rap
Restroom Facility
Water Line
Light Pole
Landscaping
Landscaping Irrigation
90-Day Maintenance Period
(Landscaping and Irrigation)
Contractor's Pollution Liability
Insurance
Supplemental Work
Misc. Facilities and Operations

En1:1ineering & CM Costs
Permits and Environmental
Documentation
Phase II Environmental Study
Geotechnical lnvestiQation
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Unit Cost
$150,000
$25,000

Extension
$150,000
$25,000

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum

$5,000
$10,000
$8,000

$5,000
$10,000
$8,000

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lumosum
2,140 tons

$10,000
$15,000

$10,000
$15,000

$600,000
$415,000
$60,000

$600,000
$415,000
$60,000
$85,580
$52,000
$12,600
$23,700
$8,000
$43,000
$210 000
$50,000
$8,750
$32,000
$15,000

Quantitv Unit
lump sum
lump sum

520

tons

630 In ft
4,740 SQ ft
lump sum

a,ooo I sq ft

I

1,500 cu yd
lump sum
3so I 1n ft
4 ea
lump sum
lump sum

$40
$100
$20

$5
$8,000
$5
$140
$50,000
$25
$8,000
$15,000
$10,000

$10,000

lump sum

$5,000

$5,000

lump sum

$10,000

$10,000
$100,000
$294,370
$2,256,000
$338,000
$2,594,000

lump sum
lump sum

$100,000
$294,370
Subtotal Amount:
Contingencies (aoorox. 15%):
Total Construction Cost:
lump sum

$520,000

$520,000

$60,000
lump sum
$40,000
lump sum
$12,000
Total Design Cost:

$60,000
$40,000
$12,000
$632,000

TOTAL PROJECT COST:

$3,226,000

lump sum
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CHAPTER 7
RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Site Selection

The feasibility study investigated four locations near Palm and Nees Avenues to identify a future
location for a public road and parking lot that would provide access to the San Joaquin River. A
combination of Site ·2 and Site 3 would be the preferred location since it would be the most
economical, have the smallest impact on existing waste, and it has a low probability of being
delayed by overseeing agencies. The area between Site 2 and Site 3 is relatively flat and at the
toe of the bluff. Some site grading will be necessary to elevate the future parking lot above the
base flood elevation so that the flood lines can be redrawn. Th·e proposed roadway would be in
the same location as the existing outmost road which has the potential to limit the amount of site
disturbance. The Site 2 and Site 3 combination parking lot provides convenient river access to
the public and emergency personnel. The estimated design and construction cost for Site 2 and
Site 3 are $2,095,000 and $3,341,000 respectively. The cost to develop Site 3 is substantially
larger because the proposed parking lot is on top of the existing bluff slope. If the site is located
near the bluff slope toe, sizeable waste removal along with extensive retaining walls will not be
necessary. The combination site is expected to cost the same amount as what is estimated for
Site 2.
The issues involved with Site 1 include being within the 100 year flood zone, acquiring access to
the site, and site grading. It is recommended to stay away from building an access road within
route 1 since landfills tend to settle over time, landfill fires are a possibility as seen in the 1990s,
the existing landfill face slopes may be a safety issue for incoming and outgoing traffic, and
there is an increased risk of discovering undesirable landfill materials during construction. Route
2 will requi re a substantial amount of fill to accommodate the construction of a 24 foot wide road
along the existing bluff adjacent to Spano Park which increased the construction cost
considerably, Net soil increase is not allowed in the flood zone creating construction challenges
for both routes since the site is known to be comprised of C&D waste which may be difficult to
grade. The estimated cost for design and construction of Site 1 Route 1 and Site 1 Route 2 are
$2,348,000 and $2,587,000 respectively.
Site 4 would be an excellent option for the parking lot and access road since the material on the
Richter Site has been clearly identified, but convenient access to the river is not achieved easily.
An ADA ramp would need to be constructed down the bluff face which does not provided
convenience for the public or emergency personnel. The estimated cost to construct the access
road and parking lot on Site 4 is $3,226,000.
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COMMENT LETTER # B03
EXHIBIT 3

San Joaqu in River Parkw ay Maste r Plan Updat e:
San Joaqu in River Access Coalit ion's Comm ents on
Draft EIR (State Cleari nghou se No. 20130 61035 )
EXHIBIT "3 11

ARTICLE 15 - SAN JOAQUIN RIVER AND BLUFF PROTECTION INITIATIVE

SEC. 10-1501. - TITLE.

This ordinance shall be known as the "San Joaquin River and Bluff Protection Initiative."

(Added Ord. 2010-11, § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-502. - PURPOSE.

The Council finds and declares that the San Joaquin River and southerly San Joaquin River Bluffs
are a unique natural resource that must be protected and preserved for the enjoyment of, and
appreciation by, present and future generations in the City of Fresno. The Council further finds and
declares that the integrity of the natural landscape is threatened by pollution and damage caused by
vehicular and pedestrian traffic and activities that are not consistent with conservation of these precious
natural resources.
The Council further finds and declares that vegetation fires along the San Joaquin River and to the
southerly San Joaquin River Bluffs are particularly difficult to contain due to the ample flammable
vegetation and difficult terrain and pose a threat to occupied structures in the area.
The ordinance enacted below is deemed necessary for the protection of the general health , safety,
and welfare of people and property on the southerly San Joaquin River Bluffs.

(Added Ord. 2010-11, § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-1503. - CONSTRUCTION WITH OTHER LAWS.

No provision of this article is intended to supersede or be in conflict with any federal regulation or any
statute; rule or regulation of the state relating to the San Joaquin River or southerly San Joaquin River
Bluffs, and in the event of any conflict between the provisions of this article and any such federal or state
regulation, the provisions of this article so conflicting shall be deemed superseded by such statute, rule or
regulation , and of no force or effect. Provided further, that other provisions of this article not so in conflict
shall not be affected thereby and shall remain in full force and effect.

(Added Ord. 2010-11, § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-1504. - APPLICATION.

The prohibitions of Sections 10-1506 and 10-1507 shall apply to the territory of the City of Fresno
located between the midpoint of the San Joaquin River and the southerly bluff edge as defined below and
between Highway 99 and Highway 41 .

(Added Ord. 2010-11, § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-1505. - DEFINITIONS .

(a)

"Bluff' means the soil surface, substratum and area between the "Bluff Toe" and the "Bluff Edge" as
defined in Section 12-105.B.9 of this Code.
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(b)

"Bluff Edge" means the first or southernmost point of tangency, withi n three hundred feet of the "Bluff
Toe," or a ten per cent (10:1) slope line and the convex soil surface (or the break between slopes
less than ten per cent and those greater than ten per cent) as defined in Section 12-105.B.10 of this
Code.

(c)

"Bluff Face" means that area between the "Bluff Edge" and "Bluff Toe" as defined in Section 12105.B. 11 of this Code.

(d)

"Bluff Preservation Overlay District" is an overlying zoning district intended to provide special land
development standards that will preserve the integrity of the natural landscape of the southerly San
Joaquin River Bluffs, adjacent properties, and adjacent open spaces as areas of special quality by
reason of the topography, geologic substratum, and en vironment of the area as defined in Section
12-243 of th is Code.

(e)

Reserved .

(f)

"Bluff Toe" means the point of tangency of a twenty per cent (5: 1) slope line and the concave soil
surface (or the break between slopes less than twenty per cent and those greater than twenty per
cent) as defined in Section 12-105.B.13 of this Code .

(g)

"Fireworks" shall have the same meaning as defined in Section 10-53302.3(d) of this Code.

(Added Ord. 2010-11 , § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-1506. - VEHICULAR ACCESS.

(a)

No person on public lands shall operate any motor vehicle , motorcycle, motor-driven cycle, minibike,
or other vehicle by which any person or property may be propelled, moved , or drawn , excepting a
vehicle or device moved by human power, below the bluff edge except upon roads designated for
vehicular use.

(b)

Exceptions.
(1)

This section shall not apply to employees of a public agency engaged in the discharge of their
duties ;

(2)

This section shall not apply to employees or agents of organizations engaged in land or
resource management or conservation engaged in the discharge of their duties;

(3)

This section shall not apply to a self-propelled wheelchair, motorized tricycle, or motorized
quadricycle, if operated by a person who, by reason of physical disability, is otherwise unable to
move about as a pedestrian.

(Added Ord. 2010-11 , § I, eff. 10-1 2-10).
SEC. 10-1507. - PROHIBITED ACTS.

The following acts are prohibited below the bluff edge :
(a) Overnight camping except with appropriate permits and approvals an d in designated areas;
(b)

Depositing, placing, throwing or in any manner disposing of any rubbish , trash , garbage, can ,
bottle, glass, wood , paper or any decaying or putrid matter of any kind whatsoever except in
containers provided for such purpose;

(c)

Lighting of any fires or open flames, including but not limited to cooking fires and barbecues,
except in designated areas . This prohibition shall not apply to cooking fires , barbecues, or
outdoor fireplaces upon any private property which is subject to the provisions of this Article ;

(d)

Possession or use of fireworks, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 10-53302.5(b) ;
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(e)

Entering , remaining or loitering between the following hours: 10:00 p.m. to sunrise from March
through October; 6:00 p.m. to sunrise from November through February. This shall not apply to
individuals whose private property is located below the bluff edge; individuals with appropriate
permission or authorization to be on , or be in route to or from , private property located below the
bluff edge; campers with appropriate permits and authorization; employees of a public agency in
the discharge of their duties; or employees or agents of organizations engaged in land or
resource management or conservation engaged in the discharge of their duties.

(f)

Discharging of firearms , bows, pellet guns, or paintball guns except in areas or facilities
specifically designated for such activities.

(g)

Removal of vegetation or excavation of any rock or stone except when part of an authorized
management program , such as creation of defensible space pursuant to Section 10-1510, or
with appropriate permits and approvals;

(h)

Removal or disturbance of archaeological or cultural artifacts unless with appropriate permits
and approvals ;

(i)

Removing, defacing, damaging or destroying any sign , gate, garbage can , or structure or facility
which has been posted in accordance with the provisions of Section 10-1509.

(Added Ord. 2010-11, § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-1508. - PENALTIES AND ENFORCEMENT.

Failure to comply with the provisions of sections 10-1506 or 10-1507 shall be punishable as a
misdemeanor.

(Added Ord. 2010-11 , § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-1509. - POSTING.

The Chief Administrative Officer or his or her designee, as well as those having jurisdictional
authority, shall have the authority to post and maintain appropriate signs at such locations as in the
opinion of the Chief Administrative Officer or designee will give reasonable notice to the public of the
provisions of this article.

(Added Ord. 2010-11 , § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-1510. - DEFENSIBLE SPACE REQUIREMENTS.

(a)

Definitions. For the purposes of this section, the following definitions shall apply :

(1)

"Aerial Fuel" means all live and dead vegetation in the forest canopy or above surface fuels,
including tree branches, twigs, cones, snags, moss and high brush . Examples of aerial fuel
include trees and large bushes .

(2)

"Defensible space" is the area within the perimeter of a parcel where basic wildfire protection
practices are implemented , providing the key point of defense from an approaching wildfire or
escaping structure fire . Defensible space can be created by removing dead vegetation,
separating fuels, and pruning lower limbs.

(3)

"Firebreak" means an area of land within thirty (30) feet of an occupied dwelling and structure in
which dangerous accumulation of flammable vegetation or other combustible growth has been
removed and cleared away . The creation of a firebreak shall not require the removal of single
specimens of trees or other vegetation that is well pruned and maintained so as to effectively
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manage fuels and not form a means of rapidly transmitting fire from other nearby vegetation to
any dwelling or structure.

(b)

(c)

(4)

"Flammable and combustible vegetation " means any fuel.

(5)

"Fuel" means live or dead vegetative material which is combustible during normal summer
weather. This does not include fences, decks, woodpiles, or trash .

(6)

"Horizontal Clearance" means the distance between aerial fuels, such as the outside edge of
tree crowns or high brush. Horizontal clearance helps stop the spread of fire from one fuel to the
next.

(7)

"Surface Fuel" means loose surface litter on the soil surface, normally consisting of fallen leaves
or needles , twigs, bark, cones and small branches that have not yet decayed enough to lost
their identity; also grasses, forbs, low and medium shrubs, tree seedlings, heavier branches and
downed logs .

(8)

Reserved .

(9)

"Vertical Clearance" means the distance between lower limbs of aerial fuels and the nearest
surface fuels and grass or weeds . Vertical clearance helps prevent fire from moving from
shorter fuels to taller fuels .

Application. The requirements of this section shall apply to the following parcels :
(1)

Parcels located in the territory of the City of Fresno between the midpoint of the San Joaquin
River and the southerly bluff edge between Highway 99 and Highway 41 ;

(2)

Parcels located within the Bluff Preservation Overlay District which abut the bluff edge.

Defensible Space Requirement. Any person , corporation or other entity owning, leasing, occupying
or directly controlling or having charge of any property subject to this article shall comply with the
following standards for maintaining defensible space with respect to the area surrounding any
inhabited dwellings and structures from April 15 through September 30 of each year as follows:
(1)

(d)

(e)

Maintain a firebreak by removing and clearing away dangerous accumulation of flammable
vegetation and other combustible growth within thirty (30) feet of each inhabited dwelling and
structure . This requirement does not apply to endangered , rare , or threatened plant species that
are found within thirty (30) feet of an inhabited dwelling and structure. Single specimens of trees
or other vegetation may be retained provided they are well spaced , well pruned , maintained. in a
live condition and create a condition that avoids the spread of fire to other vegetation or to a
building or structure. Grass four (4) inches or shorter in height may be retained where
necessary to prevent erosion or when isolated from other fuels .

Failure to Maintain Defensible Space. It is unlawful and a public nuisance for any person ,
corporation or other entity owning , leasing , occupying , directly controlling or having charge of any
property subject to this article to maintain the following conditions on said property which endanger
the public safety by creating a fire hazard :
(1)

A dangerous accumulation of flammable vegetation or combustible growth located within thirty
(30) feet of an occupied dwelling and structure which prevents the creation of a firebreak and
endangers public safety by creating a fire hazard ; or

(2)

Brush or other flammable material within ten feet of a propane tank.

(3)

A dangerous accumulation of dry grass, dead or decayed trees, weeds, brush or leaves ,
needles, or other dead vegetative growth located adjacent to any occupied dwelling or structure
such that it endangers public safety by creating a fire hazard.

No person shall be required to maintain any clearing on any land if that person does not have the
legal right to maintain the clearing , nor is any person required to enter upon, remove vegetation or
damage property that is owned by another person without the consent of that person .
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(f)

(g)

The provisions of Section 10-1510(c) and (d) shall not apply to land or water area that are acquired
or managed for one or more of the following purposes or uses:
(1)

Habitat for endangered or threatened species, or any species that is a candidate for listing as
an endangered or threatened species by the state or federal government;

(2)

Lands kept in a predominantly natural state as habitat for wildlife, plant, or animal communities;

(3)

Open space lands that are environmentally sensitive parklands ;

(4)

other lands having scenic values, as declared by the local agency or by state or federal law;

(5)

Cultivated agricultural land or land used for animal grazing.

Enforcement. This section shall be enforced pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 10, Article 6
relating to abatement of public nuisances.

(Added Ord. 2010-11, § 1, eff. 10-12-10).
SEC. 10-1511. - PROGRESS REVIEW.

A review of the effectiveness of this ordinance shall be conducted after one (1) year, or at any time
deemed necessary by the City Council. The City Council may direct staff to provide any information
necessary for evaluating the effectiveness of this ordinance.

(Added Ord. 2010-11, § 1, eff. 10-12-10).

{7507 /002/00710782 .DOCX}
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COMMENT LETTER # B03
EXHIBIT 4

San Joaquin River Parkwa y Master Plan Update :
San Joaquin River Access Coalitio n's Comme nts on
Draft EIR (State Clearinghouse No. 2013061035)

EXHIBIT "4"
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COMMENT LETTER # B04
June 29, 2017
Melinda Marks, Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue, Fresno CA 93727
Re: Comment on the Update of the San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan and the Accompanying Draft EIR
Dear Ms. Marks:
This comment letter focuses on a single word appearing many times in the draft update of the San Joaquin
River Parkway Master Plan (Plan) and in the Draft EIR. The word is “corridor.”
The purpose of this comment letter is twofold: (1) to focus attention on a shortcoming in the Plan with respect
to the use of this word and (2) to demonstrate how correcting this fault will not only lead to a better
understanding of the Plan but will also provide better environmental protections for the Plan Area.
In both the Plan and in the Draft EIR, the word corridor is used in reference to everything from water courses
to wildlife passageways. Excluded from this comment letter are references in the Plan and Draft EIR to
transportation corridors such as rail corridors, automobile corridors and pedestrian corridors (i.e., public
trails). This letter focuses primarily on corridors related to the river, to animal life and to plant life.
The Plan’s Executive Summary opens with a statement that the Plan envisions a “contiguous and continuous
wildlife habitat and movement corridor” within the Parkway, which covers “22 miles of river corridor
including the floodplain and adjacent bluffs.”
Further into the Plan, beginning on page 2-11, is a section defining fifteen key terms used in the Plan. The
word “corridor” is not among the terms defined. In fact, nowhere in the Plan is there a definition of any of the
named corridors: “Parkway corridor,” “trail corridor,” “river corridor,” “habitat corridor,” “riparian corridor,”
“floodplain corridor” and “wildlife movement corridor.” As will be explained on subsequent pages, the brief
description of the continuous riparian/wildlife corridor found in Policies HABITAT.31 and BUFFER.2, namely, a
corridor “with a minimum width of 200 feet upland from the ordinary low water mark” does not encompass
the extent of wildlife movement within the Plan Area.
Of the 28 figures in the Plan and of the 48 figures in the Draft EIR showing features of the Parkway and its
environs, not one is devoted to depicting any of the corridors listed above – with the possible exception of
“Parkway corridor,” if the word corridor means Plan Area and with the exception of “trail corridor,” if the
word corridor means alignment. Otherwise there are no figures showing the location or the boundaries of a
river corridor, habitat corridor, riparian corridor, floodplain corridor or wildlife movement corridor.
The word corridor is missing from the Plan’s vision statement. It is found, however, in the first of the Plan’s
eight fundamental goals – Goal FG.1, which reads, “Preserve and restore a riparian and floodplain corridor of
statewide and regional significance along the San Joaquin River from Friant Dam to the Highway 99.”
As mentioned previously, the word corridor occurs numerous times in the set of documents circulated for
public review. It is found in secondary Parkway goals, in Plan policies, in the Plan narrative, and in the Draft
EIR. On the following page is a list of phrases from the Plan and accompanying Draft EIR that contain the word
corridor. The word is more often written as a singular noun, but sometimes it is written as a plural noun.
1
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List of Phrases from the Updated Parkway Master Plan and Accompanying Draft EIR
That Contain the Word “Corridor”
The sample citations at the right were taken first from Plan goals and Plan policies and then secondarily from
the Plan narrative and the Draft EIR.
Phrase

Sample Citation

Page

Planned Parkway corridor

Plan

Narrative

4.15-30

Trail corridors
Parkway trail corridor
Eaton Trail corridor
Multi-use trail corridor
Extra-wide single corridor trail

Goal
Policy
Plan
Policy
Policy

ACCESS.4
ACCESS.7
Narrative
BUFFER.4
ACCESS.22

6-14
6-15
3-1
6-20
6-16

River corridor
San Joaquin River corridor

Plan
DEIR

Narrative
2-1
Bio Resources 4.4-8

Biological corridor
Habitat corridors
Wildlife habitat and corridors
Continuous corridor of wildlife habitat

DIER
DEIR
Policy
Plan

Bio Resources
Appendix A
HABITAT.36
Narrative

Riparian corridor
Riparian corridors
Riparian and floodplain corridor

Policy BUFFER.10
Goal BUFFER.2
Goal FG.1

Native riparian and upland habitat corridor

DEIR

Bio Resources 5-2

Wildlife corridor
Wildlife corridors
Wildlife/riparian corridors
River wildlife corridor
Continuous wildlife corridor
Continuous riparian/wildlife corridor
Continuous corridor of riparian vegetation

Policy
Policy
Policy
Policy
Policy
Policy
Policy

BUFFER.16
HABITAT.7
BUFFER 15
BUFFER.15
HABITAT.3
BUFFER.2
HABITAT.24

6-23
6-5
6-22
6-22
6-5
6-20
6-7

Wildlife movement corridor
Wildlife movement corridors
Continuous wildlife movement corridor
Contiguous and continuous wildlife habitat and movement corridors

Policy
Policy
Policy
Plan

HABITAT.4
AIR.3
HABITAT.31
Narrative

6-5
6-11
6-7
2-3

4.4-91
9
6-8
8-6
6-22
6-20
6-3

As demonstrated above, the word corridor is found in many contexts throughout the Plan and Draft EIR.
This comment letter will focus first on how the word corridor is used in the Updated Parkway Master Plan, and
it will conclude with a discussion of how the word is used in the Draft EIR.
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Use of the Word “Corridor” in the Updated Parkway Master Plan
The word corridor appears in the goals and policies of the following Plan sections:
∙ Habitat Conservation and Management
∙ Mineral Resource
∙ Air Resources, Climate Change Adaption, and Sequestration
∙ Public Access and Recreation
∙ Buffer Zones and Adjacent Land Uses
∙ Operations, Management, and Implementation.
Half of the time, the word corridor refers to wildlife corridor(s), a quarter of the time to riparian corridor(s).
The large number of goals and policies that refer to wildlife and riparian corridors attests to the fact that the
Conservancy is striving to do the following: (Enabling goals and policies are shown at the right.)
∙ Acquire land with high riparian and wildlife values
∙ Preserve, enhance and restore riparian and wildlife areas already managed by the Conservancy
∙ Encourage local land use agencies to protect riparian and wildlife areas within the Plan Area.
1. Acquire Additional Land for the Parkway
The Plan calls for the acquisition of lands within the Plan Area sufficient to facilitate
connectivity for a continuous wildlife movement corridor along the river that will
allow for the movement of large mammals between habitat areas, provide a
variety of nesting and foraging areas and enhance and protect aquatic habitats.

j

Goal OPER.1.
Policy OPER.1
Policy OPER.3
Policy HABITAT.3

2. Enhance Existing Riparian and Wildlife Areas
The Plan calls for the reestablishment and preservation of a continuous corridor of
riparian vegetation on both sides of the river to provide for the movement and
migration of wildlife, as well as the restoration and improvement of in-stream
shaded habitat. More specifically, it calls for the enhancement of habitat,
biodiversity and regional habitat linkages by restoring and maintaining native
vegetation within riparian and wetland areas, woodland and grassland habitats,
natural reserves, open spaces and wildlife corridors, including support for an
adjacent wildlife movement corridor from the Parkway to Little Table Mountain.

Goal FG.1
Policy HABITAT.4
Policy HABITAT.7
Policy HABITAT.24
Policy HABITAT.31
Policy HABITAT.36
Policy AIR.3

The Plan also calls for the protection of habitat and riparian corridors by precluding
lighting in the vicinity of the wildlife corridor, by avoiding the development of
significant recreational facilities within the riparian corridor or within existing
riparian woodlands and by providing a buffer of 150 feet between the riparian
corridor (or the edge of existing riparian habitat) and the primary Parkway multiuse trail and more intensive Parkway recreational facilities.

Goal BUFFER.2
Policy BUFFER.10
Policy BUFFER.12
Policy BUFFER.16

I

3. Encourage Local Land Use Agencies to Protect the Plan Area
The Plan calls for the encouragement of local land use agencies, when making land
use decisions, to require buffer zones for the protection of wildlife habitat in
natural reserves and wildlife/riparian corridors, to protect existing riparian
woodlands and to enhance or complement the revegetation of the river wildlife
corridor.
3
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How can the Parkway Plan restore, enhance and protect wildlife corridors that it neither defines nor
maps? This lack of information is sure to create problems. For example, how will it be possible to
effectively administer Policy BUFFER.16, which reads, “With the exception of public safety, preclude
lighting in the vicinity of the wildlife corridor?” How will it be possible to preclude lighting in the vicinity of
a wildlife corridor if its location is unknown?

The same situation holds true with respect to wildlife corridors. Policy HABITAT.7 calls for the restoration,
enhancement and maintenance of wildlife corridors. Question: Where are these wildlife corridors?

Wildlife Corridors

And shouldn’t such definitions and corridor maps include, as well, descriptions or depictions of regions
within the Plan Area that are currently without riparian vegetation? Several Plan policies call for
reestablishing riparian vegetation where it no long exists. For example, Policy HABITAT.24 reads,
“Reestablish...a continuous corridor of riparian vegetation on both sides of the river to provide for the
movement and migration of wildlife....” Without adequate definitions and corridor maps in the Parkway
Plan identifying areas to be restored, conflicts are likely to arise as public facilities are considered for areas
where riparian vegetation is currently absent but where it should be reestablished.

Goal BUFFER.2 calls for combining “buffers, design, and management measures to adequately reduce and
mitigate potential impacts from Parkway recreational uses on habitat, riparian corridors and neighboring
uses.” Question: To achieve this goal, is it not necessary to define these corridors and/or to generate
maps showing their locations?

Riparian Corridors

This may seem a minor problem, but it’s not. Consider, for example, the following Plan policies and goals –
both general and specific – related to the establishment, enhancement and protection of riparian corridors
and wildlife corridors.

The Plan’s objectives are admirable, but there’s a palpable problem which could hinder or prevent successful
implementation. Simply put: The Plan fails to define or map the riparian corridors and wildlife corridors it is
seeking to reestablish, enhance and protect.

The Plan is ambitious and complex. It aims to provide low-impact recreational and educational uses and, at
the same time, reestablish, enhance and manage a continuous riparian/wildlife corridor that enhances
biodiversity within riverine, wetland, woodland and grassland habitats and provides connectivity among
wildlife corridors.

'
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Use of the Word “Corridor” in the Draft EIR
With respect to the enhancement and protection of flora and fauna within the Parkway, the word corridor
appears multiple times in each of these sections of the Draft EIR:
∙ 1

Executive Summary

∙ 3

Project Description

∙ 4.1

Aesthetics

∙ 4.4

Biological Resources

∙ 4.9

Hydrology and Water Quality

∙ 4.10

Land Use and Planning

∙ Appendix A

NOP & Initial Study

∙ Appendix C

San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan Update.

The Biological Resources section of the Draft EIR (4.4) poses the following six questions:
Would future development under the proposed Plan...
1. Result in significant direct or indirect adverse impacts on special-status plants and animals?
2. Result in significant direct or indirect adverse impacts on sensitive natural communities?
3. Result in significant direct or indirect adverse impacts on federally protected wetlands?
4. Interfere with the movement of wildlife species, established wildlife corridors and nursery sites?
5. Conflict with any Habitat Conservation Plans / city or county specific plans, policies or regulations?
6. Result in significant cumulative impacts with respect to biological resources?
This comment letter addresses only questions 2 and 4.
#2. The Analysis of Sensitive Natural Communities
The Draft EIR is a programmatic EIR. Because the extent of riparian restoration and the extent of
facilities development are not well known at this time, the Draft EIR is unable to quantify the cumulative
effect that full development of the Parkway Plan will have on riparian habitats.
As a result, the Draft EIR concludes that future development of Parkway facilities and future operation
of low-impact recreational and educational uses within the Plan Area could adversely affect sensitive
natural communities, possibly causing permanent loss of riparian vegetation.
To reduce potential impacts to a level of insignificance, the Draft EIR identifies two options. The
Conservancy can either embrace the search for effective mitigation on a project-by-project basis
through the implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2A or it can develop a Parkway-wide
conservation strategy similar to that discussed in Appendix C of the Parkway Plan. The environmental
analysis in the Draft EIR supports the first option, concluding that the Plan’s goals, policies, design
guidelines and best management practices (BMPs) – in concert with Mitigation Measure BIO-2A – are
sufficient to avoid or minimize any short- and long-term adverse effects on sensitive natural
communities. That said, the second option – the development of a comprehensive conservation
strategy – may have the advantage of delivering environmental protections that are better coordinated
and more consistent across individual Plan actions.
5
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Developing the Parkway on a project-by-project basis may be a practical, but that method could inhibit
an understanding of the multifaceted biological dynamics and interconnections among riparian and
wildlife corridors within the Plan Area. (As for the word “corridor,” it does not appear in the section of
the Draft EIR analyzing the Plan’s effects on sensitive natural communities.)
#4. The Analysis of the Movement of Wildlife, Established Wildlife Corridors and Nursery Sites
The Draft EIR concludes that “future development under the proposed Plan would not interfere
substantially with the movement of any...wildlife species, or with established...wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.” As a result, no mitigation is required. (DEIR, 4.4-91)
That conclusion is based more on faith than on actual data or analysis. In this regard, the Draft EIR
embraces a number of unexpressed assumptions. It assumes that wildlife corridors necessary to the
environmental well-being of the Plan Area are not only established but that they are currently
functioning at optimum levels. The Draft EIR also assumes that wildlife movement takes place primarily
within riparian corridors.
“Part of the Parkway Plan Area’s high biological value lies in its function as a
biological corridor, with the San Joaquin River and its associated riparian vegetation
providing a connection between patches of undeveloped habitat both within and
outside of the Parkway Plan Area.” (DEIR, 4.4-91)
The Draft EIR provides a generic overview of the various ways that wildlife can move through various
habitat types. It does not provide, however, any examples of site-specific wildlife movement corridors
within the Plan Area. Nor does it discuss specific nursery sites.
The Draft EIR assumes that as long as Plan facilities are developed on relatively small, previously
disturbed areas and as long as the Plan’s goals, objectives, policies, design guidelines, and BMPs prevent
riparian habitat from being fragmented, development of the Parkway will not adversely affect wildlife.

Adequacy of the Updated Parkway Master Plan
Certain goals and policies in the Updated Parkway Master Plan directly refer to riparian and wildlife corridors.
They are these:
Goals:

FG.1; Buffer.2; and OPER.1

Policies:

HABITAT.3, 4, 7, 24, 31, 36; MINERAL.2; AIR.3; BUFFER,2, 10, 12, 15, 16; and OPER.1, 3

In this context, the Plan can be faulted for not defining the terms “riparian corridor” and “wildlife corridor.”
Furthermore, in much of the Plan, these two corridors are assumed to be “conterminous” – having identical
locations, which they do not. These faults can be corrected by generating the necessary definitions and maps.
In attempting to define and map such corridors, Parkway planners will likely discover that the description of
the riparian/wildlife corridor found in Policy BUFFER.2, namely, “a continuous riparian/wildlife corridor
throughout public Parkway lands with a minimum width of 200 feet upland from the ordinary low water
mark,” is a relic from the early days of Parkway development and is no longer practicable or functional. It’s
important to recognize that, in some ways, the 200-foot minimum distance from the main channel of the river
is arbitrary. For example, during times of high water when the river flows into riverbed channels that are
normally dry, the riparian corridor expands to include those channels and the surrounding property.
6
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Perhaps it’s time to give wildlife corridors independent consideration in the Parkway Plan – or at least a
greater degree of separation from the interest in riparian corridors. Given scientists’ increased understanding
of “species-richness, habitat-complexity relationships,” rather than focusing primarily on a narrow 22-mile long
contiguous riparian corridor, the Plan may want to pay equal attention to substantial tracts of terrestrial and
aquatic regions within the Plan Area (greater in size than the Plan’s ecological reserves) that contain a variety
of herbaceous and arboreal habitats with a range of natural attributes that can support a generous diversity of
wildlife – even if that may mean defining a particular wildlife corridor as extending from bluff top to bluff top.
Adequacy of the Draft Environmental Impact Report
The environmental analysis in the Draft EIR does not support the conclusion that “future development under
the proposed Plan would not interfere substantially with the movement of any...wildlife species, or with
established...wildlife corridors, or impede the use of...wildlife nursery sites.” (DEIR, 4.4-91)
The Draft EIR does not define the term wildlife corridors, nor does it describe the range of the types of wildlife
corridors that exist within the Plan Area. As most people know, there are within the Plan Area the very
narrow corridors used by beaver to move from one water feature to another. Mammals such as bobcats,
coyotes and deer occupy more extensive corridors, as evidenced by the multitude of crisscrossing animal
paths found in grasslands throughout the Plan Area. There are, as well, much less visible corridors, such as
those used by western pond turtles. According to the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, “Most
western pond turtles travel a long distance (546 yards) to upland habitat to lay eggs and even farther
sometimes to overwinter.” (https://cdfgnews.wordpress.com/tag/western-pond-turtle)
The Draft EIR does not map any known wildlife corridors. And it does not describe the impact that the visiting
public will have on the viability of these yet undefined and unmapped regions of the Plan Area. Although the
Plan calls for siting “primary and multi-use trails on the outside edges of habitat areas rather through the
center of mature riparian stands or other high-value habitat” (Habitat.19), the Plan acknowledges that wildlife
also moves through and finds refuge in “upland habitat areas.” (Plan, 5-2) Most of the Parkway’s trails will
traverse these upland areas. Although the Draft EIR depicts miles of public trails, it does not show the location
(actual or potential) of any wildlife corridors.
And although the Draft EIR provides detailed descriptions of types of habitat within the Plan Area, importantly,
it does not describe how the various plant communities combine to form functional wildlife corridors.
Despite a lack of clarity and the abridged environmental assessment of potential impacts to wildlife corridors,
the Draft EIR nonetheless concludes that future development under the proposed Plan will not substantially
interfere with the movement of animal species within established wildlife corridors.
This commenter acknowledges that the Draft EIR is a Program EIR and not a Project EIR and, therefore, that
although the legally-required contents of a Program EIR are the same as those of a Project EIR, a Program EIR
is typically more conceptual and contains a broader discussion of impacts, alternatives and mitigation
measures than does a Project EIR. Nevertheless, a Program EIR must provide, to the extent possible, an
environmental analysis of the full range of project impacts.
This Program EIR provides the only opportunity for a big-picture view of the effect that Parkway development
could have on the overall viability of wildlife corridors throughout the Plan Area. Where are these wildlife
corridors? And what is the expected maximum exposure of these areas to encroachment by the visiting
public? The same questions hold true for wildlife nursery sites.
7
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Sincerely,

Radley Reep
radleyreep@netzero.com
(559) 326-6227

8

I thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIR for the update of the San Joaquin River Parkway
Master Plan.

Defining and illustrating wildlife movement corridors will strengthen overall understanding of the biological
dynamics of the Plan area and will enable decision makers to make better choices regarding the protection of
wildlife throughout the Parkway.

development of a “conservation strategy” for the implementation of the Parkway Master
Plan. Should the Conservancy opt to prepare such a strategy, the Conservancy may want to
include a section devoted to strategies for protecting wildlife corridors from the maximum
exposure of those areas by the visiting public, which effect has yet to be estimated.

* The Plan contains a “white paper” by H. T. Harvey and Associates recommending the

∙ Appropriate mitigation to protect wildlife and wildlife corridors, if found necessary after further analysis

∙ An assessment of the effect of the visiting public on wildlife corridors at full development of the Plan *

∙ Maps showing actual or likely locations of wildlife corridors
(The maps should help illustrate that wildlife corridors are not conterminous with riparian corridors.)

∙ Definitions of, or descriptions of, the types of “wildlife corridors” that exist within the Plan Area

Therefore, the following additions to the Draft EIR are recommended:

It is the opinion of this commenter that the environmental analysis of the potential impact to riparian
corridors is superior to that for wildlife corridors. Were the Draft EIR to contain an equally robust analysis of
potential impacts to wildlife corridors (Impact BIO-4), the Draft EIR would very likely arrive at a conclusion
similar to that for riparian corridors (Impact BIO-3), namely, that impacts are potentially significant and
require mitigation.

t
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COMMENT LETTER # B05
June 29, 2017
Melinda Marks, Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Parkway Conservancy
545 E. Olive Ave. Fresno, CA 93727

Re: Comments on Update of San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan, Draft EIR

Dear Ms. Marks,
I appreciate the opportunity to comment. My comments are limited to Biological Resources, Appendix C,
H.T. Harvey & Associates, Biological Resources Strategy White Paper, O&M Appendix B, Tool Box and
three species updates.
Appendix C, Biological Resources, Animals, pg. 29 is an example of information that describes habitat
and fauna in an insufficient, generalized, out of date manner and references other drainages. The maps
are also out of date. There is mention of insect life, an essential food source for mammals, birds, reptiles
and fish. Species of concern are discussed in much greater detail along with regulations for their
protection. The species of concern are not going to thrive without a healthy ecosystem of plant and
animal life living along the San Joaquin River Parkway. Up to date and comprehensive data is essential
for conservation of all biological resources and proper planning of siting and use intensities related to
trails and recreation facilities. Mitigation of these problems is necessary.

I
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Appendix C, H.T. Harvey & Associates, Biological Resources Strategy White Paper, Section 6.0, pg. 28
first paragraph, states the value and necessity of a Conservation Strategy Plan and an Area Wide
Inventory of Biological Resources. The White Paper goes on further to explain how resource
conservation, agency concerns, project plans can benefit from a conservation strategy and an inventory
of biological resources in terms of streamlining completion of the Parkway Plan. A conservation strategy
and biological inventory can help mitigate the insufficient data and information currently in the
Biological Resources section of the Draft EIR and later prevent a piece meal approach to implementation
of the Parkway Plan.

B05-03

Appendix B, O&M Funding Tool Box appears to be just that. It describes many kinds of funding options,
but it fails to give any real direction as to how to move forward in a coherent manner. H.T. Harvey’s
Biological Resource White Paper recommendations related to a conservation strategy and an area wide
inventory of biological resources could serve as a foundation for planning and implementing Parkway
projects. The information from the conservation strategy and biological data could clarify and eliminate
unexpected problems and costs related to build out of Parkway facilities and O&M. A plan to move
forward is essential to mitigate the O&M Tool Box’s lack of priorities and direction.

B05-04

Finally, I want to update San Joaquin River Parkway plant and animal list by reporting the presence of a
pair of nesting bald eagles, and a pair of nesting Swainson’s hawks. Both nesting pairs produced fledged
young. Also Sanford’s Arrowhead, Sagittaria Sanfordii was found growing in a pond in the same general
area as the nesting birds, upriver from Highway 41 and downriver from Lost Lake Park. All the sightings
are documented.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
Clary Creager
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COMMENT LETTER # B06
From: Barry [mailto:Barry@HerbBauerSportingGoods.com]
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2017 11:29 AM
To: Melinda Marks
Cc: John Kinsey; Kristine Walter; Richard Sloan
Subject: Fw: How Sacramento County supervisors blew it on parkway safety
Melinda,
The link to the article below should be of interest.
I haven't read it yet but Mark Standriff, City of Fresno, apparently has.
Please add this article to the SJR Master Plan DEIR comments due by June 30, 2017.
And, please incorporate this article as comments in the Fresno River West DEIR or during its recirculation.
Barry Bauer

----- Original Message ----From: Mark Standriff
To: Kristine Walter ; Kristine and Riley Walter (rileywalter@W2LG.com) ; John P. Kinsey ; Pete Weber ;
Steve Brandau ; Andreas Borgeas ; Barry Bauer ; Tim Orman
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2017 10:36 AM
Subject: RE: How Sacramento County supervisors blew it on parkway safety

It’s about the growing homeless situation along the American River Parkway. It used to be a
beautiful area, and I ran the trails there regularly – until crime reports became a concern.
Whatever our solution to the SJR Parkway, public safety has to be part of the funding.
My Best,
Mark Standriff
Director of Communications and Public Affairs
City of Fresno
O: 559.621.7930
C: 559.970.6254
Please note all emails are saved on a public server and may be eligible for public disclosure, except for protected and
privileged communication.

From: Kristine Walter [mailto:kwalter@wheelhousestrategies.com]
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2017 10:12 AM
To: Kristine and Riley Walter (rileywalter@W2LG.com); John P. Kinsey; Pete Weber; Steve Brandau;
Andreas Borgeas; Barry Bauer; Tim Orman; Mark Standriff
Subject: Fwd: How Sacramento County supervisors blew it on parkway safety

I have not read this yet. But it sounds interesting.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "laval.claudeiii@gmail.com" <laval.claudeiii@gmail.com>
Date: June 23, 2017 at 9:39:55 AM PDT
To: <kWalter@wheelhousestrategies.com>
Subject: How Sacramento County supervisors blew it on parkway safety
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COMMENT LETTER # B06 ATTACHMENT 1

•

MY BOOKMARKS

BOOKMARK FOR LATER
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SOAPBOX

How Sacramento County supervisors blew it
on parkway safety
BY STEPHEN GREEN

Special to The Bee
JUNE 21, 2017 12:00 PM
UPDATED JUNE 22, 2017 02:04 PM

According to Sacramento County, there are about 8 million visitors a year to the
American River Parkway. Providing for their safety and security should be a priority
for our county supervisors.
But a majority of the five-member board recently rejected Supervisor Phil Serna’s
proposal to deal with crime, violence and fires caused by homeless people camping
along the parkway.

OPINION

Serna wanted to add 37 park rangers, maintenance

workers and animal control officers. Along with
existing staff, social service workers and county
prosecutors, they would have made up six patrol teams to deal with illegal campers.
ADVERTISING

inRead invented by Teads

Breaking News

Be the first to know when big news breaks
Enter Email Address
SIGN UP

Serna’s proposal came after a bicyclist on the parkway was hospitalized after being
attacked by two off-leash dogs. Recently, three other bicyclists were hit with rocks
by people they believed were homeless. Last December, the Sacramento Audubon
Society’s annual bird count in Discovery Park was canceled for the first time in 35
years because of previous encounters with homeless people and loose dogs.

In response to Serna’s proposal, several supervisors expressed concern that evicting
illegal campers from the parkway would send them into nearby neighborhoods. If
those supervisors looked around, they would see that we already have homeless
people in neighborhoods all along the parkway from Sacramento to Rancho
Cordova, Carmichael, Fair Oaks, Orangevale and Folsom. There are also homeless
people in Citrus Heights, Elk Grove, South Sacramento and the Pocket area. Some
can be seen camping along the Cosumnes River near Rancho Murieta.
Supervisors did ask county staff to develop three plans that address illegal camping
in the county at funding levels of $3 million, $4 million and $5 million. The county
budget also allocates $6.2 million to house homeless people and connect them with
social services.
Those are well-intended initiatives, but long overdue. We have a serious homeless
problem in our region, and we should engage in a regional approach to deal with it.
Sacramento County should be working in a coalition with cities on a comprehensive
initiative to deal with homelessness. Supervisor Sue Frost correctly noted that many
of the chronic homeless people are coping with mental illness. They should be
taken off the streets and out of the parks, and put in a place where they can receive
services.
In the meantime, supervisors should increase funding for the Regional Parks
Department, which is understaffed and suffering from a high rate of turnover
among park rangers.
A survey several years ago found that rangers are paid at a rate 16 percent to 18
percent lower than law enforcement officers in similar jurisdictions. When there is
an opportunity to move to a job that pays more, they take it. Some have even
resigned to take another job while still in training for a ranger position.
Park rangers should receive the same pay and benefits that county deputy sheriffs
receive. They are protecting people in our regional parks – parks that county
officials call “our community’s golden treasure.”
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“Supervisor Sue Frost correctly noted that many of the chronic homeless
people are coping with mental illness. They should be taken off the streetsand
out of the parks, and put in a place where they can receive services.”
However in a landmark decision for mental health law in 1975, an unanimous
Supreme Court ruled that states cannot confine a non-dangerous individual
who can survive on his own, or with help from family and friends.

So that means the only options are to forcibly evict them and let them cope
elsewhere or just live with the ever increasing numbers seeing Sacramento as
a safe and generous place to be.
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I thought you'd like this:
http://sacb.ee/a9Lt
How Sacramento County supervisors blew it on parkway safety

To unsubscribe click here.

COMMENT LETTER # B07
Steve Noack
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melinda Marks <melinda.marks@sjrc.ca.gov>
Thursday, July 06, 2017 3:38 PM
Kyle Simpson
FW: NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (DEIR)
FOR THE SAN JOAQUIN RIVER PARKWAY MASTER PLAN UPDATE

Melinda S. Marks
Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive, Fresno CA 93727
(559) 253‐7324
Fax (559) 456‐3194
Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:

Save Our

water

SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov
From: Phil Decker [mailto:hikesrus@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 11:55 AM
To: Melinda Marks
Subject: NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (DEIR) FOR THE SAN JOAQUIN
RIVER PARKWAY MASTER PLAN UPDATE
Melinda,
I'm writing you in reference to the above master plan update. In reviewing the transportation and traffic section (page
4.15-5), I noticed that the Fresno County Regional Bicycle and Recreational Trails Master Plan was no longer applicable
as the county has updated this with a county ATP (Alternative Transportation Plan). This is also true for the City of
Fresno Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Trails Master Plan which has been updated with an ATP. Thank you for your attention to
this comment. Philip Decker.
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COMMENT LETTER # B08
Steve Noack
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melinda Marks <melinda.marks@sjrc.ca.gov>
Thursday, July 06, 2017 3:38 PM
Kyle Simpson
FW: San Joaquin River Parkway DEIR (Master Plan Update)

Melinda S. Marks
Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive, Fresno CA 93727
(559) 253‐7324
Fax (559) 456‐3194
Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:
SaveOurWater.com ∙ Drought.CA.gov

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: David Gjestson [mailto:davegjestson@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 7:31 AM
To: Melinda Marks
Subject: San Joaquin River Parkway DEIR (Master Plan Update)
I am a retired Wisconsin wildlife biologist and program administrator who has drafted and reviewed numerous
environmental impact documents and currently reside in Oakley, downstream from the proposed project. I was
extremely impressed with the format and detailed review of the DEIR and endorse its findings wholeheartedly.
I believe the staff preparing the document has done an exemplary job of clearly identifying mitigated measures. I was
personally pleased that the detail included a rarely identified measure to address dark sky concerns only recently
surfacing as a legitimate conservation measure for those enjoying the star‐lit skies of our planet without being
obliterated by poorly placed security and safety lighting. Well done.
Sincerely,
David L. Gjestson
18 Clare Court
Oakley, CA 94561
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COMMENT LETTER # B09

FRESNO METROPOLITAN
oon CONTROL !)!STRICT

Fl

Melinda Marks
Executive Officer
San Joaquin River Conservancy
5469 E. Olive Avenue
Fresno CA 93727

Melinda.Marks@sjrc.ca.gov

Dear Ms. Marks,
This comment letter is related to setback policies of the current San Joaquin River Parkway
Master Plan (SJRPMP) Update.
Virtually every major river in every large city has a multi-use trail along its banks for public
enjoyment of their river amenity. The San Joaquin River and Fresno should be no exception.
Fresno needs a multi-use trail "near and along" the river and the 2035 Fresno General Plan
supports a public trail "near and along" the river, to the greatest extent possible.
Unfortunately, the proposed multi-use trail location in River West Fresno prevents most people
including children in strollers and folks in wheelchairs from seeing the San Joaquin River. This is
unsatisfactor y and it's because of a defective SJRPMP policy.

B09-01
At this time, the River West Fresno FEIR plan calls for multi-use trail users to use "smaller trails"
to access the river. The use of these "smaller trials" to access the river potentially disrupts habitat
and negatively impacts access for those with limited mobility. These folks, with strollers and
wheelchairs, may not be able navigate these smaller uneven, unpaved river access trails.
To mitigate this problem, the SJRPMP setback policies should be amended to allow pre-existing
roads and pre-existing trials to be upgraded to multi-use trails within the setback policy.
If the SJRPMP policy is amended, multi-use trails can be located in the setback area and that
would provide everyone, including those with limited mobility, the ability to see the San Joaquin
River.
Respectfully submitted,
Barry Bauer
Rosemarie Bauer
242 West Bluff Avenue, Fresno, CA 93711
559-288-2115
Barry@Herb BauerSportin gGoods.com
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APPENDIX I
CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN UPDATE CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS

City of Fresno General Plan Consistency Analysis
Table I-1 provides a list of goals, policies and objectives from the City of Fresno 2035 General Plan, which
was adopted in 2014, that are relevant to the Parkway Master Plan. 1 This analysis supersedes and replaces
the discussion of the proposed Project’s consistency with the City of Fresno General Plan provided in
Table 4.10-3 of the Draft EIR.
TABLE I-1
Policy / Goal/
Objective Number

Goal 3

POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
Emphasize conservation, successful adaptation to
climate and changing resource conditions, and
performance effectiveness in the use of energy,
water, land, buildings, natural resources, and
fiscal resources required for the longterm
sustainability of Fresno.
Protect, preserve, and enhance natural, historic,
and cultural resources.

Goal 6

Emphasize the continued protection of important
natural, historic and cultural resources in the
future development of Fresno. This includes both
designated historic structures and neighborhoods,
but also “urban artifacts” and neighborhoods that
create the character of Fresno.

Determination of Plan Consistency
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes policies
designed to implement the San Joaquin River
Parkway in a manner that will contribute to the
economic vitality of the region and enhance the
health and quality of life of the region’s residents.
The proposed Plan also includes goals and policies
calling for utilization of opportunities to improve
regional air quality and incorporate climate
adaptation strategies in Parkway projects.
Consistent. The proposed Plan focuses on
conserving open space and habitat and providing for
low-impact recreational activities, such as hiking,
bicycling, walking, nature observation, camping, and
picnicking in a manner compatible with conservation
of the natural and cultural resources of the Plan
Area, and includes policies that conserve natural
resources and protect cultural and historic resources
in the area.

Promote a city of healthy communities and
improve quality of life in established
neighborhoods.

Goal 9

1

Emphasize supporting established neighborhoods
in Fresno with safe, well maintained, and
accessible streets, public utilities, education and
job training, proximity to jobs, retail services,
health care, affordable housing, youth
development opportunities, open space and parks,
transportation options, and opportunities for
home grown businesses.

Consistent. The proposed Plan will provide for the
development of open space and parks in the Plan
Area and includes policies that will contribute to the
economic vitality of the region and enhance the
health and quality of life of the region’s residents.

City of Fresno, 2014. Fresno 2035 General Plan, adopted December 18, 2014.

PLACEWORKS
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TABLE I-1
Policy / Goal/
Objective Number

Goal 13

Goal 14

POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
Emphasize the City as a role model for good
growth management planning, efficient
processing and permit streamlining, effective
urban development policies, environmental
quality, and a strong economy. Work
collaboratively with other jurisdictions and
institutions to further these values throughout
the region.
Positively influence the same attributes in other
jurisdictions of the San Joaquin Valley—and thus
the potential for regional sustainability—and
improve the standing and credibility of the City to
pursue appropriate State, LAFCO, and other
regional policies that would curb sprawl and
prevent new unincorporated community
development which compete with and threaten
the success of sustainable policies and
development practices in Fresno.
Provide a network of well-maintained parks, open
spaces, athletic facilities, and walking and biking
trails connecting the city’s districts and
neighborhoods to attract and retain a broad
range of individuals, benefit the health of
residents, and provide the level of public
amenities required to encourage and support
development of higher density urban living and
transit use.

Objective LU-8

Provide for the development of civic and
institutional land uses to meet the educational,
medical, social, economic, cultural, and religious
needs of the community.

Objective LU-10

Promote regional cooperation and coordination
on land use and planning issues among local
jurisdictions.

Objective LU-11

Encourage coordination with adjacent
jurisdictions in providing public services,
infrastructure and cooperative economic

I-2

Determination of Plan Consistency

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes policies that
require or encourage collaboration with local
agencies and adjacent jurisdictions throughout
implementation of the Parkway. Additionally, Goals
FG.6 of the proposed Plan is to “Develop the
Parkway in a transparent and cooperative manner
among local and state agencies; nonprofit land
trusts, conservation, and stewardship organizations;
neighboring landowners; and other stakeholders.”

Consistent. The proposed Project will increase trails
and trail connections for hiking, walking, bicycling,
and equestrian uses. Implementation of the Plan
would result in many miles of new trails and provide
connectivity among the primary Parkway trail,
secondary Parkway trails, and other regional trails.
Consistent. The proposed Plan presents policies for
developing and implementing a regional river
parkway system in the San Joaquin River floodplain
through the collaboration of the San Joaquin River
Conservancy, its member agencies, and
stakeholders. The proposed Plan includes policies
supporting the development and use of the Parkway
for outdoor and environmental education.
Consistent. The proposed Plan has several policies
and goals that require, support, and encourage a
collaborative process throughout implementation of
the proposed Plan, including development of the
Parkway trails—components of the Fresno-Clovis
Metropolitan Area planned trail system. Policies in
the proposed Plan would ensure transparency and
public participation in the trail planning and
implementation process.
Consistent. The proposed Plan has several policies
and goals that require, support, and encourage a
collaborative process throughout implementation of
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TABLE I-1
Policy / Goal/
Objective Number

POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
development.

Policy MT-4-c

Bikeway Linkages. Provide linkages between
bikeways, trails and paths, and other regional
networks such as the San Joaquin River Trail and
adjacent jurisdiction bicycle systems wherever
possible.

Objective MT-5

Establish a well-integrated network of pedestrian
facilities to accommodate safe, convenient,
practical, and inviting travel by walking, including
for those with physical mobility and vision
impairments.

Objective MT-6

Establish a network of multi-purpose pedestrian
and bicycle paths, as well as limited access trails,
to link residential areas to local and regional open
spaces and recreation areas and urban Activity
Centers in order to enhance Fresno's recreational
amenities and alternative transportation options.

Policy MT-6-a

Link Residences to Destinations. Design a
pedestrian and bicycle path network that links
residential areas with Activity Centers, such as
parks and recreational facilities, educational
institutions, employment centers, cultural sites,
and other focal points of the city environment.

Policy MT-6-b

Multi-Agency Planning for Paths and Trail System.
Continue to participate in multi-agency planning
and implementation partnerships for the
coordinated development of the Fresno-Clovis
Metropolitan Area planned path and trail system
and with Madera County for the San Joaquin River
Parkway trail system.

PLACEWORKS

Determination of Plan Consistency
the proposed Plan, including development of the
Parkway trails—components of the Fresno-Clovis
Metropolitan Area planned trail system. Policies in
the proposed Plan would ensure transparency and
public participation in the trail planning and
implementation process.
Consistent. The proposed Plan supports the
development of a multi-use trail along the length of
the Parkway, that would accommodate a range of
users, and that would ultimately link with other
bikeways, trails and paths along the Parkway and
within the regional trail system.
Consistent. The proposed Plan supports the
development of a trail system and a multi-use trail
along the length of the Parkway, that would
accommodate a range of users, including those with
physical mobilitiy and vision impairments, and that
would ultimately link with other bikeways, trails and
paths along the Parkway and within the regional trail
system.
Consistent. The proposed Plan supports the
development of a trail system and a multi-use trail
along the length of the Parkway, that would
accommodate a range of users, and that would
ultimately link with other bikeways, trails and paths
along the Parkway and within the regional trail
system.
Consistent. The proposed Plan supports the
development of a trail system and a multi-use trail
along the length of the Parkway, that would
accommodate a range of users, and that would
ultimately link with other bikeways, trails and paths
along and throughout the Parkway and within the
regional trail system.
Consistent. The proposed Plan supports the
development of a trail system and a multi-use trail
along the length of the Parkway, that would
accommodate a range of users, and that would
ultimately link with other bikeways, trails and paths
along and throughout the Parkway and within the
regional trail system. The proposed Plan has several
policies and goals that require, support, and
encourage a collaborative process throughout
implementation of the proposed Plan, As an
example, Policy Access.4 calls for linking public
Parkway lands between Highway 99 and Friant Dam
with a continuous, multi-use trail on land, and with
canoe put-in, take-out, and rest areas along the river
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TABLE I-1
Policy / Goal/
Objective Number

POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective

Objective MT-7

Pursue a variety of funding sources to maximize
implementation and development of the City's
path and trail system.

Objective POSS-1

Provide an expanded, high quality and diversified
park system, allowing for varied recreational
opportunities for the entire Fresno community.
Parkland standard. Implement a standard of at
least three acres of public parkland per 1,000
residents for Pocket, Neighborhood, and
Community parks throughout the city, while
striving for five acres per 1,000 residents for all
parks throughout the city, subject to identifying
additional funding for regional parks and trails.

Objective POSS-5

Provide for long-term preservation,
enhancement, and enjoyment of plant, wildlife,
and aquatic habitat.

Policy POSS-5-a

Habitat Area Acquisition. Support federal, State,
and local programs to acquire significant habitat
areas for permanent protection and/or
conjunctive educational and recreational use.

Policy POSS-5-b

Habitat Conservation Plans. Participate in
cooperative, multijurisdictional approaches for
area-wide habitat conservation plans to preserve
and protect rare, threatened, and endangered
species.

Policy POSS-5-d

Guidelines for Habitat Conservation. Establish
guidelines for habitat conservation and mitigation
programs, including:
 Protocols for the evaluation of a site's
environmental setting and proposed design
and operating parameters of proposed
mitigation measures.
 Methodology for the analysis depiction of land
to be acquired or set aside for mitigation
activities.
 Parameters for specification of the types and

I-4

Determination of Plan Consistency
to create a recreation system with a variety of
recreational opportunities.
Consistent. The proposed Plan encourages publicpublic and public-private partnerships with other
agencies and organizations to assist in funding
future Parkway improvements.
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to implement the Parkway to provide for a
harmonious combination of low-impact recreational
uses, educational, and natural protection.
Consistent. The proposed Project would provide for
additional open space and park land within the City
of Fresno to assist the community in achieving this
standard.
Consistent. The proposed Plan would includes goals
and policies to conserve lands and natural resources
with the Plan Area, including policy Habitat.12 to
provide a broad, coordinated approach to
conservation efforts through development of a
framework conservation strategy.
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to acquire and conserve lands on a willing
buyer and seller basis in order to establish natural
reserves, recreation areas, environmental education
opportunities, a continuous wildlife movement
corridor, and connected trail system.
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to cooperatively and collaboratively develop
the Parkway across jurisdictions to conserve natural
resources and restore habitat, including policies to
conserve and enhance the habitat of protected and
sensitive species.

Consistent. The proposed Plan would includes goals
and policies to conserve lands and natural resources
with the Plan Area, including policy Habitat.12 to
provide a broad, coordinated approach to
conservation efforts through development of a
framework conservation strategy.
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TABLE I-1
Policy / Goal/
Objective Number

Objective POSS-6

Policy POSS-6-a

Policy POSS-6-b

Objective POSS-7

POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
sources of plant material used for any revegetation, irrigation requirements, and postplanting maintenance and other operational
measures to ensure successful mitigation.
 Monitoring at an appropriate frequency by
qualified personnel and reporting of data
collected to permitting agencies.
Maintain and restore, where feasible, the
ecological values of the San Joaquin River
corridor.
San Joaquin River Parkway Master Plan. Support
the San Joaquin River Conservancy in its efforts to
update the San Joaquin River Parkway Master
Plan by working with the other jurisdictions and
the River Conservancy to create a comprehensive
and feasible plan for preservation, conservation,
and Parkway development.
Effects of Stormwater Discharge. Support efforts
to identify and mitigate cumulative adverse
effects on aquatic life from stormwater discharge
to the San Joaquin River.
 Avoid discharge of runoff from urban uses to
the San Joaquin River or other riparian
corridors.
 Approve development on sites having drainage
(directly or indirectly) to the San Joaquin River
or other riparian areas only upon a finding that
adequate measures for preventing pollution of
natural bodies of water from their runoff will
be implemented.
 Periodically monitor water quality and
sediments near drainage outfalls to riparian
areas. Institute remedial measures promptly if
unacceptable levels of contaminant(s) occur.
Support the San Joaquin River Conservancy in its
collaborative, multiagency efforts to develop the
San Joaquin River Parkway.

Policy POSS-7-a

Preserve Wildlife Corridors. Acquire and expand
natural reserves and wildlife corridors through
purchase, easements, mitigation for proposed
activities, or other mutually satisfactory
transactions.

Policy POSS-7-b

Wildlife Corridor along San Joaquin River. Create a
wildlife corridor to provide continuous open
space land and water areas parallel to the San

PLACEWORKS

Determination of Plan Consistency

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals,
policies, and Best Management Practices to
conserve natural resources and restore habitat along
the San Joaquin River within the Plan Area.

Consistent. Adoption of the proposed Project, the
Parkway Master Plan Update, is in alignment with
this policy.

Consistent. Goals, policies, and Best Management
Practices addressing Floodplain and Water Resource
Management within the proposed Plan call for
protecting the river’s water quality through
appropriate management of stormwater runoff
generated in the Parkway.

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to cooperatively and collaboratively develop
the Parkway across jurisdictions.
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to conserve, restore, and provide for the
connectivity of wildlife habitat and wildlife
movement corridors throughout the Plan Area, and
to achieve the conservation of those lands through
fee title and easement acquisitions on a willing
buyer/willing seller basis.
Consistent. The proposed Plan’s Policy BUFFER.2
states, “To the extent feasible, acquire, enhance,
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TABLE I-1
Policy / Goal/
Objective Number

Policy POSS-7-c

Policy POSS-7-d

I-6

POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
Joaquin River within the jurisdiction of the City.
 Preserve a minimum width of 200 feet of
riparian vegetation on both sides of the river.
 Require the corridor to be wider when possible
and/or necessary to protect additional areas of
native plants and critical habitat (such as
wildlife breeding areas). Re-establishment of a
200-foot or wider band of native plants is
recommended in areas where 200 feet of
riparian vegetation no longer exists along the
river bank, to the maximum extent feasible
from topologic and hydrologic standpoints.
 Allow exceptions where the minimum-width
corridor is infeasible due to topography,
hydrology, or other constraints. An offsetting
expansion may be approved in those instances
on the opposite side of the river. Incorporate
the bluff face into the wildlife corridor where
steep bluffs drop directly into or close to the
river.
Monitoring River Corridor Conditions. Undertake
periodic monitoring to determine the status of
conditions and mitigation measures required for
projects within, and in the vicinity of, the river
corridor.
 Pursue a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) or other agreement so that the San
Joaquin River Conservancy can perform, or
participate in, this monitoring program in
order to furnish additional expertise, provide
for cost efficiency, and to ensure consistency
throughout the river corridor.
 Based on information obtained from
monitoring, modifications in special permits,
reclamation plans, and other documents,
operating parameters for uses may be
necessary to insure human health and safety
and the well-being of riparian plants and
wildlife.
Buffer Zones near Intensive Uses. Protect natural
reserve areas and wildlife corridor areas in the
San Joaquin River corridor whenever more
intensive human uses exist or are proposed on
adjacent lands. Use buffer zones to allow multiple
uses on parts of the parkway while still protecting
wildlife and native plants.
 Require studies of appropriate buffer widths to
be approved by State and federal wildlife

Determination of Plan Consistency
restore and maintain a continuous riparian/wildlife
corridor throughout public Parkway lands with a
minimum width of 200 feet upland from the
ordinary low water mark and gaps of no greater than
200 feet or the minimum necessary to allow for
infrastructure (e.g. roads, bridges, boat launches,
etc.). Where it is not feasible to conserve the
corridor on both sides of the river, provide an
offsetting expansion of the corridor on one side.”

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to cooperatively and collaboratively develop
the Parkway and provide for conservation of natural
resources across jurisdictions, should the City pursue
a cooperative resource data collection agreement
with the Conservancy.

Consistent. The proposed Plan encourages local land
use agencies to protect habitat and natural
resources of the river and floodplain through
setbacks and buffers.
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Policy POSS-7-e

PLACEWORKS

POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
agencies before variances from standard
buffer zone widths are granted.
 Maintain natural riparian buffer zones with
appropriate native plants (seed material and
cuttings locally derived).
 Incorporate open space uses such as pasture,
low-intensity agricultural activities, and the
“rough” or marginal areas of golf courses, into
buffer zones when they constitute an
improvement in habitat over a previous use or
degraded area. Evaluate and address the
potential impacts of construction, cultural, and
operational practices (such as grading, number
of livestock per acre, lighting, and use of
pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers) before
these uses are be approved for buffering.
 For nearby areas of the San Joaquin River
corridor outside of the exclusive jurisdiction of
the City, support efforts to work with other
jurisdictions to achieve this policy.
Natural Habitats and Historic Resources. Continue
to protect and enhance the San Joaquin River
Parkway environs’ unique and irreplaceable
natural habitats and historic resources (including
archaeological sites). Continue to maintain
standards to protect public health, and provide
for development of substantial recreational
opportunities for all segments of the community
by preserving open space on the bluffs and
riverbottom while allowing appropriate
recreational development respectful of private
property rights.
 In conjunction with other land use jurisdictions
along the river corridor, determine whether to
create a new or modified open space zone
district applicable to the San Joaquin
riverbottom environs, with provisions that
would allow and support the multiple open
space uses consistent with the multi-use open
space plan designation in this area, and to
minimize or prohibit new residential
construction.
 Require existing undeveloped areas of the
riverbottom to remain non-urbanized and
establish controls to preserve and enhance the
remaining riparian areas and minimize or
prohibit new residential uses.

Determination of Plan Consistency

Consistent. Habitat Conservation and Management
goals and policies in the proposed Plan call for
conservation, enhancement and restoration of the
aquatic, plant and wildlife resources of the Parkway
for public enjoyment. The goals and policies also call
for conservation, enhancement and restoration of
contiguous and continuous native riparian, wetland
and upland habitat on public lands for wildlife
movement and refuge, and Public Access and
Recreation policies provide for the conservation of
open space for low-impact recreational uses.
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Policy POSS-7-f

Policy POSS-7-g
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POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
River Bluffs. Preserve the river bluffs as a unique
geological feature in the San Joaquin Valley by
maintaining and enforcing the requirements of
the "BP" Bluff Preservation Overlay Zone District,
maintaining the bluff area setback for buildings,
structures, decks, pools and spas (which may be
above or below grade), fencing, and steps, and
maintaining designated vista points.
 Strive to assure that development of the
parkway and other uses within the San Joaquin
riverbottom environs are consistent with the
mineral resources conservation zones; honor
flood, environmental, recreational and
aesthetic issues; protect natural habitats and
historic resources; and consider adjacent
property owners.
 Take an active role in establishing park
entrances. Provide all gates, trails and roads
adequate access by emergency vehicles such
as fire trucks, police cars, and ambulances.
 For safety reasons, access may be limited to
points that have controlled access gates.
Cooperation of private parties having legal
control of riverbottom access shall be sought
in this effort.
 Continue to work toward the adoption of
official plan lines for new segments of the San
Joaquin River Trails and actively pursue
completion of these segments to ensure that
adequate and appropriate public access to the
San Joaquin River and the Parkway is provided.
San Joaquin River Parkway - River West Fresno
Project Area. Support the extension of the Lewis
Eaton Trail into the River West Fresno Project
Area consistent with the San Joaquin River
Parkway Master Plan and the following criteria:
 Public access into the River View Drive
Area/Neighborhoods should be limited to
cyclists and pedestrians with the exception of
public safety, circulation, and/or other
governmental/support service provider
vehicles.
 Proposed public parking facilities should be
designed in order to accommodate as many
vehicles as possible.
 Additional public parking should be located
under and/or adjacent to the old San Joaquin
Bridge and State Route 41 corridor.

Determination of Plan Consistency

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to protect natural and cultural resources,
including policies in recognition of mineral
resources, floodzones and floodways, protecting
adjacent properties from Parkway uses, and
providing access for emergency response. The
proposed Plan also identifies possible vista points at
the bluffs, consistent with City plans.

Consistent. The proposed Plan illustrates planned,
and recently approved (December 7, 2017), Parkway
facilities for the River West Fresno, Eaton Trail
Extension Project consistent with Policy POSS-7-g.
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POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective

Determination of Plan Consistency

 The feasibility of additional public parking and
equestrian trailer parking near Spano Park
should be considered and fully evaluated.
 The location of public parking should not
conflict with other recommendations in this
policy.
 The trail alignment should, at the greatest
extent possible, be located along and/or near
the river for maximum public enjoyment, view
and access to the river by all users, and to
allow for the best possible fire and public
safety buffer for adjacent property owners
while also taking into consideration
environmental impacts, design and
maintenance costs, historical and required
water flows and flooding, and/or other events
that result in increases to water levels.
 Full development or public access should be
avoided until adequate and sustainable
funding needed to support annual operations
and maintenance has been identified.
 The San Joaquin River Bluff and Protection
Ordinance should be implemented prior to the
completion of the project.

Policy POSS-7-h

Interlink City and San Joaquin River Parkway Trail
Networks. Strive to connect the parkway trail
network to other trails in the vicinity, in order to
create a community and regional trail system that
offers a variety of different route combinations
and enhances public access to the parkway.

Consistent. The proposed Plan supports
development of a trail sytem and a multi-use trail
along the length of the Parkway, that would
accommodate a range of users, and that would
ultimately link with other bikeways, trails and paths
along and throughout the Plan Area and within the
regional trail system.

Policy POSS-7-i

Public Access to San Joaquin River Parkway Trail
Networks. Strive to provide public access to the
parkway from public streets, roads, and rights-ofway immediately adjacent to parkway properties,
facilities, and trails such as those proposed in
Figure POSS-2: River Parkway Path and Trail
Access Points, Figure MT-2: Paths and Trails, as
well as
several public right-of-way alignments identified
in Figure MT-1: Circulation Diagram, which could
serve as public access points for vehicles, bicycles,
equestrians and/or pedestrians:
1. Herndon and Parkway Avenues: pedestrian
access
2. Weber Avenue: multi-modal access with
parking
3. Riverside Avenue: multi-modal access with

Consistent. The proposed Plan supports
development of a trail system and a multi-use trail
along the length of the Parkway, that would
accommodate a range of users, and that would
ultimately link with other bikeways, trails and paths
along and throughout the Parkway. The access
points identified in Policy POSS-7-i are included in
the proposed Plan, Figures 5-1 through 5-10.

PLACEWORKS
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Objective RC-4
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POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
parking
4. Santa Fe and Bluff Avenues: multi-modal access
with parking
5. Polk Avenue: pedestrian, bicycle, management,
and emergency
access
6. Milburn Avenue: existing golf course access and
future multimodal access with parking
7. Valentine Avenue: pedestrian and bicycle
access
8. Marks Avenue: pedestrian and bicycle access
9. Van Ness Boulevard: existing Scout Island
access, future pedestrian and bicycle access
10. Harrison Avenue: pedestrian and bicycle
access
11. Palm and Nees Avenues: multi-modal access
with parking
12. Palm Avenue: existing parking and planned
pedestrian access
13. Riverview and Bluff Avenue: pedestrian,
bicycle, management, and emergency access
14. Perrin Alignment at State Route 41: multimodal access with parking
15. Woodward Park Audubon Avenue Entrance:
multi-modal access with parking
16. Woodward Park Friant Road Entrance: multimodal access with parking
17. Shepherd Avenue and Friant Road: pedestrian
and bicycle access
18. Champlain Avenue and Friant Road:
pedestrian and bicycle access
19. Rice Road: multi-modal access with parking
20. Lanes Road: multi-modal access with parking
21. Copper Avenue and Friant Road: multi-modal
access with parking
22. Old Friant Road: multi-modal access with
parking
23. Old Friant Road: multi-modal access with
parking
24. Old Friant Road and Copper River Drive:
pedestrian and bicycle access
25. Old Friant Road at River Center: multi-modal
access with parking
26. Old Friant Road: multi-modal access with
parking
In cooperation with other jurisdictions and
agencies in the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin, take

Determination of Plan Consistency

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals,
policies and Best Management Practices for Air
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POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
necessary actions to achieve and maintain
compliance with State and federal air quality
standards for criteria pollutants.

Support Regional Efforts. Support and lead, where
appropriate, regional, State and federal programs
and actions for the improvement of air quality,
especially the SJVAPCD’s efforts to monitor and
control air pollutants from both stationary and
mobile sources and implement Reasonably
Available Control Measures in the Ozone
Attainment Plan.
In cooperation with other jurisdictions and
agencies in the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin, take
timely, necessary, and the most cost effective
actions to achieve and maintain reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions and all strategies that
reduce the causes of climate change in order to
limit and prevent the related potential
detrimental effects upon public health and
welfare of present and future residents of the
Fresno community.
Support State Goal to Reduce Statewide GHG
Emissions. As is consistent with State law, strive to
meet AB 32 goal to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 and strive to
meet a reduction of 80 percent below 1990 levels
by 2050 as stated in Executive Order S-03-05. As
new statewide GHG reduction targets and dates
are set by the State update the City’s Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Plan to include a comprehensive
strategy to achieve consistency with those targets
by the dates established.
GHG Reduction through Design and Operations.
Increase efforts to incorporate requirements for
GHG emission reductions in land use entitlement
decisions, facility design, and operational
measures subject to City regulation through the
following measures and strategies:
 Promote the expansion of incentive-based
programs that involve certification of projects
for energy and water efficiency and resiliency.
These certification programs and scoring
systems may include public agency “Green”
and conservation criteria, Energy Star™
certification, CALGreen Tier 1 or Tier 2,

Determination of Plan Consistency
Resources, Climate Change, and Sequestration,
including policies to support multi-modal
transportation, minimize greenhouse gases,
accomodate for climate change adaptation,
sequester carbon, and inter-governmental strategic
partnerships.

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies in support of opportunities to improve
regional air quality and to reduce the potential for
Parkway projects to contribute to air pollution.

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals,
policies and Best Management Practices for Air
Resources, Climate Change, and Sequestration,
including Policy AIR.5 which states, “Work with
community and regional interests as a positive
contributor to conservation of habitat and natural
resources, and partner in the reduction of
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.”

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals,
policies and Best Management Practices for Air
Resources, Climate Change, and Sequestration,
including policies to support multi-modal
transportation, minimize greenhouse gases,
accomodate for climate change adaptation,
sequester carbon, and inter-governmental strategic
partnerships.

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals,
policies and Best Management Practices for Air
Resources, Climate Change, and Sequestration,
including Policy AIR.5 which states, “Work with
community and regional interests as a positive
contributor to conservation of habitat and natural
resources, and partner in the reduction of
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.”
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POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
Leadership in Energy Efficient Design (LEED™)
certification, etc.
 Promote appropriate energy and water
conservation standards and facilitate mixeduse projects, new incentives for infill
development, and the incorporation of mass
transit, bicycle and pedestrian amenities into
public and private projects.
 Require energy and water audits and upgrades
for water conservation, energy efficiency, and
mass transit, pedestrian, and bicycle amenities
at the time of renovation, change in use,
change in occupancy, and change in ownership
for major projects meeting review thresholds
specified in an implementing ordinance.
 Incorporate the City’s “Guidelines for Ponding
Basin/Pond Construction and Management to
Control Mosquito Breeding” as conditions of
approval for any project using an on-site
stormwater basin to prevent possible increases
in vector-borne illnesses associated with global
climate change.
 Periodically evaluate the City’s facility
maintenance practices to determine whether
there are additional opportunities to reduce
GHGs through facility cleaning and painting,
parks maintenance, road maintenance, and
utility system maintenance.
 Periodically evaluate standards and mitigation
strategies for highly vehicle-dependent land
uses and facilities, such as drive-through
facilities and auto-oriented development.

Policy RC-5-e

Ensure Compliance. Ensure ongoing compliance
with GHG emissions reduction plans and
programs by requiring that air quality measures
are incorporated into projects’ design, conditions
of approval, and mitigation measures.

Objective RC-9

Preserve agricultural land outside of the area
planned for urbanization under this General Plan.

Policy RC-9-a

Regional Cooperation. Work to establish a
cooperative research and planning program with
the Counties of Fresno and Madera, City of Clovis,
and other public agencies to conserve agricultural
land resources.

I-12

Determination of Plan Consistency

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals,
policies and Best Management Practices for Air
Resources, Climate Change, and Sequestration,
including Policy AIR.6 which states, “Work to
minimize the GHG footprint, energy and water use
of Parkway operations, Conservancy and grant
projects.”
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to encourage the preservation of agricultural
uses in the Parkway planning area.
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to encourage the preservation of agricultural
uses in the Parkway planning area, including Policy
AGRI.1 which states, “Work with agencies that
conserve farmland to secure conservation
easements within the Parkway planning area.”
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POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
Conserve aggregate mineral resources within the
Planning Area, as identified by the Division of
Mines and Geology, and allow for responsible
extraction to meet Fresno’s needs.
Zoning in San Joaquin Riverbottom. Maintain
zoning consistent with on-going mineral
extraction in the San Joaquin Riverbottom that
also allows multiple open space uses in
conformance with State law and the City’s Surface
Mining Ordinance.
Processing-Mining Link. Accommodate only those
mineral processing activities in the San Joaquin
Riverbottom that are associated and co-located
with mining operations when such industrial
activities will sunset with the mining operation
and do not stimulate unplanned growth or
conversion of multi-use open space to urban uses.

Determination of Plan Consistency
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes Mineral
Resource goals and policies to design, construct, and
manage the Parkway in a manner that will conserve
mineral resources and will not conflict with sand and
gravel mining operations.
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes Mineral
Resource goals and policies to design, construct, and
manage the Parkway in a manner that will conserve
mineral resources and will not conflict with sand and
gravel mining operations.

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes a goal to
work with gravel mining companies to acquire high
priority properties for Parkway purposes after they
have been mined.

Objective HCR-1

Maintain a comprehensive, citywide preservation
program to identify, protect and assist in the
preservation of Fresno’s historic and cultural
resources.

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to conserve Cultural and Historic Resources,
including CULTURE.7 which states, “Coordinate with
the City of Fresno…to promote the preservation and
maintenance of paleontological, archeological, and
historic resources within the Parkway.”

Objective HCR-2

Identify and preserve Fresno’s historic and
cultural resources that reflect important cultural,
social, economic, and architectural features so
that residents will have a foundation upon which
to measure and direct physical change.

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes goals and
policies to preserve and protect cultural and historic
resources on Parkway public lands.

Policy HCR-2-f

Archaeological Resources. Consider State Office of
Historic Preservation guidelines when establishing
CEQA mitigation measures for archaeological
resources.

Consistent. The proposed Plan includes Policy
CULTURE.16 which states, “Before demolishing any
structures over fifty years old, evaluate the historical
significance, including reviewing the historical
register and records, and consulting with the State
Office of Historic Preservation.”

Objective NS-1

Protect the citizens of the City from the harmful
and annoying effects of exposure to excessive
noise.

Objective NS-3

Minimize the risks to property, life, and the
environment due to flooding and stormwater
runoff hazards.

Policy NS-3-l

Promote flood control measures that maintain
natural conditions within the 200-year floodplain
of rivers and streams and, to the extent possible,

PLACEWORKS

Consistent. The proposed Plan’s Policy ACCESS.23
states, “To the extent feasible, locate and design any
new Parkway public access features that may
generate noise to reduce disturbance at the nearest
noise-sensitive land uses.”
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes floodplain
and water resource management goals and policies
that address development of Parkway projects in a
manner that will not interfere with the floodplain
conveyance capacity of the San Joaquin River.
Consistent. The proposed Plan includes floodplain
and water resource management goals and policies
that address development of Parkway projects in a
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Objective NS-6
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POLICY CONSISTENCY CITY OF FRESNO 2035 GENERAL PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy / Goal/Objective
combine flood control, recreation, water quality,
and open space functions. Discourage
construction of permanent improvements that
would be adversely affected by periodic floods
within the 200-year floodplain, particularly in the
San Joaquin riverbottom.

Foster an efficient and coordinated response to
emergencies and natural disasters.

Determination of Plan Consistency
manner that will not interfere with the floodplain
conveyance capacity of the San Joaquin River.
Implementation of the proposed Project will
conserve the river’s floodplain, allowing it to remain
in natural habitat and open space uses.
Consistent. The proposed Plan’s Policy OPER.15
states, “Coordinate in the development and
implementation of a public safety operational plan
for the Parkway with all affected state and local law
enforcement agencies that addresses, but is not
limited to, emergency response planning,
coordination with public safety and response
agencies, park closures due to high flows, and other
hazards.”
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